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ABSTRACT
Limbum, an Eastern Grassfield language spoken in the Nkambe plateau

of Cameroon demolistrates marked dialectal differences, which are cleayly
distinguished at the levels of phonology, morphology and syntax. These
differences block standatdimtion as every dialectal region has its ow11
orthography. This work is an attempt to harmonise these orthographics into a
single standard norm by comparing and contrasting the dialects-Northern,
Central and Southern using varied acceptable linguistic analyses relevant to
language standardization. Of special interest at the level of phonology are

- where we specially show
that certain consonant clusters demonstrate features of extra - syllabicity; tow,

consonant and vowel contrasts, syllable structure

and basic phonological processes form the foundation for a multidialectal and
standard

orthography design.

We have also included amongst other

morphological elements for analyses, sufficient treatment of various forms of
reduplication, numerals and adjective morphology.

Similarly, syntectic

analyses show that the language allows various movement transformations such
as topicalization and relativization.

These analyses also help to show that

logophoric pronouns and passivization are not features of the Limbuni language.
At each level of the analyses standard grammar rules have been proposed.

These grammar rules are finally represented in a simpfified

and non-

linguistic way called pedagogical grammar. This approach provides the mother
tongoc (MT)teacher and language learners with information sufficient enough,
to construct learning activities especially as each grammar item prcsented is

followed by well selected drills and answer keys. This would facilitate pattern
practice, internalization and general performance. This brings to focus the
pivotal role of pedagogical graniniars in Language standardization processes.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1 .O

1NTRODUCTlON
This chapter is aimed at discussing the objectives of tlie study, the

theoretical framework adopted, data elicitation and the analytical
procedures. The historical, geographical and linguistic situations as well as
earlier linguistic studies.
1.1

00\

L

.I

PROBLEM, AIM AND SCOPE OF THE WORK
Limburn is one of the national languages now on Area Extension

Programme of PROPELCA. So it needs written materials, not only
pedagogic or language learning assisted materials, but on other disciplines
such as Arithmetic, History, Geography, just to mention but a feu:, written

in Limbum. The principal objective of this study is to formalise the
phonological, morphological, and syntactic processes with a view to
establishing grammar rules that are explicit enough to fosrer the
standardisation of Limbum. Consequently, it seeks to establish the
phonological, morphological and syntactic rules of each category in each
dialect, then compare the rules of each category across the board and
syntliesise them, such that suinmary rules are established based on
linguistic principles.

It presupposes that the dissertation is based mainly on the granimar
o f the language. However, Discourse and Semantic implications of the

language are discussed where necessary.

I n this work, spccial attention is paid to the morphological and
syntactic processes, because the phonological processes of the Central and
Southern dialects have already been treated by Fiore (1977) and Fransen
(1995) respectively. It was Fiore’s work that led to WILA’s (Wimbuni

1

Literacy Association) adoption of the central variety as the standaid and

use

it i n writing.

But reading and writing problems have been manifest4 by most
native speakers after tlie publication of the Alphabet Chart, Chlendars,
Elktries and t h e Lilnbunl Version of the Cameroon National Anlhelll. One of

such reading probleiris arises from dialectal differences. Docunients written
in the Central and Northern dialects cannot be easily read by Southern
native speakers of Limhuni. Besides, unfamiliar sounds such as the affricate
/ts/ {vhich is usually symbolized by ch-

is represented in the Alphabet Chart

by c as in words like cP’ “clothes” and ckr ‘‘quick”. In this class of
’\

unfamiliar sounds, we can also cite(/?l,

/ti/,

/g/ and / e / . They present major

I

_

reading problems to those who have already learnt to read English and
French. Another reading problem arises froin the tone marking system ’ ”
\x.liich is apparently very inconsistent. In a publication like “Jisos B YF i]g~’,
II
a kwe, a ftitt efa rkwe; the Easter story from the Gospel of St.Mark,
Cltapters 14- l6( 1989)’’ the following words carry inconsistent tone
marking :
(1)

Verse

incorrect tone

actual tone

gloss

Mark 14:l

qki’

gkBt

“feast”

klark 14:1/10

qgha gee t6gshl

ggha gke tirqshi “chiefpriest”.

Mark 1 4 5

n6

nk

Mark 14 :5

nibha

mbBa

“inone y ”

Mark 14:7

nfi’

ne1

“t inie”

“to”

To those who are literate in English and or French, they have serious
spelling problems. For instance, Ngwang (1987) in the appendix writes tlie
following:
(2)

1 \.;(
>.

I . chang kwaa meaning cRg kwsa

“grain store”

2. ba nchep

meaning baa nc&b

“medicine bag”

3. nkeng

tneaning gkkg

4. konyu

meaning k6o ny8

“special basket for carrying corn”
“bee hive”

2

’

Above all, the force of national languages politics has not been
effective enough to foriii a viable language committee at the local level,
that would establish, then implement a proper and adequate codification as

well

R S corpus planning

strategies. Even though WILA in collaboration with

some linguists and researchers have been doing some good work in this
area, her capacity to formulate procedures for achieving a standard variety
is limited. With the recent production of the Limbum version of the New

Testament Bible, the need for standardisation bas been greatly heightened.
We understand that variation is a feature of living languages but the
existence of a standard variety accepted by all the speakers is oAen
recommended. It is thus the target of this work. We hope to use scientific
approaches to propose a variety that would be acceptable to all the native
speakers-for use in reading and writing.

1.2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The theoretical framework adopted for this work is eclectic. This

I

h

needs a comment because, this study is being done at a time that the theory

,

of Transformational Generative Grammar is in vogue. We recognise the

.

1-

conmanding position of this theory in linguistic studies, do also make use
I

of it in the work where necessary. However, some concepts we wish to treat

, require the use of other theories such as Radford's Minimalist Approach. I t
'

is precisely on the basis of justifiable pedagogical convictions that the

structural approach to linguistic analysis has been used too.

1.3

METHODOLOGY

\.\< '

.')I.'

-\

(

\,

.

,',
I..

,

I

i.,

As a native speaker of Limbum, it is intended that most of the data

will come from me. But the data from the Northern and Southern dialectal
regions will be collected from their fluent speakers. That is, only native
speakers, whose speeches have not /suffered any form of interference.

3

Assistance will be sought frorn members of WII,A specific:illy Psswr

I

The first step of the work will consist in grouping the data under
Northern, Central and Southern dialects. Items will then be selected and
classified using Linguistic categories. This will be followed by a close

c

study of each category, leading to the establishment of grammar rules for
i’

that category of language of the dialect in question. Then, the rules will be

compared with those of the same category of the other dialects. ’The next
step will be the collapsing of the rules in order to come up with rules that
explicitly account for the grammar of the language. The rules will then be
posited and proposed to the language Committee for possible application,
hence prescription. Against this background, pedagogical granirnar rules
with accompanying examples and exercises will be developed to enable

MT

teachers, textbook writers and learners use the language naturally and

effectively.

1.4

TERMINOLOGY
Liinbum is a word referring to the language of the Winibuin people

of Nkainbe and Ndu Sub Divisions of Donga-Mantung Division(See Map
1 ). The speakers often refer to themselves as belonging to the Wirnbuni

tribe. Etymologically, “Li” means language and “Wi” is a prefix meaning,
“people” (people of a certain area). Thus, Limbum actually means that
“Language of Mbuni” (Mbum Language). While, Wirnbriin ineans the
people

of

Mbuni

or

“Mbum people”. In Linguistic and early

anthropological studies, they were referred to as “Nsungli”. Nsungli is a
Lamnso word meaning “talkers” or “speakers” (Fiore 1987: 1 ). Actually,
the word coined from the Limbum word ‘LS4nni’’- meaning ’‘put1 to
r_Cr-x

yourselves” an instructive word, which the Wimbum Commander used
repeatedly during the war between the Nsos and Wimbums.
^-

>

4

\

’

I

1.5

GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION

!

; ~.

1

ti

:..

The people live in the area called Nkambe plateau of the North West

4

y

Province of Cameroon. It has an average height of above 150Om. It lies
between Latitude 6*20 and 6*40' North and Longitude 6"25' and l l y 2 0
East, and covers an area of 1350 Sqkm. It ha5 a population of about
120.000 (1987 census). The people are divided into two Sub Divisions
(Nkambe and Ndu). Although they are divided, each Sub division consists
of a conglonleration of villages of Tang, Warr and Wiya clans (See maps I
"\4,:1,," [ , ,
,
and 2). L .,
t q m kL?-

.

;

1 ,

The Limburn is surrounded by, Mfunta, Yamba and Dzodinka in the North

East. Mbembe, Nsari and Ncane in the North' West, while Noni lies to the
f
.
.
,, 1,
. . , *'
West and Lamns3' to the South.(See map 3).e(..t v j c.. \
~

l',\

\

ti;, \

c\.. ;

G>

J '

1.

h,.

'.\,,*$L

J

'

' .>

>

.. '.'

i
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i '

The Wimbum people are believed to be of Tikar origin. The general
trend of migration to this part of the country was about 450 years ago.
Before this time, the Warr people (njeb warr) or "mbwat" clan and the
?

\

'\

"nkoms" (Carpenter 1934) who claim to be the original inhabitants of the
area were already well established in the area. However, it is believed that
the Wimbum migrated froin Tikari in three distinct groups (Wiwarr,
Witang, Wiyaah), who today form three distinct clans. These clans live in
several different non-contiguous areas within the Wimbum country. It is
held that their ancestors left Tikari under the leadership of Kiini and settled
in

i

I!,(

the Mbaw plain where he later died. After his death, they migrated to

their present site.
*

i

i t

1
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'
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\
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But Jeffreys (1963) holds that, Wiwam originated from the fertile
I

i

valley of Mberbo, situated between the present villages of Tallah and
Binka. According to him, they were the natives of the area and spoke
Limbum before the Witang and Wiyaah groups came. These other groups
arrived the area, probably after 50 years of the final split up of the Warr
clan (Carpenter 1934). Chilver and Kaybemy (1968:27:28) mention that the
2

5

1

,

.

Wiyaah claim to have come via a Northern route from Kinii. They.
escaping from the Fulanis and Chamba raids settled at Ntem, before finally
1 : c

arrrvin'g Nkambe plateau in about the 1840s.'jhe Witang, the last wave of
>

Tikar migration, arrived Mbum land (Nkambe plateau), long after the
Wiyaah had already settled at "Mbandfung", present site of Ndu p l a c e .
I \

> 1 3 1

ic.

\
\ 1

'
i'

\

Jeffrey's historical account of the Warr clan is reported by Fiore
(

1987:2). It is on this ground that Mangoh (1986) asserts that the iwnigrant

groups dropped their languages because the native speakers of Limbum
were widespread. However, there is no trace of a dead language even

in

ritualistic circles to buttress this fact. It is historically and logically but fair
to stale that the Tikars of the Nkambe plateau came from the Tikar country

of the Upper Benue in Old Adamawa. While the Mbulns of Adamawa claim
that their ancient ancestors came from ancient Egypt and that they are
related to the Chambah of the Benue and the Tikar groups of the Bamenda II
Highlands (North West Province
Wiwarr, Witang and Wiyaah,

These Tikar groups, which include
Pi
are scattered all over the North West

Proaince in no fixed pattern. While those of the Nkambe plateau speak
Liiiibum, the rest speak different languages. Even groups alleged to have

1

migrated from Mbiribaw (the birthplace of Warr clan) to other parts of the I '
d n ision (Adere, Mfume and Mbissa) speak different languages. Similarly, \

the Okus, Esus and Bums, who still enjoy ritual and ancestral ties with the
Mbiribaw people (Mbot) with the same migration history also speak
different languages. Consequently, the exact relationship between the
history and the language is still to be traced.

1.7

THE LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF IJMBUM.
Liinbuni is one of the Eastern Grassfield languages of Cameroon.

1

\
jr\,t

\

ALCAM (1983:7) gives it number (903), meaning that it belongs to the

Northern sub group of the Eastern Grassfield of languages. This linguistic
classification clarifies all the classification difficulties earlier presented by
the works of previous linguists as discussed below.

The classification problem began with Guthrie rvlio i r k r e d to
!2iiiibut11

a s “a Bantoid” (Watters 1980:99), while Greenberg classified i t

aiid a l l other

languages earlier classified as Bantoid, Bantu.

He, however,

cliissified African languages into four broad linguistic families :is foilon~s:

-

Congo - Kordofanian

-

Nilo - Saharan

-

Afro - Asi:itic

-

Khoisan.

According to this major classification, Linibuni falls under the

Cioiigo-Kordofanian family.
More recent studies of languages of this family portray

illat

they are

cliiiracteristically k i a ~ i l u and have a common genetic origin. This is
confirmed by the studies of Voorhoeve and others,

\ylio

slare that

’1i;iinileke’ languages deinonstrate that tlicy are definitely h n t u 2nd iiot
h i t o i d . (Watlers i 080: 100) states that such languages wLre @\-en a
separate linguistic clcfinition. Mbain Nkain unit, which coiisists of a l l
13niiiileke languages,

Bamum,

Ngwe,

Ngeinba,

Bali

Iiiierestingiy, this sub classification did not include Lirnbuni

mil
iii

others.

the blbani -

i\;knrn group.
But the Grassfield Bantu working group, working on the Noun

systznr o f 4 5 Ianguagcs i n tlie grassfields in 1974, realised Ihai rlie hfbanr hikani group \vas riot hoinogeneous as previously assuiried but \vas

linguistically vastcr. They thus proposed a second linguistic group Western Grassfield which consisted of Ring, Monio imi menchuni
Iiiriguages (See Map 4)

The Mbam - N k a m group was renamed the Eastern Grassfield (language

characterized by niisul prefix) (Watters 1989). Lirnbuni Zind all other
languages that were left out in the 1971 studies of Voorlioeve, lvere
included in tlie Easrcrn Grassfield Bantu because of their ckiaracteristic
~ i i i s a lprefixation.

IIL

'7ameraIn.langues nationales: Province du
.:n: .:
.
Nord-Ouest
*

.

.

.

,

.

*

e

1
I

Stallcup (1977:27) subdivided the two main subgroups of Grassfield
Bantu:
Eastern
Western

1

Nkambe

Ring

2
3

Noun
Ngemba

Menchum

4

Barnileke.

Mom0
Lower Mundani

Following this sub division, Limbum, Yamba, Dzodioka, Mbembe
and Mfunte form the Nkambe or Northern sub group of the Eastern
Grassfield Bantu language major sub group. The figure 1:l below explains
it.
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Figure 1:l Grassfield Bantu Languages.

Nige Congo
1

Adamatv Ubangi

i

West Al!antic

Madde Bedue

K!va

I

Voltaic

Congo

I

Plateau Jukunoid

Cross River

Bantoid
I

Mundani

- Limbum
- Yamba
- Dzodinkn
- Mbambe

- Mfumnte
Cidledfrorn Williamson: Kay (2000) and Ndamsah (1997)17)
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Within the Wimbum language Community, the native speakers sub l v i d e d
rhe language into four dialectal regions (groupings). These groups are:

-spoken in (Nkambe, Tabenken, Kungi, Moo, Binshua)

- Linti
Liwarr

-

-Spoken in (Wat, Mbaa, Kup, Nwangri, Ngarutll Taku,
Ntundip, Luh, Mbot, Chup
-Spoken in (Ndu, Mbipgo, Njimnkang, Njila, WOWO)

- Liyaa
- Lintumbaw

-Spaken in (Ntumbaw, Sob, Sina). See map 2 )

This means that the language consists of a group of intercomprehensible
dialects. Fiore (1997) and Nforgwei (1991) assert that the language has a
lot of dialectal variations, even though there is mutual intelligibility

I

amongst speakers. While Van Reenen
+
. and Voorhoeve (1980:217) speak of ’
“quite a lot of dialectal variations”, Pieter Van Reenen (1977) distinguishes

four varieties spoken in the area, which he names as f o l l o ~ s :

- Western

Spoken in Wat

- Northern
- Central

Spoken in Nkambe

- Southern

Spoken in Ndu

Spoken in Tabenken

When he says Western is spoken in Wat, he probably refers to the
following areas-Wat, Mbot, Mbaa, Kup, Nwangri, Ngamrn, Taku, Ntundip

and Luh. While Nkambe refers to Binshua, Nkambe, Moh and Kungi.
Similarly, Tabenken refers to Tabenken, Chup, Njap and Bongom. Ndu
certainly refers to Ndu, Wowo, Njila, Mbipgo and Njimnkang.

t

Almost ten years later (Pieter Van Reenen (1986) comes to add a

-

fifth dialectal region: -South-Westem region Spoken in Taku.

But Fiore ( I 987) works out a more comprehensive classification on
the basis of pronunciation as follows:
-Northern:

Spoken in Binshua, Nkambe, Moo, Bih, Rinka, NjapI Nge,
Chup and Tabenken

- Central:
- Southern:

Spoken in Wat,

Mbot,Luh, Taku, Talla, Ngarum and Ntudip

Spoken in Ndu, Ntumbaw, wowo, Mbipgo, sop, Njimnkang,
Njilah, Manguu and Sina

Fiore’s classification is illustrated below:

CENTRAL

_
I
_
_
-

ENGLISH
kola

bi

rbi

give

(h5)

fi

gun

set;?

Pot
water

agai
rkfg
mdlp

mouth

tca

cau

rkfn
mndip

Fiore's classification implies pronunciation and vocabulary differences.
These differences can further be exemplified using the following examples.
Let us begin here by presenting words that do not portray any linguistic
differences across the regions.
(3)
Bw!!!
C a e
t,

, t.

1'

South

gloss
also

f6g
bAa

f6Q

f6n

bha

biia

tbo

tbo

tbo

bag
burn

bgqb6g

bijrJb&g

wwl

good

g6r

g6r
tiig

gbr

big

tho

dig

gwtigwfi'

gwhgw8'

duck

thl
gwiigw5'

Although these examples do not show any aspect of variation, the table
following shows vocabulary differences between the South and the other
regions.
4)

South
__

Centre I North

&OS

bbb6r

nyijbnybb

soft

rn&indz&

nduunjl

road

shAmg6r

cha

toadfrog

tsittsityeni

ntijg

centre

ndii

?t&

behaviour

nyva'

kha

squeeze
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The implications of these differences are crucial as far as Limbum Literacy
programme is concerned. In line with Fiore’s examples given above, are the
following words. They show systematic changes in sounds from North to
South:
5)

/

/

r”

North

Centre

South

gloss

nji

nji

n d z h .*

back

njiki

njiki

ndz&nc$

fly

C6’

C6‘

sh6’

uproot

cir

cir

shirr

tray

YG

Y&

zhvB

kill

ny&’

nya‘

nyvti

squeeze

j26

jeE

dyke

different

jiiu

jhu

dyiiu

drive away

In the section of phonological processes, these differences will be
further explained. These differences do not portray the variations that exist
between the young and the old speakers. Again, the interference of Pidgin
English, Fulfulde and English are becoming widespread and thus helping to
make the situation more complicated. Today,we can hear native speakers
say “sfitt.” pidgin word for ‘‘until”, “h&rBbBda” fulfulde word for “until”
and “inti” for the English word “until”. These were some of the reasons
that led to WILA’s (wimbum Literary association) decrsion to adopt the
central variety in its writing system. Even though, this was an attempt to
seek to maintain the purity of the language for translation purposes, other
linguists do not buy this idea and keep on writing in the other varieties. In
order to make things good for WILA and writers who use the other varieties

in writing, there is a dire need for a standardised form of the language,
which is what this work sets out to achieve. This will raise Limbum from
an “a, I” to an “S” language. (see figure 2)
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1.8

REVIEW 0 1 7 LINGUISTIC WORK ON LIMIZUM
Although much work has been done on Limbum, very little exists on

the standardisation processes of the language. This section discusses in

detail previous works on the language that are of relative importance to the
present study. The first work of great importance is that of Fransen’s
(

1995) PHD. Thesis titled “A Grammar of Linibum

-a

grassfields Bantu

language” She describes the phonology, morphology and syntax of
Southern Linibuni. Although the work contributes reasonably to the
grammar of Linibuni it restricts itself to the Southern variety. Consequently
it falls short of the standard Limbum, since it excludes the other varieties.

The work is divided into five parts.
Part one deals with seginental and suprasegmental phonology.

Part two, which is subdivided into six chapters handles the Noun Phrase.
Part three focuses on pronoun;

While part four, which is sub divided into eight short chapters, treats the
verb phrase.
Part five, focuses on other aspects of the grammar such as negation and
interrogatives.
Franpn’.S,.work
-. makes significant contributions to the present study
i n that itk“treats exkaustively one of the varieties that this work seeks to

Qq-..
‘ .analyse.
(‘‘

,r!..”

j

.’%

I‘?

CL‘

r Ll.:)

’
is.

Northern and Central varieties in every situation. From such analyses,

.I

<<
’-‘.

,,.,

:.
’

In this study, the Southern variety will be pitted against the

,

formalised grammar rules will be drawn and posited for adoption by WILA
for standardisation purposes.
j
.

.\,:

\:!

.

The next work of interest is that of Nforgwei (1991) Maitrise
Dissertation titled “Towards a Pedagogical Grammar of Limbum”. In this
work, nouns and verbs are treated and their classification is attempted. It
will help in data collection and resolve!

some elementary problems of

orthography. Other works of considerable importance to this present work
include:

13
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’,’

Fiore (1987) “A Phonology of Limbum” is also of considerable
importance in this study since it treats the phonology of Limburn and
relates it to the grammar.
Mpoche (1993) Dissertation “The Limbum Noun Phrase

-

A

Generative approach” is also important in the present study when it
comes to the analysis of the Limbum NP, especially the Northern
variety.
Ndamsah (1997) Dissertation “The Sentential Structure of Limbum”

is equally of importance when it comes to the syntactic analysis of
focus.
Mfonyam and Ngah (1986) Mfonyam (1989) give exhaustive
information on tone in the orthography of Limbum.

0

Other valuable works include the articles of Voorhoeve (1980) Van
Reenen and Voorhoeve (1980) on the noun class system. Peck (1973)
provides some notes on grammatical structure, while Cheffy (1992)’s
Lexicon of Limbum, Van Reenen’s (1987) and (1988) on dialectal
variations

provide

support

for adequate

spelling,

tone and

orthography analyses.
Other publications in Limbum include WILA’s “Bkinfcr TBta ba
Nyako” Books I and 11. Ndi and Ndi (1 988) Jisos B yc qgc’a k d ,

3

fu’u efa rkwe”, the Easter Story from the Gospel of St. h4ark
(chapters 14-16) an Alphabet Chart (1992) and Linibuni Calendars.

For the present study all the diaiectai variations will be considered,
but the posited examples and grammar rules for adoption will be written
using the Orthography of the central variety, which is considered the most
prestigious and relatively purer.
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1.9

OUTLINE OF ‘I’IIE WORK
This work is divided into seven chapters. Chapter one provides the

reader with general information on the language and acquaints

h i i u \r.itli

the theoretical orientation, methodology, the language and its people,

earlier works on Limbuin and ends with an outline of the work.
Chapter two is concerned with phonological processes. It gives an
inventory of the vowel and consonants of the various regions before
tieating consonantal and vowel contrasts as well as phonological rule?.

Earlier proposed orthographies are presented and evaluated against the
background of the phonological rules. Then a proposed alphabet is
presented. A discussion of the tones is limited to marking and variation?
that exist, leading to proposed tone orthography.

Chapter three deals with morphological processes with a view to
establishing standard morphological rules for Limbum. Hence, it considers
noun and verb morphologies with a view to proposing Iules for the
Liiiibum Morphology.

Chapter four handles syntactic processes. A careful analysis of
surface structures and their various combinations is done with the aim of
drawing syntactic rules of reduction, sentence trappings, prescription
extra po I a tion and re la ti visa tion.
Chapter five examines all the grammar rules so far posited and
collapses them, thereby forinalising fewer and acceptable graniniar rules.
‘Tllese rules are then posited using pedagogical approaches.. Hence, NP, VP,
adjectives adverbs, prcpositions, the simple sentence, complex sentence and
word forniation rules willjare prescribed thereby standardising the writing
system.

Chapter six is the concluding chapter. It reviews the whole work,
chapter by chapter and spells out the value as well as the limitations of the

work.
Chapter seven (appendices) presents texts written in the various

--

dialects and rewritten in the various dialects and rewritten in the proposed
standard with summary comments and explanations. The intention is to
provide the reader with the effectiveness of writing using the proposed
standard.

1.10 CONCLUSION.

In this chapter, we have acquainted the reader with the objectives
and the Linguistic classification o f Limbum in an attempt to bring to
focus the need for standardisation. We have also shown how an'
eclectic approach combined with the straight forward methodology
will enable us achieve the set goal. Similarly, we have impressed on
the reader the dire need for standardisation by making use o f t be
a

existing literature, name, historical and geographical description of
the area. This chapter therefore, sets the ground and provides the
direction the work will take.
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CHAPTER TWO
PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES.

2.

INTRODUCTION
'The sound system of a

language is very important in its

standardisation. Since the transmission of verbal information makes use of
sounds, and phonology is concerned with the study of the ways that
different languages systematically make use of their sound systems and
considering that it is a necessary preliminary to any complete grarrimatical
description; it becomes clear that phonology constitutes a fundamental
requirement in any Limbum standardisation endeavour. The spoken fomi
has a significant influence on the written form and a s a result, the spoken
form has to be adequately studied in order to construe a sound and writing
system.
To achieve the desired goals of this work, the sounds

- consonants

and vowels of the different dialects - Northern, Central and Southern will
be compared and contrasted. We will also examine the syllable structures
and tone marking systems of these dialects in order to investigate what

i

similarities and differences do obtain in these dialects. The rules that

'5

govern the combination and production of sounds in these dialects will also

'i \

be a cause for concern in this

work. All of these provide evidence that

L~inbuin needs srandartlisstion and above all it will help us propose a

standard and harmonious orthographic system for the language.
It should be mentioned that most of these phonological processes have been

discussed in Fiore (1987) and Fransen (1995). We suniiilarize those
processes here and supplement them with what we found during our field
work.
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il

,

As mentioned i n the prelude chapter to this work,

OUI

tlieory of

analysis is eclectic in nature. For the purpose of this chapter, we \vi11 adopt
three main theories:
1 . The Standard Generative Phonology model of Chomsky and tfalle
( 1 968)

2. Autosegmental Theory of Goldsmith ( I 976). These not witlistanding the
traditianal and the
3. Classical phonemics that has been used in some early works done on

Linibum, which have a bearing to the present study.
Before we embark on our phonological analysis, it is crucial to note
some essentials of the two main and recent theories that we will be using in

this section. The standard Generative Phonology theory also known in the
literature as the SPE (The Sound Pattern of English) model recognizes two
levels of representation: the systematic phonemic level and the systematic
phonetic level. The sounds at the systematic phonemic level (URUnderlying Representation) are linked to those at the systeniatic phonetic

level (PR

- Phonetic

Representation) by phonological rules. This chapter

will attempt making an inventory of the sounds attested at both levels in the
different dialects of Linibum. The work will be completnented by a
discussion of the phonological rules that map the systematic phonemic level

(UR) to the systematic phonetic level (PR).
The notion that speech can be sliced into bundles of unordered
features (The Absolute Slicing Hypothesis) inherent in the Standard
Generative Phonology Model makes the theory limited in characterising
some language phenomena especially tone and other suprz~seginental
phenomena. For this reason, some appropriate insights of the autosegmental
phonology model will be appealed to.
The autosegmental theory recognises the fact that elements (features)
exist in autonomous tiers and are linked to the skeletal tier by association
lines. In so doing it breaks away from the absolute slicing hypothesis of the

standard generative theory. The association of elements or featirirs unto the
skeletal tier is nor haphazard in nature. This is done in a principled manner.
This issue has been discussed extensively first in Goldsinith (1976),
Pulleyblank (1986). For more on these two theories see Chonisky and Halle
(1968) for the Standard Generative Phonology theory and Goldsmith (1976)
for the autosegniental phonology. We will like to note here that these
theories will not be exhaustively applied in our analysis. Rather, we will
turn to each theory o w e it proves adequate in explaining any phenomei~on
appropriately.
Fiore (1987) and Fransen (1995):are of vital importance to this
chapter. The two works are basic to our work because they provide
information on the phonology of the different varieties of Limbum, which

-

are central in this study. Note again that our stndy aims a1 examining
what obtains in the different dialects so as to facilitate the standardisatinn
process in Limbuin by essentially providing a harmonious orthography. We
will as a result, be juxtaposing most of the works done in these two projects
and oiu phonology data in order to come out with the similarities and
differences existing in the three systems. In other words, Fiore (1987) and
Fransen ( 1 995) besides our own field work, are the basic sources of the data
for the present study.

\

2.1. SOUND INVENTORY OF DIALECTS

2.1.1. THE SOUTHERN DIALECT
The consonant chart below contains consonant^ attested at the
systematic phonetic level of the southern dialect of Liuibuin. These
consonants are drawn from Fiore (1987), Fransen (1995) and from the data
collected during our field work).
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1'HONETlC CONSONANTS OF SOUTHERN

Nasals

--

c

Liquids

_

Glides
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There are some sequences in the language that deserve particular attention
These are considered below.
There is a phenomenon in Southern Limbuin where a l l the
consonants preceding the high central vowel [ $1 niust be

fricative. This

is illustrated by the data in I below:

l

I<.’
I

\

1

a)

$

5

i)[m5? C][ina?l+]

k,t\ “abandon”

‘

“accept”
“ahead”

“eye”
“cough”
‘‘answer”
“bathe”

‘yo$’
“bow ’@,.\

1

“corpse”
I

“bachelor”
“become”
“crowd”
“ashes”
“large”

It would be noticed in (I) above that only fricatives precede [$]
Fiore (1987) and Fransen (1995) explain that the sequences [bv], [kfj, [gv],
[dv], [pfl are predictable and hence can be captured by a phonological rule.

They postulate the rule that every consonant proceeding [ + ] should be
4

labiodentalized. These sounds should thus be considered as phones (not
phonemes) in this language. This is true of the central dialect, whose

21

distinctive feature is labiadentalisation. However, if we adopt t h i s analys~s,
then we will also have to say something about, [bz], [lz], [ t s ] , [dz] erc
\\liich are common sounds of the Southern dialect. This \$ill equally
warrant that we also postulate another rule alveolarizing all consonants
before [ f I. This solution poses a nnmber of problems:
The first problem is that we will find it difficult stating our role, as it
is not clear which process should apply where. In (1b), it is alveolarization

occurring after [b] in ( l a ) it is labiodentalization applying after Ibi. When
does a speaker know that he has to labiodentalize or alveolaiise a sound,
when they occur in the same environment?
I
The second problem is that, it i s not clear which sound undergoes
these processes. In Ib, c, e, f, we have [b], [r], [l], [e] and [k] ulidergoing
these processes. But there are words in which these very sounds fail to
undergo even one of these processes. The data in (2) illustrate this.
i) [s;:]

“to shut

“black ”

“to tie”

ii) [li-:I

“to press”

“to light”

iii) [ j i ? ]

“to shake”

“to

soak”

iv)

[ J i p]

v) j 3 :

-to kill77

“to be

quiet”

“ro know”

-.. ’
It is realized in (2) above that the same sounds behave in different
b

ways in the same environments. This makes it difficult to characterise this

tising a phonological rule.
First of all, the issue we are battling with here is whether Ib/-+[bz]
1- ior whether you have Ib I -4Ibvl, Ibzl, before I- 4.I
Faced with these problems, we assume that these sequences are not
individual sounds, rather, they constitute a sequence of two consonants that

?.2

I

occupy two slots in the onset leading to a CCV sylli~bletypc 1 o i
reason these sounds (the individual sounds [z] and

[VI will be

t111b

included

in

the phonemic chart as independent sounds. This solution leaves much to be
desired. First, the stock of syllables of the language will be treniendously
increased. Secondly, a piedictable phenomenon will be left unaccounted for
and risks being put in the UR contrary to the requirements of the standard
generative phonology whose insights we make use of in this work.
An alternative solution will be to attempt solving the problem from
the point that [ + ] is predictable. An examination of the data

in

(1) above

reveals a coininon feature. That it occurs exclusively after a fi icative-like
sound. In this case, it will be easy to pstulate'a rule either inserting an [ + ]
oi transforming another vowel to an [-I-]
after a fricative-like sound.
A possible option is to assume that the vowel [ + ] is inseited after a

fiicative-like consonant. The claim that such a solution will be making is
that all fricatives and affricates in this language are followed by

[+I.

This

claim is not true. This suggests that this solution is not the best. The last
1

solution that we propose here, is drawn from Van Reenen and Voorhoeve
(

1980:217) and Van Reenen (1987:164, 165). They propose syllabic

consonants [v], [ f l , etc; for some words as can be seen below.
(3.)

ENGLISH

ReenedVoorhoeve

FiorelFransen

the problem of explaining the fact that [ + J occurs in this language only

after fricatives. However, Fransen (1995) argues that in cases where we
have affricates occurring before

[+I a glide has undergone a phonological

tule. She postulates the following two-frication rules:
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14)

(a)w--+v/-

+

(b)j+z/-

-i-

These two rules will transform Iwl and Ijl to Ivl and /zl respectively before

[I-].

*4
In the same way, fbl, I&, IgIM, Irn/,6
,\-L+
.I’ ’And Ill are realized before t i / as

IhtI. The insertion of /VI before 141

/bv/, Idvl, Igvl, Ikvl, Imvl,!. r. $/‘and

in the Southern dialect causes the consonants to have a fricative quality.

The examples following can be represented by this insertion rule:
-+ v/c -I. The data in 5 below illustrate this.
(5.)

a)

ii)/wGj$/

--+

iii) 13w I./
iv) /jwi-

[V+I

Y o come”

[v~-I+I

“to laugh”

[3vi-]

“to kill bear”

i/-+ [ I V - ~ ~ I “to tie”

“)Ir&
b)

-

+

i)/\v;/

$1

-+
---+

i) / r b j i /

ii) /md$bl --+

iii) /ij-i-r/

-+

[wi:I

“to age”

[.rbz$]

“kolanuts”

[mdztp]

“water”

[tzl.r.l

“rat”

Froin the above examples, we understand that 0
mi/
[bvil

(6.)

/d$$l

+

/ g G /

--+ [&:I
----+ [tvil;l

/Ifl$I
IkjI

Im

-ti-

t i l

-3

I

--b

[dv$+]

$1

tkv

--+ z I c - i
“tadpole”

“to be rowdy”

“corpse”

\“iQi
“short”
“to pluck”

[rnvih

“middle”

[v;]

“bees”

It

I

!

1.

\

This means that all non continuants are realized as labiodental
fricatives before the central high rounded vowel [ $1.

This affricate

formation rule is formulated in the section where we discuss phonological
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processes. The fact that + ] triggers many phonological processes does not
iniply that it cannot be considered as a phoneme in this language nor does
the fact that it is always preceded by fricative-like sounds goes not stop us
from postulating those fricative-like sounds as phonemes. Rather, what can
be said about [-I-]
i n lie southern dialect of Limbum is that rlie consonants

have a fricative quality.

P'

,

&bp,~ ( [ .

\ ! ,j \ ,j i . q

"4'

We wish to point out that the la

'

I

;::i

'i,:
,

::..\

process leads to the

forination of complex consonants (affricates).
With this solution, all the other problems raised above are taken care of.

2.1.1 .l.

PHONEMIC STATUS OF SOUTHERN LIMBURl

CONSONANTS
The sounds presented in the consonant chart abose are not all
attested in the systematic phonemic chart. This is because of a number of
reasons. We consider some of these reasons below:
Ip) This ,sound is considered a phone because its occurrence in this

language is predictable by phonological rule. It occurs in this language only
before voiceless consonants and in word final position. It is considered in
this language as a variant of [b]. The rule to derive [p] is discussed in the
section that discusses phonological processes. For this reason, this sound is
excluded from the phonemic chart.

(?I

The glottal stop is limited in its occurrence as it accurs only in

medial and syllable final positions.. Fransen (1995) considers It as an
allophone of /Id.She does not use it. We beg to differ with her on grounds
of usage. We realize that it occurs after vowels in medial and syllable final
positions, while Ikl occurs in initial and medial positions. The following
examples show:

,

“to worry’’

17)

“wild garden eggs”
“to stroll”

“not”
“call”

“to cut off‘
“leg”

It is clear that

E?]

and [k] are in complementary distribution and therefore

are allophones of the saiiie phoneme. Like in Mbili, its presence or absence
will alter the meaning of an utterance. We therefore acknowledge its
inclusion on the phonemic chart. At the level of the orthography, i t will be
represented by 1’1.

Ikw, gw, gkw, ggw, gwl. These sounds are considered as phonemes in
our analysis for reasons that are discussed in Fiore [1987]. Mowe~,er,unlike

i

‘.
\%

Fiore (1987) and Fransen who considered these sounds as secondary
articulations of labialization we argue here that they are sequences of

consonants. These sounds are attested in other Mbam, Nkarii languages.
Besides, the syllable structure CCV(C) is attested in this language. Further

niore if we consider the skeletal tier analysis, we will treat such sequences
a s occupying a single slot, that is, two consonants occupying one slot on the

skeletal tier.

[h] The glottal fricative like sound, is limited in its occurrence. This sound
is believed to have come in from languages such as Fulfulde and Hausa, in

words like “htibA, “hiirAbAd8” and English “horpito” and “hama” for

‘

“hospital” and “hammer’’ respectively and is very limited in its Occurrence
as can be seen in the examples below.

I n Liinbum [ h ] occurs at initial position in the following words:
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I

(8)
,

,

*.$I

, :

‘.h

yx

J

;:;’-, !

.p -: \)
”J

‘,~

ha

“give” (northern variety)

haar

“until”
“exclamation of surprise”
“next week” “last week”
‘‘a year ago’’ “last year”

habn

ha’ntini
ha’h ani

c. 4

1 ’

4)
.,.7:>3,

‘,,
s

i ’

‘,

,

;
‘

Even though its occurrence is;,errlbl limited we include it on the phollelnic
.~
_
.~. ,
-

and phonetic charts for two reasons that it is more plausible to appear at
word initial than its counterpart [‘I and that it plays a vital function- that of

distinguishing meanings of lexical items and facilitates borrowing as an
..’...
element of lexical expansion.
&Y
‘ - ’

:

,y

When these allophones are taken away from the phonetic chart
above, the phonemic chart will be as shown on figure 2:2. For the

prenasalized coiisoiiants, we poshilate an archiphoneme [N] before all the
stops since all nasals hoinorganize with their various partners.
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PHONEMIC CONSONANT CHART OF
SOIJTHERN LIMBUM

28

2.1.1.2

(

VOWELS

, ..

.
x
/:\

..>

".

.

c.,'

7-vowels syste~n.It cosists of three front vowels paralleled by three back
vowels, with a low central vowe1.h this section, we shall treat vowels of

In general, the coinmonest vowel system for Bantu languages is the

&w!

the various dialects against this background.

The vowel charts below contain vowels attested at the systematic
phonetic level in southern dialect.

St-lORX
FRONT

CENTRE

BACK

Figure 2.3
LONG

FRONT

CENTRE

BACK

Hi811

Mid
IOM'

Figure 2:4
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2.1.1.2.1

PHONKMIC STATUS OF THE VOWEIS 0 1 ;

SOUTHREN LIMBUM
?

\C\

,

c

s

'

The sounds [i] and [i:]occur before [g]. and
.
[r]. Their phonetic

realizations are [i] and [i:] .

. ,

The vowel I t / is realized as [w] when it occurs before [g,v,fJ.

t,:

\

The vowels le f , I $ / and lu/ are nasalised when they occur after nasal
consonants. Following these considerations, the Southern Lirnburn vowel
chart is

as follows:

SHORT
FRONT
Unrourided

CENTRE

BACK

wire

\I-\

High

Mid high

Mid Low
Low

Figure 2.5
LONG
U FRONT
Uorounded

R CENTRE
unrouiided

R.U BACK
rounded

High

Mid high
Mid Low
l0W

Figure 2.6
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,.,.

From these charts we realise that the southern dialect has a b-vowel
system.
Athough Franseii (1995:61) has established a six vowel chart witb their

consequent tong vowels, she uses the grapheme e to represent mid-high
vowel sound. The implication is that in that dialect, the sound is always
[+tense], which is not always true.

2.1.2

THE CENTRAL DIALECT
The chart below shows the consonants attested at the systeriiatic

phonetic level of the central dialect of Limbum.

I
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2.1.2.1.1

THE PHONEMIC STATUS OF SOUNDS:

Before we get into our discussion in this section, let us understand
that the significant difference between the Southern and Central 1
consonant chart i s that the central has no prenasalized consonants. However j
labialization has been indicated instead of prenasalisation. Consequently,the
above figure 2.7 does not show prenasalisation. Talking about the rest of
the sounds, the following are excluded from the phonemic chart for various
reasons:

[p] I t is a voiceless bilabial stop, which does not occur syllable initially
in central Limbuni. As an allophone of /b/ its occurrence at coda is still

disputable in words like /hip/ “wing” / n a p / “house” and lfhpi “snatch”
phonetically, it is represented by [b] in loanwords from English. For
exa niple.
penknife

[bAn6vI

Peter

[bits]

passengers

[basEnjk]

Consequently. we suggest its exclusion from the phonemic chart.

,,
The palatalized consonants [by, tY,

dy,tr‘, ky, gy, sy,

,
8

r, yy,my,ny ,JI

y,

qY,ry, vy] occur exclusively before [i]. They are therefore caprurable by
phonological rules. These are allophones of their respectitre unpalatalized
counterparts.

[h] This sound is extremely limited in occurrence as earlier indicated in
the section for the sound systems of the Southern dialect. Even though its
fiequency of occurrence is limited, we consider it here as a phoneme for
the reasons given on page 26.

131 This sound is considered a variant of

ti]

(cf Fiore 1987:113). It occurs

before [i] Fiore postulates a series of affricates before
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[+I. However, we

~

_,?

I

,,,

1’‘

‘.

3

%

\,

argued in thi?Southern dialect sediop that there are many probleius, which
4-

tcill crop up once this solution is adopted. We equally do not consider

labialized sounds and what Fiore [1987] calls weak palatalizations, as
separate sounds. Rather, we consider them as CG (consonant Glides)
sequencies. The Cw sequencies we believe may have emanated from Co
sequence where “ 0is any round vowel. While it i s possible to consider
these sounds, it is clear that they will add to the cost of the graniinar.
These allophones taken away, the systematic phonemic chart of Central
Liiiibum will be as follows:

CONSONANT CHART CENTRAL LIMBUM

r'

PLACE OF ARTICULATON

MANNER OF

Labial

Alveor

Alveolar

palatal

ARTICULATION
stops

-\ffricates
vd

Prenaa
Fricatives
vd

Prenas
111

-Liquids

lateral

trill

Glides

----I-7
1
Velar

Glottal

,'?

t

Prenas

Nnsals

Palatal

w

Figure 2.8
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Notice that we have left out nasalised and palataliseed consonants.
'This is because these am secondary articulations.Their place in the
language will be discussed in the section for phonological processes. The
glottal stop despite its limited occurrence has been maintained here as a

c.

separate phoneme also.

2.1.2.2

,.
ii.

,

'i

~

..

,

CENTRAL LIMBUM VOWELS: PHONETIC

CHART

FRONT
IJnrounded

CENTRE
tinrounded

BACK
rounded

\

Iligh

Mid high
Mid Low
low

Figure 2.9

LONG:
I

FKONT

Ilnrounded

CENTRE

BACK

unrowded

rounded

High

Mid high
Mid Law
low

Figure 2:f 0
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2.1.2.2.1.

PHONEMIC STATUS OF VOWELS
1.i

. .

[i,
’$,; T ,

,

!

j

.

4:i:,)
$:I simplified here

as

[GI

has been used by Fiore

to represent the high back vowel [u]. The vowel occurs in open
syllables and always proceeds non-nasal cononants. [u] Whether long or
(. 1987:6 1 )

short is rare in open syllable in central Limbum e.g [bv+:] /b+:/ “White”.

Consequently, it is left out and the central systematic phonemic chart is as

follows:
FRONT
Uiirounded

CENTRE
unrounded

BACK
rounded

High

i

Mid high
Mid Low
..I

:

low

i‘
Figure 2:11

‘I’he central dialect thus has a seven vowel system but with different
configurations.

2.1.3.

,

i

2

THE NORTHERN CONSONANT CHARTS.
In our study we realize that the ordering of the Northern phonetic

and phonemic consonant charts will be very much the same like those of
the central dialect

. This is because we realize that

there are virtually no

interesting differences in their manner and place of articulations. In this
wise, we leave thein out here, in order to avoid confusion and repetition.

Since there are no differences we rather state here tlie order of tlie
articulator parameters we have applied for the description of the phonetic
and phonemic charts of central Limbuin. We have taken into consideration
the function of the larynx (voiced or voiceless in the vibration of the vocal
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. ,

cords); place of articulation as per the position of the tongue (-ATK)or (ATR) and manner of articulation-e.g stop, affricate, fricative, etc.
However, this situation does not obtain with the description of the

vowel system, consequently, the vowel system for the Northern dialect
appears hereunder.

2.1.3.0

NORTHERN DIALECT VOWELS: CHART

SHORT:
FRONT
CENTRE
Unrounded unrounded

BACK
rounded

High

Mid high
Mid Low
low

Figure 2:12
LONG :
FRONT
Unrounde

' CENTRE

unrounded

High

Mid high
Mid Low
low

Figure 213

BACK
rounded

2.1.3.1 THE PllONEMlC STATUS OF NORTHERN
L
O
,

(-‘I4:. ~ M B U M
VOWELS.

Rased on the above discussions, the northern systematic phoneinic chart
looks like this:
CENTRE
unrounded

FRONT

Utxoiinded

BACK
rounded

High

Mid high
Mid Low

low

Flgure 2:14
As can be seen froin the above inventory of the Central and Northern vowel
charts, they are very identical, except for the fact that the northern speakers

use [u] high back open vowel in place of

[$I

high central vowel of the

central dialect.

G!os

N0rther.n

“wliite”

[bu:]

/bud

“waist”

[bu]

/bu/

Central
k3q

3

[ bv-f:] lb/:/

[bvi]

/b$/

I. ,

i.’;”;.s’

[mbv-k] /nib$/
Consequently, we conlude that [u] is a variant of [ i] in these regions.
Just like the central dialect, the northern dialect has seven short vowels and
[nibu] /mbu/

“goat”

seven long vowels.

2.1.4.0

PERTINENT REMARKS

Notice that we have not included labialized sounds in the various
charts for the following reasons. That this will add to the coniplication of
the grammar. Fiore (1987) points out that these sounds come from
sequences such as (CUV) where C is any consonant, (U) any round vowel

39

and (V) any other vowel. She argues that postulating such a sequence will
produce an additional syllable type CVV which is not a syllable type of
Limbnm. Hence the preceding consonant has to be labialized. We agree
with Fiore (1987) on the source of the glide especially if we bear in mind
that most words that have such structures come from Proto Bantu noun
classes, which are [mo-1, [mu], etc.
.J

i<:,<.A

r\,’ ‘i

However, while we avoid creating an additional syllable type for the
language, let us examine the rules that lead to that surface form.
A word like “slave” [IJ~wAA] may have come from /gkuAi/. The first rule
to apply will be a rule of glide formation. That is, U

-*

w/-v. This

concerns the high open back vowel lul.
This rule will produce Iqkwiiiil. We will need an additional rule to
transform [k“] to -kw-whereas if we consider -kw- as a seqnence of two
consonants CG, it will be cost free as we will apply only the glide
formation rule, and the resulting syllable type(s) will be independently
motivated as the CCV syllable type which already exists in the language.
Rather, this analysis will reduce the number of sonnds into the consonant
charts of the two dialects.
Finally, in our inventories, we have left out sound descriptions,
sound contrasts and distinctive feature matricies. This is because our work
is based on the works of others and the principle of a harinonious
orthography and thus we pay attention only to issues that are directly linked
to onr goals. The sound inventory done in the preceding section reveals that
the dialect3 differ in terms of their sound systems, while there is limited
disparity between the Northern and Central dialects, the Southern dialect
differs greatly from the other two dialects both in IfS phonetic and
phonemic charts.
The table below contains statistics of sound variations bet\veen the three

dialects.
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VOWELS

CONSONANTS

NORTHERN AND
CENTRAL

SOCrL'til!Xisi

IJR

14

SR.

22

12
70

UR
SR

21

35

42

39
.

TOTAL

~

-

While the Southern dialect contains 39 phonetic consonants, the
Northem aud Central dialects each has 42 identical coiisoiiailts.At the
phonemic level the difference is even mbre as the Southern dialect has 35
conso~~ants
while the Northern and Cenhal each has 21.The vowel system
are also different.At the phonemic level, the Southern dialect has 12 while
the Central and Northern dialects have 14 phonemes.At the phonetic le\~el,
the Northern dialect has 22 and the Southern dialect 2O.Their distribution
varies in~menselyas we move from the south to the north.An exhaustive list
of similarities and differences between the sounds of the different dialects
is discussed below.It is worth noting that Limbnm is broken down into hvo

dialects as far as the sound system is concerned .The Southern dialect and
the Northern dialect ( made up of the Central and Northern dialects).Their
specific differences are stated here.

2.1.4.1.

CONSONANT CONSTRAST

At the phonetic level the following consonant sounds are present i n
the North but absent in the South.
1.
y,

Palatalized consonants /by,ty, dy, @,

ky,my,gy, sY, f ', vY, ny ,

qY,ry, vy/, that is, all consonants are palatalised before [i] in the Norlh

but not in the South.
/in/ which is a result of the juxtaposition of two bilabial nasals in the
2.
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I

The following are absent in the North but present in the South:
I.

The affricates ltsl and ldu'

2.

The voiced alveolar fricative /z/

3.

The prenasalised consonants lmfl,
/nt/, /nd/, /gk/, ~gg/.i

"-.'.

<

1'

lnll, I d , /nib/,

.A,,(:..\-. .$kc.,>
t
.

.,
vj!r

I

I

\

T ,

..'k

,

'~

,

'1-Y

:
I ,

.

-.
.t.I
I

The following sounds are attested in the Southern dialect but absent in the
Northern dialect.

,

.

1 . the labialised sounds k", g", gwf l

i

(.,<

y\.

0

i

i

".

'.,

2. Prenasalized consonants.!Nflmb, nt, nd, nl, ns, nl, n 3

2.1.4.2

VOWEL CONTRAST

The following nasalised vowels attested in the phonetic chart of the
Southern dialect are absent in the Northern dialect. 17 1, [?:I, [C], [E:]
1

'

3t

7 \

I

?
1

The following vowels attested in the phonetic chart of the Northern dialect
but absent in the Southern dialect. [e], [o], [o:]
At the phonemic level, the sounds listed in (A) below are present in

the Southern dialect but absent in the Northern dialect, while those in (B)
are present in t h e Northern and absent in the Southern.
A)

l ~ l , / ~ : /

B)

lel, le:}, 101, 10:l
The differences registered above, reveal that Liinbuin needs

standardisation and this process has to start with the sound system in order
to lay grounds for a good orthographic system

The sounds that are common to the two dialects we expect should be
niaximally exploited in the orthography design while the differences are
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adapted and fitted into the orthography. "lie following sounds are cotniiion
to the two dialects:
1.

2.

Vowels:

a) PHONETIC: [i, i:,

E, E:, 3, 3
:,

Lt.

a, a].

.e+

b) PHONEMIC: li, i:, u, u:,

E, E, 3, 3:,

a:, a,/

The preceding section has done an inventory of Limbuin sounds both
phonetically and phonemically. One may wonder why phonology should be
a cause for concern here. Young (1962) answers this question:

i:'

qi;i

it

<.!

...Innpiages of'the same language family should he plioirologically
coinpared in order to standardize orthographies.
It is believed that this approach will facilitate reading and teaching skills
of a second language, but other linguists hold that it is not advisable to mix
dialects because the results will probably please no one, as the issue of a
niultidialects orthography in orthography designs in inultidialectal settings
appear artificial to theni. Simons (1 977:327)very aptly forestalls this view
by proposing principle 5 of iiiultidialectal orthography design:
The approoch I am suggesting is not one of

dialect inirtwe hut one of dialect comparison
to discover levels of phonological structure at
~ ~ h i cskewed
h
systems coriverge. (principle S).

By

Ijfiirrg

air

insistence

OR

'>honeinic ''

ortliogrnplries, we may be able to discover n
soltition
fast

nt

a phonetic, morphophonemic, or

speech level which finds agreement

between nll dialects, whereas the phonemic
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solution ~ ~ 0 1 1 1 i . fdisagreement.
ind
When such a
solittion

is

possible,

the

result

is

an

orthogrnphy Ii4iich is both multidialectal and
the way evciyliody speaks.

This excerpt reveals that a solid phonological foundation must be built for a
solid orthography and that a phonological analysis that pays attention to the
phonetic and phonemic levels is best. This makes our choice of, first the
standard generative phonology model, the Autosegmental theory and even
classical phonemics prima facie. We do believe that based on the
reconmendations of the various experts outlined above, a sound foundation
has been constructed for a standard orthography for Limbum.
However, before we embark on. proposing an orthography, we
examine first, the syllable structure of the various dialects which is
followed by the word structure of the dialects and then the phonological
rules that map sounds at the phonetic and phonemic levels in the language .

I

2.2.0 THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF DIALECTS

INTRODUCTION
While the syllable has remained elusive, because of its lack of a
direct phonetic correlate, it remains an essential phonological component in

a language. Kenstowicz (1994:250) points to the central role that the
syllable plays in the phonology of a language in these words:

...the syllable is a natural domain for the
statement of many phonotactic constraints.
Second pliorrological rules are ofen more
sittiply niid ii~sighGilly expressed

they

explicitly refer to the syllable. Finally, several
pliorrologicnl processes are hest interpreted as
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methods

to

ptronologieal

ensure

that

segments

the

string

is parsable

of
into

syl1nhlt.v.

The syllable is therefore an essential part of the plionology of

H

language, this makes it imperative for us to discuss the syllable structure of
l.iinbuin in this work if the phonology aiined at in the chapter has to be
complete.
According to Hyman (1975), a syllable is made up of three major
parts: the onset, which is optional, the nucleus, which is compulsory, and
an optional coda. For analytical purposes, the syllable is fiist broken down
into two parts. This bifurcation contains the onset and the rime. The rirne

is then broken down into the nucleus and coda. Kenstou icz { I994:253)

illustrates this as follows:

(11)

Onset

Nucleus

coda

Our discussion of the syllable structure will be based on the. non-linear

theory proposed by Kiparsky
Since the Nucleus is the essential element in a syllable, it is considered the
core in this x-bar model. The onset i s like the specifier of the nucleus just
like a determiner in the noun phrase, “The boy who came”. The coda is a
coinplement of the nucleus just like, “who came” is
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analysis of “The boy who
caine” and the analogical analysis of the syllable “sit” below:
a coniplement of “boy”. Consider the syntactic

(12)
(a)

“The boy who came”
I n the phrase (a) “boy” is the core because without “boy” the determiner
“the” will not exist and the complement “who came” will have no

ineaning.
112

(b) [i] is the core of the syllable because without it

[SI

and

[t]

will not be nieaningfirlly pronounced in English. As a result, while the

noun (N) “boy” is the head of the phrase in (a) ti] is the head of the
syllable in (b) hence the analysis below:
b.~.
.

\. ’,

,

,

\,J I i

<-

,

p a.P -‘(b)

!a)

The

.

<

.

..

\’,‘’
1

boy

whocame

S

-:: ,

I

*

i
‘1

.’

<

.

, ,

,\ . , ~

t

\

.I
I

d

-

This x-bar (X)model together with other syllable principles guide our
aiialysis of the syllable structure of Limbum in this section of our work.
Before we resume our discussion of the different dialects of Limbum, it
will be crucial to exaniine some of these principles in brief.
.
“ :-.,

,.
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1. The~~Core.
Syllables: It has been observed that the following syllabies

are attested i n almost all world languages. V, CV, and CVC.
Coitsequeiitly, the following syllabification rules have been posiiilated.

Rule 1 which must apply first, associates a vowel to a nucleus slot.
The application of this rule produces a V-syllable type. If after the
application of Rule 1 there are unassociated consonants, then apply R2
which assigns the first consonants on the left of the nncleu? to the "'slot.
This will produce a CV-syllable type, If there are m y consonants
iinassociated to the right of the nucleus, then apply Rule 3, by associating
the first consonant to the N'-slot. Once this is done, we may hase a CVC,
or aVC-syllable type.

However, there are some languages that still have consonants
iiiiassociated after the formation of the four core syllables above. Steriade
( I 982) proposes rules that can augiiient either the onset or codas of a core
syllable. These rules adapted from Kinstowicz ( 1 994:225) are
below:

115)

Rnle 4:

Rule 5:

N"

"

i\

4

cw

Cy

47

Cz

stated

Rule 4 assigns an unincorporated consonant to the onset position while
Rule 5 assigns an unincorporated consonankto the coda position.

The application of these rules will produce complex syllable types.
However, the application of these rules is governed by some principles.

This principle requires that consonants must rise in sonority towards

I

the nucleus and fall in sonority from the nucleus. This iwans that in 1

applying our augmentation rules, we should respect this principle. The
nearest consonant to the nucleus should be'the most sonorous of all the
elements in either the onset or the coda. Consequently, CW inust not be
more sonorous than CX and similarly Cy should not be less sonorous than
CZ. Following this principle, a syllabte can be seen as a pattern of
increasing sonority from the beginning towards tbe peak or nucleus,
followed by a decreasing sonority from the peak to the end of the syllable.
C'ombination 1 possibilities of segments are then, however partial,

i;f4

explained by sinority hierarchy.
The sonority hierarchy (Clements (1990:293)is as follows:
(16)

,

1

Vowels/sjllabic elements

I

Glides

T

Li wids

"i""

Odstruents
This ranking of features indicates the direction of increasing sonority. It is
a necessary ingredient for the study of the syllable structure o f a language.
In the section that follows, it will be used to facilitate the understanding of

the shape and structures of Limbum syllables
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2.2.1

THE SYLLARLE STRUCTURE OF SOUTHERN

IJMBIJM
A s observed in Fransen (1995), Limbum South, the three core

syllables are attested in this dialect. That is the V, C V and CVC. These are
illustrated in (4) below:
4a)
(17)

‘

V

<;

a “you”

\

,\p.,
!<;I
‘

i

cv
“hole”

sir)

“bird

bi

“invite”

sag

“to write”

Ye

“to

see”

kib

“to break”

:“li,.!..,\
ts
d

i “he”

CVC

However, in this language there are two elenients that can fill the
V-slot of the V syllable type. It can either be a vowel or a syllabic

consonant. Thus, the core syllables attested in Southern Limbuin are:

2.

cv

3.

cvc

However, there are some sequences that deserve particular anelition.
Consider the data below:

yE

“to sing”

wSiC

“to shout”

thu

“to send”

The problem that we have here is whether to consider the structures above
as CV-syllables or as CVV syllables. An examination of the data above
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reveals that the V V sequences are always identical. Besides they always
bear identical tones. If we treat them as single individual phonemes
Linibunr will have V + V : that is, 12 vowels. This will be going ag:ainst our

earlier proposal. For this reason, we propose here that these sowels are
plionetic realizations of the same vowel. W e argue that folloning the
skeletal tier analysis; the two vowels occupy one V-slot on the skeletal tier

N

skeletal tier

With this analysis, the CVV syllable proposed in Fransen (1995) is reduced

to a C‘V-syllable type. This also reduces the CCVV syllable type to a CCVsyllable. This leaves us with a six vowel system for the Southern dialect.
Our next problem is words that contain syllables with complex
onsets and codas. Consider the data below.

20) a) [3w-C]

(b)

“to kill”

bbaa

“bags”

btfia

“insects”

blhaba‘

“

\\ ,i.

shoes”

( I

The above words enjoy the processes of palatalization, and labialization.
Fransen (1995) and Fiore (1987) propose that these sequences are labialized
a n d palatalized consonants. However, our position is that they are

consonant clusters. That consonant clusters exist in this language is
justified by the data in (b) above where they are illustrated
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(21)

/b+baa/--.-+
Ib+taa/

(bbaal

--+ [ptaa]

ib + Ihdba?/ --+

[blhabal

“bags”
“insects”
“shoes”

This nominal prefix as will be shown in chapter three seeins to come from
the Proto Bantu class two prefix -whose vowel has been dropped over the
years. Our concern here is the syllable structure of these

KYX~S.

Below, we

apply the syllabification rules discussed earlier in this section.
f3 w + l

“kill”

hbhal

“bags”

If we apply the rules above, the representation will be as follows:

Following our core syllat.;s rules, R

will assign the first elements of the

left of the nucleus to the N” slot, but not / 3 / and fb/. These elements
remain unassociated until we apply the sonority hierarchy principle. By this
ineans, coinplex segments are counted as one single unit. It is this unit t i u r
is relevant for the sonority potential a s the elements con~bineup and down

the syllable peak.
The sonority hierarchy principle is more plausible than the core syllables
principle, which would apparently lead us to a defective application of
onset augumentation rules 4 and 5 (see page 48). Proceeding with the
sonority hierarchy principle, glides are more sonorous than fricatives. So,

in order to arrive at our sonority plateau, (3 w+/ , we use the following
schema.

/q/

( 2 3 ) a)

c
\\,/

’<

.

v ,

1.’

’
(

I .

c

%~, i ,
l
..\,,

.

, 3

L

!

I

‘

*

Aw I
i

.,

..

\,I.

. .

,

,

i

(?)

,

i

This approach helps us to be able to state the syllabic representation of
oilier types of words, such as bbha, “bags”, ntag “advice”, gk\\’&a,“slave”
and rJkwerj“cataract”.

The application of the sonority hierarchy principle has made it
possible for us to produce CV, CVC, CCV and CCVC syllable types from
words that contain complex segments. At this point we could contain
ourselves with these derivations and leave the syllable structure at that. But
what about syllabic nasals and palatalized consonants (page 36)? We earlier
mentioned nasalized and palatalized consonants just in passing, but let us
denionstrate here the problems they raise in the analysis of the syllable
structure. We consider the words below:
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(25) (A)

S!ngu!ar

PlUll

/mbab/ “rat”
,

I

---b

lndogl “cup”
IgwBl “book”

/m-mbab/ “rats”

---+.

lm-ndorjf “cups”

--+

lmgw81, “books”
I

(5)

--+

/kw?q/ “bracelet”

/kw&kw&r/“musical instrument”
I < \ +

/bkw&rj/“bracelets”

--+

/bkw&kwgr/
“musical instruments”
/bgW&gW8/,‘‘ ducks”

(D]

/rk&rI[‘ . “wheel”

+

/rnbv+/

--+

’

‘ k,<

fmb+/

\,,a,-,

‘‘goat”
>
\ I

,

i

“wheels”

lmmbv + I

“goats”

F,rts Le\.

“testis”

,,

/mkar/

I

hnmb+l

t‘rl I\\ ‘E

c

“testis”

For this reason, &e words in the data above could& syllabified following
the sonority hierarchy principles as follows:
The initial nasals in (A) above are nominal class prefixes. In the same way

Ir] in C is also a nominal class prefix.
As far as the syllable structures of the words in (A) and ( C ) are

concerned, Fransen ( 1 995:43) has this to say:

The basic syllable types mentioned above

Show the canonical structures of roots. By
Morphological operations, such as
affiration of the preflx, the syllable
receives a more complex structure.
These words display a CCCV (C)
strrtctitre caused by the afixoiion of
r- atrd ttl-.

Thus, according to Fransen, the data above can be syllabified into CCCV
and CCCVC Syllable types, We do not agree with this solution for a
number of reasons:
The nasals in ( A ) and the [r] in (C) above are nominal class prefixes which
Fransen (1995) and Fiore (1987) do not consider syllabic. But we argue
here that these are syllabic sounds because when the native speaker is made
to hum or whistle especially the words in (A), he ’whistles twice in each

case reveaiing that the words are bisyllabic. Evidence to this is the fact that
these nasals fail to homorganize as those in the singular nouns in (D).

c
in

b

a

c

v

2

IAl I

m m b a

b = “rat”

b = “rats”

6

k

w a

IA

c c
r

v

)’ 0

q = “bracelet”

b

IA

A

c v
)’

c c v

m y 0

0 =“worn”

q

k w a

=

“bracelets”

n

c

y

v

0 = “worms”

Recall that we consider prenasalized consonants as consisting of complex
sounds in this language while a sequence of a consonant followed by a
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glide are considered as consonant clusters. Clusters are known for raising
difficult problems of analysis. In the cases above, the main problem i s that

soiiie segments have been left unassociated, wit$iabialized and palatalized
stops are treated as single segments.

il

\ -I

To be more precised, we realize that examples b demonstrate syllabic
consonants which are followed on 1 and 2 by consonant clusters. The
syllabic consonants are labials and nasals while in example three, a syllabic
liquid changes into a syllabic nasal in the plural. What actually happens is
certainly outside the scope of this work, but the essential thing here is that
hn/,/b/ and /r/ are outside the syllabic structures. Consequently, they

t

denionstrate features of exrasyllabicity ( a particular segment \vliich

1111ght

not be assigned to the syllable).

This concept is useful in our present discussion on syllable structure
because we have already seen cases that have been left unassigned to the
syllable by our sonority hierarchy principle. The words containing such
segments are morphologically complex.

As -7hown i n the
M','j

1

above

:

representations in the words hmbab, bkw&q,'rghdghb and hghagh6 /b,r,m/
are structurally outside the syllable. They bear-tones and are syllabic.
The extrasyllabic rule applies at the stage at whish structurul
conditions such as the sonority hierarchy can no longer be valid

or
successfully apply. Tltis partial independence of the syllabic stop, nasal and

trill are certainly not part of the syllable, but are extrasyllabic,Wiese

--

1:

2L>\,
6 \! (1 996:48). We should also point out here that extrasyllabic segments are
associated to the word-node. !'I'1
!
.
:

Consequently, what Fransen describes as CCVC could be reduced to
C"CwVC which is equivalent to V-CVC sytlable types - syllables that are

independently motivated in this language. Were it not the case, the data
below would pose problems of analysis as can be seen in the discussion that
follows:
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(27 )

[bgwagwa]

“ducks”

[mkwar]

“ticks”

Normally, words of this nature require that we postulate a CCCV (C)
syllable that we have avoided above. This is illustrated below.

v
c c c v-c c v

c c c

v c c

c

By not considerng CG as a sound in this language can trigger a
debate on the above representation. If we postulate a CCCV syllable type it

will not be plausible. What solution do we then adopt in this situation? We
believe here that the problem lies in the way that the words are written. The
sequence Glide followed by a consonant (CG)are always confusing. They
can be written in one of the three ways: CGV, CVGV, or CVV. That is, the
word above can be written as:

1. bgwagwa

2. bgnwaguwa
3. bguagua

As far as this is concerned, Mutaka and Tamanji (1994) say that the general

structure of the language should be considered. If the language exhibits a

VV sequence where the two Vs are different then the third option above
should be adopted. But we do not have such a combination in the language.
That is, we do not have a + e combination or e + a or o + e coinbinations
anywhere in this language and thus the third option is out of the question.
Remember also that we earlier had problems with considering the
first option because of cost. And thus it remains a problematic structure.
Fiore (1987) adopts this presentation for strong labialization but as we
realize, it is problematic for our syllabification process.
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Mutaka and Taman)i (1994) also points out that the syllablt. btructuie
of the language in question should also be considered. If tiic piefcrred

syllable of the language

IS

CV then the second option is appropiiaie. This

seetiis to be the case with Linlbuin.
Fiore ( I 987:s 1) notes about the Limbum syllable:
As nuvrtioned before, there is a tendency
fit

Lindmm towards CV syllables. There

are niso tendencies away from corisonmit
cltrstcrs...

Greenberg (1978:243) notes on his part that consonant clusters have s
marked status and makes reference to the diachronic tendency towards their
simplification. From the various views above, it is revealed that while the

CV syllable is highlighted and tends to be preferred in Limbuni, consonant
clusters should be avoided as much as possible. Consequently, we adopt the
second option that is, the CCV,

- CV, - CVCV, -CV structure. Hence the

\vord bgwagwa “ducks”, can be captured as follows :

v-c v c v
This ties in with our extrasyllabic solution presented above, since it comes
out clear that the b- plural prefix just like the m- plural prefix and the rnominal prefix are not actually features of the syllable, but like in Swahili
are regularly realized as syllablic before consonants (Clements 2000: 147)

’I \ % I
In conclusion, we state that the Southern dialect of Liiiibuiii has the
following syllable types: V, CV, CVC, CCV, CCVC, and that the Vsyllable type can be a vowel, a syllabic [m]; [b] or [r]. These syllable types,

5 in number are fewer than the 9 postulated in Fransen (1995:41 and 43).
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It should however be iioted that this language is esentialty

dii

up211

syllable language and that sounds that occur in coda positions are nasals,
the alveolar trill [r] and the glottal stop, which is considered a surface
maiiifestation of [k].
It is worth pointing out here that the syllable shucture discussed in
this section on Sounthern Lirnbum is not very much different froni the
Ceiifral and Northern Linlbum. In the next section, we do not discuss these

dialects rather we embark on illustrating that our discussions on the
Southern dialect syllable are also applicable to these other dialects. We
present only a few illustrations to show that with the application of the non
linear theories in syllabification, the three dialects are brought to one in
terms of syllable types.

1

2.2.2 THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRAL

AND NORTHERN DIALECTS.
Recall that as far as phonology i s concerned, Liinbum is broken
down only into two dialects with the Central dialect fused with the northerti
dialect.

We equally point out here that as far as the syllabic structure of
words is concerned, there are no differences. However, this is only
achieved thanks to the application of explanatorily adequate and appropriate
theories.

To justify the claim that the same syllable types attested in Southern
I,iinbum are also attested in the Central and Northern dialects, we present
the syllable types proposed for Southern Limburn by Fransen (1995) and
those proposed for central Limbum by Fiore (1987). This will reveal that
they are identical and as a result, the discussions advanced for Southern
Limburn will apply to the central and northern varieties.
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__

__
._
.-I

.....

Fransen‘s (1995) Southern Limburn Fiore‘s (1987) Central Ihntbum
Syllebles
syllables
...
...
_.
- - ..-_
..
.
. __
Example
of
word
Syllable
Example of word
Syllable
~

fYP0

V

lil

“he”, “she”

N
c: V

/mtaar/

“thirty”..

It31

cvc

/si@

“l1ole”
“bird I”

C’CV

13 w + /

“to kill” “bear”

ccvc

Idjar/

c q ‘,

LA-,.

-

6
)

‘‘I

“carelessness”
...

-

cvv
ccvv
cccvc
cccv

e“e] “he, she subjrT.

N

[m-tal “fifty”

cv
cvc
ccv
ccvc
vc

[ sk]

-?
i.

/tx/

V-I

type

.
--

..........

i

~

“sripporting pole”

/jw+ + /
/rdj + b/

“to press”
“streani”

hnbj + I

“kola nuts’’

-

. . .

“to be tiicd”
[kc)€] “to tie”
[blb]

“honey”

[mfu:r) “crysops fly”
[Brb3?] “It is a pumpkin”
-

,

7

-

There are some syllables as we will notice that are found in the
Sonthen1,dialect but absent in the north and vis versa. These differences
come from the analyses and the assumptions that the two writers make.
For example, while Fiore (1987) considers V V as a single vowel,

Fransen ( 1 995) considers them as two different vowels.
The results are the differences. The analysis that we have done

111

our work

neutralizes these differences and in a way harmonizes one aspect of the
different dialects, which might have constituted a problem to [lie designing
of a harmonious orthography.
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To close this discussion on the Limbum syllable structure, w e
conclude that while the sound system of the language especially the vowel
system needs hannonization, the syllable structures are unique and need no

standardisation. Also that the syllabic segment in Linibuni constitutes a
peak end bears a tone. And that [m]syllabic nasal is a countcrpTrt of nonsyllabic nasals [m,n,r~]. The samething obtains with syllabic [b] and [r.].
The five syllable types attested in Limbum will therefore be.

2.2.3

WORD STRUCTURE
In this section, we examine in brief the structure o f words of the

various dialects in terms of the number of syllables that a word may
contain. Since the syllable structure of the various dialects is the same, we

. believe that the word structure will not exhibit much variation. As a result,
we will treat the word structure of the dialects integtatedly.

Monosyllabic Words:

Monosyllabic words are attested in all the

Limburn dialects. Examples are presented below:

le,>

%e'' "she"

/i/
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, <

2.

3.

s:VZtYpeS
lkilul
/til

“leg”
“tea”

It61

“hole”

/jag/

“prison”

ItbrJ1

“sunbird”

.I

L

CVC, tY~P!??.

1tq1

“feed“

Nab/
4.

r\

c

- )Q”9

“vomit”

ccv- types

I

IrJkwhaI “slave”

5.

/gg&

“wife”

trJk6al

“monkey”

,? ) *j

I,,..

GCVCLfYE%
/rJgwhr/

“chisel”

/gkweg/

L‘cataract’’

Inserl

“argument”

To round up this, discussion on syllable structure, let us make a brief
statement on the distribution of phonemes in the syllable. In a CV (C)
structure, all’ consonants may occur in syllable initial position, but only lbl,

/k/,[?I and Jrl occur in coda position.[?] an allophone of /k/ is shown here
” .. this work.
because it has been given a separate realisationin
”~

In the case of a CCVC syllable type,the s a m p g obtains, for the fact that
the first slot may be occupied by a nasa1,prenasalised consonant cluster or
syllabic consonant. 1
r~
P
l>!1. i , ,
,: ,-,
\
LJ , l i b
,

>,

I

J

’

t

2.3.0. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF LIMBUM:
The choice of processes to be treated in this section are dictated by
the basic objective of this work-standardisation. Consequently we go for
those that will facilitate the attainment of our objective.
\

‘
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2

2.3.1 PIIONOLOCICAL PROCESSES OF TI1 E SOUTHERN

DIALECT
2.3.1.1

HOMORGRANIC NASAL ASSIhlILATIQN (If N A )

This is a process whereby a nasal consonant assimilates th
place features of a following adjacent consonant. The process depends

G

the classes of consonants triggering it. In Lirnbum, the nasal consonant<
labial [in], alveor- palatal [n] and velar [a] are found before labial, alveol‘
and velar stops. [nil and [n] appear before labial, alveolar and alveo,

palatal fricatives as well as alveolar liquids. [n] specifically appears befoi
alveor- palatal affricates. These configurations can be demonstrated by ti
examples below:

(32)

singu!itr

gloss

P!U!

g!!Tss

rat

[m-nib8 b]

rats

medicine
fat

1i

k.)il’

maggot

\.>\ .

(1)

(,
,,, i-?ktL1\ ’ : *

scabby

[mtjeb]

medicine:

[ni-mfdo]

fat

[in- gvr]
[ni-khr]

maggots

[m-&:I

grass

scabbies

grass

sweat “drop”

[m-li?]

Ss’eat

palm wine to be tapped

[m-rh?]

palm wi.

rice grain

[nl-sag]

rice

palm tree

[m-te:)

palm t r t

1”:

fish
CUP

@,\

i

!d i

!:.i

\I

[n&]

fish

[~I-IJ~~IJ]

cups

,..A

[m-nfe + ’j

nose
xylophone

~~

\

[n- naiil~]

[n- nlha]
[m- nsm]

gum
argument
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noses
Xyloph:
gum
argumei.

Notice that the singular marker varies [m], In], [ q ] , and [r]. A cross
examination of the data shows that in Limbum, there is one underlying

nasal phoneme which has the above phonetic variants. The phonetic
\

ariants' occurrences are triggered by the following consonants- causing

the nasal to adjust to the place features of each following consonanl. This is

\\hat is referred to as Hormoganic Nasal Assimilation. By this process

therefore, the labial nasal [m]is found before labial, alveolar and velar
stops. It also comes before voiceless alveolar fticatives, but this
configuration is limited. Meanwhile, the aiveoe palatal nasal is found
before alveolar stops, fricatives and liquids. It also comes before alveorpalatal affricates. The velar nasal [Q is found basically before labial glides
and velar stops.

2.3.1.2

FRICATIVIZATION (Fr)

Two fricativization rules are stated in four above.
.."I

The rules are:

(33) (a)
(b)

W

3

+ v/

--+

z/

+

.

f

b2. '

i.

8

i'

In the first rule, the bilabial glide Iwl is transformed to its fricative

allophone h l when it is followed by
when followed by

[TI.

[;I.

Similarly, I 3f changes to /z/

--_.

-

Looking at the ex3mples on page 33, we can

conclude that the basic sounds here are lwl and f 3 f . Since they never occur
before

[$I,

it is but logical that they must he the underlying sounds
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,

undergoing the change. ‘fhis solution is inore plausible as it accounrs tor
the change that takes place from North to South. For example: to give birth
[b3 fl

PYr1 ___+

___+

Ibzil

More of these examples are on page 80.

2.3.1.3

LABIODENTALIZATION

This process describes and captures a situation where a sound is
transfornied into a labiodental affricate. The rule states that all eolar stops,

.

nasals, laterals and velar stops (obstruents) transforin into labial fricatives
before the high central unrounded tense vowel
below:
(341

/bj/

---+

[+I.

This rule Is illustrated

[bvi]

“ashes”

/ d $ + H

[dv;:]

“be rowdy”

/til

[tvi-]

__+

/k$/
/l;r/

I_+

-

/ m i 1-/

[P+

“deep spot in a streaiii/rivei”.
“rope”

[kv;]

---+[~v-i-r]

“fool (n)”

[rnvi-+]

“inside”

Ipil

“God”

-+

The P- rule that captures this phenomenon is below:

-+
e

0-

2.3.1.4

VI

FRICATIVE DEVOICING rl

”\\\

This is a situation where a cbnsonant takes over the voiceless quality
because of the preceding consonant. This process which must be ordered
before labiodentalization applies to a fricative that has been created

as

a

result of the application of labiodentalization. If the resulting affricate has

.

its fricative coinponent as voiced when the stop component is voiceless, the
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voiced counterpart initst be devoiced. %is is illushsted in

AIL

uILl.

,..

helow.
(35)

/I 4

$1

Itii.rl
It//

k-rl

1_3

___,

[lf+1.1
[ tf

*‘tie*’

$ i r ] “hold”

,,

d

[tfiJ

“deep pool”

___+

[kfiJ

‘‘mpe”

. .

This phenomenon can be captured by the following P- rule;
0

CI _
I
,

fJ+

-k

,I

,

,.;

, ;

, I . ,

. .
,

I

,

~

I

~

1

*

*

I’..? I

2.3.1.5

’

b - DEVOJCING

i

Devoicing also takes place when [b] precedes a voiceless cousoiiant
as

shown in (36) below.

(36)

-----+

Ibtiia?

[ ptH:]

“traps”

/bibs+/

_
I
,

[bfpsi]

“to destroy”

IndtibkiI

I__+L

[ndFiph])

.:’drinking (corn beer house)’’

The rule that captures this phenomenon is formulated below:

A bilabial plosive is devoiced before a voiceless consonant.

2.3.1.6

.

FINAL CONSONANT DEVOICING

This rule states that all non nasal consonants are devoiced at word final
position. The claim made here is that all non nasal consonants at word final
position in this dialect are voiceless. That is, we can never find voiced oral
consoiiants at word final position.
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i;

../
.

Nasal consonants become devoiced at word final positions.
~\
The above P- rule can be demonstrated using the following examples:
_ .
(37 1
/nts+b/
IntsW
“advice”
i’ ,
.~
e
.
_I_+
“side”
lnibebl
ImSP1
I_+
.‘‘cheat”
. .
lfibl
WPl
“an t ”
/ggtirl
---+
[IJgW
Insurl
.___+
[nsur]
“palm beetle or grub” . \
JD or/
_3
Wrl
( i,, \ :“body”
1
/ / )

T

if>?.\
I i’

,

.

.., .

Non-nasal consonants that come at word final position in this case are Jbl
and /rl. The glottal stop /?/ is excluded.
i

2.3.1.7

VOWEL NASALIZATION

-

This refers to the process whereby a nasailzed consonant spreads its
specification feature of [ +nas] to the following vowel. Fransen (1995:56l
also identifies this process, which we hereunder illustrate as follows:
(3%)
Imiiiii
[miiii]
“chi Id”
____+

(JISrl

___*

I piil

___,

/ni mi rl

__3

/mi?++ I

-w

IP ErI

T:]
[mmTr]
[m? $ :I

“buffalo”
“defecate”
“eyes”
“inside”

This rule can be stated as follows:
V

v/N

In the above data, /a/, / + I and /ut are nasalized whereas in uoids
like / b M “rock lizard” /tit-/ ’‘small rat’’ and /rir I “heavy” are not nasalized.
It is also important to mention that nasalization is a basic feature of

Southern Limbum .Consequently, some problems of dialectal variation exist
as a result of the various forms of nasalization prevalent in the South.
These differences have spread to the orthography as mentioned elsewhere

in this work.
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2.3.1.8

VOWEL BACKING

This refers to a phenonrenon whereby a high front vowel

IS ptodnced

i’nrther back. In Southern Limbum it has been realised that / $ / becmiies or
turns into [Mu] when it is produced between labiodental fricative and velar
irasal sounds. The examples below illustrate the process.
(39)

/sf;

IS~IOIII

1)1--+

“python“

/inkfhJ/+

[1nkft41~] “flour’C

/ntfII$-

[IltfuhJ]

/ndv i13/ + [iidv*~]]

“Pot”
“traditional day 6”.

From the data w e can refomdate the rule as follows:

2.3.1.9 CONSONANT GLOTTALIZATION
Shane (1 973:3-2) states that glottalization is a consoiiaiit modification
process whereby consonants have a secondary closure at the glottls
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addition to the primary constriction higher up. This process takec place i n
southern Limbuiii. The velar voiceless stop lkl is oflen helghtetied
especially at word final position to a point where it turns to a glottal stop.
’t‘lrisis illustrated in 40 below:
(40)

/ybkl

[Y6??1

”rub”

lsik/

rsm

“rule over”

lb5ki

[bi?]

“plait”

/k5kak/

[k&k&?]

It n rii kl

[inr~i?]

“wine”

From this data w e realise that:

k-----*?I

-#
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,

3

-#

---+[-cons]

This is the inore reason why we have considered the glottal stop as
an allophone of /k/, since it appears in environments in wliich /k/ ne\ei
appears. We thereforc posit /?/ as a separate consonant in the orthography.
Remember that we realised with pleasure that this is the process Fransen
(199554) refers to as debuccalization and Fiore (198752) as consonant

weakening.

2.3.2.0 THE NORTHERN

AND CENTRAL DIALECTS -

PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES.
Many of the processes discussed in the southern dialect are also
attested in the central and northern dialects. We are not going to come back
to these. Rather, we consider here only the processes not identified in the
sourliern dialect. The processes are consonant palatalization and nasal

lengthening.

2.3.2.1

CONSONANT PALATALIZATION:

This is a secondary articulation process in which a high front vowel
quality is superimposed on a consonant in a given environment. In fact, it is
the realization of a consonant with the blade of the tongue raised towards
the roof of the mouth. Consider the data below:
(41)

(A)

/sirJ/ [sYig]
ki-bif [rbYi]

(B) /baa/
/s&psi/

“bird”

“kolanut”

F

[baa]

“bag”

---+

[saps’i]

“to prolong”
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In (A),

[SI and [b] are palatalized to Isy]and [by] respectively. While

in (13) they are not. In (A), they occur exclusively before ti], \\hile in (B),
they occur before all other kinds of vowels.

For this reason we suggest that

i t is the following [i] that conditions this change. The palatalized sounds .

and derived while the unpalatalized sounds are not derived. For example:

I

This rule can be written as follows:

c

cy1

-b

-’

I

Tltis rule states that a consonant is palatalized before a high front tensed
Lowel [i]

This rule applies to all the consonants listed on page 33 above. However, as
one moves further south palatalization is a accompanied by some friction
which takes the form of [s] or [z], depending upon whether tile consonant
i s voiced or voiceless. The high front vowel [i] is pushed further back to the

central position to sound as [ 4-1. This process of palatatization is further
replaced in the South by labialization. Consequently, we kW/,
/gw/ and /qW/
have labialised consonants.
This explanation gives the impression that there is a big contrast
between palatalized and plain consonants, consequently the iiiiplication of
this process on fhe orthographic system is very illuminating. For instance,
there are instances that palatalized consonants are treated as single
segments and there are instances that they are treatcd as separate
consonants. The orthography design shows the separate representations,
thereby helping to increase the number of consonants like in,
(41)

lbjfibl

-b

[bjQb]

“shoulders”

lrjkrl

-----+

[rjh]

L‘broom’’

This conforms to the syllable structure and fits into the overall pattern of
phonemes.
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2.3.2.2. NASAL, LENGTHENING

In Limbum, there is a class (group) of nouns whose noniinal class
prefixes are bilabial nasals. When these nouns are pluralized by the

preCisation of the plural marker Iml, there is nasal lengthening. -mm-

structures are merged into an -m-.The data below show this structure,
which in effect is a nasal lengthening structure.

(43)

[mm:6zlt1
/in + rbee/ ---+[ m:be:l
/m + mke /
[ m:E:]
/in + m i 1 / +[mrn:*’]
/ m + mbh’ I --+

/in

+ niir I

/in

+ nag /

I_*
__+

.

“cloud”
“breasts”
f‘labia hair”
“dew”

[in m:ir]

“eyes”

[m n:ag ]

“partiality”

Read as /m/ plus bilarial nasal becomes /m:/ The rule that captures this

pi-ocess i s postulated below:
mm

2.3.2.3.

---+

m:

SUMMARY COMMENTS O N PHONOLOGICAL

PROCESSES.

I

In order to make

sunimary comments on the phonological

processes, we present liere again, in juxtaposition the consonant phoneme
charts of the Southern and Northern Dialects.

Looking at the above cliarts, we note the fo\\owiing:
1. Pre-nasalization and nasalization are features of the Southern dialect.

2. Palatalization is a feature of the central dialect, where as labialization is
coi~ii~ion.
3 . The glottal stop is not considered a plioneiiie in these dialects.

4. The glottal fricative sound is not a feature of the Southern dialect.
5. The places of the alveolar liquids are swapped in Fiore’s proposal.
These basic differences and the foregone discussions on the
conqonants and vowels ofthe dialectal regioiis will corrobate our discussion
on the orthography of Limbuin.

2.3.3.0 LIMBUM ORTHOGRAPHY
In this section, \ye briefly review the need for representing sounds as
discrete segiaents. Because acoustically any utterance is a continuous flow
of iiioseinents made by the vocal tract, we understand the difficulties that
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exist in saying objectively where one sound ends and another begins.
Having treated the phonology of Limbum, we have enough evidence to use
to provide answers to the questions: How many letters are there in the

Limbum Alphabet, which are the grapheines used to represent particular
sounds and how is tone marked in Limbum?
These answers will help to establish an orthographic system that will
take care of the existing inconsistencies in the Linibun~Alphabet, such as
spellings and tone (see page 2 ) . The importance of good spelling and good
tone orthography to literacy programmes cannot be over-emphasized. Since
choosing symbols and what they represent often depends on coiiiitiunity
ncccptnnce, aiid having noted already the differences that exist in the sound
system of the Southern, Northern and Central dialects of Linibum, it is
necessary to adopt an approach that is multidialectal, simple and
psychologically acceptable, which will be acceptable to all the native
speakers irrespective of dialect. Such an approach will niininiise the
existing dialectal differences, thereby providing consistency i n the \vriting
s y s te in.

Again, this approach is based on the phonological analyses that have
been done in the previous section, and taking into consideration the tvorks
of earlier linguists. The first thing to note about symbols is that earlier
linguists adopted symbols based on the writing systems of European
languages, which makes it easier to learn for learners of Limbum who are
literate in these European Languages. However, some of the symbols
chosen like e, p, n and o do not adequately represent the sounds they are
supposed to, consequently, the inconsistencies that exist as earlier pointed
out make reading and writing Limburn difficult even to the native speaker.

In order to achieve maximum consistency and in llie attempt to
standardize the writing system, we review the various clioices made by
earlier linguists. This approach gives us a clear picture of the differences
that exist, which we will use to provide solutions to the problems of the

writing system. See chart below - extracted from the writings.
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1 1

LIST OF GRAPHEMES

2.3.3.1.

~

Phoneme

Fransen

~.
.. . .

~

Nforgwei

[ 1 9 9 5 ) 1 (1991)

.

~

1. Consonants
-hl

-A/[PI

b

b

-

-

________._
_ll.
I -l_ I
.

b

P

P

~

It1

t

t

t

t

Idl

d

d

d

d

Acl

k

k

k

k

I

-

j ___
/k/ [?]

I

...

b

'J"

I

I

-

-.___-__
I

I
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I

...

.

I

Figure 2: 17
The chart above is divided into five colunins. TIie first column (phonemes)
and the fifth column (graphemes), consisting of internationally accepted
signs that represent the respective phonemes in the first column, are the
controlling indicators. Between these two colunins are the lists of
graphemes uses by Fransen, Nforgwei and Fiore to represent similar
phonemes.
The phonemes have been selected based on our discussion on
consonants and vowels of the different dialectal regions. At the background
of these selections is the principle of econorny ( the use of a few features to
create a large number of phonemic contrasts). The symbols of the IPA
(International Phonetic Association) and their allophones appear in [

1 have

been adopted for the phonemes. The graphemes in the fifth column are
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extracted fioin the African Reference Alphabet to match with the phoneilles

in the first column.
After coinparing and constrasting the graphemes used by Fransen,
Nforgwei and Fiore with llre estabalished graphenies, we realise that:
- Fransen and Nforgwei do not use the grapheme P.
- Fiore and Nforgwei do not have the grapheme z

-

Fransen uses zh in place of j.
Nforgwei does not use the diacritic

They all use the following digraphs gh for I \d /, sh for /I/ and ny for / p /.
Concerning vowels;
Fransen uses e to represent I d and l ~ l
They all use tt to represent / + I
None of them uses 3
However, the following monographs are common to a\\ and do match with
those prescribed by the African Reference Alphabet.
Consonants :

b c d f g h j k 1 ni n 9 r s t v w y

Vowels:

aeioutr

Surely, these differences affect reading and writing in Linibuni.
Considering the fact that many docutnents have already been
published rn Limburn and that these differences have existed for long,
must adopt Simons’ ( 1 977)

\be

inultidialectal approach which states that,

“Multidialectal orthography is one in which the phonologies of iiiany
dialects of a language are compared and accounted for in designing the
orthography. The social situation pertaining to the dialects is also
considered”.
Our work will be lopsided if we draw conclusions based only on our

phonological analyses. We should consider the graphemes listed above first
of all, because of the existing inconsistencies (see page 2) they have created
in the writing system. A final statement will need to be made either for
their inclusion or ultimate exclusion from the list of letters of the Liinbum

Alpliabet. Then a srirniiiary of the letters used to compose the Linibuin
Alpliabet shall be pitted against our sunmary drawn from our plionological
analyses. This will lielp us to come up with a hopefully acceptable alphabet
lor Linibuni.

2.3.3.2.

PWONEME/GRAPHEME IDENTIFICATION AND

CONSIDERATION FOR INCLUSION:
The grapheme-&
This graphenie is phonetically realised as a mid-low front unrounded
vowel. It is found at the phonetic and phonemic levels of the South and
Central dialects. Fransen (1995:64) identifies it as such but prefers to use

ee grapheme to represent it, a mid-high front unrounded vowel. We propose
E

as a grapheme to avoid over simplicity that could lead to ambiguity.

Wliicli ones are easier to read and write in the pairs below?
(43)

A

R

/j&J

/jee/

“different ”

/gwee/

I l p eEI

“person”

Me2t

If€€/

“where”

IICCI

/lee/

“bat”

The Bs are certainly easier to read and write. This was confirined by
learners at one of the IRA Literacy centers (Mbabi). /e/ remains a separate
phoneme and is represented by e which makes the reading and writing of
witrds like

ghee” calabash bawl” and bce “people” easy.

‘The grapheme h

The glottal fricative sound, like in Mbili is extremely rare and could
be said to have no distinctive feature of its own, had been adopted by

earlier linguists and is needed to write words like ‘ha’ntini’ ‘next week’.
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Secondly, its scope of occurrence can be widened to alia\\ room for

borrowed words such as:
(44) “hotpito”
“hospital”
“tianwork”

“handiwork”

“handikraf‘

“handicraft.”

The...grapheme.!
The glottal stop is common only in Ndi and Ndi ( 1 985) and has been
widely used in the writing system already. Fiore (1987:103) identifies it as
a n allophone of /k/, the voiceless velar stop, which occurs a t word initial

and medial positions. Although the native speakers who read and write
English and French, do not find it psychologically real and feel that it
sliould be replaced by the glottal fricalivc sound /h/, it is a clinracreristic of
most Liinbum words. Its presence or absence in a word may alter the
iiieaning of the word. Imagine the confusion that would arise in meaning if
we excluded it froin the following pairs:
(45)
Pal
“and”
[ba’]

“leader”

[bel

“to

[bell

“to read”

[tal

“this”

lcii’l

“to shake a rattle”

bel

“to spit”

[ce ’ 1

“to be bitter”

lful

“IO

Ifti’]

“to foam up”

Ikd I

“to pluck”

W’J
[mal

“weevil”
“big”

(111~*1

“throw”

bJo1

“consequence”

[njo’l

“small patch of hair on a noble’s head”

write”

go out”
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From the data, we conclude that even though it is generally considered an
allophone of lkl, we consider it as a separate phonelne. It occurs iriainly in
word final positions and has a precise point of articulation (larynx).
Consequently, we propose its inclusion in the orthography design.

The grap1iene.j
This grapheme symbolizes the voiced prepnlntal affricate sound

/a /. Our

studies show that it occurs at initial and medial positions. Fransen
(1995:64) fails to identify if. We realise that in the Southern dialect, it is

plionetically realized by /dz/ and /j/.The /j / is dentalised so that the actual
realization of the palatal glide is [dj]. The examples below illustrate these
differences.
(46)

to be

G!ES

So!!!!!!

Central

elephant

[d-jii?)

[ah?I

U?l

jii’

to chase

[djci:]

L d3 u:1

d3 a:]

ju u

back

[ndz i:I

[nat:]

unable to dance [dz -& r]

[dz$r]

OljrProposa!

in&;:]
[&i
$4

[a 4 k(iw&] [aik&wh]

vu 1t ure

[dz 4 k h h ]

fly

[ndz/ndz/] [n& iki)

[n

&i ikl]

Froin the data, it is clear that the underlying phoneme is /

Whograph

nji

jar
jikfrwa
njiki

4 /, but

has

different phonetic realizations. In the Southern dialect, it is realised by [dz]
and tlie unidentified consonant combination [dj]. (Tadadjeu, 1984: 12).
These differences in the phonemic realizations of the underlying phoneme
create a problem in the orthography design. The problem here is whether to
lbllow the Central dialect or tlie Southerti dialect in the spelling of words
like “elephant” [dju?] or

[ah?] and “full” [dziq] or [a( g ] . If we follow

the Southern dialect, it will mean that borrowed words like “John” “James”
and “Jam” will be spelt as [dj3n], [djenis] and [djAni]. Then ”Jim” “Jidda”

7s

;:nd ”Jennah” will be \pelt Idziml, \dz+cia] and [dt+n;ll. Rut lhis w i l l not

be psychologically real and would demand nieniorization as to when to use
/di/ or /dz/. If we follow the Central dialect, reading and wiiting wrll be

relatively easy for both groups. Secondly, it deniands less effort in the use
of the single consonant /& / represented here by the grapheme j.
The grgphsgie-b has its allophone [p] which is a bilabial voiceless stop. In
I,ilnbuin, i t essentially appears at word final position. Although it is attested

in all the dialects native speakers and worse still, non-riati\re speakers
cannot say with exactitude, when a woid should end in a ibl or a Ipl.
Jlence, in order not to overload the orthography with allophones of no
significant contrasts, we, like Fransen (1995:71) opt for the plionemic
iepresentation. See data below.

,!5?

Nortliern/Central

Southern

Proposed

Orthograph)

[tap] Itibl

/t&b/

/tirb/

[kdp] lkbbl

lkbbl

Ikbbl

[tap] ItiEbl

ItiEbl

Mbl

tftb

[sdp] Isdbl

lsbbl

lsdbl

sob

‘to come’

[s6p] ls6bl

ls6bl

ls6bI-

s6b

‘chisel’

~

-

tiib

-

k6b

__

-

-

Gloss

.hut’
‘forest’
‘goiter’

.,

Looking a t the above, we realise that it yields a simple approach to the
writing system, thus facilitating reading and writing in the language.
The . Z , . Fricative Variant is phonetically realised as a voiced alveolar
fricative sound. I t is conimon in the Southern dialect and is often
considered a stigniatised feature of the Southern dialect. I t occurs as a
result of the very close articulation of I + / ,which produces friction before
it, thus forcefully producing a prepalatization or a /zl fricative release of
the preceding consonant and the consequent centralization o f the vowel /+I’
o r fil.

Fiore ( 1987:42) States that it i s a steady change across rhe continuuni

in the friction that accompanies palatalization before /i/. In the North, it

IS

heard as /y/ (palatalization), in the Centre, as / / or / 3 / and in the Soulh
as

/s/

or lzl. Meaning that, it is an allophonic variation of the consonant

preceding the high front vowel. Consequently, it is the result of the friction

that accompanies the palatalization in the South. (see page 64)
The data below illustrate it:
(48)
’ NorthKentre

Proposed

South

Orthograph

I

Gloss-

[rbyi]

[rbz+]

[rbi]

rbi

kolanut

[byi:]

[bt+:]

[bi:]

bii

dancc

[by?]

Ibz + 1

[bfl

bi

[by;bfg

[bz+bsi]

[bfbJi7

bishi

[bYiqri]

[bz

Ib W 1

bigrf

___________.______-

+ qri]
--

-

It shows that [by] changes to [bz] as one moves

fro111 extreme

co-wife
requests
roll

North to

South.

Since our objective is to simplify the orthography, it is obvious that the
inclusion

of allophonic variations would only help to block it. We

therefore, opt for the drop of /d fricative release.
__The

zh digraph; It represents the alveor-palatal voiced fricative /3/. It is

used in the orthography of Southern Limbum. Fiore (1995:65)proposes it

as a solution to expressing labiodentalization orthographically. It is true
that our objective is to make reading and writing easy for the native
speaker, but it must be done cautiously. We believe that it is like lid
fricative variants. I t will benefit only the Southern speakers. Including it in
the orthography purports the inclusion of other sequences like fbvl, ftfl,

Ikfl, /gv/ .This would mean a terrible degree of overdifferentiation. In this
wise therefore, we opt for its replacement with the grapheme y. This is
because its actual phonemic realization is /j/ which has already been
included in the orthography. This data illustrate it.
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(491

Tlle.~~
d.igrgph~~..ny; I t i s used to represent the palatal nasal I IJ

/ in

orthography designs. It is attested in all the dialects. Since it is cotninon in
all the dialects, we propose the inclusion of its symbol as a grapheme of the

Liniburn orthography. Even though it is a single segment at the phonemic
level, it is a digraph as can be seen in the data below.

2.3.4.0

THE LIMBUM ALPHABET

In the section above, much has been done to justify the phonemes,
which we will here propose for adoption. Having taken into consideration

rhe views and proposals of earlier linguists, the results of our own
phonological analysis and of course, the sociological situation, we believe
that the symbols that form the orthography will be easy to read and write.
The signs match with those precrihed by the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) for the sounds we identified. We make here a proposal for a
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standard orthography of Limburn. This proposal is aimed at rendering the

orliograpliy practically useful, easy to read and write and above all to
provide a consistent spclling system. Here, instead of reproducing the work
of earlier linguists as found on page 73-73, we only make rehence to it.

However, we have produced cornposit phonemic consonan1 and vowel
charts here, based on our analyses found in section 2.3, and the

pl~onologicalanalyses that followed.
The charts are followed by another chart, which is in effect, a list of
the proposed phonemes and related graphemes.
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I

2.3.4.1. COMPOSIT PHONEMIC CONSONANT CHART
OF LIMBUM.

Figure 2:18

2.3.4.2. COMPOSIT PHONEMIC VOWEL CIIAR'I OF
LlM BUM
Before positing a cornposit phonernic vowel, chart of standard Liliibu111, let
us

recap here on one chart, the vowel phonemes of all the dialecls.
Front
Unrounded

Central
Unrounded

Back
Rounded

H igli
Mid High
Mid Low

LOW

Figure 2.19

This chart shows that Limbum has an eight vowel systein, but this is
not true. Following our analyses, we made certain pertinent remarks (see
page 43). We stated there that except / o / , all other sounds were
phonemically siniilar in all the regions. We also realised rhat / $ / is
phonen~icallyequivalent to l u l in the central dialect. Consequently, the
features of /u/ are borne by /;,

the central high unrounded vowel in this

dialect. The articulation of lo/ comes a little much higher to f i l l the gap of
/u/. Meanwhile, the qualities of /o/ and /3/ are not as discrete as those of /e/
and

/E/.

One often f i n d s it difficult to distinguish between /o/ and /d.We

have, therefore chosen to allow lo/ and

/3/

sliare the features of / o / , thereby

reducing the number of vowels to seven. The seven vowels are contained in
the chaH below.

Front
Unmunded

Rack
Rounded

Central
IJnrounded

Mid High

Mid l . , i ~

Figure 220

Central
Front
Unrounded Unrounded
\

High

\l:e:

\,

\

+:

Mid High

Low
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Back
Rounded

/
7

,/

I

I

u:

2.3.4.3. PROI'OSEI) GRAPHEMES OF THE ALPllrIRET.

help
~

Squeeze
~.

chair
to gun1
__.~_

throw

straightenlcortect
snake
cra\rl

Forest
to tap wine
to write

prison
ring

yam( white)

fowl
-.

bone

fear
illness
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Fium the above chart, we realise that lzl and ldzl proposed rknti used in

the works of earlier linguists have been dropped because they have been
found to be (different realizations of the same plioneme. (See pages 7880).Similarly, the digraph zh has been left out to ininimise
overdifferentaition.
Following our phonological analyses [p] was identified as an allophone

of /b/ and considered inconsequential in the 1,imbuin Alphabet, and 1x1s
therefore been dropped in order to avoid overloading the orthography
with allophones that do not cause any significant contrast.
Although our analyses showed that lhl was a rare and limited sound, we
propose its inclusion for the sake of other sociolinguistic factors such as
borrowing.
The glottal stop has been included and synibolised by the grapherne in
the orthography. Its importance has been discussed on page 77.

Finally, /

IJ though a single release,

has been represented by a digraph

ny. It is used for the spelling of most words that In/ CaMOt be used for.
Consequently, we propose its inclusion on our standard alphabet chart.

With these proposals, Limbum standard alphabet is made up of 29
letters (22 consonants and seven vowels.(page 86).

2.4.0

SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES OF TONE MARKING
In this section, we review tone studies done in Limbuni and analyse

areas of differences in order to posit a standard tone orthography. Tadadjeu
and Sadenmbouo (1984:17) state the principles of tone study. Some of
these principles include punctual tone marking, which refers to the minimal

height a tone may bear and which does not change. It could be high, mid, or
low. A tone mark would then represent each tone level. According to this
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'

principle, only tlie

iito~t

frequent punctual tone attested should be

olriitted.That is in a thl-ee level tone language, two tones will be niarked and
the most frequent one oinitted. The second principle states that vowels with

complex-tones can be duplicated if they have elements of inid-tone and
there are no contrasts between short and long vowels. But in a language in
which a contrast exists between long and short vowels on the one hand and
complex tones on the otlier hand, two tone values c o d d be alciibuted

fcl

the

saiite coniplex tone graphemes, provided the native speakers \\.ill always be
able to predict tlie environment of occurrence. For instance, a tone
grapheme can represent high-low if the environment is specified. These
principles underlie tone marking in Limbun~Tbefollowing graphemic tone
marks have been used by people writing in Cimbuni.
(51)

'

for high tone

e.g bB

-

for inid tone

e.g bZ-

'

for low tone

e.g bB

"
A

for rising tone

e.g hi5

for falling tone

e.g b2

Following these principles, we recap here the works of some
linguists on tone in Linihuni. Fiore (1987:I 19) states that Liiubuin has three

level tones (high, mid and low). Two things are basic in her work, each
syllable carries a tone and verb stems are monosyllabic.

MFONYAM ( 1 989:459) In an attempt to determine the best way of
representing tone in the orthography of Limbum uses four tone marking
systems to arrive at his decision. System 2, which he prefers is adapted by

WILA. It marks I.,()
HL(^) LH ( " ).
It does not mark M and H tones and HM contour tones, rneanivhile, contour
tones LM and I A arc marked. However, weak as it may be, because of its
inability to make lexical distinctions, it is easy to handle.

This work

resolves more than 75% of the tone problems of L i n i b u n ~That is why

CHEFFY and TO14 (1992) report that only a few probleins remain to be
finalised, for example, the position of lune inarks on long v o ~ e l s .
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Fransen (1995:73), working on the suprasegmental phonology of the
Southein dialect attests that it has three level tones- H, M, L, and five

contour tones-HM, HL, ML, LM and LL (low falling to extra low). Like
Fioie, she states that each syllable carries a tone, contour tone inay be
realised on a short or long vowel and that HM and LM occur only on
syllables with long vowels. She also remarks that the final vowel, \\hicli in
many Eastern Grassfield languages, has been dropped and is represented by
a tone trace, is still present in Lirnbum specifically in nouns ending in a

consonant. For instance:
In Liinbum, nouns like hjab “vegetables (soupy, jggr ‘*ant” and ‘rsbq
“tooth” are sometimes pronounced hjtibl, ijghri and ‘rsdgi. The tone

sequence here is LLH. When the final vowel is dropped, the contour tone
LLH undergoes simplification or is shifted to the preceding syllable, so

that LLH is realized as LL as in hjhb. The final vowel deletion is a feature

of the young native speakers.
Ndamsah (199755) states that there are eight possible tonal
melodies. These include:

(52)

HL

bkrkg

“groundnuts”

14M

nidndab

“concubine”

HH

1616

“rain water”

MH

tarkti

“grandfather”

ML

nduunji

“road”

MM
LM

bye!Ige

“women”

ggomb6

“plantain”

L 1,

mbilgkilr

“evening”

These studies bring us to the following conclusions on tone in L,inibum:
- Liinbum has three levels tones (L, M, H) and five contour tones as

identified by the above linguists (HM, HL, LM, LL).
In addition to the above contour tones we have attested M t f and LH.
Consequently, Linibuin has three level tones and seven contour tones. They

will be illustrated in the next section.
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MH identified by Ndamsah (1997:55) could not be differentiated
froiii LH. Consequently, we do not consider it as par‘ of the contour tones.

These studies and conclusions are essential because they foi-ni the
background to the standard tone ortliograpl~y.

2.4.1.0

TONE RULES

Linibum, like most Bantu languages has three level tones (H, L, M),
\vhicli have developed in different ways due to tone spreadillg, downstep
and downdrift. Tone realization in Liinbum can thus be explained using the
following rules:

DOWNSTEP - Refers to the process whereby an underlying low tone not
realized on the surface structure causes the following high tone to stop.
Ayuminjam (1998:161) states that only two tones are involved. A
downstepped high tone is irnniediately between a high tone and a mid-tone
and occurs only at phrase level, but never within words. This process
begins with tone floating, to tone docking and ends with tone
simplification. In Limbum, a high tone can be realized at the level of a M
tone and a M tone at the level of a L one. In such a situation, a H tone after
this type of realization is no longer at its original H tone level. But at the
level of a M tone, consequently, forming a new (ceiling). There could be a
second downstep against a still lower level-forming another new ceiling
again. This process of lowering may continue until a new clause is started.,
However, the lowering of a M tone does not make it a L tone. This process
is coininon in

Linibuiii.

For instance, in non- verbal \voids, M (L) tone

words bring about a downstep in nouns and adjectives:
(53)

[ihtsa

rh b6a ]

[H H L V H ]

“two caps”

[dind6g

b ’tdar]

(14 H L

’‘llwee cups”

[ihtda

if~msli]

[HH L t H ]

’

HI

“black caps”

I n verbal constructions, downstep after H tone occurs in the preverbal
group affecting verbs with H tone.
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Eg.

“He / she will fetch water”.

?i Vb6 t6’ Adib

“This is the water helshe fetched”.

X riidib ce e*bA t l i ’

These sentences confiini the fact that downstep in Limbum can be
c uillu 1iit i \,e.
1975:226)

DOWNDRIFT-(Hyman

defines downdrift as the process

whereby a tone sequence of H L H is not realized as [ - - -

1. Tliat

is, the

tu’o 1-4 tones are not pronounced on the same pitch level even though they

are plionologically identical, but are realized as [- - -1. That is, tlie second

H tone is lower in pitch than the first. The process affects all H tones
preceded by low tones. The low tones which intervene the H tones are also
subject lo downdrift.
Even though the degree of lowering differs from language to
language, Fransen (1995:79) states that Limbum does not manifest it, while
Ndaninsah ( 1997:30) holds that Liinbuiii manifests automatic downdrift. We
understand that the process takes place over a syntactic unit and is
autoinatic in units L tones, which may condition downdrift through deletion
or assiinilation. The sentences below :

y r k yri g w E n j d gwg “man is made man by his fellows.”

(54) 1 .

H

L
2.

fi

ba dij nt8

H

11

6 fa

3.

I, $H
L

Iha m k

MflL L
2.4.1.1

L
“HelShe went to the market.”

43

lCeb it16 “Let hiin/her give iiie the medicines, please.”

6
I

1

H H

PROPOSED TONE ORTHOGRAPHY

As Van Reenen ( 1989) puts it, a good spelling and tone ortliography
:ire essential for literacy programmes to succeed. We have attempted a

quick review of the tone system of Limbum. As started earlier, our

,

’

intention tiah been to p~oposea tone orthography that will be simple,

systematic and follow a consistent pattern.
Before we propose tone rules, let us recap here, Mfonyanr’s L,imbum
tone orthography project. This project was done between 1984 and 1986,
~ i t hthe aim of determining the best way to represent tone in the

orthography of Limbuni. (Mfonyam 1989:459).

I

.

~

He tested four tone systems.
System 1 -

All tones were marked-this was the master document.

System 2-

L tone(

<}

LH tone ( ‘), and HL tone ( ^) were inarked. The

following contour tones were marked LM / “/ h/lL / A/ . Thus,
HL and ML were marked the same way.
System 4-

H tone ( ’), HL tone ( ^), and LH tone (”) were marked.
Marked only L tone ( ‘)

System 5-

marked

System 3-

N tone ( ’), L tone (‘), HL tone (

*), Lli { ”),

LM and

HM (‘-) marked.
Finally, system 2 was chosen because it attained the highest score. It
‘is relatively the easiest and probably the most efficient way of marking

tone in Limbuni’ (Mfonyam 1989:469).
However, it fails to show lexical distinctions of meaning. Consequently
words like;
(55)

Bha

“slope”

Bha

“mad“

BAA

“to embrace”

Bda

“two”

May only be distinguished contextually because the tone systcni is weak at

the lexical level.

In order to maintain a good spelling system and good orthography, tone
should be marked systematically, for this reason therefore, we suggest that
system 2, which had been adopted by WILA, should be maintained. To
facilitate reading, tone marks should be placed above the vowel to which
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the tones apply. Long vowels with low tones should have the Inaiks put on

the first vowel or graplieme.

2.4.2.0

TONE hlARKlNC IN LIMRUM ILLUS'I'RATED

Our studies show that tone orthography done by different people in
all the dialects is almost the same. Generally, tonal variations that imply a
difference in meaning of a word or structure between the dialecis have not
been attested. However, in some clauses and sentences, the hcliaviour of
tones may vary from one speech community to another without actually
affecting the conveyed meaning of the structure. For instance, in the
following words there are slight tonal differences between tlte South and
Central Limbum, without tempering with the meaning:
(56)

Cen trd

Soil tll

Gloss

bh'shi

bashti

unroll

b8eqger

biiggir

to turn

ntboinrjr

tfitinor

fire place

ntaaqg'iu

ntliaquu

stick of filewood

qg&n&ndifcj

gghhni6Andzhfdb

praying mantis

In the section below, we illustrate tone marking in Liinbuiii beginning with
inonosyllabic verbs. A inonosyllabic verb bears either high

01 low

tone.

2.4.2.1. MONOSYLLABIC VERB TONE ORTHOGRAPHY
(57) English
fl

L

NorthernlCentral

Solrtllerll

ToRun

CQ

shhq

To press down

cii

shii

To pluck

k6b

kAb

To plait

bA'

bB'

To drink

n6
ni7q

To sleep
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n6
ndq

To fall

gW&

gw&

To plant

sob

sob

To seal
To surround

Si9

Si9

sir

sir

In the section below, we illustrate tone inark in Lirnbuin beginning with
monosyllabic verbs. A nirnonosylIabic verb bears either high or lo^ tone.

2.4.2.2.

DISYLLABJC VERB TONE ORTHOGRAPH.

( 5 8 ) Disyllabic verbs can bear a tone sequence of either HH or L.M.

H H English

Northern/Central

Southern

To second

bArni

barni

To be deep
To tune a song

c6ornf

sh601ni

fiishi

fiisi

To hug

gh69s6

gh6ip6

'To vomit

gh6'ni

gh6Ini

LM To fill in soil

gatishi

gbsi

To shell coin

khsi

To bypass

kdushi
baase

To laugh

vashi

vasi

To feel ashamed

ghaani

ghasni

To show

dhushi

dilgsi

LH To tickle
To pour
To try
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bhase

2.4.2.3 MONOSYLLABIC NOUN TONE ORT'I[IOGRAPHY.
Monosyllabic nouns can bear either H, M, L , HL or LH. The
exaniple s h o ~ ;

Eng!lsh

(59)

people

.
L,.o
. w

toad

rain
Mid

... _..

tree

dog
wife
monkey
I~ligh canoe

prison

lid
HI

church
corn

L.H. bread
bedbug
maggots

2.4.2.4

DISYLLABIC NOUN TONE ORTROGRAPHY.

Disyllabic nouns may bear any of the following tones: HL, HM, LL, HH,

MH, ML, M M and LM.
9

(60)

Eng!.i&

HC

HM

Northern/Cen$.ra!

Southern

Jesus

jisbs

yes& ' ,; i

woiiian

nj6gwE

nj&ijw$

soot

nsfkki9

nsiki11

ant

IJghhcl
mgndiib

rjgBr6g

Concubine
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inandab

1

raffia n u t s

kirbgkha

lawn (yard)

mambe

rattle

nibAct3’

Ridge
chin

ndilub6
mbiluch

seven

sAainbA

thousand

ncaki

peacefulness

mtIny6tl

Sand

nshhrfig

butterfly

rJk6rJkh

tears

gg6tnmir

right

whainl

bamboo

rhCg

Lefthand

bonkBb

banana

nd6o m bil

bridegroom

ncigilu

sleep

mmirld

M M chairinan

LM

.

tli’nt8’

child

miiunte

stick

ntilaggnu

women

byegge

nose

nfyen ytl

cockroach

nfykkeb

pa lilt branc It

b5b rt&s

laugh

tvhshi

I t can be mentioned here that tone combinations on three and four syllable
n o u n s and aci.jectives Iiave been attested. But most of the conibinations are

reduplications or commands of the above examples. Howetw long words
like “gg8m8ndt’fd” “praying mantis” could be considered as carrying more
rlian two tones.
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CONC1,USION

2.5

Pressed by the need for a harmonious orthogragraph, this chapter set
out to analyse the sound systems of the various dialets in order to come up

with coniposit standard consonant and

vowel charts froiii which a

harmonious orthography would be determined. It began with tbe study of
the sound system of the southern dialect. It was discovered during the
analysis that in this dialect Iwl and /j / are transformed to /v/ and /z/
respectively before / G I and that /v/ and /z/ respectively conie before /:
and that when lvl is inserted before l G / the sound \vould ha\’e a fricative
quality. Based on the analysis, [in] an arcliiphoneme for pienasallzed
consonants was proposed. The vowel chart did not present any major
problem.

To further the discussion,

the consonants of the Central and

Northern dialects were also analysed, but found to be the same, hut the case
of the vowel systems was different. Even though they all have seven vowel

systems, their configurations were different. A significant realization was
that in the Northern region [u] was a variant of

[GI. It

u a s clear that

Liiiibuiii has two distinct dialects at the level of phonology. The differences
were as stated on page 41, underscoring the need for a harmonious
orthography.

In addition to the above considerations, the generative phonology
rules of syllabification were applied in the analysis of the syllable structure.
I t was realized that the sonority hierarchy principle could only apply

parrially in complex words like /mmb?tb/ “rats” and IbkwAql “bracelets”
because the syllabic nasals and labials were left unassociated. I t required
the application of the extrasyllabic rule (which applies at the stage at which

structural conditions can no longer apply).
Following this rule :
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0

was analysed and it was clear that /b/ as an extrasyllabic element could only

be associated to the word-node and that i t bore

a

tone. Houe\er. the

syllable structure was considered unique across the dialectal regions a nd
therefore did not raise any problem of standardisation. The syllable types
were tlien stated as follows:

b)
C)

C v

cvc

d)

ccv

e)

CCVC

Since the syllable structure and word structure could not produce
solutions to the consonant and vowel constrasts, it was therefore iniportant
that phonological processes be used to handle the contrasts. Various
processes were used, for example, lnbiodentalisation and consonant
glottalization for tlie Southern dialect; consonant palatalization and nasal
lengthening for the Central and Norhern dialects. Labiodentalisation \\*as
seen as a process that describes and captures situations whereby a sound is
transformed into a labiodental fricative. Following example 34 above, the
-i-. C:onsonnnt glotrakisation
P-rule was formulated a s v) --+ V /
was seen as a consonant modification process whereby a consonant has a
secondary closure at the glottis in addition to the primary constriction
higher up. A case in p i n t was (hat of tlie velar stop A / \vliich is often
heightened at word final positions to a point (height) where it turns to a
glottal stop. The P-rule K + 7 1-
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# was used to illustrated it.

ii

,I.$!

I,

,ii.z,

secondary piocess oi articulation in which the high front vowel qu'tiity

15

superiinposed on a consonant in a given environment. It is often realized by
mising the blade of the tongue towards the roof of the mouth, for instance,

PI

p

[by] / -i,

meanwhile, nasal lengthening was seen as the

process whereby nasal prefixes are prefixed to nouns whose initial
consonants are bilabial consonants, for example,

/m

+ rnb&'/ ___I, [ i n m b 8 ~ j "cloud".

Following the analyses, standard consonant and vowel charts for
each region were established, then compared and contrasted with each
other. Based on valid linguistic and sociolinguistic judgements decisions for
inclusion and exclusion of particular sound symbols froin the orthography
were proposed. The discussion on phonology rounded up with the review of
tone marking system in Limburn, which resulted in the proposal of a
standard tone orthography.

CHAPTER THREE
MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

This chapter treats the morphology of Limburn, focusing on noun
and verb morphologies. Morphology essentially refers to the internal

structure of words. Studies show that some languages have simple word
forms, while others have complex word fortiis, which can be decolilpsed
into the basic units of analysis, called morphemes.

Limbuni, like most Bantu languages shows that most of its words are roots
consisting of prefixes and suffixes or are compounds. Take for instance
ndfib; “house” is in its base form. Its plural is mndab “Iiouses”. ‘The 111 is a
plural prefix. This same word can combine with other words to forin
compound nouns. For instance, “ndab cor” “a chapel” is conlpountt because
ndab is the grammatical head, being modified by the noun ‘’cor’’ “church”.
In contrast, a coinpound like “bketi rnhnsh”, “coward” is different from
the above because unlike “ndhb c6r” or “gka’ni’” in which their rightmost
members are heads, that is, “ndSlb c6r” is a kind of “ndib” as well as “gkB’

nA’” is a kind of fence, but “bheti mansh” is neither a kind of “beeti”
“cowardice”

nor “mansa” “main case”.

It’s nieaning is covert and

consequently has a free interpretation. Its actual meaning is a “typical
coward” So in this section, we use morphological elements such as
derivation,

concord,

genders and

compounding

to

treat

Limburn

Inorphology.

3.1

THE LIMBUM NOIJN MORPHOLOGY
The Limbuin noun shares Ihe features of the Proto-Bantu noun class

system. According to Voorhoeve (1980), these features include Fingular and

plural forins, augmentative, diminutives, endocentives, exocentives,
concord, pronoun, possessives, adjectives etc. Most Bantuists, for eaaniple
Tainanji ( 1 991:31) a f f i r m that nouns that display common agreement

Earlier studies on the noun classes i n Liinbuin such a%Voorhoeve
( 1 980), describes the nouns by classifying them into four genders. The

classification is based on the nominal prefixes and the possessive concords.
Fiore ( 1 987) combines Voorhoeve (1980), Van Reenen and Voorboeve
(1980) with her own studies and uses the noun prefix and ttie possessive

pronoun “iny” as the basis for forming the noun classes. (see table 3.1)
below.

Table 3.1 CONCORD TABLE FOR 1,IhlBUhl BY FIORE
Possessive
Gloss
Prefix Long form Example
“my”
“bird”
sYig
0
Yh
“dog”
NYh
JJwe
II

B-

wi

p-sig

“birds”

in-n-gws “dogs”

in-

W i

in-n-ti:

“hearts”

li

r-koo

“ann”

111 i

III-O-~OO

“arms”

in9

t6

“head”
“court room”

Yfi

Nr-

w5

0

ki

kYi -bo?

Y9
IA

YA

_
I
_

In Limbum, there are a very small number of loan words from Lainso,
which take the prefix Iki-1.
The most recent work is that of Fransen (1995:94). She presents an
outline of the noun class system after reviewing earlier studies. She also
states the criteria for noun classification, giving innovative justifications,
wliich make the treatment exhaustive, even though, she localises her
examples in the Southern dialect area. In order to better understand the
classification, we present here Fiore (1987) and Voorhoeve‘s 1977 concord,
tables and their illustrations.

.

Table 3.2
_
I
-

CONCORD%ABLE FOR LIMBUM BY

-_

-T--

a

VOORHOE~F
-

---I--

&

e
k

9)

f

0

m
h-

:-

8-

?-

- _.

vi-

yi-

ri-

-%

7
.T
~

vi-

vi-

vi-

vivivi8vi-

I
_

8-

L_

j

vi-

KSWI

IF-

vi-

&-

8-

I

vi-

_-

I

mi-

Yyilimi-

Yi

0I__

yi-

-

0-

Q-

I

in i

m-

j

0-

I

mi-

yi-

mi

(111-

Yi
I
-

.-idoptedfrom Voorhoeve ( I 977)

0-

He illustrates the concord systeiii shown above as follows:

AI/Bl

bird, elephant, gorilla, lamp, rope, stone,
0-sit)lp
“bird”

A2032

chief,

“thief’

Q-kfttlpAlB3

A21B3

bushcow,

“dog, leopard“

ni-bqlp-

“bushcow”

animal, axe, belt, body, branch, fly, god, chimpanzee
house, knife, inale, market, monkey, snake, soup, vegetable
n-jaa/m-n-

“ani ma1”

n-jaalm-n-

“axe”

A2b4

m-db

“child”

A205

rJ-kar/p-

“friend“

A21rl

g-ivedb-ee

“person”

A211 0

goat, hen, rat, sheep
m-bWm

c 1/I33

“goat”

back, crab, day, gun, heart, message, nose, root, slave, tail
leaf, mouth, place, trap, tree, country, yam
0-baafb “bag”

CllD3

n-feelm-n-

“leg”

C21D 1

0-bolin

“hand”

C2lD3

o-ko/m-g-

“foot”

5/D I

arm, belly, breast, death, egg, eye, feather, horn, kola, mar,
mountain, nail, name, navel, net, palm tree, pepper, pot,
throat, tongue, tooth, work.

r- k d m -

“arin”

5m3

r-g3/in-q

“cadover”

AI

maize, iron, war
“maize ”

0-kw6
A2

rain, tobacco
“rain“

m-beg

B1

bridge, brain, bed, blood, face, thorn, wing
b-raa

83

“bridge”

cloud, hair
m-in-ba‘

c2

“cloud”

cornbeer, aslies
0-sa

“cornbeer”

5

r-boo

“sky”

D3

beans, fat, oil, saliva, salt, water, medicine, wine
ni-9-koo

10

“beans’

bee, cowry, dust, fire, firewood, fish, fruit
n-u

bee

ITi-b& b3

‘‘cowry”

We acknowledge that noun classes are very closely tied to the
concord and that it is a necessary criterion for establishing the noun class
systems. Again, that concord Le.

(adjectives, possessives, nominal

prefixes, demonstratives, pronouns, numerals, interrogatives and associative
markers) provide the differences in the classes.

Following Voorhoeve’s noun classification, “one concord difference

in one of the possible environments constitutes a difference in concord
classes” Voorhoeve (1 980:186). The implication is that the noun
classification system is excessively complex, thereby making leaining
difficult. Figure 3.2 above shows the noucr classification systeni of

Liin bum.
Although, Van Reenen and Voorhoeve (1980) as well as Fiore
(1987) hold that the complexities of the i.,imbunr noun class system are
simplified by nominal prefixes and possessive concords, Fransen (.1995:953
holds that the probletns are better solved, when tone is also considered as
one of the basic elements of noun class analysis. Looking at figure 3.1
above, we realize that the possessive concords y&, yB, and 18 “my” for

singular nouns in classes la and 1 have a consistent low tone, while those
for singular nouns in classes 5 and 7 have a consistent high tone. Their
plural forms wh, nia and yil for nouns in classes 2, 6 and LO respectively
carry a consistent high tone. The possessed noun may or may not carry a

similar tone.
The following examples sliow:

Singular
-noun(1)

-

rEss_essivecoecofd

g!oss

1

Yk

my bat

la

Yh

my cou’

1

my chief

5

Y&
I&

7

YB

my foot

iny cap

Plural
noun class

2

2

possessive.concord
wa
WB

XlPSS

Illy bats

my chiefs

6

lllB

m y caps

6

ma&

my feet

10

Yh

my

CO\\’S

Once more, we point out here that the tone of the singular concord elemcnt
of yB n i t (my cow) better distinguishes it from y6 nBt (my cot{?).
Structurally, there appears to be no difference between the singular and
plural. Consequently, the selection of the possessive pronoun as one of the
criteria for setting up noun classes is laudable, especially as i t h e l p to
provide clarity in the variation that exists in the Linibum noun class systeiii.
Albeit tlie advantage accruing from the classification of

Liriibtiin

nouns on the basis of the possessive concords and tone, our main objective

is to proiide the learner with a reference grainmar that will facilitate
reading and writing in Linibuin.
Even though the Limbutn noun classification system is in line with
the morphological classification of nouns recoinmended for Bantu
languages, we realize that nouns that display siinilar agreement patterns
constitute

:I

noun class, which

IS semantically

Ileterogeneous. I t

IS

poshlble

that an alternative approach to the classification of Limbum nouns, that is
froin a semantic perspective, could be of additional advantage lo the
learners and MT teachers. After all, Fiore (1987) holds that the present
concord system is splintered, thereby causing the existence of technically

many noun classes. Voorhoeve ( 1980) believes that semantic considerations
could help explain diachronic changes. More so, semantic classification
provides ground for loan words and better treatment of dialect variation.
Since semantic treatment of nouns cannot be done without due
consideration to morphology and agreement patterns, we believe that this
approach to the classification of nouns in Limbuni could be more useful.
Froin a global linguistic perspective terms such as proper, common,
countable and uncountable nouns have often be used to group nouns. We
think that the Proto-Bantu classes 1 and 2 consisting of human nouns could
forin a class of proper nouns and their concord patterns established. After
all, in Liinbu~n,we often hear people talking of Tarnfu (sg), B- Tainfu (pl)

and Nformi (sg) as well as M- Nforini (pl). Similarly, nouns in class 1 a,
which consists of nouns with 0 prefix could form a class of coininon nouns.
At the pedagogic level, learning and teaching transactions are better
facilitated because learners are surer of what words inem when they know

the semantic area. Their productivity is heightened because it offers rhein
better opportunities of learning the grammar as well as developing their
vocabulary expansion skills.

In this wise, we attempt a semantic classification of the Liinbum
nouns with a view to consolidating the existing classification system. I n 3.3

we treat various aspects of noun morphology and in 3.4 we focus on verb
morphology and close up with tense and aspect.

SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION

3.1.1.

According to Voorhoeve ( 1 980) Limbum shows a complicated class
systein, which can be explained using phonological processes due to the
excessive merger of the Proto- Bantu gender classification. But the learner
and the teacher need adequate semantic and graniniatical reasons or
information on nouns in order to construct acceptable sentences. It

i5

for

this reason and those stated above that we apply the semantic approach to
Linibunl noun classification despite the fact that Fransen (1995: 108) asserts
that due to the merger of several classes, it is difficult to give a precise
description of the semantic content of each class and gender for instance,
“chief” and “thief’ are in one class, based on Voorhoeve’s system, but in

our classification they are separated even though their plurals are formed in
the same way. The tables that follow illustrate the clarity in semantic

classification, and the implication on the noun classes and gender groups.

3.1.1.1

PROPER NOUNS

Names of people, places and institutions fall in this group. Proper nouns do
take a zero nominal prefix in most cases. However, they usually take a
nominal prefix, which denotes plurality. The examples below show:

(22)
(A

B

C

Plural focm

Names of pe_opley

class

Ndi

M + Ndi

1 /G

Sh6i

B + Sh&i

1a/2

Thnt6‘

B+T6ntbt

1a12

Minjh’

M + Mhnjt3’

1 I6

Qgtinddg

M + qgahdbg

1/6

Thkd

B+T(lkd

1 a/2

Wht

B + Warr

1 a/2

Ndd

M + Ndrl

1 /G

Mb6t

M+Mbbt
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Ting

B -tTang

1a/2

Names of places

Names o f ~ e r g a n ~ a t i n s / r e s t _ i t ~ t ~ ~
C6r
“cliurcli”
R + c6r

1 a12

Nfu’

‘‘secret society”

M + nfhu’

1 /6

Sambaat

‘‘a society for men”

I3 + Shnibaa

t a12

NjZ1’

“women dance society”

M -f- njitl

1/ 6

SllSIJ

“prison”

I3 +shag

I /2

They form their plurals by prefixing 3 to nouns whose initial consonants

are not nasals and M to nouns beginning with nasal consonants. In short,
the plural morphemes occur as a result of phonological conditioning. This
has been explained in cliitpler 2 of this work.

3.1.1.2.

COMMON NOUNS

A common noun is a sub category of nouns that often have binary

feature specifications of

[

2 count], [ &concrete] [ .f_ abstract.] They

refer to tlungs generally. We present here the various sub categotLc\

UI

coininon nouns in Liinburn and their singular and plural forms.

COUNT NOUNS.

3.1.1.2. I

Nouns referring to things that can be counted are called count nouns. They
have t u o forms - singular and plural. They form their plurals by the
prefixation of either B or M, depending on the class.

Plural form

Gender class

Gloss

B+ BBa

112

bag(s)

B+c6

112

tree(s1

B+cE1

112

cloth(es)

B+di'

112

StOOl(S)

B+&'

la/2

B+gAy

t a12

yea 4 s
stiepliei d(s)

B+jiaki

1a12

donkey(s)

B + khab4g

1 a12

dove(s)

B + IBbB'
M +. mbig

1 a12

shoe(s)

M +neir

1 /6

Iid(s)

M + gg8g
M + d69
M + W&

I /6

root(s

5/6

horn(s)

516

cat(s)

1 a12

crack(s)

B+tBp

712

hut(s)

B + w8awA

la12

haw k(s)

B +Y

1 a12

songs)

B

+8 6 ~ ~ 4 '
~ E

1/ 6

walking stick(sl
)

The examples show that most count nouns forin their plurals by prefixing €3
to the initial non-nasalised consonants and M to initial nasalised consonants

or dropping the E initial consonant and affixing III plural forni in its place.

3.1.1 2.2.

NON - COUNT NOUNS.

Nouns which refer

to

things such as feelings, qualities and some

types of activity are called non-count nouns. They often have one form,
either singular or plural, because they are either abstract and/or
uncountable. In order to give concrete examples, we subdivide uncountable
nouns into abstract and mass nouns.

3.1.1.2.2.1.

ABSTRACT NOUNS

An abstract noun is a noun, which denotes quality, idea or

experience. There are concepts that can neither be touched nor seen u.ith
the naked eyes.
Below are a few examples.
(4)l

No!!!!

__
Gender
..

Gloss

filb

la

poverty

tfiil

la

witchcraft

fila

la

sin

rlilshi

la

joy

rbdg

la

enjoyment

Ihye

la

truth

inlil

6

fear

nhatu

6

pride

nins6

6

sorrow

The major characteristic that seems to bind these nouns together is that they
express or refer to concepts. However, they have no plural prefix even

F

though, tlie morpheme ku’ (an augineniative qualifier is often) prefixed to
them to express the degree or intensity of the situation created by the noun.
(5)

fQb

112

“much poverty”

K ~ J rbdg

512

“much joy”
“much sympathy”

Kil
KU

mns& 516

3.1.1.2.2.2

MASS NOUNS

Mass nouns refer to substances, which are usually used as uncount
and cannot be separated into their various component pans. They are
subdii.ided into two groups - liquid and solid. Solid mass noun5 can be
subdivided into two groups. Those with 91 prefix and those with r-prefix.

A. ( 6 ) SOLID MASS N W J N Swlth 0 gr_ef!x.
Gloss

Nauii

Plural farm Gender

nshhrhg

nshdr6rJ

la

sand

dd tJ

dh!l

la

wild honey

nl&a

nlaa

la

nsh&

nsh&

la

gum
soil

bti

h6

la

ashes

bCreg

bireg

la

groundnuts

kwah

kwhh

la

corn

ska

sha

la

millet

lP&ts?

lEEtt

la

okro

SOLI.!, M4SSNOU.NSWI_T_r!
.r-.PPEF!-K

(7)

fom~

Gloss

N.o u ~
rgwBrJ

!‘!urd

mrjgwBrJ

5 16

salt

rjkc

mnjke

516

grass

rkliu

nigkliu

516

beans

rsag

nins6rJ

516

rice

Gender

In

the

rkf&rj

I l l IJkfti rj

5f6

flour

rgttr-

nigur

5/6

maggotc

singular form, Ihey often take a diinunitive qualifier

~ i i i ior

bit

denoting ”sinallness or grain of’. The qualifier comes before the r- prefix.

B.

IAquid hlass Nouns:

All types of liquid fall in this group of nouns.

Plural Form

GPnder

Gloss-

inbh‘

6

clouds

mi?’

6

dew

iiirul

6

palm \vine

iiidib

6

water

mgw

6

oil

me6

6

saliva

mckE

6

urine

inbe0

6

rain

nfh

6

PUS

Liquid mass nouns are in a class, which is plural of singular class.

They either begin with a nasal or a labial consonant. The nasal or labial is
rarely detachable, except when one wants to express the concept of
smallness or a drop. For- example:
(9)

niti rill

“small wine”

inti rgtir

“small oil”

mti rdib

“a book”

mti expresses the dimunitive concept of “smallness” in quantityisize.

EXCEPTIONAL COMPOUNDS.

3.1.1.2.3.

These exceptional compund nouns refer to groups of people
inyolved in an identified activity peculiar to tliem. In Liinbirni they refer

mainly to groups of people of a particular occupation, hobby, ptofetrsional
activity, etc.
(IO)

form

Gender

GlO~S

Noun

piura!

JJWP ggiir

ggira mgghr

IJWP nfiiu

@a nfiiu

911 0

member of nfuu

gtvP samba

gg2a samba

9/10

memters of samba

gwErJsa’

gg3a ninsft’ 911 0

judges

r ~ w c6r
t

gg2a bcdr

9/10

chrisrians

rJw&Y E

m a by 6

9/10

chorusrers

I J W ~bbAa

gg2a bb.4a

-.

soldii-rs

9/10

enemies

9/10

The striking thing with this class is that the nouns have conmon
~i~orphological
characteristics that denote singular and plural. l]!~? (person
denotes a singular, while gg2a denotes plurality. The nouns follou‘ing take
their nornial class pliiral prefix. This group is an exceptional class. It should
also be noted that the nouns strike the same agreeinent patterns. For

exaiuple:

3.1.1.2.4

kit @a mm6’

“many judges”

k6 ggia bbia

“many enemies”

KINSHIP NOUNS

This refers to nouns that denote family relationships. These include:
(1 1 )

Noun

PJu rat forn!

gepeer

&_Ss

Tarkit

btdrkti

112

grandfatliers

milk6

inin6k6

1/2

grandiiiotliers

13.4

bthr

I f2

fathers

mati

inma

1 /2

mothers

ndiiu

bdiiu

112

lius bands

gg\vri

bgw6

1I2

wife (wives)

nialuh

mm8lhu

1 12

niotliers - in-lalt

t;ialilugtlu

btiialfiuguu

112

fathers-in-law

nftir

bfir

I /2

brothers

njir

bj&r

112

sisters

njtghu

bjegdu

1I2

daughters-in-law

Ilcighu

ncighu

112

Sons -in-law

ri bish f

ni bish i

I a/6

grand daughters

tibishi

inbishi

I a16

grandsons

This class presents characteristics, which are not readily justifiable.
For instance, the underlying forms of ndliu “husband”, ggw8 “wife” and
nf6r “brother” are different to be more explicit, their underlying forms are:

IN-

duul:

/N- g w a l :
iN-

ftir I:

Consequently they take the /bl plural prefix. Fransen (1995105)
presents wore examples froin southern Limbuni

COMPOIJNDS.

3.1.2.

Compounding refers to that aspect of morphology that derives new
words by combining two or more other words or stems. It is a coinii~on
feature of natural languages. English for example, has more than six ways
of coinpounding words to form new ones. Jensen (1990:99) classifies thein

under endocentric and exocentric coiiipounds. Wliereas, eirdoceritric
coinpound systematically has a head and is relatively more producti\*e,
exocentric compound i s generally headless and relatively less productive.

In this section, unlike Fransen (1995:131) who treats three fornis of
compounds of Southern Liiiibum, we approach it using Jensen ( I 990) and
others.
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3.1.2.1

A7

mentioned above, endocentric compounds have heads. The

following examples, taken from our data explicitly show
(noun + noun;

cornbinations

noun +adjective;

V;~I’IOUS

adjective +adjective;

preposition + noun and preposition + preposition). In each combination, the
word on the left is the head-word

noun..
inbagril
man
rJPP
chicken

combination:

I__

(ii)

(iii)

Noun.

+

Si

cloth
inuu
child

black
gkP
small

Adjseiye
cEr
quick

+

boLl

PrgposOtion
mbe
UP
nibe
UP

+

combination
blac kc loth ”

“

“small child”

Adkcthe
__
.. ___cer
quick
bog
good

good
(iv)

“chick”

adle@!vg
.

Ct’

-.

LLaboy”

combinam!
“quick I y ”
“good”

-Noun
rbiiu
sky
nji
back

combination~.
“heaven”
“behind”

..

PISPPS! !!on

combination

kt

UP
nduu

“upright”

top

“on top of”

I

Looking at the above conibinations only i n b e b h “heaven
undergoes slight modification. Whereas rbdu “sky” begins with a /r/ prefix,
mbebuu deletes the prefix. Again, that in Limbuin adjective

+

adjective

combinations are often reduplication conipounds. W e also notice that i n
Limbum, the first noun or word is the head unlike in English where the
riglit ineinber of the compound is the head noun. The syntagniatic well
forinedness of the cornbinations are explained on page 192.
I t has been noted also that most endocentric Lirnbum cornpounds are

formed by the use of nouns such as:
I

(13)

+n

child e.g

niuu mbagril

“baby boy”

nibuu t n

“bottom”
“person”

mbuu ndab
I J W kinibirJ
~

“foundation”
“whitema n”

inuu,

qwk

+n

+ ii
nyha + n
ggaa

3.1.2.2.

“group of people” ggia cor
“meat o f ’

nyaa ngtrb

“Cliristians”
“chicken”

EXOCENTRTC COMPOUND:

Exocentric compounds are considered headless. In English for
example, redcap does not refer to a kind of cap but a porter in a r a i h a y
station. Similarly, L i ~ n b u m exocentric compounds do not have direct

primary meaning of the words combined. The following combinations ate
common:
(14)

(i)

+

No!!!!

CW!biF!tiof!s

rJgwe

@I‘

“syphilis”

carrot

strength

mabd

gkwa

mother of children

slave

Noun

“red pepper”

(ii)

p r e p ~ ~ i t i o n+
mbh

Noun

down there

bottom “south’
Ya
“a male dance

mb&
(iii)

combination

nibh

verb

kke
future
nyb

-t

to feed
Unlike endocentric that its head is clearly describable as can be seen
below exocentric compounds have

Figure 3. I

0

as its head. The trees below she\\'.

Endocentric

N

‘‘animal skin” “hide”.

Figztre3.2

Exocentric

N

nchu
druni

inbe
trumpet

“weaver bird”
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These examples show that virtually any relation can exist between
nteiiibers of endocentric compounds but not with exocentric compounds.
This i s because we say inuu rjgub “chicken” as well as Qgttbmuu “child

‘S

chicken”, but we cannot say rnbe rich even though we can say ncilu inbe.
Like Kiparsky argues, (t982b: 174) we cannot create “ncilu inbe sig”
“drum truiiipet bird”, because its rightmost branch is not overt. Since
exocentric compounds lack formal property and their meanings cannot be
inferred frotii the meanings of their parts, we must learn their meanings
separately.

PLURAL FORMATION

3.1.3.0

Limbum nouns have their plurals formed in different ways. The
following table shows the basic ways of forming the plurals.
Table 3.3

SINGUIAR

PLURAL

FORM

MORPHEhlE

CHARACTERISTICS

CLASS

PLURAL FORh1

nduu “husband”

Ibl 2

bduu

“husbands”

n-prefix in the

njilr

“sister”

/bl

bjar

“sisters”

singular (human)

nfttr “brother”

/b/

bfttr

“brothers

rjkar “friend”

Ibl

bkhr

“friends”

“house”

/bl 2

bndab

“l~ouses”

prefix in the singular) kfilu

“rope”

Ibl

bgkfuu “ropes”

(non hunian)

“slope”

/bl

bbila

ndab
bha

‘LsIopes’’

I
rtah
r-prefix
singular)

in

6

“cap”

/iid

the rkaa

“debt”

11111

nikan

”debts”

rdoq

“horn”

lid

mdog

“horns”

rkub

“nail”

/in/

mkub

“nails”

I
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1

.-

nouns iiveb “fear”

Ibl 2

bweb

verbs rkb’ “fatness”

Ibl

bku‘

‘-growth”

,vitli r-prefix in the rWrJ “goodness

lbl

bbbg

“beauties”

jingular

lbl

bghboni

5

(absrract

ierived

from

rghbonl
“blessing”

“fears”

“blessings”
_
I
I
-

rngg8rJ “veins”

7 (nouns that denote rJgAn

“vein”

hi/

body parts, crops and bo

“hand”

Iml

mbo

“hand”

others with a prefix in kuu

“foot”

Inn/
11111

mkau

“feet”

mho'

“pumpkin”

Ibl 2

byo’“rubbing oil”

tlie singular)

7a

(nouns

rbb‘ “pumpkin”
without yo1“rubbing oil

6

nasal prefix in the IEE

“blood”

/bl

b k

‘*blood”

singular)

“ear”

lbl

bthr

‘$

til’

cuu
7A (noun? with Iki-l kibu’

“mouth”

.-

“council

-

lbl

3.1.3.1.

”mouths”

I
_
_

Ibl 2

bkibil’

“council

halls‘.

prefix in the singular) hall“

-

bcilu

ears’T

kid811 “bench”

Ibl

bkid8rJ “benches”

kilnta “cross”

Ibl

bki‘lnta “cross”

kimbaq

/b

bkimbAg

“white person”

_-

“w41ite people”

IRREGULAR NOUNS

The above table does not show all tlie possibilities for plural
foiination in Limbum. Just like in English and some languages,

solile

Limbuni nouns have the same form for both singular and plural, while
others completely change morphologically. We refer to them here as
Irregular nouns. Limbuni irregular nouns are divided into two groups.
Those that have the same form for singular and plural are called irregular
collective nouns, while the other group is called special irregular nouns.
These refer to nouns of classes l a and 9 respectively. The irregular
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can take a possessive pronoun or modifier with a g~mrnaticali

i i ~ 'LII~,,.

..

express plural. For example:

Special Irregular nouns are shown here:
Singular

P!w&!

Gloss

QWkE

b&e

people

Yiiu

bhu

things

M6U

b6o

children

To conclude this discussion on

nOUR

classes and plural formation, let

us recap here the formal statements of Voorhoeve (1980) and Fransen

( I 995:96').

-

Voohoeve

( 1 98O:225):

States,

Lexicon

should contain

a

pluralization rule which specifies the corresponding singlar/plural
classes.

+I

+Z

+ In

+2

+5

+6

+7

+8

+Y

-t10

- Fransen (1995:96) proposes such a pluralization rulr by using rbe

following singular/ plural pairings:
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(17)

C:lass

Singular

1 a,7,7a

1,

N

5

r/lzti

Plural

Class

b-lV6

2

10

in -I miN

___L

-

6

This singular and plural pairings quite summarise things, but does not say
what happens to irregular nouns. For this reason and in line with the
previous discussion (table 3 . 3 ) above, we formalize the plural formation
rules here as follows:
a)

Nouns fall into two broad groups- regular/ irregular.

b)

Regular nouns beginning with N- singular prefix form their
plural by replacing the N- prefix with a b- plural prefix.

c)

Regular nouns beginning with r- singular prefix form their
plural by replacing the r- prefix with

d)

111-

plural prefix.

Some nouns without prefixes may forin their plurals either by
prefixing b or

in

depending upon the noun class.

e)

Some Irregular nouns do not change in the plural.

f)

A few irregular nouns form their plurals by consonant and

vowel changes (like 15 above).

3.1 4.0.

NOMINA1,ISATION:

In Limburn, verbs nominalise in a number of ways, Nouns are often formed
froin verb roots using different prefixes. Once deverbalization takes place,
the noun thus formed falls into gender classes of Van Reenen and
Voorhoeve (1980) as shown above. The table below illustrates.
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TabJe 3.4

-

I

I

Is

2P
c

v,

n

;5

5

2

E

e

$

2
court case
sinlmistake

k

n

3

.
1

L.

ia

2
1
k

fi

mbm-

court cases

sinlmisrakes

512

gifts

5f6

-

M

__
%

sa’

to judge

.faa

to make a

.fa’

to give

gift

.la‘

to pay

payment
song
entertainment

b-

payments

516

b-

songs

512

ni-

entertaiiment

I at2

poverty
laziness
machine
hunting

b-

5f 2

b-

poverty (PI)
laziness (pl)

In-

xnachiites

SI6

b-

bunting

516

lazy person

m-

lazy persous

If6

mistake

to siirg
to entertain
-@b

to be poor

-wr

to be

-WEE

to grind

-br

IO

lazy

hurlt

lazy person

__
The table s

‘ws that in Limbum transitive

%

bs are &en

notiiinalised in different ways. These deverbal nouns take different prefixes
and on the bases of their singular and plural prefixes are classified into the
noun gender classes. However, a few intransitive verbs also nominalise,
like “ b W “to be lazy” in the table above. All the same, it is clear that most
verbs noininalise irito class 5 and have related meanings depending on the

noun or gender class into which the corresponding verb nominalises.
Generally, the nouns formed denote things or activity, except in the case of
the last example, where it refers to a person. Consequently, takes /nil prefix
instead of lbl.

3.1.5.

ASSOCIATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
Larry Hyman { 1980:35) states that “associative construction is used

primarily to express possession, but have all of the typical functions
characteristic of genitive constructions” and that in Aghem, the possessed
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512

noun precedes the possessor noun. That is noun 1 + noun2 combination,
which is coininonly used as associative constructions in Bambili to express

a wide range of functions such as kinship links, professions, ineasuretmnts,
possessions, nationality and imagery. Hynian's statement applies ro
Liiiibuni Associative constrilctions too, because unlike in English where the
geniti\e construction is most easily recognised by the use of the "of'
occurring between two nouns, Liinbuiii uses N 1 + N2 combination. The

(NI), and there

1s

N1 is noun class la

it

possessor noun (N2) conies after the possessed noun
concord between the two nouns. For instance, if

easily combines with N2 of noun class 2. Similarly, Fransen (1995:137)
also asserts that an occasional downstep (!) a tonal trace of associative

morpheme

that

had

disappeared

exists

in

Limburn

Associative

Constructions. In addition, we attest that native speakers often use
associative constructions anti genitive constructions (genitive consitwtions

are not overtly inarked in Linibum like in English) interchangeably. What
happens is that the N1 (noun class) agrees with the N2 noun class. Let us
begin by looking at the examples of noun noun associative constructions.
Noun

SinguI ar

class

Association

Gloss

Gloss

Plural
Associative
Construction

Construction
~-

-

If2

ngwa nddr

wife of brother

bgwa bdlir

la12

ndftbshg

house of python

bndhb bs&g

houses of pythons

5/6

rtBa nf6r

cap of twin

nitita nifAr

caps of twins

la/?

nsilnyh

judgement of God

innsB' ny&

judgement of God

712

cP'nta'

cloth of chair

bcP ntA'

clothes of chairs

7di2

lee sfg

blood of bird

b l k bsIq

blood of birds

7/10

n i b h ggwk

bottom of dog

inbhu qgwC

bottoms of dogs

1 a12

n.4' nibhr61~

cow of bororo

nB' mbarog

cows of bororos

123

wives of brothers

We notice that in most cares the plural morphemes of (N1) and ( N 2 )
are prefixed to the constructions. However, in “mbhu rjgwe” “bottom of
dog” and “iiibilu r~gw6”“bottom of dogs”

as well as “na‘ nibbroo”

“cow of bororo” and "rial nibbrog” “cows of bororos”, there are no plural
morphemes. If we recall that “nil’” and ‘‘qgwC” are single class genders,
we could state here that the initial nasals o f the ( N l ) possessed and ( N 2 )

possessor are syllabic meant to show plural. The translation sliows that

NI + N 2 show genitive construction, but we understand that N 1 + N 2 also
express possession, for instance the examples above can also be taken to
mean:
nibilu yA ggw6

118)

nibuu ggw6
nibuu ugw6 @I)

“my dog’s buttocks”
“dog’s buttocks”
“dogs’ buttocks”

n3’ mbBr6q
“fuiani’s cow’’
na’ mbor6g (pi)
“fulanis’ cows”
na’ y& inbbr6g (PI) “niy fulanis’ COWS”
Just like in Bambiii, N I +N2 combinations can be used as Association

Constructions to express the following: (Ayuniinjani 19989 I O )
aj

Kinship links:

tar niuu

The fattier of the child.
The child’s father.
The wife of the brother.

g g w h nddr

The brother’s wife.
b)

Measurement:
a farthoin of cloth.

rk6 cP’
i n k 6 bce’ m t d I
c)

three f;irtlioins of clotli

Nationality:
rjwk nso

a person of ns6’
a native of ns6‘

gw2 nffiu

d)

foreigner

Imagery:
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d)

Imagery:
a broken piece of niatchet.

KfAkfG sa'

These examples show that Linihuin does not use N1 f N 2 combinations to
express only possession, but to express a variety of semantic structures.
Alterations in Limhurn Associative Construction come as a result of
the insertion of possessive pronouns. (see page 130 for a complete table of
possessive pronouns determiners) .The pronouns are used depending upon
8he class of the noun N I class. The exantples below show
construction

gloss

la

nib6 yi qk6

goat of chief

10

iiibti yi gkli

goats of chief

1

ct5 yi gk6

tree of chief

2

bci vi qkt5

trees of chief

1

mbBg yi gkti

walking stick of chief

(19) Noun class

The abose can he better illustrated using these tree diagrams.
Figure 3.3

(8)

(possessed N)

I

ce

I

9k

Diagram (a) shows only N1 +N2, which is often considered as being less or
non emphatic, while (b) contains the possessive pronoun yLWhen a speaker
decides to insert a possessive pronoun, it may come before or after the
possessor noun thereby making it emphatic. This tree diagram illustrates.

1
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Figure 3.4
NP

ta8

y2i

Ch’

Cloth

father

“My father’s cloth”.
“The cloth of my father”.

In some situations, the speaker may decide to be emphatic and so uses a
possessive qualifier. For instance:
“mbhu qgub Beri.”

Figure 3.5

NP
Possessed

N) N 1

Possessed N 1

N2’ (Possessor)

possessed

i

I

beri
“beri’s fowls eggs”

Here, we have a sequence of three nouns: N2’ possessor noun, branches

(NI’’)acting as the possessed of N 2 and modifier of N l . That is
~ g d is
b possessed by Beri and modifies the eggs (N1).

into trio
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IIEIXJPLICATION

3.1.6.

Reduplication is a rnorpl~ologicalprocess that takes place in natural
languages. I t refers to the reptition of a part or all of a morpheme in

a

morphological category. (Jensen: 1990:68). It is considered coinplete when
an entire morpheme is reduplicated and partial when only part of the

morpheme is reduplicated. In this case, either part of a word, segment or
syllable is reduplicated. In some cases, it involves syllables, words or entire
phrases. Nyombe (1997) states that in Bari (a language spoken in the south
of Sudan) words undergo reduplication for different purposes. In Limbum
a s well, the process is quite common, and words undergo the process for

different functions such as ononiatopoeic or simply descriptive. in most
cases, the reduplicated word that surfaces may not have any direct semantic
relationship \\,it11 the original word. In this section, we attempt to tieat
reduplication broadly under total and partial. Examples of noun, verb,
adjective, numeral and adverb reduplications will be considered under these
two beadings.

3.1.6.1.

TOTAL REDUPLICATION:

Complete reduplication may be noun, verb, adjective, numeral or adverb.
Noun reduplication for example can be better illustrated using the following
examples.
Figure 3.6

N

bilu

(thing)

N + N = N bau

+ bilu = b i l u b h

bilu
(thing)
=i

plantain flower
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Here are some more examples
120)

Reduellcsted form

Gloss

Noun

class

nftitt

”pus”

nfhnfh

dust

fii‘

“to foain up”

fa’fa’

lungs

gk

“ t y of
~ camwood” gag&

small hand drum

ce

“tree”

cece

stick

kh

“rope”

khkh

section/ chapter

In Limburn, some reduplicated nouns could be considered
onomatopoeic because the new form is melodious and has a descriptilre
function.
(21)

IirJlhJ

- traditional cloth. Name comes from its smooth nature
The single word, IAg is semantically meaningless.

NdagndSg

- mosquito name comes fiom the way it flies. The

single word ndiq refers to young palin frond planted
on graves of nobles. It has no relationship \%zittithe
duplicated form
nd6rJnd8g

-

a type of long necked insect - ndbg is neck.The

single word “nddg” is lexically different froin nd6g
“cup”. They differ in tone.

- leg

movement of tall people are described as ntag.

The single word nthg cariies a low tone and does not
have a semantic relationship with nt6g “advice” with
high tone

- very

small jigger. Name comes from its sharp mouth

that digs into the body.The single word, nt6g refers to a

sriiall or final hole of the traditional seed game “inbag”.

type of long legged bird. Name comes from its
galloping movement. The single word ggQ refers to a
“root” or “vein”. It has no semantic relationship with

the duplicated form.

ADJEC'I'I VES

3.1.6.1.1

1,iinburn has a few permanent reduplicated forms of adjectlves.

There

nix

not as productive as those derived from iiionosyllabic and

disyllabic verbs. The first group of examples illustrates permanent or
complete reduplicated forms of adjectives. They describe the quality of

things.
(22)

nydbnydb

-soft

cdrcar

-saltless

rhrh

- clean

db'db'

- extremely cold.

In Linibuni, adjectives are formed from verbs, by reduplicating the verb.
Altliougli this is treated elsewhere under derived and non derived

adjectives, we illustrate complete adjective reduplication based on
monosyllabic verbs.

Meaning

&djec_ti\ie

Msaning

to be tough

tArJthIJ

strong

to be bsd

b6b6b

terrible

to be red

bAobarJ

red

c6b

to be sharp

cebckb

sharp

b?r

to be wide

b&rbPr

wide

\'erb

(23) tag
bkb
bag

J

3.1.6.1.2

NUM1i;KAIS:

Complete reduplication takes place in Linibuni numerals also. This often
describes the numerical strength of an action being undertaken. The
examples below illustrate this.

(24) N6gsi
Put

bAnb6a

-put in groups of twos

two two

-in pairs
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-in threes

tBrlBr

three three

-in fives

ta'til'
five five

3.1.6.1.3. ADVERBS:
in some constructions in Litnbum, it has been attested that some adverbs
are formed from reduplication of different categories of words. The list of
adverbs below contains examples of reduplicated adverbs.

Word

-

.-

Category

__

__

Gloss

Adverb

Gloss

njinji

back

backwards
gently

if6

F adverb
i v e

hf&fo'

gentle
there

small storage house d9da

d&

frequently
completely

barJri

adjective

partially ripe

birjribigri

looking suspiciously

CPr

adjective

quick

cErc6r

quickly

3.1.6.1.4.

-

VERB:

Verb reduplication in Limburn is one common way of vocabulary
development in the language. As already indicated, some verbs,
monosyllabic as well as disyllabic reduplicate to form adjectives. Some
verbs reduplicate in Limburn for purposes of aspect. That i s to sho\v
aspectual meaning (Fransen

1995:204). But certain verbs undergo

reduplication for purposes of emphasis. The examples below express the
concept of emphasis or intensification.
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Gloss

Reduplicate f w m

Verb Gloss

____

I

cw&

to cat
to chew

Y6Yk
cwdcw6

eat emphatic not the contrary
chew emphatic not the contraiy

dha

to slice

dhadAa

slice emphatic not the contrary

c6‘

to leinave

c6e6‘

remove emphatic not the contrary

k8a

to press

k6aktta

press emphatic not the contraiy

Ye

Summarily, we observe that in complex reduplication, tone
has a regular pattern. If the inorpheine or the word has a

H tone, the H tone

is also reduplicated. Similarly, if it is a L. tone the same thing happens.

3.1.6.2

PA RTlA L RE DIJ PLICATION

We have treated total reduplication as a morphological process

in

Linibunl. It happens in the formation of nouns, verbs and adjectives. Here,
er examine partial reduplication. It is irnportant to examine what happens in
Liiiibutn when a segment or syllable of a stem is reduplicated. In sotiie non-

Bantu languages, for example, Ilocano, a language spoken in the Pliilippine,
partial reduplication is an aspect of plural formation, for instance (Jensen
1990:60)
Pirjgan

“d i sti”

pigpiqgan

“dishes”

Dalan

“road”

daldfilan

“roads”

But in L,imbuni, it is not a productive process. That is the process

I?

not

generative. A few nouns have either their prefixes or suffixes reduplicated
to make them lexically well-fonned. Here are some examples:
(25)

1

.7

kilkhj

“corn chaff”

kil-

“just”

-kilg

“semantically void”

kukhrj

“corn chaff’

kekerJ

“frying poi”

k6-

.‘I\

- keg

“semantically void”

hat?”
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,

3

4

5

kitkiir

“fallow farm”

kh-

“rope”

- ktir

“semantically void”

kbktir

‘Ta1low farm”

msilsh?J

“elephant grass’’

Ill

“plural prefix”

- sh-

“semantically void”

111shshIJ

“elepliant grass”

rghbghb

“intestinal worm”

r-

“singular prefix”

ghb

“semantically void”

rghbghb

“intestinal worm”

We notice that in nos 1-3 the initial syllables are repeated, whereas

in nos 3-5 the final syllables are repeated. Except for number 3, it can be
said that in partial reduplication, the tone pattern on the reduplicated
segment is unifonn. It appears that partial reduplication does not take place

in categories such as verbs, adjectives, adverbs and numerals in Lirnbum.

3.1.6.3.

COMPLEX PARTIAL REDUPLICATIONS

In Liinbuni certain words are formed by adding a reduplicated
(totally reduplicated) stem to another noun. This could be considered as a
compounding process. However, we have examined compounds under two
sub-headings- endocentric and exocentric compounds (see 3. i .2) above.
Those we treat here under complex partial reduplication, fill outside the
aspects cited above. The new word formed from suclr a systematic
reduplication of either the prefix of the first stem or the suffix of the second
item is a compound. Here are some examples:
ci

“morpheme- semantically void”

cici

“useless”

-khr

“ant hill”

cicikhr

“white edible mushroom”
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“to

come out”

6.seinanticaIly void”
“not full”
”type of antelope”
3

ti

“morpheme- semantically void”

titi

“floor”

Ye&

“song”

titi y6e

“centre”
“to deceive”

“strength”
“winding”

5

rkhlsi-

“to light”

- 1JWhJ

“to whisk light softly round”

rkh’siqwagqwhg

“firefly”

Looking at the above examples, we realise again that the tone pattern on the

reduplicated segments is consistent. The nouns formed do not have any
relationship with the initial duplicated segments.

3.1.7.

PRONOUNS
All natural languages use certain words such as “it”, “they” and

“nobody” in sentences containing nouns in order to avoid tepeating the

nouns. This is very common in discourse. That is, to minirnise continuous

repetition of particular nouns; pronouns are used to substitute the nouns.
Lirnbuni makes use of such pronouns also. In Limbum, the pronouns are
divided into three broad groups. Human, non-human, and possessive
pronouns. We begin with Human pronouns.
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HUMAN PRONOUNS:

3.1.7.1
There

exist

two types of hurnan pronouns. When a pronoun serves as

8

subject in discourse, it is called subject pronoun and when it serves as an
object, it i s called an object pronoun. In Limburn, subject and object
pronouns are also subdivided into simple and compound pronouns.

3.1.7.1.1.

SIMPLE SUBJECT PRONOUNS

They are used as the subjects of the verb and are divided into l’‘, 2“*and 3“’
person singular and plural as the chart below shows:

GLOSS

LIMBUM

’‘

PLURAL

SINGULAR

PERSON

LIMBUM

1 person

mk I m

I

w&twirfsi?eisd

2”“ person

wE/A

YOU

wc?e/wii

GLOSS

we
YOU

3‘“ person

In the first person plural, Limburn differentiates greatly- “ w W with

its southern synonym “wir” \vhich is used when the speaker does not want
to include the hearers (1 -k 3). It is therefore hearer exclusive, while “sii”

soutlrcrn synonym for “she” is hearer inclusive (1 + 2), meanwhile

‘L

.
so,,> IS

the dual fonn, referring only to the speaker and one hearer or the peison to
whom the sentence is addressed ( 1 +2 singular). In the first p r s o n singular
‘‘ink” the full form of 131 is used mostly in the central and southern dialects

when talking about the present, whereas the syllabic z i t is popular amongst
the northern speakers. In the second person singular and plural, we observe
that w& “you” second person singular, which is popular amongst the
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southern and central speakers, is substituted by B in the northern. Sinrilii~ly
“w&e”“you” plural has “wii” as its synonym in the South.
Finally, we notice that the 31d person singular and plural forms hate the
following differences B “helshe” which is used in the North and Centre

beconies i in t h e South, while “wbw8e” becomes

“o”.

To conclude, in those dialects m and B forms are used exclusively in the
present progressive and future tenses, while mtf and WE are used in the other
tenses. e.g

(27) M
I

Ct5

PROG

yB
eat

baa
food

“I am eating food
“I ate food”

Mi.
1

P2

yt!
eat

baa
food

A
You

Ct5

yt!

baa

PROG

cat

bod

“You are enting food”

bti
Pi

y6

baa
food

“You ate food today”

Mlii
fl

y6

baa
food

“lwill eat food”

mti

Wi!

You

lir
1

b6
They

eat
eat
ye
eat

fi3

f
2

baa
food

“They will eat food tomorrow”

In hortative and rapid speech constructions, syllabic forms are preferred
(28)

e.g.

T E mE
~ yk
Let me ear- Hort

“Let me eat”

TEEin y6
Let me eat- Hort

ME 1Ba
nk we
I speak- Hort to you

“I am speaking to you”

&
Iaa
I
ni? w2
1 speak- Hort to you

“I am eating”.

Mk ye
I

eat- fiort

Ejl y6
I eat- Hort
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I

SIMPLE OBJECT PRONOIJNS.

3.1.7.1.2.

Sirnple human objrcr pronouns refer

pronouns rh
rhe continuous use of p.articulrr &jeers in i f i s i c ’ i r ~ ~: 22:.
10

I

iilininijsc.
~

therefore replace the objects and are called in Limbum, 51mp:e

LLZ:~:

object pronouns. M p c h e (1993:18) identifies them and treazs in cis
way. To

hiiii,

-

i-

they are simple prepositional object pronouns of prepositions

which are used as objects in Limbum

. Probably,

he considers them so

because they often come after prepositions. The table below illustrates our

own tvay of considering them (as simple human object pronouns).
Table 3.9

SINGI I I A I t

PERSON

__I-.

LlMBlJM

~

PLlJRAL

in

2”“ person

w?

3‘d person

ye/yf

LIMBUM

GLOSS

w6r 7s2.e /sa

we

YOU

w8e

YOU

hirn/her/it

wow&

them

I

1” person

_GL.0SS

.___---___..

-.__I

-

The only significant difference with the subject pronoun is in the
third person singular yUyi “hini/her” instead of 2/i. The other difference
lies in the usage. E .g
, I

(2.9) MB

tti

I . P1 shoot
WB

f6

ny8

fi fzi ni y6

animal give to him
nyfi

“1 have shot an animal”

ni m2

“You have given m e nieat.”

You P1 give animal to me

Nfb
B db aryk y6
Nfor SM go to see hinilher

“Nfor has gone to see liiun/her.”
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COMPOUND PRONOUNS.

3. I .7.1.3

Fransen ( 1 995: 183) describes lengthily what are compound human
pronouns in Limbum. We siriiply state here that compound human proriouns
exist in Limbum. They can be used to substitute subject or object human
pronouns. Their differences exist first of all due to speaker and addressee
exclusion or inclusion, and secondly due to dual referents. Hyman
(1981:17) states for NONl about plural forms ... “these compounds do not

reflect the composition of subgroups in the plural forms; they merely
indicate \\chich persons are involved in the total group.” That is to say, the
plural forms represent totalisation. The various forms are illustrated in the
following table.

Tabte 3. IO
._____

PERSON

DIJAL

-

3LOSS

_-__-

2+ 1

wkr sd / sd

we (you & me)sg. i.e. S + A

1+3

w&rI wkr ye

we (I & hini)sg. Le. S + R

2+3

wee I wee ye

you (he/she & you)sg. Le. A + R

3+3

B ye I 6 y6

they (he/slie & he/they)sg. i.e. R + R

_
_
_
.
.
I
_

PERSON
2+ 1

we (you & we)pl. i.e. S + A s

1+3

we (we & they)pl. i.e. S+RS

2+3

you (you & they)pl. Le. A + R S

3-1 3

they (he/she/&tliey)pl. Le. i i + RS

GLOSS
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Note that speaker

IS

( S ) , addressee ( A ) and referent (R). As earlier s t . r i e ~

illese pronoun combinations can pass as subjects or objects of verbs. The
examples below illustrate this point. E.g.

(30) A)

56

be

dil ntii

We(i + 2 ) F1 go
B)

W5e w6whe

inarket

.+ fii’

“We will go to the marker.”

nsa

You (2 + 3) PI work farm.

“You have worked the l a m . ”

I’) W6wee(3+ 3) B befd db nt&

SM F2 go market

“They will go to the market.”

‘Tie has called us.”
E)

Y6 w&e wciw&e

Eat you rhem ( 2 + 3)
F)

“Eat with tlieiii”

fi du 3 w6wee

+

W e has gone with thein.”

He go thein 3 3

3.1.7.2

N O N - HUMAN PRONOUNS

So lar, we h a v e been dealing with huiiian pronouns. (Personal

pronouns). As Mfonyanl and Ngah (1985) put it, things and aniinaly also

have their own pronouns in Linihutn. They are referred to as non-human
pronouns or independent and dependent pronouns, see Fransen ( 1995: 19 1).
Follov,ing Voorhoeve ( 1 977) non-human pronouns are noun class

dependent. Although, Mpocbe (1993:19) claiins that they function as
substitutes for subjects only, we observe that they also function as indirect,
prepositional or emphasized objects. Those that are noun class dependent
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1

Table 3.11

NONCLASS r SUBJECT
7
-NON- D OBJECT
PRONOUN

-7
--I

SUBJECT VERB

I

PRONOUNS

t

(31)

(a)

S7g

A yt5 kw8a

CI.1 & y6 kwia
(bj

Bsiq vi y6 k w h

( 3 . 2 vi y kwaa

0

“the bird has eaten corn”.

“It has eaten corn.”
“The birds have eaten corn.”
“They have eaten corn.”

“

The yam is ready.”

“It is ready.”

(d)

(e)

(0

MrkE’ mt bi

“The yams are ready”

C1.6 mi bi

“They are ready”.

Ctl yigwk

“The cloth has fallen.”

C1.7 yi gwi:

“It has fallen”

B C ~ ’vi

“The cloths are clean.”

riia

“They are clean.”

C1.2 2 v i rAa
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tg)

(h)

rJghbe‘mB1rbhu

=

“The fowl has laid an egg.”

CLla e’ mB1 rbhu

=

“It has laid eggs.”

rJgtibyr’ inat mbou =
C1.10 y i m B f nibhu =

“The fowls have laid eggs.”

“They have laid eggs.”

The examples above show the subject functions of the non-human
subject pronouns. They also show their noun-prefixes - See examples b, d,
and f. I n the above examples the first sentence of each number shows
subject -verb concord pronouns. The second set of exaniples begin with
subject pronouns.
But the following examples represent the object functions
(32) (a)
mE tda slg
“I have shot a b i d ”
I shoot bird
ME tda y6

“I have shot it”

1 shoot it
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

ME tCia bsig

“I have shot birds”.

Mk tria VI’

“I have shot them”

MP y 6 r k ~ ’

Me ye 11‘

“I have eaten yarn.”
“I have eaten it.”

M2 y6 mrke‘

“I have eaten yams”

ME y6 mi’

“I have eaten them”

ME sa’si cE’
ME sd’si yf

“I have washed cloth”

MP sills3 hch’

“1 have washed clothes”

P sil’si v i

“I have washed them”

‘‘I have washed it.”
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‘g)

(h)

MG k60 ggtib

“I have caught 8 fowl”

.ME koo yi+

“lhave caught it”

M&koo gg&b

“I have caught fowls”
“I have caught them”

Me k60 yi’

In the same light, we notice here that the object pronouns are identical to
the subject pronouns except those of noun class 1 a, whose object pronoun is

y e instead of 6.;

3.1.7.3.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

In Limburn nouns niay be followed by morphemes, which help us to
point to the person or thing we are referring to. These morpheines called

demonstrative pronouns are of three types. The classification or grouping
is based on the position of the speaker in relation to the addressee a n d the

referent. The object referred to, may be near speaker (NS) far away froni
speaker (FS) or closer to addressee (NA).
The fonii of the demonstrative changes according to the noun clans it
describes and depending also on whether the noun is singular or plural. The
tables below illustrate the singular and plural forms of demonstrative
pronouns as per the noun classes.

Table 3.12
SINGULAR DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

NA

NS

NC

cS “this”

1

.--____ ___

cti “that”

I
I
_
_
_

FS
c h t i “that one”
-

5

c6 “this”

cB “tlfat”

chi3 “that one”

7

ca “this”

c$ “that”

c6nti “that one”

e6 “this”

cB “that”

cenh “that one”

10

1

“
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NC

2
6

-

NS
be8 “these”

-__-

io

FS

NA

iiicB “these”

c8 “tltese”

_-

bch “those”

bcknii “those ones”

rnci “those”
cii w , O S e ~ *

inceng “those ones”
c&nR“ttiose ones”

--

REFERENTIAL DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
.-

FS

NA

NS

NC

yiin6 “that one”

1

cane “this one”

yiin6 “that one”

2

bcAnZ: “these ones”

bwhnh “those ones”

5

cBnk ‘*thisone”

6

111cAnP “these ones”

7

cane “this one”

--

__

lhnfi “that one”

larifi “that one”
iiijnh “those ones”

Ian6 “that one”
.__.I

10 incBn6 “these ones”
-

itiiinii

__

“those ones’’

lRn6 “that one”
-

.-

n1ans “that one”

I
-

The demonstrative pronouns follow the nouns whereas the referential
deinonstrarive pronouns show noun class concord in the singular and plural,
the definite denionstrative pronouns do not. Meanwhile, the refer-entia1
demonstrative pronouns also express locative meaning and can be used in
place of the noun. In such nominal position&they still reflect concord. The
sentences below illustrate the: foniis mentioned above.
(33)

A)

Singular definite denionstrative pronouns:
cl1

c15

c17

nftir ca

“This brother” (NS)

nfhr ch

“That brother” (NA)

nftir c6nA

“That brother” (FS)

rd6g c&

“This horn”

(NS)

rd6g CA

“That horn”

(NA)

rd60 cena “That horn”

(FS)

rbd’ cB

“This pumkin” (NS)
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rbb’ cS

“That pumkin” (NA)

rb6’ c&nd “That puinkin” (FS)
cilo

ggtib cd

“This fowl”

(NS)

qgtib ca

T h a t fowl”

(NA)

qghb c h a “That fowl”

(FS)

Plural definite demonstrative pronouns:

CIZ

cl6

bfdr bcB

“Thses brothers”

(NS)

b f h bca

“Those brothers”

(NA)

bftjr b c h a

“Those brothers”

(FS)

mbd’ Inca

“These pumkins”

(NS)

mbdl iiicii

“Tl~osepumkins’

(NA)

nibo’ incend “Those pumkins’

(FS)

Referential deinonstrative pronouns:
SINGULAR
cl1

CIS

c17

nftir can& “This brother (specific one)”

NS

nftir yank

“That brother (specific one)”

NA

nf6r yAn6

“Ttint brother (specific one)”

FS

rd6q cane

“This horn (specific one)”

NS

rd6q lana

“That horn (specific oneY’

Nh

rd6g lanB

“That horn (specific one)”

FS

rbb’ can&

“This purnkin (specific one)”

NS

rb6’ IhnB

“That puinkin (specific one)”

NA

rbd’ Iana

“That pumkin (specific one)”

FS

i

..

. ...
.

cl10

gghb cAn& “This fowl

tJgtib yand

“That folvl
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(specific one

)”

(specific one)”

NS
NA

ggtib yAn6

“That fowl

(,specific one)”

FS

P LIJRAL,:
c12

bf6r bc6ne “These brothers

(specific ones)” NS

bftfr bwAnt5 “Those brothers

(specific ones)”

NA

bftir bwAn6 “Those brothers

(specific ones)”

FS

mb6‘ nichn5 “These pumkins

(specific ones)”

NS

mbbl mhni “Those purnkins

(specific ones)”

NA

mb6f m&nh “Those pumkins

(specific ones)”

FS

c16

cll0

ggtib can6

“These fowls

(specific ones)”

NS

ggtib yAn6

“Those fowls

(specific ones)”

NA

qg&b yan8 “Those fowls

(specific ones)”

FS

I t is important to note here again that the singular referential

demonstrative pronouns are cane, yAn6 and Ian6 and do refer to one out of
lllany things, just like the plural forms bcAn&,bw&nA and m&nB refer to
specific ones (group) out of many. It appears that concord marker y i can6
“This one here” for nouns in classes 1 and 10 surfaces geneially as
chni?.Consequently, the concord markers are 3, iv, 1 and 131.
As earlier indicated, referential demonstrative pronouns can be used

nominally. For example.
(34)

cdne

“‘l’his one here”

(NS)

yhn6

“That one over there”

(NA)

yAn&

“That one over there”

bwani4

(FS)
“These ones here”
(NS)
“Those ones over there” (NA)

bwhi

“Those ones over there” (FS)

chi?

“This one here”

(NS)

liin6

“That one over there”

(NA)

land

“That one over threr”

(FS)

mciini?

“These ones here”

(NS)

bc6n6
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Jllana

“Thosc ones over there”

(NA)

illan6

“Those ones over there”

(FS)

In some cases, some speakers use hB “this” and h& “that” for things
already iilentioned or that the hearer has pre-knowledge of. For example, s

i

h6 c t b se “This cutlass is very sharp”.
Nforgwei (1991:31) concludes that nouns that have their plurals
formed by the prefixation of [b] plural marker also have this pluial
morpheme prefixed to their demonstrative pronouns. The same applies to

im] and [a] plural, as illustrated in A, B, and C above.

3.1.7.4.

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

There are no direct reflexive pronouns in Limbum. Howe\w,
Lhnbum expresses reflexivity by using body parts to denote it. Such

p;ittS

include:

(35) Nycir

body

kUU

foot (singlplural

b60

hand

tiiu

head

These parts are suffixed to the possessive adjectives depending upon the
subject which, it modifies. For example.
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‘I’able 3.13

iLNG ULAR

I

YOUN

PLURAL

GLOSS

WUN
JLASS

CLASS

&ny6r (bod’j;jl
(5 - ~u (head)
f& - b6(hand)

la

myself

wlr -- by6r

la

myself/alone

w*r

la

myself

y5 - kdu (fool)

la

yb-ny6r f body)

2
2

mrselves
Durselves

wkr - mb6

2

ourselves

myselfltrekking

wee - mrjWu

2

ourselves

la

yourself

w&e

2

yourselves

y6 - nl (head)

la

yourself

wee - btci

2

yourselves

y6 - b6 (hand)

la

yourself

wee - mb6

2

yourselves

y6 - kdlt (foor)

la

yourself

wee - rnqkilu

9

youisel\es

yi - ny6r (body)

la

himself

w i b bny6r

2

theniselves

yf- hi (head)

la

himself

whb bt6

2

themselves

yf - b6 (hand)
yf- kdu (foot)

la

ltinlself

whb mb6

2.

tlvmselues

la

hiniself

w&brngkitu

2

themselves

P

- bt6
- by6r

__
Note that the use of the body part is determined by the event, and is noun
class dependent a s can be seen in the sentences below:

(36)

1.

Biri

sEt ggliu ni y{ b6.
Beri pi fetch woo with her hand.

“Beri bas fetched firewood

2.

Dli yE y6 ni yb
kilu
Go see him with your foot.

“Go and see himher yourself”.

3.

Muu B n y h j yi
tliu
Child pi feed himher head.

“The child has fed hinilherself’.

4.

See f&’ li nl mlsbe mb6
Us work it with our hands.

5.

B;o
& dil ni w8b by&
Children pi go with their bodies
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herself‘

“Let us work it ourselves”
“The children have gone by
themselves”.

3.1.7.5

RECIPROCAL PRONOUNS

Just like reflexive pronouns, reciprocal pronouns do not exist in
Limburn. However, nyor (body) and verbal extensions (ni) are used to
denote reciprocity. The examples that follow illustrate these forms.

(37) (a)

0))

gb6gs6
hug

whb bny6r
their bodies

“hug each other”

ca’ni
greet

wbb hny6r
their bodies

“greet each other”

kh!l

“Love each other”

love

w&b bny6r
their bodies

bha
hate

wtib bny6rhtd
(heir bodies

“hate each other”

tar
entertain

wBb bny6r
their bodies

“entertain each other”

SQ

wiib

“inform each other”

inform

bny6r
their bodies

rig
know

w%b bny6r
their bodies

“know each other”

yc‘nr
teach

wbb bny6r
their bodies.

“teach each other”

Some verbs allow verbal

extensions of ni to be suffixed to

them to express reciprocity. e.g
kbgd
love reciprocal

“Love each other”

bhanf
hate reciprocal

“hate each other”

rigni
Know reciprocal

“know each other”

sfiqni
Inform reciprocal

“inform each other”
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btranf
Embrace reciprocal

“embrace each other”

Reciprocal expressions are often used to express perfective nctinris.
For instance, w6wv&e& “they PI marker” usually comes before the verb,
consequently making the verb have a perfective (present perfect) meaning.

We also observe that in verbal extensions, verbs ending in nf, for exaniple,

Y L‘nl. (teach) do not take ni reciprocal extension. The following exanlples
illustrate these points.
(3WA)
WbwGe t5 b5ani
Wbwke a riqni

“They have embraced each other”.
“They already know each other”.

But verbs that end in ni verbal extension do not express reciprocity. For
example:

B)

Shh

c6

yi w&ni

“This cornbeer has become

eak”

cornbeer this it become weak

BBri h k6ni Ben‘

?ins6

“Bari has helped Beri with the farm.’’

Bari PI help Beri with farm.
“They have blessed the farm”

W6wGe B ghbni nsu
e

ltrpnfnifiu

“He has warned the child”

In example B, the verbs, whether transitive or intransitive do not permit

reciprocity.

DETERMINERS

3.1.8.

A determiner is a word used with a noun to indicate whether one is

referring to a specific thing or just to sometlring of a particular type.
Determiner includes articles, definite and indefinite pronouns, possessives,
interrogative pronouns

and numerals. Lirnbum makes use of these

categories of determiners. They may precede or follow the noun or pronoun
they specify.
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DEFlNlTE I INDEFINITE ARTICLE:

3.1.8.1

Liiiibum does not have a separate definite article, (I;ian5en:
1995:146). but uses the reported particle BnB “that” and h i “that” which

Fransen refers to as demonstrative pronouns with referential meanings. Ana
“that” in actual usage i s anaphoric in nature and refers

IO

persons or things

earlier iiientioned in discourse that may or may not be in sight. Ndamsah
(1997:77’) refers to it as the morpheme that designates the definite English
article “the”. Since the demonstrative pronoun cA “this” or cB “that” conies
after the noun and the reported particle bn31 “that” too occupies the same
position in the sentence, it could easily pass for a demonstrative pronoun
and also function as a definite article as can he seen below.

“This cutlass is sharp”

siit c.4 ckh
sat &nil il gwiir in6

“This cutlass has cut my faot”

k W

But we can say:

(39a)

cA

SA’

cutlass this

a

gwar m k u u

the pi

c u t m y foot

Ana

“The cutlass has wounded iiie on my foot.”
Following this explanation, the examples below are meant to illustrate the

point.
(39b) (i)

FB

me mrd‘

“Give me some wine”

Give me wine

Mrht Bnii nii bags$

“The wine is very good”

Wine part it good very.
(ii)

Mtju ghashi si’

“The child is holding a cutlass.”

Child hold cutlass
SA’

hii

cPb

“The cutlass is sharp.”

Cutlass part. sharp
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From the above examples, we realise that fin& i s a particle that has a
definite reference like the English “the’’. Even though it comes after the
noun just like the demonstratve pronoun does, it is not noun class
dependent. For example:
cll
sa’ an&ceb

“The cutlass is sharp”

cl2

bs&’5ni3 vf ccb

“The cutlasses are sharp”

e17

rbd’ an&li bdrJ

“The puinkin is good”

~ 1 6 mbb’ fin&mi’ bog

“The pnnlkins are good”

c l l 0 ggtib 8nB ku’

“The fowl is big”
“The fowls are big”

rjg6b an&yi kill

L.iiiibuin definite articles originate froin demonstratives and are
n~orphologically demonstratives, even though they solnelimes
function as definite articles.
Indgfinjte Referent~al~-Ar!~cie:
In Limburn, the indefinite article is not
morphologically inarked.1f it were, i t would most likely coine after
the noun like the indefinte determiner does in Bambili. For example:

FB

(41) (i)

1112

mrli

“Give me some wine”

Q

Give me part Wine

(ii)

“Eat a mango”

,Y& niZlggBrB B
Eat part mango

(iii)

Me ye si9

“I have seen a bird.”

PI

I see part bird
Soinetiines the reported particle md’, which refers to one unknown
person

or thing,

is used

to express

semantically stands for “another”

indefintenessThe morpheme

“a certain”, or “some” or “others”.lt

may follow the noun it designates or used in isolation. When it f o l l o \ ~the

noun, it does not take concord markers even though the noun takes, but
when used in isolation it takes concord markers and therefore is considered
to

be noun class dependent. The examples below illustrate the claims made

above:
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(42)

(a)

(b)

Class:
siq mb‘
la

“soine birds”

or “a certain bird”
or “other birds”

“a certain yam”

or “another yam“

mrte nib’

“certain yams”

or “other yams”

ma’

“another tree”

or “a certain tree”

bct5 nidi

”some trees”

or “other trees”

’

“some cows”

or “other

2

bsfg tnb’

5

Tee’

6

7

c6

2
10

nh’

ma1

1116

“another bird”

COWS”

Class:
la
I&

mal

2

Ibr

bmb’ “take some”

e.g cups

5

ibr

rnmb’ “take another one”

e.g yam

6

lbr

mnrd’ “take some”

e.g yams

“take another”

e.g cup

3.1.8.2 TOTAL QIJAN1’1lY AND INDEFINITE QUANTITY
Here we refer to universal quantities such as “all”, “every” and

“each” in English. Limbum makes use of general quantities. Total quantity
morphemes include w6ewC: “all”, sib “all” and m6’ kC1 “no more”. As a
determiner, it comes after the noun and is not noun class dependent. The
following examples illustrate definite quantities.
(43)

Y6 inbag

WI?EW~

Eat kernels all
Ye fnb5Q m6’kti’

“Eat all the kernels”
“Don’t eat any more kernels”.

Eat kernels noniore
N6

mrQ1 wkew6

Drink wine all
N 6 mrhl r116~kB’
Drink wine no more

“Drink all the wine”
“Don’t drink any more wine”

ow& nsib

“Everyone”

Person all
Be6 bsib

“All the people”

People all
Bee rnb’kri’

“Not all people”

People nomore
Unlike the total quantity determiners, there are no real indefinite
quantities in LimbumHowever, they are formed by the combination of
separate morphemes. The indefinite quantity in Limbum is not noun class
dependent. Usually, indefinite quantities are used to refer to people or
things without indicating exactly who or what they are. They include:
(44)

“some” “certain”

mb’

“anybody”

ki: W

~ E

“anything”

thing all
gwh weewt

“everybody”, “all”

person all
bee W ~ E W C

“everybody”

people all
ow& k6’

person neg

yitu ka’

“nobody”
“nothing”

thing neg.
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A s an indefinite determiner

mB‘ “some”, for example is not noun class

dependent, as these examples show.
ow$

m6’

person some

“somebody”

W e mb’
people some

“some people

MrEd m6‘
yams some

“some yams”

The rest can be used as in the following examples:
ME yE bee

W ~ E W ~

“I have seen everybody.”

1 see people all

Mky6 y6u kft‘

“1 haven’t seen anything.”

I see thing neg.

ME ye qwC md’

“I have seen somebody.”

I see person some

3.1.8.3

POSSESSIVE DETERMTNERS.

Collins (1 993542) describes possessive determiners as words that
show who the person or thing you are referring to belongs to or is
connected with. Limbum has two forms of possessive singular and two
foniis of possessive plural determiners, according to the nouns, which they
modify. One form works with nouns in class 5 and the other with nouns in
the rest of the classes. Like Mutaka and Tanianji (1995) we consider the
possessive pronouns here as possessive determiners because their
possessive functions in limiting the potential domain of reference of

relevant nouns are just like determiners, and also for the fact that they do
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not functlon independently as noun phrases. Commenting on the
iiiorphology of possessive determiners, Fransen ( 1 995: 129) states that the

possessive concord of each class in Liinbutn consists of the

inilidl

consonant and the tone of the following vowel of the possessive quallfler.
Following this explanation we indicate that the possessive concord of class
] / l a as y', thal of class 2 as VJ ' class 5 as I', class 6 as ni', class 7/7nas y
and class 10 as y'for first and second persons.
This greatly simplifies the possessive pronoun chart as presented by
Voorhoeve (1980). We draw inspiration from him, Nforgwei (199122) and
Ndamsah

( 1997:75)

and posit a standard possessive determiner chart of

Liinbuni here.
Table 3.14

FIRST PERSON

SINGULAR

PIX

SINGULAR

PLURAL

YOUHI

YO

IIIS/HER/

THEIR/

YO

HERS

THElHS

YOURS

717s
2
10

The qualifiers are -a, er,

-0,-ee,

THIRD PERSON

SECOND PERSOP

-

Yb
w6

Y&e

Yi

w6e

Vi

yHb
wib

16

I6e

li

lab

In6

ni6e

mi

mib

Y6
w6

Y6e

Yf

Y8b

w6e

vi

wa b

Yb

yke

Yf

yh b

Y6

y6e

Yi

Yhb

-i and -ab as can be observed from the

table above. The above table does not include compound possessive
determiners. Examples A below show noun classes 1 and 2 posvessive
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teterminers anti examples B, s h o noun
~
class 5 and possessive determiner

SINGULAR
~

1. y5 kb

FORM
..
my cocoyanis

yi kb'

your cocoyam
hidher cocoya

hisfier cocoyanis

ytr kb'

our cocoyain

our cocoyanis

y6 kat

'
I

your cocoyani
yiib ko'

5. I6 r f h

your cocoyams

their cocoyam

my feather

16 rfiltt

li rfiW

rfatt

your feather
hislher feather

hisher feathers

our feather

lee rfhtt

your feather

lab r f k

their feather

For possessive determiners designating kinship relations, the possessive
determiner comes after the noun; even though, the possessive determiner rn
all other cases precede the possessed noun. Notice also that the tone of the
possessive determiner follows the tone of the preceding noun as these
examples show. If the noun carries a H tone, the possessive determiner will
carry a H tone.1f it carries a L tone the determiner will also carry same.
(45)

nfarya

my brother

bf6r w b

my brothers

nfar y b

your brother

bfitr w6

your brothers

nfhr yi

hislher brother

bf6r vf

hisfier brothers

nf&ryer

our brother

bfir w&

our brothers

nfiir yire

your brother

bfiir w6e

your brothers

nfar y5b

their brother

bfitr w8b

their brothers
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Nouns in classes 9 and 10 deliionstrate singular/ plural agreement only by a
change of tone from L in the singular to €1 in the plural. Elsewhere in this
\Jrork, \\re have treated then1 as single class genders. Their possessitje fornls

are as follows: e.g

(46)
yS qgtib “my fotvl”

Class 9

Class10. yB ggeb “my fowls”

yo gg6b “your fowl”
y’i ggtih “hisher fowl”

y6 gg6b “your fowls”
yi qgdb “hisiher folvls”

ykr qgeb “our fowl”

y6r qgtib “ous fowls”

y k qg6b “your fowl”

y6e gg6b”your fowls”

yrlb qg6b “their fowl”

yiib rJg6b“their fowls”

Plural forin in these examples is distinguished by a H tone pattern. As
concerns compound possessive determiners their possessive concords ate
yi, v i , li, mi, while the possessive qualifiers are s&eand sb. SBe

IS used

to

express speaker inclusive functions and sb is used to express dual functions.
They are also noun class dependent. See the examples below:
(471

yisee na’
v i d e blab

“our COW” or our COWS’’
“our huts”

(noun class 10: ( S + A s )
(noun class 2 ( S + A s )

lis&eriE’

“our yam”

(noun class 5 @ + A s )

mishe nirE’

“our yams

(noun class 6 (S +As)

yisB ggitb

“our fowl”

(noun class 10 ( S + h s ) dual

yisB ndab

“our house”

(noun class 1 ( S + A s ) dual

visb bsig

“our birds”

(noun class 2 (S + A s ) dual

lis0 rre‘

“our yarn”

(noun class 5 (S+ As) dual

llliSd IllrF’

“our yains”

(noun class 6 (S + As) dual

Notice that with compound nouns, the possessive determiner agrees with
the first noun.
e.g.
(48) 18
rkiq ndanibh
m y pipe
in&

my pipes

mkir) ndAnib6
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y‘n

ntCl

khu

my toe

ma

nit6

nikllu

my toes

Another interesting aspect o f the possessive detenniner in Liinbutn is
that all the above possessive determiner markers can be used independently
with B “it is” particle preceding the possessive determiner to fonii nominal
possessive determiners. e.g.
(49)

4‘ YB

it is mine

B wB

they are mine

B y6

it is yours

d w6

they are yours

a yi

i t is his/hers

6 vl

they are hidhers

a y6r

it is ours

fi wef

they are ours

;i yee

it is yours

fi wee

they are yours

a y8b

it is theirs

6 whb

they are theirs

A 15

it is mine

6 m15

they are mine

6 16

it is yours

B md

they are yours

a If

it is Itislhers

6 mf

they are his/hers

d I&

it is ours

fi mer

they are ours

ii I&e

it is yours

they are yours

a Iflb

it is theirs

d ]nee
B mflb

3.1.8.4

they are theirs

INTERROGATIVE DETERMINERS

The interrogative determiner in Linibuin comes after tlie noun it
modifies, usually at the end of the sentences. The question Inalker helps to
identify the participant. I t may take or not take a concord marker.lf the

speaker wants specific information about the noun, it takes a concord
marker. The following are interrogative determiners in Lumbuni.

(50)
nda?

“who?”

ke?

“what?”

f€?

“where?”
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They can be used in sentences as follows:
(51) 1.
a ndk?

“who is it”?

It is who
“what is it”

6 M?
It is what

5 fE?

“Where is it?”

it is where

“Who is Nfor calling?”

Nfti 6 kcJ’ A n d s ?

2.

Nfor he call who?
Nf6 ct?

g2e B kE?

“What is Nfor doing?”

Nfor prog make what
Nf6 ce dil B fE?

“Where is Nfor going?”

Nfor Prog go where?
Limburn has compound forms of interrogative determiners, which
are used to get more information from the speaker about the referent. A

compound form consists of possessive determiner and a question word
marker. e.g
C_oncord_Markers+ Who;.Referents
(52)

yi nd6

Whose? (for noun classes l/la,7/7a,10)

vi ndii

Whose? (for noun class 2

lni

Whose? ( for noun class 6 )

nd6

Whose? (for noun class 5 )

li nd6

b8a

Bnzi zi

yi

ndfi

“whose bag is that?”

bag that it concord who?
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OT

B c ~ ’ Ani B vi

“Whose clothes are those‘?”

ndA?

Clothes that it concord who?

cd B

iirkt

11

“Whose yam is this?”

ndh?

Yarn this it concord who?

“Whose wine i s this?”

Mrh’ inch B mi ndft?
Wine this it concord who?

ConCora Marker..+. Where:. ReferWt.
“Which place?” / which for noun cl., 1, 7, 10
(53) Y i E ?

i i f6 ?

“Which place?” I which for noun c15

v i E?

“Which place?” / which for noun c12

mi ft ?

“Which place?” / Which for noun cl6

C6 h kirJ yi

“Which dish is this?”

E?

This it dish concord where
Ca

“Which cat is this?”

a rwEE li fk?

rbis it cat concord where
t3ca a brhrfu v i

fe?

“Wliich bamboos are these?”

’These it bamboos concord where

Mc$ A nub mi fk?

“Which wine is this?”

These it wine concord where
Concord Mar.ker .+.What: Referent
“which one?” / (for noun classes 1 ,?, 10)
(54) yi kk?
li kt?

“which one?” I (for,noun cIasses5)

ini ke?

“which ones?” f (for noun class 6)

vi kk?

“which ones?” / (for noun class 2 )
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I

Yi

C&’

“Which cloth?”

kk?

Clot11 concord what
11
ke?
Rdib
water concord what

kitldib

vi

“which stream?”

k6?

“Which houses?”

Houses concord what
Mru’

mi

kri?

“Which wine?”

Wine concord what
“y6” is a synonym of “fc” interrogative determiner is used in the same

way like

f6 “where”. However, sB’kE “when”, 3 njEe kk

c‘l~ov’’and

nj6‘ki “why” are other forms of the interrogative determiners. They seek
to know the time, manner and reason respectively,

done.

for which sotnetliing is

e.g

(55)

Wk vh B sk‘kP?

“When did you come?”

You come when
“how did you come?”

WE v&?I njke k6
You come how

WE v&nj6’ke

“why have you come?”

You come why

3.1.8.5

PREPOSITIONS

Liinbuin has a few locative markers, which come before the noun. These

include inba

“down there”, k6 “at”, ni “with” and s&r “at” (sideways).

They are used with nouns like in the following examples:
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(561

Mbaiiyiyu

ni

“The money is with Nfor”

Nfb

Money i t be prep Nfor

“Nfor has gone down the forest”

N f o B dir iiibh kbb

N f o P I go prep forest

“The goat is at the hill”

Mbh yii kii rthu
Coat be prep hill

“Mother is in the house”

MQwA y6 s& ndhb
Mollter be prep house

I

Some prepositions function as locative adverbs and substitute nouns in
discourse. There are s6 “There” (sideways) mba “down there” nlbb “in
there” k b “upthere” nJ6 “inside” e.g
(57 1

Nfo yh mbh kob
Nfor be prep forest

“Nfor is down the forest”

Nfa yli niba

“Nfor is down there”

Nior be Loc. Adv

“Nfor is at the forest.”

Nfo ytl s6r kdb

Nfor be prep forest
“Nfor is there’ (horizontal)

N f o yii s6

Nfor be LOC Adv
Mbti yfi kil rtilu

“goat is up the hill”(vertical1

“Goat be prep
Mbt5 yii ko

“The goat is up there”
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“The soup is in the pot”

Njhb y6 njkr rkig

Soup be prep pot
“The soup is inside”

Njhb yd nj6

Soup be P m Adv
While the following locative adverbs describe situations within the
speaker’s environment. Bf6 “here”, t$a ‘‘in here” and rnb6nh “here” or a
bit up (upwards). e.g.
(58)

Nfd yb Bf&

“Nfor is in here (area)”

Nfor be prep
Nfh yb t h

“Nfor is in here” (specific placelpoint)

Nfor be prep
Nfd yd mb6nB

“Nfor is up here”

Nfor be prep

Some locatives are used to express a horizontal axis position. It
could be within or without the speaker ‘ s environment.
“sideways”, Bbk2’ “sideways”, Bg2e “beside”

abguagwdg

, mb&nji “behind”, and

mbethr “between”, sometimes B bb Qkbb “by the left” and Bbo in&’“by
the right” mb6k; “upright”, njkbmb6 “outside”, mMnd-il “on top of’ and
njkbti “under” are also used. e.g
(59) Nd6b t& mb6tfir

“the house is standing between”

I louse stand spccific location
C6 yl tee Bg&em6

“a tree is standing (beside or near} it”

Tree it stand specific location
Cardinal directions (points) are often expressed using the following
locatives:
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khntfi

- upper horizon

“East”

niambhun tfi

- Lower horizon

“West”

khtb

- vertical horizon

“North”

in~nibhuntii

- horizontal horizon

“SoUth”

They refer to directions or positions with the speaker at the centre of the
axis. e.g.

Mbko B si kilntli

(611

“Rain has clouded in the east”

Rain PI cloud specific location
“There is a tadpole upstreani”

Bd ybu kb tbrd

Tadpole be specific location.

3.1.8.6.

N UME1IAI.S A S DETERMINERS.

1,inibum makes use of cardinal and ordinal numbers. Historically,
cardinal numbers were quite popular in the days of the great kolanut
market. Traders counted kolanuts in bases 10, 100 and 1000. Once Western
Education was introduced in the area, Arabic and Roman numerals have

since then become so popular that, most native speakers no longer count in
the language. However, with the teaching of Liinbuin in schools, the need
to standardise and foniialise the 1,inibun~numerals cannot be mininiised.

3.1 .8.6.1

CARDINAL NUMBERS

Cardinal numbers naturally express the result o f counting or of
operations that depend on counting. In Limbum, the basic units used are:
(62)

init’sir

1

ntbunfb

6

baa

2

sAnib6

7

tsar

3

wiiainf

8
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The numbers 11 - I9 are composed by prefixing nc6b meaning “and tcn”
before the unit. e.g
(63) A) nc6b m8’sir 11 “one and ten” nc6b ntilunful6 “six and ten”
nc6h b8a 12 “two and ten”

nc6b silmbB 17

“seven and ten”

nc6b t5ar 13 “three and ten”

nc6b w b m i 18

“eight and ten”

nc6b kyi? 14 “four and ten

nc6b bti’ir B rtfit 19 “nine and ten”

nc6b t.6

15 “five and ten”

re& “on ten” (base 10) as
of !he above. I t i s preferable to adopt that in order to make a

We realise that southern speakers use
suffix t o a11

proper distinction between numbers 1 1

-

ti

- 19 and lliose ranging between 2 1

29, especially as nc6b t8ar B rhtl, for example is, more practically

represented or glossed as “three and ten9*than “nc6b trlar” where ten is not
morphologically marked. e.g.

B’,

nc6b rnd’slr i r&tt

11

nc6b ntdunN B rdtt 16

nc6b bBa a rdu

12

nc6b sainbfthrbtt

ncdb taar B r6e

13

nc6b wrlarnliirdtl 18

nc6b ky&B r b

14

nc6bbt”rdtt

nc6b t?i B rhu

15

17
19

The above could be read as:
nc6b mb’sir B rhtt means:
number of basic units on base ten
nc6b b8a a r h

2 on I O

= 12

There is concord when we use the first three(1-3) basic units with a noun.

For example:

(64)

cl l a si0

mb’sir

cl 2
cl 5

bsfrJ btiar
rrf’ 1n6~sfr

cl 6

mrk’ mbda

cl 7

tab

cl 2

btiib bbAa

=

one bird

=

three birds
one yam

--

1n6’sir

-

two yams
one hut
two huts

Compare the above exaniples that take concord with these larger numbers:
= 13bats
Bit nc6b rllar A rhti
Mtaa nc6b thar B

1.

= 13 caps

&ti

c!?uetieg!n-T.enSr
Counting in tens is a coinnion practice i n traditional society amongst

kolanut market dealers. The operation is realised by prefixing the bilabial

syllabic nasal in, a reninant of mh after the deletion of ‘‘tie’’ from rtw ”base

ten singular”. The 111 plural morpheme thus denotes tens. In a nutshell, rh is
the plural prefix of rnli, which is the plural of r&ti “ten”. It is preposed to

the basic unit; and it functions as a bilabial syllabic noun for all noun
classes in the numeral groups below.

20
30
40

50

60
70
80

90

In this case, there is no concord. What we mean here is that the noun bears
its noun class plural prefix and the numeral plural prefix h. For example:

bk

ih

mtaa 16

ky&

=

40 bats

sainb4 =

70 capts
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When counting goes beyond 20, we use nc6b 4- basic unit

+ ten (plural).

‘The order is like in German where a number like 47 is “sieben und vierjig”
meaning “seven and forty”.

ricdb nib’slr A dibh

21

“one and twenty”

ncdb taa B ifithar

35

“five and thirty”

47

“seven and forty”
“eight and ninety”

nccib samba

ihkyt:

98

nc6b waami h &bh‘t3

Again, wlieii counting goes beyond 20, concord with noun is still absent.
See the exiiniples below:
Bsiq ncob baa a intisr

-

“32 birds”

-

“64 kolanunts”

-

“85 fowls”

I

Birds plus t%o and thirty

Mbi nc6b ky6 B iirtdufh

kolanuts plus four and sixty
Qg6b nc6b
j

2.

1%

B iiiwdaini

Fawls plus five and eighty

C‘QIINTING ON RASE 100 This goes up to 900. e.& Here, the

singular is rjer “100”and the plural is tnjb “100s” classes 516 nouns.
100

200
300
400
500

600
700

800
900
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Notice that agreement occurs here only in the 200s and 300s. Ahove n
hundred, we use bh “plus”. For example:
342 = mjer mthar bfi nc6b b6a h hky& “Three hundred and forty two”

hundreds three plus tens two and forty

615 = mjkr ntaunfSl bB nc6b ta ti Ihs8mb8.“Six hundred and seventy five”
hundreds six plus tens five and seventy.
The order the figures appear on paper differs from the written word form.
‘The interesting thing here is that it works like in German (that is the order)
With the figures in words, the order i s hundred f units
3.

+ tens.

COUNTING ON BASEAOOfl: We use the word nchki = “1000”. It

is prefixed to the basic units in order to compose the number of thousands.
- 5.000
ncaki ti?
(67)
ncaki simbh

=

7.000

nciiki ratt

-

10.000

In case of any additions we use b&as explained above. e.g
Nceki t6 ba nc6b thar a r&tt
= 5013 = “Five thousand and thirteen”
Thousand five plus three and ten.
Nchki

nt6ufil ni nijer

t6 bfi nc6b samba B lfint6ar =6537

Thousand six and hundred five plus tens seven and thirty
“Six thousand five hundred and thirty seven”

About concord in numerals, we make a few concluding remarks here.
Numbers (units) 1-3 fake concord when counting items up to nine. They
take the concord of the nouns they qualifl. We also realize that when

counting goes above 1000, it is a bit complicated. But when counting
people, We use

before the qualifiers (2 and 3) and finally, with counting

some nouns in classes 9 andl0, we use &bh meaning “grain of’ for grains
and m6 meaning also “a very small quantity” for powdered and liquid
nouns. For example:
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(68)

Mbd bCrig

“a grain of groundnut”

MbB rkliu

“a drain of bean”

Mi3 rgwbrj

‘Lavery small quantity of salt”

Mti rcCb
Mi3 rg6r

“a very small quantity of medicine”
‘‘a very small quantity of oil”

But in& diminutive morpheme, can also precede grains to reflect a very

small quantity or amount. For exaniple m6 kwha “a very sinall quantity of
corn”. Remember that mti is inherently relative to the quantity demanded
compared with the existing quantity. Notice that in the above usage, the
noun reiilatns
4.

in

the singular.

DEPENDENT-NUhlER&L~: we realise that only the basic (1-3)

unit5 dependent numerals show concord because they answer the questions.

(69)

BSE! = how inany?
vF bst‘?
yi set?
miin s t ’ ?

1

how inany or how much?

bbha vi bse‘?
qgw6 yi sk’?

=

How inany dogs?

Mrli‘ mini st’?

=

tiow many wines? I How much wine?

row many bags? Response “bba8 vi bbfia”

“ggwk5 y i tsar-”

“Mr-ii miin mt;iar”
As earlier stated, the units 1-3 are effectively dependent on the noun they

quantify and bears the noun class concord marker.

3.1.8.6.2

ORDINAL NUMBERS:
Ordinal numbers express the order or sequence of counting or

of any other way of breaking down a set or collection, one by one rather
than dealing with its meiiibers all at once. Limbuni ordinal numbers haye no
direct relationship with cardinal numbers whereas cardinal numbers run
into the thousands. Lirnbum has only three basic ordinal numbers.
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Hoivever, Liinbum also iiiakes use of loan \\-orJsb o r r m e d <mu; i...--.,\,...
iinprove on their system of ordinal numbers e.g
- “the first”
(70’) 0: nt6mbl
nibknji
6 Ihsimbilu
(s

’

“secondlbeh ind“
“last”

=

-

Nforgsrei (199 I ) shows that there exists some ranking. For exa“nrp1e:

e mb6nji

--

e tdyk

-

6 nt6mbi

“the first person”

“next personlsecond”

“third person”

“nomba” an adapted word from the English word “number” is used

IO

provide ranking after the third position. This demands the use of cardinal
nuiiibers.
(7 1 ’I n h b A kye

ndntbi tfi
nomba ntdunftj

= 4th
- 5th
-

-

ndmbi simbh
nbmba w6amf

6111

nbinba bh‘6

- 7”’
- glb
__ 9‘”

Under ordinal numbers is an adverbial particle of frequency nfP’ meaning
*‘tiine”, which Limbuin uses to express the number of times an activity
occurs or lies occurred. For example:
(72) nf6’ mbWr
= once

ne’

bha

= twice

rift?'

thar

= thrice

rife'

ky2

= four times

nfee’ ti3

= five times

Above ten times. n e ’ comes before ncob. For example:

n e f nc6b tiara r6ti -thirteen

times’’

nf‘e’ ncob CA a riid ”fifieen times‘
FRz+CTI0+iS: When it comes to sharing items, rhe m o r l j t r ~ ;
t ;z,d>r&

Such as:
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(73)

bkhk

=Fraction of a loaf or something that can be sliced (bread)

Kdktl =Fraction of some long item that can be cut (sugar cane)

t6te

=Fraction of solile elastic item (meat, rope)

s6sCb =Fraction of a fruit (kolanut, pear)
We can talk of:

bkb6’ biia

= “half of fufu”

kitkb r~wiigw&r~ = “piece of sugar cane”
tet6 n y i

= “piece of meat”

sCskb rbi

= “slice of kolanut”

Notice that fractions are obtained by the process of reduplication. ’I‘hls
concludes our discussion of the Limbum Noun morphology and brings

L I S to

the Verb morphology.

3.2.

LIMBUM VERB MORPHOLOGY
A verb is a word, which is used with a subject (noun) to say what

someone or something does, what they are, or what happens to them. In
Liinbuni, verb morphology provides the verb with structures to enable the
verb to be used to express various events adequately. In this section, we
great verb roots, extension, reduplications, causatives, tense and aspect.
Then, end up with mood.

3.2.1.

VERB ROOTS:

Let us begin by making a clear distinction between roots and stems. Bauer
(1987: 20) states that a root is the form (word form), which is not further

analysable either in terms of derivational or inflectional morphology. For
instance, in the word BryBrJg6r “to eat repeatedly” (plurality), we can
distinguish the root as follows:

Figure 3.7

k

lnfinitiv prefix
“to” , iir

root

suffix

Ye

gghr “plurality”,

eat
If we look at this diagram we can see that the infinitive prefix “ar”

“to” and the plurality suffix gg&r “plurality or repetitive”, when r e m o ~ e d
leaves the form y6 “eat”, as the root. This is different from a stem,

\\

liich

refers to that part of the word form, which remains when all inflectional
affixes h a b e been removed. Jensen (1990:35) explains that a stein may be a
root as kag “dish”, or bkhg “dishes”. Consequently, a stem consists of a
root plus something else. Going back to our first example, y5gger “eat
repetitively” can be considered the stein. But in this discussion we choose

to use root for root and stem.
L i i i i b ~ nhas
~ two basic verb forms monosyllabic and disyllabic, but
the stock of disyllabic veib f o r m is not large. The verbs considered as
disyllabic verb forms are those that when further analysed the separate
parts or inolphennes do not constitute any meaningful part, and if it does,
the meaning does not relate to the meaning of the whole word. Take the
case of bht8 “to

get rotten”. In this word bd “to get lost” while 16 expresses

the intransitive effect of an action. One could argue that bat6 refers to
“self-destruction” or loss. Rut what about the following words whose parts
do not have any lexical meanings? e.g.
(74)

refuse”

f&rJtk

“to

c~iJrplrl

“to demonstrate”

dilIJS6

“to carry gently’’

bWr

“to make excuses”

be’ihi

“to go out of sight”
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In the above examples, the first morphs ( f&rJ,dSlg,dBg,b&t, b&’) are not tree
and are seinantically void.
Unlike monosyllabic word forms that take extensions, disyllabic
“eat” for exanxple can take the following
word foriris do not: y6
extensions.
(75)

Yk

“to eat”

yeqgkr
yeshi

“to eat repeatedly and separately.”

ycni

“expresses instructions given to groups to start eating.”

“to chew or to eat well before swallowing.”

But disyllabic word fornis like fhrJt6 “to refuse” cannot take another

exlenston.

* farJteqg6r does not exist
1; faqt6shi

*

faqtese

This implies that Litnbum verb root is inherently monosyllabic and
disyllabic roots come probably from root extensions. This is the more
reason why we have chosen to use <root> to refer to the basic word foim.
As already demonstrated in chapter two, the structure of the monosyllabic

root is either CV or CVC, while the disyllabic structure is CVCV. They
bear a HH or LM tone in their sitation form.

3.2.1.1 VERB EXTENSIONS:
Most of the verb roots in Limburn can be extended using suffixes.

Suffixes refer to affixes that are attached at the end of the roots and suffixes
refer to those attached after roots.

Fiore (1987) shows that suffixation

demonstrates plurality of action, intransitive action etc. The signification of
the verb suffix varies depending upon the verb root with which it is used.
But before we go into the actual treatment of verb extensions, lei us pause
to examine what obtains in the Limburn verb prefixation. Remember that

prefix refers to an affix, which precedes a root or stem. A verb stem in
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prefixed

to

a verb skin, like dh niesning “go” it becomes “to go”. In rhe

same manner when r- nominal prefix precedes a verb stein, the verb
becomes a noun. In the above example, dh “go” can be nominalised by
prefixing r- to dit “rdD” meaning “the going”. Such nominals show noun
class distinction and do take the plural forms of the noun class t o which
they belong. That is in- or b- plural prefix.
Coming back to verb extensions, Limbum verb stems can be extended using
the following suffixes: -shC, -ti, -nf, -rJg6r, -t6, -mi, -rf, -sf, -se.

3.2.1.1.1

VERB PREFIXATXONS:

/h-/
prefix is the commonest prefix and appears at the beginning of verb
forms. When prefixed to a verb, it gives the verb an infinitive structure
besides modifying the tone of the root form of the verb.
Ndainsah (1997:29) explains that since it bears a low tone, when prefixed to

a monosyllabic verb with a high tone, the tone becomes M, and when
prefixed to a disyllabic verb with a HH sequence, the sequence result is a

Mbf sequence. Its implication on the tone system is thus extensive. The
examples that follow show:

+ y6/
/Br + c a d

(76) /Ar

1.

Air

+ vdf

/ar

+ shgl

t

- Prefix:

.-h[Aryi5]

“to

eat”

[Arcag]

‘‘ to run”

[$rvii]

“

to come”

v WQl

“

to

___+

---+

write”

It is a nominal prefix, which when prefixed to verb roots

expresses the notion of act or manner of doing something. Unlike in
English where a verb like “Laugh” can be nominalised and the morphology
will still remain the same, in Liinbum when r

- prefix

is prefixed to the

verb the morphology changes. Fiore (1987)asserts that it is a remnant of
the Proto - Bantu noun class prefix of Li-. The vowel i- has dropped
leaving the language with a vibrant trill in place of the lateral. When the r

-

occurs at initial position of a verb beginning with a consonant, the verb
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becornes noun. Such nouns
singular prefix with

111-

classes 5 and 6 nouns.
(77) e.g. Verb

2.

riiust

only get their plurals by replacing the

I’-

plural prefix. ‘Tlie nouns formed are theiefore
Gloss

Verbal noun

Gloss

Ti%

’

“work

rfhh

“work”

kwe

“die”

rkwC:

“death”

1hg

“to be saved”

r16q

“salvation”

r6a

“light”

ytir

“1 uc k”

rr6a
ryer

“light”
“fortune”

Plural,,Pre~xeSCm,blr They are often used to express the plural

forins of nouns of different classes. When affixed to verbs in oi-der that
they express the notion of plurality, the verb consequently needs the suffix-

ni, which expresses reciprocity. The examples below show.
(78)

3.2.1.1.2

kBg

= verb root

kbq-ni

= verb stem

r- kbg-ni

= noun c1.5

ni-kbg-ni

= noun c1.6

bAa

= verb root

bhani

= verb stem

r-baa-ni

= noun class 5

in-baa-ni

= noun class 6

VERB SUFFIXATIONS

Fransen (1 995) and Hyman (198 1) explain verb extensions by
suffixes. They subdivide them into two categories - productive and nonproductise. With non-productive verb extensions, no separate meaning is
implied, whereas with productive verb extensions, there is a change in
meaning. Fransen identifies eight forms or suffixes, which we have also
identified in the other dialects. They are attached to monosyllabic verbs
and do contain aspectual meanings. The standardised verb extensions of
Limburn are explained here.
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1. PLUliACTIONAL -shi Suffix
As a verb suffix, it expresses pluractional aspects -shi expresses the

concept of an event involving several actions, one action is carried out
many times and executing several equivalent actions at the same time. It
surfaces in the south as S!,

For example:
(79)

S!m!shLke!3!.9n

eat

VerkReof
Ye

sinash

nY63

nyegshf (plurality of action)

share

gib

ghbshi (plurality of personsiplace)

English

call
SI lave

ydshi (plurality of action)

k6’

ki?’shi (plurality of objects)

k6

kbshf (plurality of object)

“share the soup to people”

1. g&b shi njib nl’ b2e
share

soup to people

2, nyi5rJshi nshd ni

smash

soil

with

3. w6w&eB kP’shi y&b

mkh

“smash the soil with your feet”

feet
“They have called their people”

bee

They Plcall(p1) their people

Notice that the verb suffix shi takes a high tone and is not suffixed either to
intransitive verbs or reduplicated verbs or with other verbal extensions. As
indicated above the subject may be singular or plural. Similarly the object
can be singular or plural.

2.

ITERATIVE -9g6r Suffix:

The gg& suffix is used to express

plurality of action carried out simultaneously or experienced separately
several times by many people/things at the same instance or instances. It
occurs only with intransitive verbs or ditransitive verbs. In the latter, the

action is intransitivised. The table 3.16 below illustrates:
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Gloss

-1

English

Root

-gg& sumx

die

kwi5

kw6rJg6r

die separately one by one

swell

k6’

kbcijg6r

swell separately on many places

flash

b8b

bhbrJg6r

flash separately many rimes

drink

n6

n6gg6r

burst

w8a

wilrJg6r

drink separately many times
burst separately tnany times

pluck

k8r

k%rrJg&r

pluck separately one by one

wer

2.

a

n6gg6r

We PI driuk

si?

+ ITER much

We have drunk, a lot
The above examples show that, when used with a subject (plural), gger
indicates “several times one after the other, or just separately” that is
why:
,

(a) wer

“we have drunk”
“we have drunk a lot”

S n6

b) wi?r B n6qg6r

are

different.

Whereas

(a)

expresses group action

carried

out

simultaneously (b) expresses group action carried separately many times.
Notice that the suffix takes a high tone.
3. SEPARATIVE - ni Suffix:

This suffix is used to express the idea of

two or more people or things which are carrying out one action either
splittingly or reciprocally.When used thus the verbs show transitive actions
and plural subjects. The examples that follow show:
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Tabfe3.1 7
Gloss

._

break into two separate pa%(tr)
cut into two separate parts(tr)
share into two separate partdtr)

break
cut

share

gtibnl

give

give reciprocally(plura1 subject)

love
look

love reciprocaIly(plura1 subject)
look reciprocally(plura1 subject‘)

(81) e ni

bPnT b6a niuu

e befti b&’ ni b6a muu
e ce

be’nl b6a muu

“He broke the child’s food”.
“HelShe wit1 break the child’s food”.
“He/She is breaking the child’s food”

Notice again that the tone of the suffix is consistently high.lt is not affected
by the change in tense as the examples above show.
4. SEPARATIVE

- ti suffix:

Unlike the separative

-

nf suffix which

expresses transitive actions or ideas involving plural subjects, the
separative -tf

suffix expresses intransitive action involving singular

subject.It implies reflexibility of a perfective action of the subject.

--

Table 3.18

-‘-1

English

Root

-ti sumx

Gloss

open

mh’

rnaW

open by i t s e l 7 1

shatter

w$a

whatf

shatter by itself

raise

nAa

nhati

rise itself

break

k8b

kebtf

break by itself

pluck

kAr

karti

fall by itself

stick

ghbb

ghtibtf

stick by itselC
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(82)

i.

yr
mdltl
Door s m ASP open-self

“The door has opened by itself.”

2. K ~ I J yi

“The door got shattered by itself.”

3. k6q yf ce
waatf
Door sm ASP shatter itself

“The door is shattering by heir.”

in
wfiati
Door sin ASP shatter-self

Again the suffix carries a high tone, even if tense changes.
5.

ATTENUATIVE -rl suffix:

It implies “become a bit different

from what an object was”. This suffix, when attached to a root expresses
the attenuative aspect. ‘It changes the meaning of the verb to the extent that
the action or state of the object (the intensity of the action) is reduced or
weakened. There are very few examples to illustrate this:

Gloss

English

root

-ri sufllx

white

fdb

fabrf

become whitish

red

bhrJ

become reddish

black

sii

bAr)rf
siiri

dishonest

k8b

kAbrf

become dishonest

become blackish

Although some verbs do take -rf suffix, they are non-productive and
therefore do not belong to this group. Some of them are;

(83)

6.

qigri

“trickle”

hiqri

“examine”

birJri

“roll”

yiiqri

“play carelessly.”

DISTIBUTIVE -sC

suffix: When attached to a verb root, it

expresses a distributive action which is done by different objects or groups
of people, each person in the group carrying out the same action. It iinplies
separately distributive. The table below has a few examples:
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I

I

-English

Gloss

I - s B suflix

Root

_-

come froin different directions

dh

vhs6
dils6

run

CArJ

cii gse

run in different directions

cry

w dr

wars&

cry separately my many people
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YBI)

y8rJs6

ill (sickness) of by many people

va

come

go in different directions

plural action when the agents are individualised.
DISTRIBUTIVE -tC suffix:

7.

It modifies the meaning of the

verb. I t expresses separativeness, but its stock is quite limited. Here \ye

English

.

IO

fasten

To pour

_-

Gloss

-tit suffix

Root
CtiU

ctitii

to fasten separately

gwAr

gw&t&

to cut one after the other

K6r

kilt6

To pour out/spill out

-

The above verbs are transitive, but t6 suffix also changes meanings of
words, so that they convey intransitive effects of actions. This is a
derivational suffix.

Gloss

-tC suffix

do

g&e

cool down (intransitive)

-I

kwCt6

to

tart6

to meet (intransitive)

nyiW

to

fitte

to be cold (intransitive)

g6et6

to be physically handicapped (intrans)

be muddy (intransitive)

CAUSATIVE -sf suffix:

8.

Causative verbs are formed in Limbum by

suffixing -si to intransitive verbs to change them to transitive verbs. It
implies “make or cause”. We borrow the examples of Fransen (1995:205).
1
1
1

Gloss

root

- s i sumx

b 6b

bebsf

make it bad

Fill

rhu

rliusf

make it full

entangle

ji?b

j6bsi

make it confusing

lost

bit

bdsi

cause it get lost.

slide

S6E

seEsl

make it slippery

enter

nig

nfgsi

cause it to enter

die

kw6

kw6sf

cause it to die
-

English
__
bad

-

Again i t has a high tone. This brings us to the end of the discussion on

Limbuni verb extension. Note that a verb can take different extensions at
different times to express different ideas. Kwe “die” can become kw6rJger
“die sepirately” (pl), kw6t6 “cool down by itself’ and kwesi “caused it to
die” (transsitive).

3.2.2.0

TENSE AND ASPECT

This section treats tense and aspect in Limbum. Tense usually refers
to the different verb fornls and verb groups that indicate roughly what time
one is referring to. But then, what is time in Limbum? In Limbum, time

IS

a

perception of a sequence of events or activities. For instance, the different
times of the day are based on natural events such as the early morning
crowing of the cock, the singing of the birds announcing sunrise, then when
the sun is overhead to the afternoon tilting position of the sun and when
darkness falls. Similarly, tlie time of the year is very much tied to seasonal
changes such as the rainy season, the setting in of the dry season, marked
by the arrival of seasonal insects (termites, green grasshoppers and grass
beetles), which appear in the months of (late October to early December).

1x0

TENSES OF -rim.SOUTHERN DIALECT:

3.2.2.1

Ernnsen (1995:212) identifies eight tenses of the Southern dialect,

which are differentiated according to the degree of remoteness from the
time of speaking.
1.....~.
PRESEN'I'_TENSE:
..
..
It is unmarked but is expressed by the use of an

~~

~

(841

aspect marker. e.g
Ndzi
shi
shhgf

"Ndzi is running"

Ndzi scin PROG, ASP run FV (Final vowel)
2. PAST TENSE: The Southern dialect has three past tense forms. Today

past (PI), near past (P2) and remote past (P3). They are
expressed by different tense markers.
Today Past (PI): It is used for actions, which took place earlier today. It is
(85)

marked by bg morpheme. e.g
Ndzi I b6
sharJl

"Ndzi ran earlier today"

Ndzi SCM P1 run FV
Near Past (PZ):

Used for action, which took place before yesterday,

yesterday or even up to a week ago. The past tense marker is
e.g
Ndzi i

I!@

(86)

mu

shArJi

"Ndzi ran (yesterday or some days
ago)"

Ndzi SCM P2 run FV

.

Remote past (p3): Used to express actions which took place about a week

or more ago. It i s marked by m. e.g
(87)

Ndzi I in shAtJf
Ndzi SM P3 run FV

"Ndzi ran (a long time ago)"

3,FUTUBE; Southern dialect has four ways of expressing the future:

(FO, F1, F2, F31
Genera/ Future: (FO): Refers to actions or events, which will take place
after the moment of speaking. It is marked by

morpheme.

e.g

bl yB yi

1

nitfa’

“Helshe will see himher tonight”

lie/she FO see himlher tonight

Today Future (FI): Used to express actions that will occur later today.
’The tense marker is bu2, e.g
039)

1

bilb

y6

yi

“He/ She will see him/her( today)”

hefshe F1 see himlher
Near Future (F2): Used to express actions, which will occur tomorros!’ or
within a week. I t is marked by
(90)

i bif6

yB yf

morpheme. E.g

“Helshe will see himher (some
days later)”

he/she F2 see himher
Remote Future (F3): Refers to actions, which will take place in the distant

future. It is marked by b@ morpheme. E.g
(91)

f

bik5

y6yi

“Hekhe will see himher (some day)”

he/she F3 see him/her
I

We have presented the tenses of the Southern dialect here. This will enable

us better understand the differences that occur, when we compare them
with those of the other regions.

3.2.2.2

TENSES OF THE CENTRAL DIALECT

Mfonyani (1989') and Nforgwei (1991) identify nine tenses, which
are differentiated according tu the degree of remoteness from the time of
speaking. We recap them here.
1. PRESENT TENSE: The present is expressed by the aspectiial

riiorpliemes, because the time is not marked. e.g.
(92)

m

fa'a

ce

helshe PROG

=

I am working

work

ASP

2.PL5S?' TENSES; The Central dialect has three ways of expressing past

situations.

They are classified under today past, yesterday

past and remote past.

Todqt Pasf(P1): It is used to denote an action, which took place earlier
today. The tense marker is & e.g.

(93)

e

ba'

he/slte PI

faa

helshe worked (earlier today)

=

work

12sterdq. Past (PZ): I t describes actions that took place yesterday, a fen
(94)

days ago, or even a week ago. The tense marker is mti. e.g.
e
inti
fa'a
=
he/she worked (some days ago)
hetshe P2

work

Remote Past (P3): It describes actions, which took place a long tiine ago.

The corresponding time is almost forgotten. It's time marker
is m morpheme. e.g.

(95)

c

ril

helshe P3

fala

=

work
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he/she worked (a longtime ago)

F UT IJJt I< TENSES:

The Central dialect has four ways of expressing

the future. They are classified under today future, tomorrow future and
remote future.
Todmy Future (F@:

It describes events that will soon take place today.

Its marker is bg morpheme. e.g.
(96)
6
b6
f6a
=
Helshe FO

He will work (earlier today)

work

Todmy Future (Fl): It is used to describe an action that will start later

e.g.

today. I t is redised by the use of the tense marker

(97)

B

be16

f6a

= He/she will work (later today)

He/she FOFl work

Tomorrow Future

(Fa;It is used to express an action that will take place

in a few days’time. It is marked by
(98)
C
b6f6 f6a
=

&fe

morpheme. e.g.
He/she will work (an identifiable
time in the future)

Helshe FOF2 work

Remote Future (F3): Used to describe actions that will take place at some
remote time in the future.

The time is apparently

unidentifiable. Its tense marker is b&&eLe.g.
(99)

6 btkee fha

= he/she will work (some unidentifiable

Time in the future).
hefshe FOF3 work

3.2.2.3.

TENSES OF THE NORTHERN DULECT

Similarly, the Northern dialect makes use of tenses, which are
differentiated according to the degree of remoteness froin the time of
speaking.
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...
TENSE:
Like in the SoutBlCentrr, it is unmarked.
-PRESENT
-.

PAST TENSESi There are three ways of expressing the past in this

* -. . __.
..

dialect. They are subdivided into immediate Past (Pi ),
identifiable Past (P2) and Remote Past (P3).
Today Past (PI):It is used to express immediate past time. It is marked by
i 100)

bg morpheme. e.g.
Nfor B b6 y6 b6a = Nfor ate fufu (not long ago today)
Nfor SM P1 eat ftlfu

Yesterday Past (PZ): It expresses an action, which took place within one
week or so before the time of speaking. It is marked by mgmorpheme. e . g .
(101)
NforB md yt! bfla =
Nforate fufu (some time ago

this week).

Nfor SM P2 eat fclfu

Remote Past (P3): It is used to express an action, which took place at some
unidentifiable time in the past. It is marked by & morpheme
( 1 02’)

e.g. Nfor

h ye b6a

=

Nfor ate fufu (sometime ago).

Nfor SM P3 eat fiifti
3. FUTURE.-TENSEB: In this dialect, the four ways of expressing the

future come under Today Future, and Remote Future.

Today Future (F0):It is used to express an action that will take place later
(103)

today. I t is marked by be g& morpheme. e.g.
Nforbe gee yt! bCia =
Nfor will eat food (soon today)
Nfor FO F1 eat fufti

Today Future (FI): It is used to express an action that will take place later
( 104)

today. It is marked by b&J&morpheme. e.g.
Nfor bt! 16 ye
b&a = Nfor will eat food (later today)
Nfor FO F1 eat

ftlffi
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Hecent Fulurr (F2)

I t i s used to describe actions that will \ah\: p..

tomorrow or in the days ahead. It is marked by

fs morpheiiie.

e.g. Nfor be f6 y6 b8a =Nfor will eat food (later this week)

(105)

Nfor FO F2 eat fiifz1

Remote Future (F3): It is used to express an action that will take place
sonie time

in

future.

The exact time is seemingly

unidentifiable. It is marked by&l

< 106)

morpheme. e.g.

Nfor b6 kee ye baa = Nfor will eat food(sometime in the
future)
Nfor FO F3 eat fifil

4 f EXPER! E.N.TJALP4STr

in Limbum, some speakers make use of the experiential past to describe an
action which took place once and which may never repeat itself.
“Ndi once went to the USA”
e.g Ndi ri mbke du nje AmBrikah
(107)
Ndi SM (P4) go to America.

SECONDARY TENSES:

3.2.3.0

We have shown above that Limbum distinguishes morphologically
past, present and future. It has been made clear that tense as a grammatical
category inarks a situation as occurring specifically in the past, present or
future. Besides, these distinct periods, Comerie (199553-55)notes another
type of tense as being:

... which

indicates that a situation holds st one segment of the time

line but does not hold at certain other segments of the time line, or a tense
indicating specifically that a given situation holds at different segments of
the time

....

Comerie describes them all “still”

“RO

longer” and “not yet” lenses. In

Limbum, such tenses have been identified, and we consider them here
under secondary tenses, more so, because they do not distinctly belong to
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the past, present or future, but indicate situations that hold or do not hold
along the time line, extending from the past to the future.

T!!e.~t‘Sti!!’l..tenseIkul

a)

The [ku] rnorpheme indicates that an event, which started in the past, has

continued up to the time of the utterance. This tense marker is similar to the
mbili[6i] morpheme. Ayuninyanl (1998: 2’78 - 279).
Ndi k6 cEb

me

Ndi still insults me
Bari kd bi baa Nfi7

“Ndi is still insulting me”
“Bari still hates Nfor.”

Bari still TL hates Nfor
TL = time line.

:Tbe..I‘Nel!O~g~~tense
[kd---kh’I

b)

This tense is marked by [k6 ---kat] particles. It indicates a discontiiluity in
the activity or event that took place in the past, and has ceased at the time
of the utterance. For example,
(109:) Ndi ku ceb nl& ka’

“Ndi is no longer insulting n1e.”

Ndi still insult me not.

Bari ku baa Nfor kBt

“Bari no longer hates me”

Bari still hates me NEG
Notice that the “no longer” tense markers are formed by the combination of
“still” morpheme and the negative morpheme [kd’].

T t s “nocyet” tense [b6---kkt]
This tense indicates that an event, which is supposed

c)

to

have begun

before the time of speaking has not yet begun. The speaker has in mind a
certain time frame within which the situation ought to hold. it is fo~iriedby
the conbination of the Central dialect F1 morpheme [be] and the Negative
particle [kat]
(110) Ndi

“Ndi has not yet insulted nie”

a b6 cEb n i E kB’

Ndi Sm F1 insult me not
“Bari has not yety eaten food”

Bari B be y6 bila k i f
Hari Sin F1 eat food not
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Froin the above exaniplcs, we realize that the tenses are neiflirr

completely expressing past situations, nor present situation. They cut across
the time frames.

LIMBUM STANDARD TENSES

3.2.4.

Having treated tenses of the various dialectal regions and Secondary tenses,
we now move to rhe

next phase, which is that of collapsing them together in

order to come up with standard Limbum tenses and aspect. The table below
shows tenses of Limbum as formalised.

Txbte 3.24

This table shows that Limbum standard tenses are:
I . Present:

habitual iprogressive ( aspectual marker k
2 (see aspect)

2. past:

- earlier today - marker !$
P2 - yesterday or some days ago m$
P3 - a long time ago - marker
Fl - later today future - marker &j
PI

3. Future:

I

F2 - later today future - marker &lP_
F3 - tomorrow or some days from today
F4 - a long time from today
It is important to leave the Limbum tenses at eight as analysed

above. This table on Limbum standard tenses shows that all the dialects
have a

0

present tense marker and a progressive aspect marker. The past

tenses are similar. Where there is a unique difference is with the future.
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-- .

.-_

‘Ihe Nortliern dialect uses, hkgke (F1 marker) whereas the rest ot the

dialects use bi5 ( F l marker). This does not constitute any big difference
since it does not influence or cause any grammatical change.
Secondly, tone does not seem to constitute a tense feature in Limbwn.

3.2.5.0

LIMBUM ASPECT

Aspect, which deals with the manner in which actions are
experienced in terms of progression or completion, is marked by
suffixes in most African languages. Lirnbuni makes use of both
grainniatical and lexical elements to express aspects, even though Weliners
( 1 973:349 j and Jackson ( 1 980) hold that Niger-kordofanian languages use

verbal suffixes to express aspect.
Greenbaum (1 973:40) states, “what concerns the manner in which
the verbal action is experienced or regarded (for example as completed or
in progress)”, while Comrie (1976) treats by stating that the verbal form
“presents the totality of the situation without reference to its internal
temporal constituency. The whole of the situation is presented as a single
unanalysable whole, with a beginning, middle, and end rolled into one ...”
This definition of perfective aspect leads us to an understanding of what

aspect actually is. That is, how do we view the situation - as complete or
incomplete(perfective or imperfective) Hence, in order to better understand
how aspect functions in Limburn we treat it under perfective and
imperfective (habitual, progressive, pluractional and interative). Notice that

in the section for tenses, aspectual morphemes have been used. Instead of
reconstructing sentences from the various dialects to elicit aspectual fonns,
we summarise here Limbuin aspect. Each form will be treated with

examples to elicit their morphology. Let us begin by presenting a standard
table of Aspect in Limbuni.

I

10,kii

Perfective

I

IlmDerfect ive:

3.2.5.1

Habitual

kt

Progressive

CB

pluractional

-shi

interat t;ve

-?@r

I

1

PERFECTIVE ASPECT

It is understood that the perfective aspectual markers describe events

as completed or actually carried out at some definite time in the past or

would be carried out at some definite time in the future. Comrie (1985)
distinguishes various types, we attest two in Limbum. These are kb and 0,

which imply perfected action or completed action but k6 emphasizes on the
acconiplishnient of the action just before present time.
1.

COMPLETIVE ASPECT:

It describes a situation as being the

result o f a past event. It is neither marked nor lexicalised. e.g
(111) Ngala B ye b6rPrJ
“Ngala has eaten groundnuts.”
Ngala SM eat
Ngala

groundnuts.

a b6 dii nt6

“Ngala went to the market (today).”

Ngala SM P1 go market.
Ngala ;i rnB du nta

“Ngala went to the market (yesterday).”

Ngala SM P2 go market.

In sentence one, the action is completed and the result is that Ngala
is not hungry, while in the rest of the sentences, what we expected to buy
from the market has been bought. But the difference lies in the fact that one
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was bougbt today and the other yesterday. The completive aspect is thus riot
morphologically marked, but implicitly marked by past tense markers.

2.

RECENT PERFECTIVE ASPECT:

Indicates that the present

relevance of the past situation referred to is, one of temporal closeness to
the time of speaking. in Limburn, it is marked by kb morpheme. This
morpheme, emphasizes on the point that the accomplishment of the action
was done before present time.
(112) Ngala &

bh

k6

y6

bere9

Ngala SM PI recent. ASP eat peanuts.
“Ngala has just eaten peanuts”
Ngala

a

in6 kti

b6rktj

yb

Ngala SM P2 ASP eat peanuts.
“Ngala had just eaten peanuts, (yesterday)”
It is thus realised by the use of P1 or P2 -1- ASP

+ verb. But expressions

like C y e “hefshe has eaten”, C cSg “helshe has run”. Also express
perfective actions, which took place in the near past, but the aspectual
marker is absent.

3.2.5.2

IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT
The imperfective aspect describes a situation as occurring over a

span of time. That is, it indicates that a situation is either habitual,
continuative (progressive), iterative or pluractional. What is common to all
these is that the situation is either going on at present, goes on regularly,
was going on or will be going on within the mentioned time span. Welriiers
( 1 973:345) refers to imperfective as “incompletive”. In this section four

aspectual distinctions will be treated habitual, progressive, piuractionnl
and iterative. Even though we earlier treated pluractional and iterative
morphemes under verb suffixations (3.4.1.1 -2), we briefly touch them here
to illustrate imperfective aspect.
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I I ABIT ‘IJ A I, ASPECT
It is inarked by k6. It describes situations that are essentially habitual

of some extended period of time, repetitive, on a regular basis or routine

nature. e.g
( 1 13) Ngala 6

“Ngala eats peanuts.”

y6 bkrQ

k6

Ngala SM HAB eat peanuts

“Nfor has eye problerns.”

blirrir nil k6 y i g Nfor

Eyes SM HAB ache Nfor.
PROGRESSIVE ASPECT
It

IS

inarked by &. It describes situations, which were or are

progressive in meaning. When used with the past tenses, it helps to describe
situations that were progressive just like when used with the future tenses it
helps to describe actions that shall be going on. e.g
( I 14)

I.

Ngala & b6

c6

yL!

b6rQ

Ngala SM PI Prog. ASP. Eat peanuts
“Ngala was eating peanuts (today
2.

Ngala ?I

inti

c6

yt!

)”

bWq

Ngala S M P2 prog. ASP. Eat peanuts
“Ngala was eating peanuts (yesterday)”
3.

Ngala

a

n1

c6

yL! WrPq

Ngala SM P3 prog- ASP eat peanuts.
‘“gala was eating peanuts (a long tiiiie ago).”

Ngala

c6

y6

bt!r$q

Ngala Prog-ASP eat peanuts.
‘“gala is eating peanunts (now).”

5.

Ngala be cb

ye

be&Q

Ngala F1 prog-ASP eat peanuts.
“Ngala will be eating peanuts (soon today 1.”
6.

Ng8la b6lb cb

Ngala F!:

WrEg

yb

Prog-ASP eat peanuts.
“Ngala will be eating peanuts (later today).”

7.

Ngala befit

Wr&g
Ngala F3 Prog-ASP eat peanuts
c6

y6

‘“gala will be eating peanuts (future).”
8.

Ngala bb k&ec6 yC MrEg
Ngala F4 Prog-ASP eat peanuts
‘“gala shall be eating peanuts (future).”

ITERATIVE ASPECT:

Iterative aspect refers to the successive repetition of an event or
action. Unlike habituality, it invoives interruptions, which do not occur
over and over again. In Linibum, it refers to the duplicating of one’s efforts
in carrying out an activity. The reptitions are viewed as one time
occurrences on the time line. The morpheme used is -9ger. A verb root may
take the suffix in order to express the idea that an entire action is being
experienced separately several times by many people or things. It occurs
only with intransitive and ditransitive verbs. In the case of ditransitive
verbs, the action becomes

( 1 15j a)

Mclrr

intransitivised. The exainples below show:

mi ce

k6’ggbr

Ngala B

nyor

Scabbies sm prog. swell+ITER Ngala on body
Scabbies is attacking
b)

Ngala repetitively

Wkr B b& c6
YkIlgbr
We sm P I PROG EAT + ITER
We were eating respectively.
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PLUKACI‘JONAL ASPECT:

Pluractional aspect signals the multiplicity of one action by an individual or
individuals witliin the same time line. The morpheme -shS is used. h verb
root may take it to express the idea that an action is being realized
pluracfionally, only transitive verbs take this suffix. The examples below
show:
( 1 16)(a)

Ngala

k&’shl

c6

Ngala PROG

call

PLUR

f

mbit
goats.

“Ngala is calling the goats severally.”
(b)

Nfb be yeshi

yi

I

kat n6 mndib

Nfor F1 eat.PLuR it before drink water.
“Nfor will chew it repeatedly before drinking water”

MOOD

3.2.6.

In English mood describes inflectional properties of finite verbs. The

verbs can be in the indicative, subjunctive or imperative, meant to express
the speaker’s attitude towards what he is saying. That is, does the speaker
think of what he is saying as being a fact, command, wish or possibility. In
most African languages, i t is marked by an independent lexical item. The

item may be. at sentence initial position or preverbal position. Since tense,
aspect and mood often overlap, we have treated the indicative mood under

tenses. In this section, we treat imperative,

hortavtive, hypothetical and

obi igat ional moods.
3.2.6.1

IMPERATIVE MOOD

In most African languages, the imperative mood is restricted to
sentences with underlying(sec0nd person singular or plural subjects and
even first person singular and plural

subjects) action verbs and agenrs over

wliotn the speaker has some control. For example, in the coniniand ‘-Be
quiet!” could be taken to be “John be quiet” or “All of you be quiet”. But
the subject is not marked whereas in most African languages singular or
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I

plural subject will be marked in the verb. In Limbum, there are various
ways of expressing the imperative mood, For example, in cases of

IIOR-

progressive and affirmative structures, the imperative is formed by using
the stem of the verb only. Usually the tone of the verb is maintained. I f the
verb carries a H tone it is maintained.

P!_Ura_l

Singular

( 1 17)
Ciitjl

=

run!

ciignil

cll!

=

sit!

c6ni!

nag!

=

lie down!

ndqni!

koh!

=

cliinbl

K6’nil

ytr!

=

warm yourselff

yEmi

YE€!

=

sing!

Yke

-ni separative suffix here indicates the involvement of plural subjects. In

the Southern dialect cSg singular will surface as cfigi, nbgi, sAbi, etc.

Notice that our exainples ignore the final vowel lil of the Southern,
dialect, because we consider it a remnant of some morpheme, which is no
longer relevant for purposes of standardisation. So we drop it. Ho\vever, in
spoken language we may hear imperative expressions like sii$ “Write”, ,
cAgi “run”, and nbgi! “Lie down”. Usually the final vowel /i/ carries a high
tone.
In the plural, the verb stem takes n i suffix, s6 and &e (dual and
speaker inclusive) suffix pronouns.
: I
( I 18) cAg

cao sb

cbg ni

cag s&e

run pl (dual!

run (pi)!

run @I)! speaker inclusive

sleep sleep pl (dual)

sleep (pl)!

sleep pl(speaker inclusive)

let us sleep

you should sleep

run

nbg! nbg sb

I96

let us sleep

Commands can also be given to third person singular or plural.

‘1’1115

requires the use of tk (resultative iniperative morpheme). It implies that as
a result of a past action, the present action has to take place. For example,
T6 6 c f i ~ “let him run”
“let him come”
TE 6 vtf
In cases of non-progressive negative imperative forms, negation takes two
parrs. One part coming before and the other after the verb. For example,
“don‘t write”
Ffia si59 ki5’
Neg write Neg
FBa dit kAt

‘‘ don‘t go”

Neg go Neg

In rhe examples that follow, we show that the progressive,
affirmative imperative n~ood is reslised in Liinbum by the use of ci!
progressive before the verb. e.g
(119).

ck S B t J !

“be writing”

cd CAI)!

“be running”

cdnb !

“be drinking”

c6 kwa’shi!

“be tbinking”

But the progressive negative imperative is realised by putting fha before the

progressive marker ci! and ki after the verb or clause final position; e.g
(120) Ffia c6 SQ kBt
“Don’t be writing”
neg prog write neg
Faa ck cSg kdr

“Don’t be running”

neg prog. Run neg
FBa c6 kwa’shi ki5’

“Don’t be thinking”

neg prog. think neg
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Note that whether dual or speaker inclusive, the verb comes between

the negative inorphelnes fAa kat as in the above examples. The negative
morphenies carry H tones.

3.2.6.2

HORTATIVE MOOD

In Limbum it is distinguished from the imperative mood by the
position of the pronoun, other morphemes and their semantic implication.
For example, when the pronouns (dual and speaker inclusive or exclusive)

come before the verb, the implication is a firm suggestion. e.g
“let us run”
(121) so ciig
see dri

“let us go”

\ \ e r <ill

“let us go (hearer inclusive)”

But, when an introductory morpheme such as tee or miitshi meaning,
“let”, “alto\v”, “leave” comes before the pronoun, it iniplies a confident
permission to do something. e.g
(122)

t6E

“let us run”

so cag

ina’shi \vi% ciig

“allow us run”

However, negative hortative forms are similar to the negative imperative
forms. For example, the preverbal negative inorpheme and the final
negative particle are used. Fiia---kB are used with the verb coining in the
middle.
( 123)

Si, f6a ciiq

kA’

See fiia c i g kit

“let us not run (dual)”
“let us not run (pl)”

Even the Progressive affirmative hortatives and the Progressive negative
Iiortalives exihibit the same structures as the imperative mood. The only

difference is in the use of the pronoun. CB sllq! Meaning “be writing!” as a
progressive imperative can become a honative mood, once it takes tk sb c6
sag! “Let us be writing.”

The following exaniples show:
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“Let us be writingl”(dua1 )
“let us be going!” (plural) speaker incl.

TE sb c4 sa@
T6 see c6 dtll

( 1 24)

Sb
fda c6 s6q kd’f
PRON Neg PROG write neg.

‘*Letus not be going! (Plural speaker incl).”

3.2.6.3.

HYPOTHETICALMOOD

The hypothetical mood is expressed in Limburn by the use of sBmd1and
khd&‘adverbials. They often come at sentence initial position. e.g.
“we could have slept (today).”
(125) Kddelsb B bd nbrJ
HYP we PI sleep
Kidel e k h ce yefsi
HY P he ASP PROG Sweep

“He could be sweeping.”

“May be we should be going.”

S6mbl s&e B bh CB dh

HYP we ASP PROG go.,{

, *

I ’1

I

In the first two sentences, ktide’ meaning “it is possible” or possibility is
used to express the hypothetical idea, while s6mV meaning “probable” or
expresying probability is used to express the hypothetical view.

3.2.6.4

OBLIGATIONAL MOOD:

In Limbum it is formed using the verb t6t “have” to indicate that one is
under an obligation to perform an action e.g.
“He has to go.”
(126) (a) E t6r iir dh
He have to go
(b) E ba t6r ilr sa’si

“He had to wash (today).”

He P1 have to wash
( c ) E md tdr hr nd

“He had to drink (yesterday).”

He P3 have to drink
This mood is applicable to all tenses. This brings US to the end of our

discussion on verb morphology, tense, aspect and mood. The next seclion
looks at Adjective morphology.
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‘THE LiMHUM ADJECTJVE MORPHOLOGY

3.3..

Adjectives are words that qualify nouns. In Limbum they follow the noun
and are divided into two groups, derived and non derived adjectives.

N O N - DERIVED ADSECTIVES

3.3.1

These adjectives maintain form in all structures and are limited in stock.
They are post posed though they take the concords of the class of nouns
they modify. For example

(127)

Mer

=

red

cbg

=

wet

b&

=

fi

-

white
new

cag
gbr

=
=

hot
big

long

ke’

=

s11x1 L I

sas6h =
Structure:

N

+ Adjective

Noun class 1 c&’ fi

Noun class 2 bcfl bfi
Noun class 5 rtha b6
Noun class 6 nitha mbt5

-

new cloth

=

new clothes

=

whitecap

=

white caps

Most Limbuin adjectives can be used attributively and predicatively.
When used predicatively they take concord markers and copular particles.
For example:
AttItufi;2_9e: The adjective is in post nominal position in a sort of

isolation.
(128)

ckl

fi
cloth new

=

“new cloth”

nr6
gbr
chair big

-

“big chair’’

-

‘‘small calabash”

16’
kfl
calabash siriall
I

In predicative usage, the class concord and the copular
(yu) are inserted between the noun and the adjective.

Predicative.
_use:

(129)

rtfia li yu b6
cap cc be white

= “The cap is white”

inrill mi ytl g6r

= “The wine is much”

wine cc be much
= “The cloth is new”

ci?’ y i yGfi

oloth cc be new
But in some cases only the copular is inserted. e.g.
(130)
ndhb yli gbr
The house is sinal1
house be small

k& yli la’shf
rope be short

The rope is short

si’ yti c&Ab
cutlass be sharp

The cutlass is sharp

Only the predicative form i s used to describe some situations. In such

cases, the 3‘d person concord marker functions also as the noun described.
yi y6 b6r
It is terrible
e.g.( 131)
it be red
yl yil b6
it be white

It is terrible

yi y6 tht6b
it be strong

It is difficult

yi yb bbgbdg

It is nice

it be nice

3.3.1.1

COMPARA‘IYVE AND SUPERLATIVE FORMS:

Non-derived adjectives can be used in the comparison and
superlative forins. That is, Liinbum uses the following ‘‘goy” “big”, and gdr
s6? “big very ITIUCII” to express the coinparative and superlative concepts

when they follow adjectives. In some dialects some people use si: in place

of gdr to express comparative idea. However, we posit here that g6r and s@
can be used interchangeable at the coinparative form, but combined to form

the superlative with the adjective.
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(132r

Suoerlative

Adiectlyg
B& “while”

Cornearison
btl gbr “bigger than”
white big

cdq “wet”

cdg gdr “wetter than”
wet big

cbq gars6

car) g6r “hotter than“
hot big

c6g g8r s&

hot big much

fi gdr “newer than”

fi gBr si2
new big much

chg “hot”

fi

‘‘new”

new big

sBb
ndBb cB
house this long

ndsb CB siib gdr
house this long big

M gar se
“whitest”
white big much
“wettest”

wet big much
“hottest”
‘‘newest’’

=

“This house is long”

--

‘This house i s longer than”

ndBb ch shb g b r J
=
house this long big much

“This house is longest”

The general tendency is to express the comparative and superlative forms as
shown above, even thougli Fransen (1995: 154) asserts that shha “pass”,

verb, is used to express a comparison. Non-derived adjectives can also be
used to express plural ideas of the nouns they modify. For example.
(133)
sir) gar
E
“big bird”
bsig bgorbdbr

-

“big birds”

-

“small chair”

birds big big
nt6’ ke’
mnt6’ bke’kc’

“small chairs”

chairs small small
The plural comparative construction for non-derived adjectives for all
dialectal regions can be illustrated using this tree.
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Figure 3.9

3.3.2

DERIVED ADJECTIVES:

In Limbum, derived adjectives are formed from verbs. They are two groups
called reduplicated and non-reduplicated derived adjectives.

3.3.2.1 NON-REDUPLICATED DERIVED ADJECTIVES:
As Fransen (1995) puts it; these are disyllabic verbs. They express

adjectival concepts by the lengthening of the final vowel e.g

verb_
f6qri
To be light

_Adlective
f2rJtii
light

comi
To be deep

c6mU
deep

“deep”

ftlqri
To be deaf

NrJn’i
deaf

“deaf’

f

“light”

Non- Reduplicated derived adjectives can be used attributively and
predicatively as well. But the copular is absent when the adjectives are used
predicatively. For example:
Attribqtivg
(134)

use;
til’
ear

Ngrfi
deaf

“deaf ear”
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nddunji rjwgesii
road
narrow

“narrow road”

bh’rri
rb6’
puinkim decay

“decayed pumkim”

Predicatiye use: In this case only the concord is inserted.
“The ear is deaf”
tii’ yl fClgrii
nddurJjS yi

gweesli

rbdt li bh’rii

“The road is narrow”
“The pumkini is rotten”

Tone plays a big role in the fornlulation of non-reduplicated derived
adjective because where the tone of the verb is high, the final tone of the
adjective is low as can be seen in the examples above.

3.3.2.2.

REDUPLICATED DERIVED ADJECTIVES:

Reduplicated derived adjectives are formed from monosyllabic verbs. For
example:

Verb-

(135)

‘

b6

“to break”

bb ?I

“to

rfr

“to be heavy”

be good”

“to be clean”

raS

Ad!!$iVB

be&?

“half‘

bbr~bbq

“good“

ririr

“heavy”

rirfir

1

bf’bk’ b6a

“half food”

bbqbbq muurjgtqgd

“a beautiful girl”

Rirfr ggdu

“heavy wood“

“clean”

These examples show that reduplicated derived adjectives often precede the
noun they describe. When used in this way, they express intensification and
do not take any concord markers like in examples 1 below, whereas when
used post-nominally they show concord like the examples 2 below.
(136) 1 .

shksh6 tRa
c&&&

be b6 b miiu

‘

i

“burnt insect”
1

, ,

,

“bitter wine”
“bad child”

2.

jarjsr gwk

“careless person”

c W b bsii’

“sharp cutlasses”

mbi msf

“black kolanuts”

btsa
b6e

“burnt insects”
“useless persons“‘

bsheshe
bckf

“strong wine”

mrii’ mththb

3.3.3.

ADJECTIVAL NOUNS:

Adjectival nouns refer to nouns which are placed in adjectival position. In
this position, they function as adjectives and modify the nouns they folio\\.

The examples belovv illustrate.
(137)

ndab Qwfir6g
N
AN

=

juju house

gg6‘ b8a
N AN

=

corn mill

c?

=

expensive cloth

N

mbia
AN

mB
N

niliu
AN

=

nursing mother

Fransen (1 995: 161) discusses Human Propensity Concepts, which are
expressed by means of Adjectival nouns. As indicated above, they are
fomied by the combination of noun +noun. Limbum uses the noun rjwk
“person”

+ the adjectival noun to express human propensity concepts. The

examples show.
(1381

IJWE

bf6

-

a wise person

T)WE

nt6

=

a brave person

owe rsh6nt6

=

a bad tempered person

gwe nibha

=

a rich person

rJ@r
gwe mbd

=

a powerful person

=

a whiteman

OWE
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as above. e.g

3.4.

6 t6r n i b h

“he is rich”

6 ttir qg6r

“he is strong“

6 tbr bf6

“he is intelligent”

LIhlBUM

ADVERB

MORPHOLCY

An adverb is a word that gives information about how, when, where,

or in what circumstances something happens. In Limbum, adverbs usually
come after the verb they modify and are divided into three groups- rime,
locative and manner adverbs. Unlike adjectives, Limbum adverbs do not
have any systematic morphology. Perhaps, that is why linguists have tried
to avoid its treatment in earlier works.

3.4.1

TIME ADVERBS:

Tiine adverbs state when something will happen (happens).
(139)
ntini
“today”
nf&&

“forever”

shb’

“sometimes”

niok6r

“yesterday”

A yiirJse

‘‘tomorrow’’

ni m6ti

“in the afternoon”

mbilqk6r

“in the evening”

They maintain their form in all structures and do not undergo comparison.

3.4.2

LOCATIVE ADVERBS:

They state where something happens or where something goes
(140)

nt6nibi

“first” or “front”

kfint6inbi

“ahead”

k6y&

“straight up (vertically)”

“down (straight down)”

nibiiyke

The following locative adverbs are formed by the combination of
preposition -t noun.
Kd
nt6mbZ
“ahead or firstly”
(141)
Prep
Up

+ noun
first

S6r yee
Prep 4- noun

straight (horizontally)

Horizon flat
MbB y 6 ~

Prep

straight down.

+ noun

Down flat

3.4.3.

MANNER ADVERBS:

They are used to describe the way in which something happens or is done.
Here are some examples:
(142)
Amnii

“boldly”

B t8r
B ndee

“easily”

hJgb0

ii wiia

“plenty”
“carelessly”

R W6tJ

“openly”

Bf68f6

“frequently”

“better”

These take the B prefix, which corresponds, to the English “ly”, but when
deleted some of the words become semantically void. An example is afoiifo
“frequently” in which the form “f6Bfo” is semantically empty. However,
some words change category. An example is B nd&e “better”. When the
adverbial prefix B is deleted the root ndei? becomes a noun “customs”.
Some manner adverbs do not take the adverbial prefix, but they
describe the manner in which something is done.

$llJickl)”
to do

something slowly”

IntiwEe

‘*

ghub

‘‘ to do speak truthfully”

CiCt

I‘

to go about freely”

DERIVATION OF ADVERBS:

3.4.4

Some adverbs are derived from adjectives and verbs via the
prefixation of m6, which means “a bit like” or “-ish.” English adjectival
suffix. When an adverb is derived in this way, the effect of the lexical
change is that the adverb has a comparative meaning, as can be seen in the

following examples:
Ad& tive

(144) 1.

dtirjti? “uneven”

2.

3.4.5

Adverb
mitdfigte “a bit more unevenly than”

c6g

“hot”

m6cQ

“a bit hotter than”

CdrJ

“wet”

mhcbg

“a bit wetter than”

fi

“new ”

m6ff

‘a bit newer than”

--__Adverb

.Verb
-

c61

“to be bitter”

m6cBcBl

‘babit bitter than”

t8b

“to be difficult”

maththb

“a bit more difficult than”

ckb

“to be sharp”

mdckckb

“a bit sharper than”

POSITION OF ADVERBS

Although the adverbial phrase will be treated in 4.2.2.4, it is important to
present here the adverbs that have been so far treated in isolation, in typical
Limbum SVO sentences.

I

S I

V

S

c~~cPI‘

l v

0

ADV

V

0

ADV

Nfd e k6 cd’nl qghbytlg

S

‘“for always visits the sick”

Notice that the usual position of the adverb is at the end of the sentence. It
may coiiie iiiimediately after the verb, where there is no object. For
example:
Nfbb6 v&

ByBr~s6

“Nfor wili come tomorrow”

Nfor fi come tonlorrow

Nf6

a

fat cEc6r

Nfor sm work averb

“Nfor has worked quickly”

In this chapter, we discussed inorphology as one of the maui l ~ v t
in the process of standardisation. In order to elucidate our point, we treated
noun morphology, verb morphology, and others such as adjectiues,
positions, locative adverbs and mood.
Talking about noun morphology, we reviewed the Limbuin noun

~

A

~

lass system and attempted a semantic classification. From the discussion
at ensued, it was evident that a semantic classification of the noun class
system alone, was not satisfactory. Consequently noun class systeln of
iassification remains fundamental to the treatment of noun morphology
because plural formation rules, nominatization, associative constructions,
compounding and reduplication all make use of it. Other categories that

affect the morphology of the language such as pronouns, determiners and
numerals were treated under noun morphology. It was realized ainong
others that while the third person singular and plural human subject
pronouns 6 (he / she) and wbwse (they) changed to e (hekhe) and 6 (they)

in the South, non-human object pronouns were identical to non-human
subject pronouns. Similarly, counting in Limbum was seen as being very
much similar to counting in German and that fractions were obtained by a
process of reduplication of the verb describing the action. For instance, t6
“cut” in fraction becomes t6t6 “pieces”. It could be a piece of meat, rope,
cloth and the like.
Verb morphology was exhaustively treated to bring to focus its

relevance in the standardisation of Limbum. Issues such as verb roots,
suffixation (extension) were treated. It was evident that a verb in Limbuni
may take different suffixes at different times to express particular ideas.
For instance, a verb like kwc? “die” can be used intransitively by suffixing
the morpheme -qg& or -t6. That is, kwegg6r meaning “die“ separately in
the plural (each chicken dying on its own in a poultry farm such that many
are seen as having died). Then kw6t6 meaning. “ cool down by itself” like
water that had been boiled and left to coot down. The same verb could be
transitivised or used transitively by suffixing -sf. KwQf “caused to die”. A
tree can be caused to die by cutting it or pealing off the bark.
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I

,I

be ti:[h.x

tii

,e and aspect were treated. I t was seen that Limbutn had elgilt

uped under present, past and future. Present tense w a s seen as not being
i-phologically marked. For the past there are three forms P1 (earlier
iay marked by bA), P2 (yesterday or somedays ago- marked by ma) and
(longtime ago marked by ni). Future bas four tenses, that is, F1 (later
lay marked by b&), F2 ( later today marked by be16), F3 (tomorrow
iiie

01‘

days from today marked by b6fit) and F4 ( a longtime from today

<irkedby bkkke).
Since tense and aspect go together, it was realized in the treatment
lat Limbum aspect could either be perfective or imperfective. Perfective or

mipletive aspect was not niorpliologically marked, except in cases
hereby the action was accomplished not a long time ago before the
,resent time. In such a circumstance it is marked by kh morpheme. On the
ontrary, imperfective aspect was marked by different aspect morphemes,
,uch as k6-used to express habitual action, c6 used to express progressive
iction, -shi used to express pluractional and -rJg6r used

to

express

iterative actions.
Other morphological categories such as adjective, prepositions,
locative adverbs and mood were also examined. It was realized that
Liinbum made use of attributive and predicative adjectives. Secondly, that
there are possibilities for the forniation of the comparative and superlative
forms. Another outcome was that prepositions often function as locative
adverbs, while some locatives express cardinal locations, for instance:
Mb&gh sii khuntfi

“Rain has clouded in the Earth.”

rain sin black LOC
Before rounding up, mood was seen as being very closely related to
tense and aspect in Limbum. It was clear that Limbum had various ways of
marking mood, while the position of the pronoun was seen as being central
to

the formation of hortative mood, hypothetical mood could be marked by

s h b ’ “perhaps”. With these examples, it could be said that morphology
contributes to standardisation.

’1 1

SYNTACTIC PROCESSES

INTROD UCTLON
Having treated the morphology of Liinbum in the preceding chapter,
teem it necessary to consider the way words combine to form phrases
how these plirases cotnbine in the formation of sentences in the
uage. In order to better treat the syntactic processes of Limbum, we
[id to make an inventory of some of the phrases attested in the different
Acts of Limburn. Then, establish generalised phrase structure rules that
generate these phrases and show how they can be represented on the
ise markers. This will be followed by an examination of Limburn
rences. These sentences will be accompanied by rules and phrase marker
iesentations.

The discussion indicated above will usher us into the discussion of
'fence types in Liinbum and their structures. This will gradually lead to
construction of complex sentences and syntactic rules that transform
itences viz: Substitution and adjunction. The chapter will round off with
fiscussion,on whether Limbum is a pro-drop language or not-a problem
it has been raised in earlier works

on Limbum (NDAMSAH 1997).

Two main theoretical frameworks that will referee our discussion in
is section are the Principles and Parameters Theory (PPT) a theory whose

mdation is Chonisky (1995)'s transformational generative grammar, and

ie Minimalist Program (a theory of grammar outlined in Chomsky
1995b), whose core assumption is that grammars should be described in

:rms of the numesical set of theoretical and descriptive apparatus
ccessasy.
,.he main roles that these theories will play in this section of the work
equire a brief summary of some of their useful tenets.

..1.1

TIIE X-BAR THEORY (X-THEORY)
This theory, developed in 1978 by Chomsky, is a way of

iiaracterising phrasal structures. It seeks to relate lexical categories to tlie
ornposite syntactic category of which it is head. It therefore recognises
tiat most phrasal constituents have heads upon which the other elements of

he constitution are dependent.
The theory makes up for the restrictiveness o f phrase structure
grammar which allows one and only one phrasal projection of any given
category, whereas the X-bar theory allows for an intermediate category
between the lexical and the phrasal categories, that is, while the X-bar
theory will be able to characterize the structure “Very beautiful girl” in
“This very beautiful girl is lazy.” Phrase structure graininar will not. Since
the structure “ very beautiful girl” cannot constitute a full noun phrase, and

is certainly, larger than a noun, it will pose a problem to phrase structure
grammar. On the contrary, the X-bar, syntax will have no problems in
presenting this situation as it gives room for an intermediate category -X
which projects a maximal node X and dominates a terminal node X. In this
theory therefore, a maximal projection (NP-N”, adjp-adj”, VP-VI’, etc.)
dominate inrennediate categories: Nf, adj’ and VI respectively. These
intermediate categories in turn dominate the head X that is N, adj and V
respectively. The X‘-schema for English (Culled from Tamanji (1991:5) is
generated below:
1.

Xfl

(maximal projection)

X’
X

A

Word level category
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Argument

ii

v

The minimalist theory or program is a theory of grammar,

NA~~,.,~

:ore assumption is that grammars should be described in terms of the
minimal set of theoretical and descriptive apparatus (Chomsky 1995b). It
simply refers to the requirement that a linguistic theory should provide
grammars, which make use of the minimal theoretical apparatus needed to
provide a descriptively adequate characterization of linguistic phenomena.
It implies that grammars should be as simple as possible, in order to

facilitate (minimize) the aquisition burden of young learners, consequently
maximizing their ability to learn natural language grammars.
In developing the minimalist program, Chomsky was reacting to the
complexity of syntactic structures and linguistic principles of the 1980s. By
this means, minimalism has become the corner stone of linguistic theory.

Moreso because it deals with internal structures of constituents, explaining
what happens in a manner that X-bar theory does not. Take for instance the
constituent “ye baa” “eat food”. In this structure ‘‘ eat food” eat is the
head word of the VP. As a verb, it merges with the noun “food” to form
“eat food”. Hence, “eat food” is a projection of the verb “eat” which in

itself is a minimal projection.
Relatively, the minimality condition as explained by the schema
culled from Ouhalla (1994:166).

2.

XP

I

X’

Y‘

Y
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ZP

i. syiit;i:c. By

perfluous steps of derivations w e

IIIIIIII~~IZ
Consequently
~~.

L

ik A

C ~ I ~ ~ - ,

t

grammar of a natural language makes little effort in the acquisition of

,L‘

language. Since this work is meant to encourage formal learning of rhe

iaminar of Limbum, the importance of the minimalist program to the \voIh

thus obvious.

It should be remarked here that the discussions of the above tenets of

PT and minimalists program do not in anyway suggest independent
ieatinent of each theory in a separate section. Rather, the notions presented
bove are going to be applied whenever need arises.
It is important to mention here that some work has been done on the

,yntax of Liinbuin (NDAMSAJ I (1997)’s The Sen&gtial_ Structure o f

bun^ and MPOCHE (1 993)’s The Limbum Noun Phrase - A GeneratLye
&xLash

must be particularly cited here. The reason is obvious; these

works fonn the main sources of our inspiration for the syntax of the
Northern dialect, while syntactic information on the Southern and Cential
dialects of Liinbuni will result from our own fieldwork.

4.2..

LIMBUM STRUCTURE
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I 1.4

1 d L

k l II I Ih j .

lisually, words come together to form a string called a ptirasc.

I

IG

main word of a string serves as the head of the phrase. If the main word is a
noun, then the phrase is an NP, if it is a verb, then it is a VP, if it is a n
adjective(AdjP) then, it is an AdjP. Although it was pointed out earlier that
differences exist in the inventory of morphemes as one moves frotu one
dialect of Limbum to the other, we discover here that the phrase structure is
actually uniform. The data below clearly illustrate this unifonnity.

3)
Engtith

Southern_&mk.um

1. My house

yB ndhb

2. Like inen

B mM~jrhii

3. To dress

Br yBr she'

4. Eat food

y> bia

Central Limhm
yh nd&b

NortheLq_l,irn!Nm

yB nd&b

ii rnbAgniu

a inbhibfi~jlil~'~

iir y L cE'

iir yhr c'E'

yB biia

ye bia

These data reveal that no matter the variation in morphological form,
the structoral arrangement is basically the same. For this reason, our
discussion of the Limbuin phrase structure will not always move from
dialect to dialect as we did in the phonology and morphology sections.
However, this does not cancel the fact that we will endeavour to highlight
any dialectal variation we happen to identify. With this preliminary
discussion in mind let us now examine the phrase types that exist in the
language.

4.2.1.

THE NOUN PHRASE (NP)

Let us open this discussion by stating simply that subjects in a
sentence contain a category of words called nouns. The phrases iii which
these nouns occupy head positions are called NOUN PHRASES. An NP

may be unmodified or modified. It is along this Iine of discnssion that this
section will proceed.
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that is not n1odiiie:cl.
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that is neither pre nor post modified. In the preceding chapter,

we realised that the underived noun phrase can be a pronoun, or a noun.
The data below illustrate these NP types.

4.)

a) ME k t

1

cir.

“I hit.”

ASP hit

b) W6owBe a yfiu mhiijrhu.
They
SM be man(p1)

“They are men.”

The underived structures in the above data are NPs. They can act as
subjects to sentences or as objects. The Limbum underived NP can be
generated using the following rule.

The phrase marker below illustrates the representation of this NP-type.

6.)
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The underived NP discussed above can either be pre or post
modified. In this section, we attempt a discussion of NP modification in
Limbuni. The derived NP can be modified by determiners, adjectives,
numerals and pronouns. These modifications are presented below.

DETERMINER MODIFIED NP

4.2.1.2.1

By determiner here, we mean any word that specifies or limits the
meaning of the noun with which it occurs. Such words include
demonstratives, definite articles, numerals, possessives and interrogatives.
Consider the data below:

7).

a)

i)

SA’

=

CB

“this cutlass”

cutlass this
sfg

ysinA =

bird

that

iii)

si9

m6’sfr =
one

iv)

bird
rllr

fC

Eye

which

b&e

fin&

ii)

V)

“that bird”
“one bird”

-

“which eye?”

=

“those people”

=

“my brother”

people the

si)

ndilr y&
brother my

b)

i)
ii)

iii)

y&
my

house

wB

bsfg

my

birds

*yB

nf6r

my

“my house’’

nd8b- =
=

“my birds”

=

*

brother
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This suggests that Limbum is a head-first language and therefore as

m a h (1997:59) notes, it is a right branching language, since the head is
,eft most element of the phrase. However, in (B), the reverse is true. We

er notice that the determiner precedes the head. We argue here that

from (biii) which is an unacceptable structure, these forms are
linonty used in focus constructions and as argued in Tamanji (1991)

us constructions involve movement and consequently Cy&] “my” has
ved from its post noun insitu position to the pre-noun position. Fransen
195) presents the following examples to illustrate the occurrence of

,eniiinen in pre-noun position.
.) B
yB
nd6g na

a

my
yA

cup
bAa

ltere
fin6

It is

my

bag

new here

It i s
b)

The morpheme

-

“here/this is my cup”

=

“herelthis is my new bag”

[a] is an anaphoric pronoun in the sentences above

x a u s e it makes reference to an earlier noun. We will return to focus
anstructions later. Besides the focus construction, Limbum possessive
‘ronouns have the ability of post noun posing. We hitherto underscoredthe
)oint that Limbum is basically a head-first language. The phrase structure
ules can be used to generate these kinds of phrases.

a)

N. Det.

NP--.--+

The phrase marker of the structures in (6a) above will thus be as follows:

N”

9 1.

J

I

Sh

C(t

Cutlass

this
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“this cutlass”.

i:,;nclu;ic.. thai.

i

do not reflect determiner modified Nl‘ in Limbum as they sliuw asp..

focus constructions

4.2.1.2.2.

1 H E ADJECTIVE MODIFIED NOUN PHRASE

In fact, the determiner modified NPs treated above could be
considered adjectives if we go by the definition that adjectives give more
inforination and delimit nouns. While this is true, we deem it necessary to
consider the adjective modified noun phrase separately because there are
some noun phrases where we can have a determiner and an adjective both
modifying a noun. Secondly, determiners and adjectives have different
distributions and so do not coordinate easily. The data in (10) below
illustrate this phenomenon
10).

a)

rJg6b

b)

fowl
bsiq

nsfi

cB

black this
bkk‘kk h B

Birds small

“this black chicken”
“these small birds”

this

These structures can be generated using the rules in ( l l a ) and can be
represented on a P-marker as shown in (1 1 b)
11 a)
NP -----+ N”
adj Det.
N”
+ N’ Spec
N’
----+ N adj

Nforgwei ( 1 991:15) notices a phenomenon in Limbum whereby
uuns modify other nouns. Although these types of noun modifications ate

ptacticaliy similar to genitive constructions, they are semantically
vifferent. Whereas genitive constructions mark “possession“. This type
iiark “kind of’, that is a description of the “type of’. Secondly, genitive
.onstructions have concord possessive markers, noun modified NPs do not.
See the data below.

12)

a)

bii

mbiigrfiu

“kind of dance for men”

dance man
b’)

nta’

manly dance
“a kind of chair modernity’‘

bhra’

chair modermity
c)

modem chair
“a kind of bouse church”

ndhb c6r
house church

church house

In these examples, N2 is the modifier of N1. It describes or specifies N1,
which is the head noun, and follows it. The (FSR)Phrase Structure Rule in
(13) below will generate such a noun phrase type.

13

a)

NN

NP-

NP

nta’

bark’

“modern chair”

22 1

I
’1

The Genitive Construction or Genitive Phrase (Gen P) is a kind

01

mn Phrase containing two nouns in which the first noun is the possessed
,un and the second noun is the possessor noun. Ndamsah (1997:81) states,
[his is the type of phrase which this study refers to as Genitive Phrase
;enP)”. We recap here her examples:
14)

I

muu Nfor e6

n6

Child Nfor Prog

drink mdib
water

1

“Nfor’s child is drinking water.”
15

i“‘

B

Tree P1

brea

chair grandmother.

A tree has broken grandmother’s chair”

in the above sentences “ m ~ uNfor” and N t P make are Associative

i‘onstructions as we earlier noted in (3.1.5.0.) above. That is, in Associative
Constructions, the possessor is N2 and N1 is the possessed noun. In such a
construction, there can be concord, but the concord morpheme follows N1
or precedes N2. consequently, we can say,
16)
Mbhu y B ggw6
“my dog’s buttocks”
Buttocks my dog
Nilr y6 mbdr6g
Cows

“my fulanis’

COWS”

m y fulanis

M6u ybC Nfdr

“OUT

Nfor’s child”

Child our Nfor
Ntfi’ yB make

“my grandmother’s chair”

Chair my grandmother.
These examples differ fmm those on page 220 above where we state that
Noun modified N P is a type of construction in which N2 is the modifier of

N1 and describes Nl(the head noun). Cet us go further to state that unlike

,6recedrd by

rpheme, in a Noun Modified NP, N I can be preceded. SeLddi,,
nitive Construction, the possessor noun (N2)can be preceded by

r?

ssessive morpheme, but the possessive concord cannot precede N2 in

r?

mn Modified NP. That is, why nt6’ b6t-h’ “modem chair” can be y6 ntii’
.r6’ “my modern chair” and is grammatically correct, whereas *yB ntk‘
6kii and *tit&’ yii bltr8’ are ungrammatical.

us also note here in passing that the Noun Modified NP is in effect,
hat we refer to morphologically as noun + noun compound, but genitive

tt

onstructions are not compounds. These examples illustrate the point.
I 7)

Genitive Construction:

Noun Modified NP:

rbhu qg8b

“fowl’s egg”

rhiiu ylt gg&b

“my fowl’s egg”

gg6b mbhu

“a laying fowl”

y B ggdb mbdu

“my laying fowl.”

In short, Associative Constructions and Genitive Constructions refer to one
and the same type of NP in Limbum. The Noun Modified NP is a
compound; and is structurally a descriptive genitive. (Remember N2
describes and specifies Nl).
Coming back to

OUT

discussion on Genitive Coustruction, Ndamsah

(1997231) states, between the two nouns is an underlying floating high tone,
which is what distinguishes genitive constructions from noun modification.

Fransen (1 995) notes that the associative construction always has an
associative marker also (ASM) between the two nouns, which she notes, is
not overt and further points out that, it occasionally surfaces as a
downstepped high tone. To this bit, we still like to add that in some cases,
the overtness of the associative marker sequentially appears to be optional

but is always overt tonally and this is best explained with the autosegmental
model used in chapter one.

It is very significant in that, it specifies the possessor and thus brings out
the difference between noun, noun modification and genitive constructions.

18). a) i)

ii)

yf gkit
goat ASM chief

“a goat of the chief’

vi
rjkd
trees ASM chief

“trees of the chief”

nib&

be6

iii)

rsdg
tooth

It

gkh
ASM chief

“the chiefs trumpet”

i)

mb6
goat

rJk6
chief

“the chiefs goat”

ii)

bci5 rJk6
trees chief

“trees of the chief”

iii)

rs69 9ktt
tooth chief

“the chief’s trumpet”

bdo
nt8

rjgbbrJk6
bar&’rJkG

“the c h i e f s chicks”
“the c h i e f s modem chair”

In (1 Sa) the associative marker is “yl” in (i), @ and !j in (iii). Notice
that they all carry low tones, while

N1 in 18 a (i) and (ii) . are high tones.

In (5b) the associative marker is no longer sequentially overt, and the
constructions remain grammatical. However, N1 and N2 surface with
different tones that is, instead of low tones they surface with rising tones.
Our argument is that when the segmental ASM is deleted, the stable tone
remains behind and reassociates to N l to cause the rising tone. In Illb(iii),
we also by analogy assume that the remaining low tone also associates but
is not noticed phonetically, since it is identical with the basic tone of the

first noun (NI). This is illustrated within the autosegmental theory in 19.
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2 ) a ) # rsBg 11

19.1 a ) U R # bc8‘ vi rJk6

L

L

L 1-1

gk&#

L

H

b) Mapping bee'# vi ljkti

1

I I
L

H

c) rsbq

c ) ASM Deletion bc

I

H

H L H
d)

ljkd

I

H

L

rsoq

H

L

H

Notice that obligatory contour principle or tone simplification rule is at
woik. With this analysis, it can be concluded that the ASM in Linibum is

always overt, either segmentally or suprasegtnentally only. Secondly, that if
N I belongs to class one for example and has a

M (L) tone,

it changes this

low tone into a rising tone whatever the class of tone of N2 may be, when

the ASM Is deleted. For example,
rs6g

gk6

“the c h i e f s tooth”

gkti

“the chiefs clothes”

rJk2ir gk6

“the chief’s friend.”

hcZ

k.,G

(”,

I

~

.i

. ?

Having understood what the genitive construction is, and \that its
constituents are, we wish to address the question concerning its syntactic
representation, by simply stating the rule in 17 below:
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I

19’)

GcnP

-IC_)

N c Gen

+N

This rule requires further examplification to justify its correctness. To
begin, let us look at the structural representation proposed by Ndamsah
( 1 997:s 1 ) as presented below

Child

i!

,,

’,Nfor

Nfofs child

This structure has a nuinber of problems. We earlier establislied that
Limburn is a head first language and as a result it is a right branching

language a conclusion also drawn in Ndamsah (1997). This means that the
Spec of X should be on the right since Spec is typically positioned before
its head. (Raddford: 1999:131)
Our grammar will be easy to understand if all syntactic structures should

obey this parameter. However, Ndamsah‘s structure in (20) above, is a
breach and creates a lot of inconsistencies in the grammar. Besides, when
she puts [mliu] “child” in the spec of Gen P, she is supposing that [mhu]
“child” is the modifier of “Nfor”, whereas the reverse is true. Consider, for
example her example which we presented in (14i) above and is presented
here again for convenience as:
mitu

Nfor

Child. ASM Nfor
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21).

Nfor

Inuu

Child ASM Nfor

I

ce

mdip

n6

prog drink water

“Nfoois child is drinking water.”

3

The question here is, who is actually drinking the water? Is it “Nfor” or the
“child”? The answer is obvious, it is the “child“ who is drinking water and
so “Nfor” is in the sentence to tell us which “child” is drinking the water.

Consequently ‘“for” is only a modifier of “child” and as a result “Nfor”
should occupy the Spec position and not otherwise as presented by
Ndanisafi (1997). Also, the fact that the ASM must agree with the noun
class of N l [m6u] is a pointer to the fact that [m-iu] is the head, at least

syntactically. If we therefore stand for the consistent head first principle,
and make the linguistically significant generalization that “Nfor” is
modifying child, we will have the structure in (22) below

mliu

Nfor

child

Nfor

1

\

‘“for’s chilcY’

(i

With this representation, we are still left wanting although we are at least
able to capture the fact that “Nfor” is a modifier. But we have a problem in

that we are still not able to have the bead (Gen) in the left most side of the

tree as the Genitive marker must always occur between the two nouns. ?he
structure (22b) with the head being left NOSt, is ungrammatical
22. b)

-

inuu

Nfc

Whichever option we consider, we are always confronted by anomalies.
Our proposal is that instead of postulating a Gen P as the maxiinal

projection of the Genitive construction, we should rather consider it an NP
for a number of reasons:
First, the genitive construction even in English can be replaced by a

pronoun. This means that it is 1inominal]. For example.
23)

n)

John gave the book to Mary‘s son

b)

Therefore, John gave the book to her

c)

Therefore, John gave the book to him.

23 b) is not a good follow up of (a) just because it was the son who

received the book and not his mother. The fact that the \\hole
structure “Mary’s son” can be replaced by a pronoun is indicative of
the fact that it is a typical noun phrase.
Secondly, the fact that the pronoun can only be masculine and not
feminine indicates that Mary is not performing an adjectival role in

the structure because it is fused into son. The structure thus becomes
a nominal NP.
Wit11 this in mind, we propose the P-Marker in (24) as the representation o f
genitive constructiori in Limbuni.
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n iu

ASM Nkor

However, this representation though quite elegant seems to be posing
another problem. The genitive construction can be modified by a determiner
(possessive pronoun, article, numeral etc) in some constructions as
presented below:
25).
i) sir) m h wil
bird child my
ii)sag m8u

Central dialect

“my chi\&s bird”

ws’

bird child my

“my child’s bird”

Southern dialect

“my child’s bird”

Northern Dialect

iii) sig m53 wR

bird child my

In structures, of this nature, our shvcture in 24 may face a problem,
as the determiner may not have a place to enter. If we put the determiner in

the right most spec, that is, spec of N2, we leave behind the impression that
the determiner is modifying only N2, whereas it modifies N2 and with N2
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they both modify N 1. To solve this problem, we rather prefer that the N 2

should occupy the spec of Gen P while the Detenniner should occ~ipythe
spec of

N ” as shown in (26).

s\,
eti‘

SM

Cliild

N for

Our

In t h i s case, “Nfor” can now adequately receive Genitive case fronn

the Genitive marker even under governntent contrary to any aiialysis iri
which the whole ‘Genitive Construction is considered a Gen P. \vliich
probably led to the conclusion that Genitive case i s iiot assigned under
government,

Sells ( 1 98i:S3).

In this wise therefore we concliide that

Genitive construction in Lirnbum has the PS marker:
27.

Geii.P

---b

N Gen.P, where Gen.P

i s the modifier of N1 artd

conies after it.

4.2.1.2.5.

THE COMPLEX NP

1x1iis begin by reininding otlrselves of the discussion on the Limbuin NP,
we have

done so far. From the discussion, we understand that thei-c aIe two

levels of categories (word level and phrase level categories). These
categories are represented by the following NPs:
28)

1.

Underived NP:

f rfh

7
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“feather”

2.

Deteininer Modified N P

)( )
CB

rf&t

NP feather
3. Adjective Modified NP:

[ijgeb
NP fowl

3[

“This feather“

Det this

“This black fowl”

ch)

nsii

Adj.Black this

2

4. Noun Modifie N P

rfh]
nsii ca
NP feather NP fowl black
“The feather of this black

for< I ”

These phrases show that the Litnbum simple NP can take any of these
patterrts.

--+

NP

NP --+
NP +

--+

NP

{N)

{N iN}
( N + N +Det}
( N + N + AdjP

+ Det}

These N Ps do not express complete thoughts aiid are not structurally
free units. They coinprise a head Noun with

or without an optioiial

Deterininer, Complement, or Adjunct. In the expression ‘‘qgitb grik6c6 nsii
c&”“This black agric fowl”, the complement phrase [ grikbco] is optional
jusr like the Adjunct [ iisii] aiid the Determiner [ce]. But what is clear so

far is that in an expression like this, the conipleinent must precede the
Adjunct. But that is not the case with the expression.
rfiiu

ttdh-i~gtib

grik6c6

nsii e nje gk\v6q

feather husband fowl agriculture black of Nkweii
This expression takes tis into the consideration of the Limbiiin

coittplex NP.

hi

the expression above, rfatt ndfi-gg6b grik6c6 nsii “feather

of the black agric fowl” expresses an of-phrase. Radford (1990:194) states

23 1

that all of-phrases are cornplenient PPs, and complenlent phrases

nearest the noiins they modify. To this expression:
( 2 9 ) Ntli a ghishi rfiiti ndfi-qgtlb grtkbcci nsli e riji 1jkw611ni

COIII~

c h .

Ndi P l hold feather husband fowl agric black of ijkwen with mo~~llr
“Ndi has held the feather of the black agric fowl of Nkwen with his
inoutll.

-

ni cilu ”with niouth” is a with-phrase, which as Radford states, all with-

phrases are Adjuncts. What is important here is that the sentence above
contains two PPs. The first PP modifies the first noun and the second PP
niodifies the second noun. The first PP answers the question “which?” and
the second PP answers the question “HOW?”These questions reveal the
embedded sentence and its function.
(30)

Question:

Ndi a ghiishi b6 rfittt li fk?
Ndi PI hold Q part. Feather it where
“Which feather has Ndi held?”

Answer:

r f h ndfi-rjgiib grik6cb nsii e njC Qkwen
Feather h~isband fowl agric black
Feather of‘the black agric fowl of Nkwen

Question:

Ndi a ghgshi b& ni kk?
Ndi Pt hold Q part with what?
“What has Ndi held it with?”

Answer:

ni cilu
With niouth
“With tiis niouth”

To be more explicit let us show the structure of the Limbum complex N P
rfh

ndir-qg8b grik6cb

nsii

ni

chu

“Feather of the black agric cock with his mouth”

Remember that the complex phrase as well as the Adjunct Phtnsc are
optional. This discussion on the coinplex NP will be revisited i n detail
wlien we treat relativisation in Limbum.
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However, before rounding up the discussion on the NP, let us come back to
the possessive pronoun as a modifier. We said, earlier that it is the only
determiner that can modify a noun. For convenience let us look at the data
once more:

(32)

dialect
-~ .....

GLBSS
my ~iouse

a ) ya ndAb

yB nd6b

Southern dialect
yB ndhb

b) y&rndib

yisi? nd5b

yir nd&b

our house

c) wir inndhb
d) nduu w8

vis6 ndhb

wir mnd6b

our houses

nduu yh

nduu wB

my husband

e ) qkar yo

gkiir yo

rJk6ryb

your friend

-~
Northern
~.

Centrsld&t

From the data in ( 3 2 ) , we realize that this phenomenon is not only attested
in a single dialect but it is a general Limbum phenomenon. Our concern
here is how to treat these forms. Are we going to postulate separate rules to
generate these phrases thereby making our grammar complex beside
making possessives exceptions to our head first principle? One possibility
i s to say that at deep structure, these possessives are post nominal and are

preposed at surface structure. Looking at the problem with such an option,
it is clear that there is nothing that motivates such a movement. While this

remains a problem, we suggest here that in Limbum, possession is usually,
made emphatic by changing the position of the possessive determiner to a
particular part of the sentence(focus) and in such situations, the possessive
elenient is obliged by focus imperatives and greed (the need to check
possessive case) to move to the focus position. This applies to nouns of all
classes except kinship nouns, where the reverse is true. That is, instead of
possessive pronoun
way

it

+ noun, we have noun + possessive pronoun. In this

behaves like muggaka, spoken in Bali Nyonga in the North West

province of Cameroon. MurJgaka is a head first language (language in
which the key word which determines the properties of the phi-ase is
canonically positioned before its complement), but when the possessive
occurs in a focus phrase, it has to move. This is illustrated in ( 3 3 ) below:
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33)

L 1I!ibULn_
a) i) ba ya “my bag”

M m k a

b) i) IJWS? hnl IC:
book the

bag iny

ii) &tit y6 “your head”

btim le

ii)

head you
c) i) A

it

“my book”

“my bag”:

bag the

yh bh “it is my bag”

d) i) h ow&?ani le “it is my book”
for book the.

~ i i ybag

ii) a y6 tG “it is your head”

ii) B bein le

I

“it is the bag“

it bag the

i t your head

We realize that when the other determiners are focused, they (33b)

remain insitu but when focused with the possessives (33c) they are bound to
prepose. ‘This seems to be what is happening in Limbum even if the focus
element is nut always present. MPOCHE (199354) claims that the various
niovenients of the possessive determiner are motivated by noun classes and
that word order in Limburn is not rigid. Should we borrow this conclusion
we will be heading for a crash because this

implies that Limbum is neither

a head first nor head last language. To avoid this, we can say in conclusion
that possessives in Limbuin are always focused and that they originate from
the post

noun position. With this. we are able to maintain our claim that

Liiiibuni is a head first langauge as far as the

NP is concerned. In

effect,

our aim here has been to underscore the point that the NP of Limbuin
possessive structure is coniplex because it involves movement. However,
Limburn like most Bantu languages has simple NP,
(34)

[Noun

+ det] like in nduu w&
N

NP= N

det
Det.

IP AND ITS CONSTITUENTS.

4.2.2.

Mpoche (199356) and Ndamsah (199282) consider the Inflect~onal
or INFL or just I node as hosting agreement features. The Subject Marker
(wliicli

IF

also called a restimptive

pronoun), is the closest eleinent to the

snbject NP. the Tense Phrase, the Aspectual Phrase, the Verb Phrase, the
Prepostt~onalPhrase and the Adjectival Phrase may then come after i l . To
pnt a i r discussion here on a concrete footing, we briefly revisit what ha?

been done on these phrase types, as usual, from a cross dialectal
perspective. As stated in Ndamsah (1997), the subject NP of a sentence

IS

hosted by the specifier position of 1P-the Inflectional Phrase is a feature of
the Northern dialect (from where most of het data is drawn). Let us
consider data from the Central and Southern dialects too.

Northern dialect

Southern dialect

1112 6 yi5 bia
I S M eat food

me C yC bba

.-

1 S M e a t food

-~ .

~

Central dialect
mB C yC biia
I S M ~ e a tfood

CTOSS

‘‘I ani eating

food”
~ ~ _ _
w6w6e A CB y6 bia- “they are
~

wowke i CC yC baa w 6 d e 5 CC yB b5a

They SM ASP eat food they SM ASP eat they

SM ASP eat eating

food

food”

food

In the above sentences 6 and

intervene between the NP and the VP. I n X-

bar theory, their node i s referred to as

INFLECTION or INFL or

ju?t I.

Onhalla (1994:103) states that tense is a typical member of the node.
However, the node also hosts subject markers. Our studies show that rhe
iriflectioiial category of subject marker in Limbuni is obligatory in tllird
person plural but not in the first and second persons. Consequently, the
inflectional morphemes in (4.1)

are agreement features. Unfortunately

Lintbum is limited in inflectional systems so our analysis cannot be more
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.

exhaustive. Before we round up on this, let us look at (35) which illusti.ates
the obligatory position of the SM or the I as a head-node

NP

wbwk-e

This reveals the fact that the same structure that exists in the
Northern dialect holds true for the rest of the dialects. Notice however, that
the I- double bar is formed by two merger operations. The verb “yC” ro
forti1 V P “yC biia” the sister of I, which is the head. Notice that the

NP

sub.ject is in the spec position and that the SM is co-indexed under I.
Cotisidering also the fact that NP subject is dominated by IP, is proof of the
fact that it is in the spec-head agreement with the agreement category of I,
call it the SM.The tree therefore encodes the agreement of relation between
thein in person aiid number.That is the head word of the NP, here referred
to as the specifier is positioned before its complement (I).
With this preliminary discussion on the IP, we now turn to the other phrase
types within the tP.

(3%) IP--+Spec

I

236.

I

THE VP (VERB PHRASE)
The Verb Phrase refers to a phrase, whose head word is a verb. For
instance, in the structure or expression, y6 bsla “eat food“ the VP comprises
the verb yC “eat” and the complement bSa “food” In Indo-European
languages, there are two broad groups of the VP. That is, the VP that

4.2.2.1

contains a lexical verb as its head, and the complex VP, which refers

to a

VP with an auxiliary verb, finite verb or a light verb. Within these two
categories of VP are sub categories such as Transitive and Intransitive verb
groups. Whilst the transitive verb takes the NP and PP complements, t h e
intransitive verb takes PP complements, if not it can occur without any
co~npleinent. The obvious question, which is begged by the above
statements, “does this apply to all dialects?” Using the data collected froln
the various dialectal regions, let us examine the constituents that act as
coriiplements of the verb.

Central dialect Southern dialect

36 a)Northern d@l&

i) Nforcectig

Nfor prog run

\ii) Nfor c6 y6. b6a

GLOSS

INfor c6 c h ~
Nfor prog run

Nfor shtf shag Nfor is nwniiig’’
Nfor prog run

Nfor ce y6 b8a

Nfor sh’i yt! M a ‘‘Nfor is eotitigfood”

Nfor prog eat food Nfor prog eat food Nfor prog eat food
iii) Nfor CC c6r~ni m11Mu

for prog run with feet

Nfor CC cSg nl mgkiiu

Nfor prog run with feet

Nfor c6 C&J ni ingkhu
Nfor prog run with feet
”Nfor Is rcinning OII foot”

iv) Nfor c6 y6 baa mbbmbb
Nfor prog eat food empty

Nfor c6 y6 bria B mns6g

Nfor c6 y6 bas ?I mnsbq

Nfor prog eat food with teeth Nfor prog eat food
with teeth
“Nfor is eatingfood without

SOIA~”

Before we make any comment on the above sentences, notice that the S i v ~I:,
absent. As stated on page 235 it is optional in the first and second person.
I n the strings ( 1 ) “cB~J”, “run” and (ii) “y6 bha” “eat food” &hile “cat)” is
maxinially projected, “y6 b6a” is a projection of the verb “ ~ 6 ” .Although
both are verb phrases, the former occurs without a complement while the
latter takes a coinplernent.

In (iii) ‘‘c6g’’ takes a prepositional phrase while in (iv) “y6” takes two
complements ( N P and PP coniplements).
Chonisky (1995) explains that the merger operation is responsible for this

successive pairs of categories that merge to form the VP. We can better
illustrate this using the traditional labelled bracketing in 37b.
( 3 7 ) b)

“run”

i) [VP[Vckql]

run
“eat food”

iil [VP[V yb][N b6alll
eat

food

iii) [VPfV cttq][PP ni mr~kuu]

run

with

feet

i v ) [VP[V yk][Nb&t?al [PPir mosbo111

eat

food

‘k-un”.

“eat food without soup”

with teeth

Each of the bracketed VP coniplements are extracted from 30a above. I t is
clear that the verb phrase, exhibits essentially the same structure in ali the
dialects. That is, the VP can be made up of a verb and its complements as
well as Adjuncts,that is

NP, PP or CP. In cases where the VP takes an NP

and a PP, the NP comes before the PP. With this in mind, let us go to the
Tense, Aspect and Mood Phrases.

4.2.2.2

T H E TENSE, ASPECT AND MOOD PHRASL,

As discussed in Ndarnsah (199R83), the mood morpheme will
always dominate the tense and aspect morphemes. These three it~orphet~~es

are folIo\*ed by the verb. I n a sentence in which the tense, aspectual and
modal inorphelnes are present, mood precedes the tense and aspect markers.
Consider the following sentences:
(38) a )
Ndi B init ce 116 mni’
Ndi sin P2 ASP drink wine
“Ndi was drliiking palm wine”

Ndi B k6’ inti CC

116

tndil

Ndi sm in P2 ASP drink wine
“If Ndi had been drinking palm wine”.
These two sentences can be represented on a tree diagrain to slio\v

the do~iiitia~ice
relations that mood Tense and Aspect have in Limbum.
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NP

I

/'

mi

I.

spec

I

\

M'
\

C6

VP

I n b, the T' node doihinates Tense and Aspect nodes. This means that
it occiirs higher up the tEe and is the mother of Tense and ASP nodes, \tilo

are sisters. Similarly, in the second tree diagram the M' node, daughter of

MP node, doniiiiates M and TP nodes. I11 that order, the TP dominates T',
ASPP arid ASP' nodes. Still looking at the tree diagram, we can say that, by
precedeiice (left to right orderiug) of constituents, the M- node precedes the
T- node in (c).
This is true of the Northern dialect, we now turn to see what obtains in the
Central and Southern dialects with attention paid to the structural
presentation of these various phrases.

We start by considering

mood. I n

chapter 3, we treated the niorphology in detail. Here, we go straight to the
syntactic aspects. The NP presents interesting features as the examples in
39 (a) below show:
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Central dialect
(39a) i)

Ndi e khg 6n& see ye bk.
Ndi he wants that we eat food.
“Ndi wan& that we should eat food.”

N*F%!!!K!Ld!a!eef
Ndi e koq 6nk s&e ye baa.
.-

Ndi he wants that we eat food.
“Ndi wants that we should eat food.”

Southern-di&s~
Ndzi 6 kbg 6ne she yg bka.
Ndi hewants that we eat food.
“Ndi wants that we should eat food”

iii)

Centl&&?!S@

Skmb’ Ndi b6 ye bha
MOOD Ndi TP eat food
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“May be Ndi will eat food.”

Northern dia!e.ct

A khd.5’ Ndi klj yC bia
MOOD Ndi S M eat food

“May be Ndi will eat food.”

f$ourAero&i&ct
S61nb‘ Ndi M kir ye Ma
MOOD Ndi TP ASP eat food “May be Ndi will eat food.”
The examples in 39a (i) and (ii) show that the position of the mood
morphemes in the sonthern and central dialects agree with what obtains i n
the northern dialect. But 39a above presents an interesting feature. Here the
I

mood morpheme occupies pre- object position in the sentence. Having
stated already that Limbum is a first head language and therefore is a right

branching language, how can we go back on our claim? However, a quick
look at the examples below shows that the mood introduces the

coniplementizer phrase (CP) in the indicative and hortative situations.

39b)

I)

Ndi 6

kbrJ

[[Cnk s6e y6 bha]

3’

1-7

indicative mood

I

Ndi SM MOOD COMP we eat food
“Ndi wants that we eat food”

ii) WE bB Iia [Cnk sil’si be&’
you mood comp VP wash clothes.
“you ought to say wash clothes.”
iii) S t e 2

bii

f yC bBa]

hortative mood

hortative mood

we SM mood VP eat food
“we should eat food.”
In these sentences, the bracketed clauses are preceded by “kot3”
(wants) and “bB” (should), which encode

mood morphemes. In one, the

coinplement phrase, is introduced by ‘’Cnk’: “that” whereas in (iii) the VP
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is introduced by “ye”, “eat” a finite verb, which follows a non-past nio~tfdl
verb “ba.” Here tense is absent and the mood niorphenie carries the tense
function, consequently the absence of the t n t (that) complemeiitizer. Hut
the sitnation in the sentence that follows is different.

iv)

sCmb [Ndi bP yB baa]

hypothetical mood

Mood Np Ndi TP eat food
“inay be Ndi will eat food”
This example taken from 39a(iii) presents a saiking mismatch

\i~

th

the first two sentences. What we notice first of all i s that the mood take? a

presubject position. Radford (1999:108) explains that Head to Head
movement is what accounts for this movement. Remember that what
constitutes mood here is the adverbial semdl, an expression of
probability.This movement of mood from a medial position to a presubject
position makes the difference between an indicative and a hypothetical
mood i n Limbum. Secondly, the semantically tentative nature of the
hypothetical mood encourages this movement in order to raise donbt
“probability” to a prominent position.

As earlier mentioned elsewhere in this work., the subject marker
takes a pre tense position and co-occurs with the subject. Froni the
examples below it is evident that it is noun Flass dependent, see table 3.1 1
above. Besides this, it can occur at sentence initial position when subject is
deleted. In this case, it functions as a noun.
(39c)
C EN PA!- ~S?ZALECT. NORTAERM2IALEff
Qkftitr e ke n 6 mrd’
gkuu yie k6 n6 mlW
C h i d SM ASP drink wine

~

chief SM ASP drink Wine
.’,.

I

bkfiti v i k6 116 mriif

SOUTE-ERN. Dl A LECT
chief SM ASP drink wink

“Chief usually drinks \\:ine”

.‘

gkfiu wodyb o k6 n6 mla’
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gkffm C kt 116 mni‘

b k f h v i k6 no mrGt

Chief (p1)SM ASP drink wine chief (p1)SM ASP drink wine chief(p1)SM ASPdri~lk!\;i~~e

“Chiefs usually drink wine.”
rbub II k6 tau
Egg SM ASP spoil

rbau li kb t h
eggs SM ASP spoil

rbhu li kb tau
eggs SM ASPspoil
“egg usually rots”

rnbuu mi In tilu
Eggs SM TP spoil

mbhu mi mtau
eggs SM TP spoil

mbhu mi m thu
eggs SM TP spoil
“eggs got rot”

From our treatment of tense and aspect in chapter 3, we realize that
they are expressed in Limburn using grammatical particles. Aspect in
Limbum like in most languages is closely linke’d to tense, and conies
between the tense phrase and the verb phrase. The traditional labelling here
shows the hierarchical order of their occurrence in a sentence, which ties in
with the tree diagrams presented above.
(40)
N P [NP Ndi][lpil mB c6 [wnb rnriI’1
TP

4.2.2.3.

ASP

PREPOSlTiONAL PHRASES

Traditionally a prepositional phrase refers to a structure whose head
word I S a preposition. Limbum like most natural languages makes use of
prepositions. Mpoche (l993:62) and Ndamsah (1997:91) attempt a
classification of the Limbum prepositions. The conclusions they draw are
that Limburn prepositions can be classified under:
41)

Directional - mbe = on-direction-higher from speaker’s environment

mbB = down-direction-lower from speaker’s environment

-

kh = up direction higher from speaker’s environment
sfk = across at- direction horizontal fiom speaker’s environment
nj6 = across to-direction horizontal from speaker’s environnieat

Locational

- njeb,njer

= in

mbenji

= behind

mbkrt~

= “ontopof”
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-

. ~ c c o m p r n i n ~ e n t ne “with”
lnstruniental
a ‘‘with”
We capture the classifications here under two broad groups -

transitive and intransitive proposilions. Prepositions like those indicated

above under directional, locational, accompanitnent and instruniental fall
under transitive prepositions because they prmit nouns and pronouns a?
their coniplernents. They describe different environments and are not
inrercha!igeable, for instance a locational preposition cannot replace a
directional one. Meanwhile, another gronp of prepositions, which is not
presented above, bnt actually exist is considered here as intransitive
prepositions. These do not take preobject position and &cnpy sentence final
posirion. They are locative prepositions (and can easily pass for locational
adverbr) with spatial and temporal references:
mbCki
“upright”
(42)

-

mb6ndCi
nibCtar
njkbinb4
iijbbti
s8ryi.e

--

“under”
“across a level area”

Northern
Nfo t& njkbmbi
Nfor stand prep (int

Northern

_
I
-

(inl)

*Nfor has raised the bamboo up“
~~

“between”
“outside”

Central

.

on top of”

=

a)i) Nfo tee njibmbe
Nfor stand prep (int)
“Nfor is standing outside”
ii) Nf6 a n B r2riq mb6ki
Nfur SM raise barn600prel

“

.

b)i)Nfo B tC1 nA rk6g
Nfirr SM shoot PY(r) spear
“Nfor has shot with a spear”
ii) M h i yt3 mt& ndab
Mother. be prep(tr) house
I
”Mother
.
_
_
is in the house”

Nf6 t6E m h b e
Nfor stand prep (int)

1

I

I Nfb ?I n6 rErko mbCki I Nfi, 6 n6 r W i 1 iiibkki

1

Nfor SM raise bamboo Nfor SM raise
prct (int)
bamboo
P e t (ill!).
Nfi, B tz-ne rk6q
Nfi, B tb ni?. ‘rktq
Nfor SM s h w t PP spcwirr
Nfor SM shoot PP spear
__I-

-~

M&mTydrt mb6 ndgb
h 4 h f yB mbC nddb
Mother be prep(tr) house Mother be prep(tr)
liotrse
d
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4.2.2.4

ADVERBIAL PHRASE

In chapter three (3.3.0) we treated the Limbum adverb morphology.
In the definition of adverb, we stated that it gives information about how,

when, where or in what circumstances something happens. Since the adverb
follows the verb in Liinbum, it gives or adds meaning to the verb, let us
focus on its structure. Consider these sentences:
,

“Nfor will come tomorrow”

(44a) Nfi, bC v&hyhrJs6
Nfor F1 come ADV
b)

Nf6 2I indtl

nf6s8

“Nfor went forever”
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Nforsni P go ADV
c)

Ndi B t& ktit6mbi
Ndi sin tand ADV

d)

Ndi a n6,gsi rhhg

“Nfor has taken first position”
“Ndi bas put the bamboo horizontally”

seryhe

Ndi sin put bamboo ADV
e)

’Tamfu 15 k& ch’ni rJgClby6n ck‘c6’ “Tamfu always visit the sick”
Tamfu sni ASP visit sick people ADV

f)

Tamfu 3

fill

ns6

ckrckr

“Tamfb has worked the farm quickly”

’f’amfu sin work farm ADV
There are a number of things we should observe about these sentences in
order to determine the constituent structure of the Limbum ADV. In the
first place, notice that the adverbs in sentences 44a-c are optional without
ByBrjs6

“tomorrow”, “nf6se” “forever”, “k~tambt” “first position#

Meanwhile, in sentences d-f, the adverbs are preceded by the objects and
take sentence final position. (see 3.3.5). However, the two groups of
sentences are acceptable.
Secondly, the adverb in each of the sentences (44a-c) does not constitute

a

criterion for choosing the verb it purports to modify. The sentence,
Nf3 B fiidil n@s&,could as well read1
(453)

Nfb il thdir c M r
Nfd

inda nigkilur

Nfb B r f ~dil s&ry&e

”Nfor went quickly”

“Nfor went yesterday”
“Nfor went across”

From the above sentences we realise that be it time, locative or manner
adverb, their position is post verbal and also optional. We demonstrate this
assumption -using these tree diagrams.
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\-rJ”I

‘I

.-

-,

A

/-

NPr

A’

AbV
..
i

.

I 1

N cEctr

“Nfor went forever”
(ii) Nfor went to school quickly.
In conclusion, we explicitly point out here that in a typical SVO structure,
the IAimbumadverb comes after the object. However, whether a sentence
has an object or not, it modifies the verb it follows and seems to function as

an adjunct. The phrase structure rule is thus:

NP+1’ +VP (+Adv).

(45c) IP

1__3

4.2.2.5

ADJECTIVAL PHRASE

Let us remind ourselves of the fact that an adjective is a word that is
used to describe someone or something or give information about them

(Sinclair et.al: 1993) whereas in English, adjectives occur prenominally
(Le. we can say tall boy, big book) in Limbum they occur postnominally
(i.e. mbu rjk.6’ “boy small” or gwil’ gor “book big”) Ndamsah (1997:92)

holds that Limbum adjectives do not have modifiers unlike in English

where an adjective can be modified (rather careless play). Before we
proceed, let us state here like we did in 3.2.2 above, that some Limbuni
adjectives are formed from verbs. But then, let us start with our syntactic
analysis of the adjectival phrase, by looking at the examples below:
(46)

m6u rJk6’
\

qwBf gor

“child small”
“book big”
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. .

:

! !

..

P

The above examples reveal striking syntactic information about Liiiibtmr

adjectiues. ’The first thing is about the position of adjectives in

a

Linibutn

sentence. Attributive adjectives (those that modify the preceding nouiis) for
exatriple:
Nf6

(481

tttr

ctl Mer.
. .

Nfor sin have cloth red

.

“Nfor has a red cloth”
appear post-noahdly i n rhe sentence, This is the case with examples A 1
and A3 above. But with pretlicative adjectives (those that do not modify a n
inrmediate preceding noun) the adjective precedes a verb. In this examplei

Mru‘ iuci mi yuu gbr

(49)

Wine this cc be inucb
“This wine is nruch”
gor “inuch” follo\is the berb y6u ‘‘be” and does not seen to modify the

~roiiii niru’ “wine” probably because

the demonstrative adjective inc6

”this” already specifies rhe wine. This is the situation with A2 and A4

above. Talking about examples B1C above, two interesting features
di.;tiriguish them. First of all, we see that

an adjective can be followed hy

another adjective whose function is to modify the preceding one. For
instance i n 8 2 , “Banana yi ilk&’ boq” “A small banana is nice”. “Bot]”
nieaniiig “nice” modlfies “qkt?’” meaning “small”. Similarly, in a structure
like

(50)

Banana i]k2 b?q

gbr sB.

Banana small nice big much
“A small banana is the nicest”

?’hi\

\how=,

(ha! Ltniburn itriderived adjectives often take coinparati\ e and

siiperlative fornis and that they can recursively be stacked after the
preceding noun. This tree diagram shows the possibility for comparative
and sirperlative fornis.
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(51)

NP

n
A djP

n

N

SM Adj
yi qkt’

Banana
n;ul‘llra

gbr

b&

s&

“A small banana is very ~ i i c c ’ ’
I

From tliir
(52)

we

posit the following phrase structure rule:

.-s

NP+ CP

NP----.--S\J
CP

__+

+ AdjP
AdjP+AdjP

T o close up on the Ad~l’, it is important to p i n t
Linibiim

out that

iii

a siniplc

sentence, the AdjP follows the ADVB, for example:

“Ndi is sitting outside on a white chair”
.

I

SENTENCE TYPES

4.3.

We began this chapter by looking at the different ways tvords

coiirbine in Limbuni to form phrases and sentences, and the various
constituent structklres that can be represented on a standardised schema. In
this section, we will be concerned with sentence types and their structural

conditions,

as

per the data collected from, the different regions. Then wc

posit a standard version of each type and possible transformation rules.

25 1

W e begin by revisitirlg the definition of a sentence. Sinclair ( ~ Y ~ J . u - - ,
states tirut a sentence is a group of words, which express a statentent

question or order. A sentence usually has a verb and a subject. A simple
sentelice has one clause. A compound or complex sentence has two or
inore clauses. Limburn like any natural language has hvo types of sentences
(simple and complex). I n this section we consider the basic word order
these sentence types take in Limburn.

LIMBUM SIMPLE SENTENCES

4.3.1

Ndamsah (1997:178) categorically states that Limbum is an SVO
langiiage with a rigid word order. We accept this d&scription and begin o w
by

study

looking

at statements, questions, negations,

focus aiid

topicalisation.

4.3.1.1

LIMBUM STATEMENTS

Norinally, w e understand that a well-formed statement shoiild have a

subject followed by a verb, then an object.
(54)

_--

Central

1 . N fZ, ce ye baa
Nfor prog eat food

Nfd shi ye by6 "Nfor ir eating j o o d "

Nfb c6 y t by6
Nfor prog eat food

Nfor prog eat food

NfZ, be fa1

Nf6 M

Nfor F1 work

Nfor F1 work

2. Nfb b t fiil
Nfor F1 work

Southern dialect

Northern

._

3.Nfa a kd'rnb6 nyabari
Nfor PI climb on horse

f?i'

"Nfor will work"

N f o a kd'mbt nybbfir6

Nf6 h kd'inbC nyibjrti

Nfor P1 climb on horse

Nfor PI climb on horse

aNfor has climbed on n Iiorre"
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Using the above data, we can begin by specifying the categorial features of

each word by using the already known categorial labels, which combine to
form the larger category called sentence. See the diagram below. Since we
have not yet made a specific claim concerning the internal structure of the
sentence,

we

have used a simple traingle to represent the sentence.

Nf&

CC

Ye‘

bda

N

AUX

v

N

This diagram differs from the one below in that the categorial features are
not all present. In this section we use Aux (auxiliary) as a categorial

feature, which encodes (Tense, Aspect and Mood)

Nfd

be’

fx

N

Aux

v

,.:

z.

This sentence though complete could be ma

ore complete by affixing
the word “faf,’’work. To its verb node to form the object NP. Consequently,

the sentences in the data above show tbat standard Limbum sentence is:
(.55c) S

----+

N P Aux VP

This rule can be expanded as follows
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<

*.,\ ’

j

‘A i

Nfor he

Ice

ye

baa

is

eat

food

Y6
bila
fi
\
‘“for, give
him food”

“Nfor is eating food”
..

I*)

The claim about the Limbum simp sentence as represented by these
diagrams is that Limbuin is a n SVO language, because the rewrite rules are
,

:

clear on the issue.

(55f-i
-S
NPA

4.3.1.2.

NPAux VP

N

LIMBUM QUESTION FORMS

in Liinbum, an interrogative marker (A) at the end of the sentence

marks interrogative sentences. Here we consider yes

- no questions, wh -

questions and focussed questlons. The data here consist of these forins
Franseii (1995) treats this in detail. But our concern here is with the
standard forms.
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,

-

YES N O QUESTIONS

4.3.1.2.1.

Table 4.3
Dialect
-dNorthern
kdg 8?

Southern Dialect
dk6Q 81

Gloss
Is it a pan?

It is pan QIII
it bA gwt A?

It is pan'Qm
E b5 gwi a'?

It is pan Qm
I b6 gwl d?

Did helshe fall?

He PI fall Qni

H e P1 fall Qm

He P i fall Qm

Ndi B dh A?

Ndi y6 5 d a h ?

Ndzi B dil d?

Ndi sin go Qm

Ndi sin go Qm

Ndzi sm go Qm

Central Dialect
-l.l-

R kAg A?

Has Ndi gone?

Syntactically, YES-NO QUESTIONS do not present any variation. What
we notice here is basic to a declarative statement but for the fact that the
question marker is located in final position. We simply state here that a
well fonned yes-no question in Limbum is a statement -t 6 iiieaning
therefore that it is:

4.3.1.2.2.

s-----.,

s(Qj

SI--,

N

Aux

VP(Q)

WH - QUESTIONS:

Central Dialect

CIOSS

1. A bi m&*ndi kPq?

Who

S M PI

the door?

opii

who door

nd6? BBa ha ?iyi nd$?
Food this It is SM who Food this It is SM who

2.Bha cii ii

,3.

A

cC

yi

yC bi

1 SM Prog eat part what
4 . A rI b6 fk?

B$a

sbd

& zinds?

Food, this It is SM who

openec

Whose bag is
this?
What are you

kE?
SM prog eat part what

SM Prog eat Part what

A bb ba'ri b6

A bt bgrf

bPy?

SM fl build part where. SM fl build part where.
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b6

eating?

fee? Where will you
build?

Looking at the above examples, we notice that the question word

(\\Tii-

question) word takes post verb position.
In 3 & 4 above it is separritecl from the verb by a pre-question word particle
(b6) which could be confused with

it is a focus particle.

PI or the conjunction “bh” (and).

Herc

Again, we notice that in Limbum, a statement

beconies a wh-question, when the subject is deleted at sentence initial
position. The SM particle (morpheme) moves from its spec position to
occupy the NP gap existing at sentence initial position for the question
word to take post verb position. For a better understanding look at these
examples:
I

(56)

ST&‘rEME.NT:,

Nfd

& bh mal k&q: “Nfor opened the door.”

Nfor SM P1 open door
Question:

h

X b6 m a ndb ktq?

SM P i open who door !‘who opened lhe door‘!”
We realize that the subject and the wh-question word cannot co-occur in a
sentence.However, the subject marker, (also called subject pronoun

01

resumptive pronoun) becomes an independent (free) morphenie and
functions as a subject. To this bit, we add that the Limbum question words
have focus function and therefore require a special constituent order, which
we identify here as post-verb order. Let us examine the following:

(57) a )
b)

”Wh pened the door?”

bfiinh’ ndzi keg?

SM P i open who door
Keg
b6 in&#nd6?

“

pened the door?”

“I

who that opened the door?”

Door SM PI open who
c)

A ndfi ct5 t5 bfi nib' keg?

It be who comp cc P1 open door

I n order to better understand the differen

t us assume that wh-clauses

in Linibuni have empty constituents because the S-structure iniplies
movement as can be seen below:
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R

I

D-structure;
(58) N P
Ndi

.

.

i

a

Q M SM

bA

mii’ k$r)

1’1

v

obj

AI the D-structure, the wh-phrase appears

“who opened the doo?”
il

!

in the

subject position. We can
ass1inre that it is the subject of the verb at this level. .,

1
\

S- structure:
(59)
N P [i A [bi

inti’]

i kaq?

[bit n

”

3

S M VP

T

,--73

..

L.

*’

’,.2

I
Notice that the w l i - phrase is generated in! the subject position and
subsequently moved to the post verb position of the sentence, thereby
c r e a t i n g an

empty N P constituent at sentence ‘initial position (which is

iniirrediately filled by the subject marker) besides dislocating the verb from
its norinal pre-object position. Since the subject marker and the VI’ are

iiatiirally(sy,ltactically) joined together, thereby prmittilig no strandiirg of
the VP, the raising of the subject marker to NP position1 ininticdiatcly

triggers another moveinent, that is, that of the ,VP from its pre-object
posirion to pre-COMP position. The VP gap is then occupied by the whphrase. (gap is its landing site). In a simple wh- question, the object k e q

“door” will be deleted and the sentence

A

ndii? “Who opeired it”

b6

W i l l be graniinatically correct. This is the case for a and b above. R u t c is
a11

interrogative cleft-sentence, consequently the features are different. This

is a special construction meant to give prominence to the wh-phrase.
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this

wise therefore, the focus particle takes initial position and precedes the wh-

plirirse, which evacuates its initial landing site (COMP position) or pre-

ohject position to a new-site, which we

here-focus position to enable it

function as a complement of the focus

cle b “it be” thereby hecoining

the focus element. A t this point, it appears as if

no niovenient has taken

place, but actually it has undergone double-movement that is, froin subject
position at the D-structure then to focus position
,
:

25 7

at Cleft sentelice level.

\

As a final point, Limbuin wh-question phrases occur at sentence final

position and there is concord. They can be fronted like in focus questions
“ I t is who that has opened?”
nd8 cts 6 mal?
“It is what he has opened?”
A ke cB 6 ma1?
We will revisit this when we treat focus in Limbum.
Let us round up this discussion on the wh-questions by using the
Linibuin Q-words to ask information questions based on the following
statement:
(60’) Statement:

“Nfor opened the door”

Nfd ii bB in&*k&g.
Nfd SM 1’1 open door

Questions:
a b6 mh’ ndB?
1.
SM P1 open who

“Who opened it?”

. #

7.

6 bri‘ tnh’bB kE?
He P1 open what

“What did he open?”

3.

6 bB mdl keg yi nd&?
He P1 open door cc who

“Whose door did he open?”

4.

ts b6 md’ k&g yi ft??
€le Pi open door cc where

“Which door did he open?”

5.

e‘

6.

k

b6 nih’ kkgnjo-kk?
He P1 open door why

“Why did he open t h e door?”

b6 milt k&i)hnjt!kE?

“How did he open the door?”

He PI open door how

I.

e‘ b B m P k&gBs&kE?
He P I open door when

4.3.1.2.3.
One aspect

“When did he open the door?”

ECHO QUESTIONS:
OF question forms in Limbum is Echo question forms.

Traditionally, echo questions are considekd echo questions when whquestion marker remains in-situ.

That is, it does not undergo any

operational movement. To begin with, we have in the previous discussion
identified two positions for the wh-question word in Limbum. It may take
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p s r veib or pre-verb position. In Echo questions, these syntactic posirions

of the iitaiii wh-question word are not changed, but an echo questiorl ninrher

is affixed to sentence final position. Take for instance, Nfoi s expressions
bB y6 M a
“I ate food”
(61a)
Nf6:
1 PI eat EQM

If Tariifu does not understand or believe him, he may ask with at1 air of
incredulity.
Tamfu:

WEE bB y0. k6 le?
You P1 eat what EQM

Nf6:

ink b&
I P1

Nfo:

m‘E in& iioq
I
P3 sleep

“

yt b b
eat food

You ate what?”

“I ate food”
I

Tamfu:

mii gZe k6 167
You P2 do what EQM
WEI:

“You did what?”

Nfo:
Mk in6 noij
Nfo:
I P3
“I slept”
Having presented in this section, the various question forms, we can here

round up the discussion on Question Forms by positing this rule:
(61b) S

4.3.1.3

__+

Der-t VP+Q+(NP)

NEGATIONINLNBUM

I n our study of the language, we realise that negation, like the Yes No Question form, treated in the previous section, is an autonomous
category and does not affect the intrinsic properties of grammatical units

111

Limbum. Sytactically, “ka’ “not” the negative marker is the category head
of the Neg phrase (NEGP). Let us consider the following examples.
( 6 2 ) A) NON-VERBAL NEGATION
Ceirtral dialect

A

ipal

SM book
A qwd’ka
SM book NegP

Nurlhera dialect
a gwa’

SM book
d qwd’kP
SM book NegP
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Southern dialect

B

gwB’
SM book
A 1~w61kC
SM book NegP

GLOSS

“It is a book”

“It is not a book”

B) NON-NOUN Negation

(NP)

Central dialect

Northern dialect

Sontbera dhleet

GLOSS

Dli

Dll

Dil

%o”

Go

go

FA dii ka‘

fir dti kA

go
fii d6 kfl’

“don‘t go.”

IMP go NegP

IMP go NegP

IMP go NegP

C) STATEMENT:

i)

NfZ, a b6 yi5 b6a

ii)

NfZ, h bfl y6

“Nfor ate food today”
bfla

“Nfor didn’t eat food”

kB‘

I

NforSMP1 eat food NegP
I)) QIJESTIONS:

ij

NjZ,kk nfd

QM
ii )

h

“Why did Nfor eat food?”

bB y-5 biia?

NforSM PI eat food

..
“Why did Nfor not eat food‘?‘”

NjokP Nfr) h bA y6 bila kB‘

QM Nfor SM P1 eat food Neg

iii)

A

ndir c-5 i5 b6 y-5 bRa?

“Who will eat food?”

SM QM that he F1 eat food
iv ’)

A n d i c6 6 be y e b8a ka‘?

“Who will not eat food?”

SM Q M that he F1 eat food Neg

Looking at the above examples A-D, we confinn that negation in

Lixnbuni is achieved by simply positioning the negative morpheme “kii’”’
“not”, at the end of the sentence. These examples also demonstrate the fact
that in

Limbum, a word, phrase or clause can be negated. Finally that it

does not depend

on noun class agreement or tense.

The above conclusion of NEGP can be summanrised in this derivation.
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I

Nfor R bh ye bfta

kB’

Nfor SM PI eat food

not

I

“Nfor did not eat food”

4.3.1.4

FOCUS IN LIMBUM

When we treated wh-question words, we made mention of focus
constructions. Here we treat focus in Limbum in detail. Watters (1984234)
defines focus a$ “a pragmatic function”, where pragmatic function here
refers to a role assigned to a constituent in relation to the inforinatioii~
assumed to be shared or not shared by the speaker and addressee. This
information is thus brought into focus or “communicative prominence..
Fransen (1995997) treats focus construction in Southern Limbum and
Ndanisah ( 1 997: 1 12) considers focus as a

+ * movement

construction.

Using data from (lie three dialectal regions, we show here how focus is
achieved in Limbuni. To begin, it is important to state that Liinbuni uses the
following strategies to aciiicve focus:
A

Special constituent order:- that

Is by placing the subject, for

example at IAV position (iinniediate after the verb position) \vhich is
a departure from the fact that Limbum is basically an SVO language.
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(64) CENTRAL DIALECTINorthern
ij
N f o A ce ye baa.
“Nfor \\as eating food”
Nfor SM Prog eat food
ii)

A

“it was Nfor who was eating food“

bB ce ye Nf& b8a

It be P I Prog that eat FOC food

SOUTllER N DIALECT:
i)
Nfb i slil y i baa

“Nfor was eating food”

Nfor SM Prog eat food

ii)

’4ba shf

“It was Nfor who was eating food”

yi Nfb b h

It be Prog eat FOC food

iii)

Nfi, ci5

yi5 b&i

“Nfor is eating food”

Nfor Prog eat food
iv)

C6

ye Nfb bila

I

“It is Nfor who is eating food”

h o g eat Foc food

v)

Nfo befit ye bfia

“Nfor will eat food in future”

Nfor F2 eat food

vi)

Refit ye Nfb b&

“It will be Nfor who will eat food”

F?. eat Foc food
In all [lie sentences

umbered (ii) above, we realize that the nzord

order is changed. This change places focus

011

the subject, u.ltic11

I ~ \ Y

comes after the verb, while, its subject position is filled by the focus

< \ ,Lxyl
! , % !

marker -~
B bB meaning SM 4-Be’.. “lt was”. Meanwhile present aad
. .

fittire

i

clause do not exhibit formally marked focus on the surface as the last two
sentences above show.
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Pi. ’

‘,,”

\.

\

B). SPECIAL FOCUS M A R K E R S Nrlainsali (1997: 102) traces the origin
of the low tone focus marker a as being “ti bB” “ i t is’’ and asserts tIi,ct h
special focus marker, marks focus at clause initial position. Rut Fransen
(1995:303) believes that the special focus marke:l i s 138. Special

row&

marker, when used to mark object NPs presents interesting features. Before

we state our proposal, let us look at the examples below taken I ~ o n i
Ndanisali ( 1 997: 102)

1‘65) NORTIIERN DIALECT
FOC P1 be wine that Nfor SM PI drink
‘‘I1 was

wiiit:

that Nfor drank.”

SOUTHERN DIALECT:

A

,

ba

.

d

bA ~ u r i ishi Nf& i bA n6.

FOC PI be wine that Nfor he PI drink.

In these sentences, we notice that the D-structrue, though left out Should be
Nfc3 B bii ce n6 mrU

“Nfor was drinking wine”

Nfor he PI Prog drink wine

The implication is that there were probably other kinds of drinks wailable,
but he chose to drink wine. So a1 S-structure, tlic Focussed coristiiucnt is

given inure prominence by the additional use of b6 or by inserting b&special forms morpheme before the vel-b. Iri conclusion, 4 is a Juninty
subject, which like in English cleft sentences, specially marks the focus of
infonnation. while & is a special focus marker. This is ex.eniplified by the
following:
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“Nfor was eating food.”

Nfo a bB ye bia

(66)

N f o S M pl eat lbod.

Nfo’ B b6 y6
It be FOC food that Nfor SM P I eat.
“It was food that Nfor ate.”

A

bh

b6a cf

C . Special Focus Construction: This refers to cleft sentences, which can
be interrogative or decIarati\ e, for example:

A

(67)

b6 n d i ce‘

I t be hoc

6

t i 110P ~ o g

b6

mrrj’?

1115

lie P I drink

(Interrogative)

\\ iric?

“Who drank palm wine?”

A

bA Nf6 ce e b6 n6

riiril‘

I t be Foe N t 6 I’iogs he P1 drink niiic

,

“It was Nfor that drank Palm wine.”

I n this section \re have deinonstrated 1.ion focus is ncliieiwl in
Linibuiir, except for the liic( Lila1 we liavc no1 s l i < ~ i ~
d ii ?a t 1110~ei11eiii
i;ikt.s

place. I n brief, sentences i n A, B, C all sliow moiwnent of some kind. In A,

for example, the focussed subject

iiioi’es to

post verb position follo\ved by

the ohjccf, a t sentence final. position. We fincj verb, subject and ob.jecl
appeat,ilig

iii

the clauses

i i i lliat

order,

wliicli ils

\vc s h t c c l

~I!JCJ\

c is

it

de\fiation from the SVO structure. Its place is taken at the initial position by
ilic S M ;t tluiiiiiiy

subject iiiarking the lbcus o f tlir fbllo\ving i ~ i f ~ ) ~ i i i ~ I i i ( ~ i ~ . i i ~

B, we find tlie focussed eleiiieni (object) fo1ltw:ing the focus rnarker b i ,
a d i.n i:,we realizt: iliat ~ l i cqucsliori

iiiilrkcI

is prccdcci by

element. In all these situalions movement is triggered by
eleinent. We realise that

il

ij

ilic ~ O L . U <

o r t)$ focus

ti-ace is left behind a &the base. Since b;ia “food”

iiioves lloiii its usual object position (iiiimcdiniely after tlie
protirin~iit place (ilniiietiiiiicly after klic focus

empty. ‘i’hisexample slio\vs
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l.ii;ti-kcr),

~ c i - h )to

a

iis plsis is Icft

food Prog Nfor SM P1 eat

4.3.1.5.

TOPICALIZATION IN LIMBUM

In the previous section we treated focus constructions in Limbum. In
this section we devote our time to the treatment of TOPICALIZATION in
Limbum. It actually refers to a constituent, which is made into a topic
sentence by being moved to a more prominent position at the front of the
sentence. Ouhalla (1 994:53) states that topicalization rule moves XP and
attaches it to the left

~ O S constituent
I

of S. Here XP refers to any variable,

which stands for any phrasal category.
Talking about topicalization in Limbum, Ndainsah (1 997: 147) states
that topicalization construction has as its head an NP followed by an IP.
The head NP is separated froin the IP by an obligatory pause. Since it
I

involves movement, the topicalised phrase moves from inside the IP to a
pre-IP position. In the case of [+ human] there must be a resuniptive
pronoun at the extraction site, meanwhile [- human] it can either have a
resumptive pronoun or a trace. This brief summary provides us with the
distinctions between a focussed and a topicalized construction in Limburn,
which are obligatory pause, resumptive pronoun or trace left at the
extraction site.
We move ahead to state that topicalization in Limbum does not only
involve NP phrases, but V P and PP phrases. To begin, let us consider the
following examples:
(69)

1.

D - STRUCTURE:
a)NfB b6 yC bga cd

ne h b 6

Nfor Fl eat food this with hands
“Nfor will eat this food with his hands.”
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b ) T&f6 b i fa Nfb
si’
Tamfu FI give Nfor matchet
Tamfu will give Nfor a matchet
d

c ) M & s6r~IJWB’ c& ne b6

I write hook this with hand
‘‘I have written this letter.”
S -STRUCTURE TOPICALIZED CATEGORIES

2.

CENTRAL DIALECT

&
;

9Nfb be‘

yC baa cA n& &b

g&e

i

Eat food this with hands, Nfor will do.

“Eat this food with hands, Nfor will do it.”

Nk

Nfi, bd ye’ha’a cB t

I

With hands Nfor will eat food this.

“With his hands, Nfor will eat this food.”

NORTHERN DIALECT:

Nfor, Tamfu will give him matchet

“Nfor, Tamfu will give the matchet to”
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-.

-.

5.

Nfo s a Thnif6 be gee

t

Give Nfor marchet Tamfh will do.
“Give Nfor a matchet, Tamfu will do”

Matchet, Tamfu will give nfor
“Matchet, Tamfu will give Nfor.”

I !

SOUTHERN DIALECT:

L
Book this I write it with hand
“This book, I have written it by hand”

SG~Q

qwB’] shfi ni W mt gde

t

Write book this with hand I do
“Write this book manually, I have.”

NiM] me SBQ qwk‘ shh t

,
With hand 1 write book this.
“With my hand I wrote the book.”
The above data present fascinating features about topicalization in
Linibuiu. The first thing we notice is that at D-structure, sentences a, b, and
c, all begin with subjects. But at S-structure, the derivations are varied

depending upon what the spcaker wants to topicalize in the utterance.
Secondly, all the topicalised sentences above are grammatical, but they
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depart from the basic Limburn word order. In sentences 1, 6 and 7

NG

realise that the direct object N P IS topicalised. Consequently, it moves to
sentence initial position.
Their extraction sites can either be filled with resurnptive pronouns like I U
1 or left empty like in 6 and 9. But this is not the case with the indirect
object NP, “Nfor” in 4. Once the 1 0 (Indirect object), moves to subject
position, the extraction site must be obligatorily filled with a resumpthe

pronoun. Like Tanianji (1991:132) argues, it is

+ * huinan and

therefore

must take a resumptive pronoun. We understand that the object NPs remain
objects of the sentences even though they occupy subject positions.

I n 2, 5 and 8 we find that the verb phrases
(70)

- ye baH CH nkmbo

“Eat this food with hands”

- Fii Nf6 sB‘
- sal] IJWA’ neb6

“Give Nfor a matchet”
“Write this book by hand”

also take pre-IP position, but the VP constituents move with their objects.

What is more revealing is that their extraction sites are filled not with
resnniptive pronouns, but with auxiliary verb gee “do” , which comes at
sentence final position. “g2.e” plays the rule of do-support to the tense.
Finally, 3 and 9, show PP topicalization.
(71)

‘

NSmM

“with hands”

Nkb6

“With hand”
.’ .

.$%

,

i .

r

L.

<

l

,

\

,.

I

4

I

.

”

Their extraction sites are not filled. Topicalization as it shows‘ therefore,
moves constituents and attaches them to their left most constituents of
sentences. Remember that, the left most constituent is the subject, which in
the above examples, takes medial position, because the topicalised
construction has moved to the sentence initial position. Having said this
about Liinbum topicalization, we recap the discussion as follows:
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IP

\

VP‘

yB

yi

n&

iiib6

-

The ti in the direct object position of the VP marks the gap froin which the
object NP bga “food” has been displaced. Similarly this is what will happen
with “VP” or “PP” when displaced or moved to pre-sentence position.

4.3.2.

LIMRUM COMPLEX SENTENCES
In the previous section, we have been coherned with sentences that

have one clause. In this section, we now look at complex sentences. In

English, a complex sentence contains a subordinate clause and at least one
innin clause. In Limburn, similar sentences are instantiated by the use of
coordinating markers such as:
(73)

C6

- who ( + human) modifying N P

C6

-which (- human) modifying N P

en&

- that (+ / - human) modifying NP

adit
njob6’

- so that (linker) purpose

-because (linker )-reason
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kh’

-or (coordination)

ti.

-so that, until, (conjuntion)

a

- and ( coordination)
- and (coordination )

kir ba

Examples of complex sentences from the different dialects will be
examined here under relativisation, coordination, passivisation and reported
speech. As usual, our jnterest is to establish a standard structure by
observing critically, the processes that underpin such constructions.

4.3.2.1

REL ATIVTSATTON

Traditionally, relativisation refers to the process whereby sentences, are
modified or restricted to a particular referent, by a subordinate clause: It
comes after the noun which it modifies or gives more information about it.

OUHALLA (1994:73), states that,

“Its function is to modify the noun, much as an adjective does, by
restricting its reference to a specific entity among an existing class of
similar entities.”

I n Limbuni, it is instantiated by the relative clause

marker ce “uho” or “which.”
The important thing to note here is that the head noun does not undergo
movement, but the c6 phrase related to it does. Other major characteristics

of Linibuni relative clause include:

-

The appearance of the relativised noun at clause initial position

followed by a c6 phrase (relative clause marker) that introduces the
subordinate clause
- Inside the subordinate clause, is a gap which is coindexed w,itli the

ce phrase (relative pronoun) as often called, whose antecedent is the
NP i t modifies.

-

NDAMSAH (1997:143)

“The elements within the IP that can

undergo relativisation are subject, the object (direct), the indirect
object or object of a preposition and the verb”.
- An optional I-& “that”, nisyclose the clause.

FRANSEN (1995:257) provides us with a syntactic structure of Limbum
subject relative clause. We recap it here to facilitate understanding:
Antecedent noun- [Shi relative pronoun (+ shi)] concord - verb

- (object)

-(ni).
Let us consider the sentences in A, B, and C below:

(74)

“A dog bit me.”

A) Two sentences: ggw6 2 inti Mu mE.

“That dog had died.”

ggw6 &nilil kwi
Relat ivisation - subject relative clauses:
(75)

Central diatect:

ggwi: ice’

6

niti luu in8 na] il kwi.

Dog KEL pron SM P2 bite me that SM die
Southern dialect:

qgw1 [shi

1

m d luu in& na] i kwi

Dog RELPron SM P2 bite me that SM die
Northern dialect: ggwk [ c&

2 mbh lhu mZ.

nil

2 kwi

Dog REL pronoun P2 bite me that SM die

“The dog that bit me has died”

8) Two Sentences:

I

-ME y6u rnril’

“I have bought palm wine!”

- m d Ana mi I&e

“that wine is sweet.”

Relativisation - object Relative clauses.

me yciu naJ mi ICHtil.l*rroo.(\vhich) I buy- I ’ ~ ~ Rthat
P SM sweet

(76) Central Uialect: nirii’ lnri
i’altn winc

(cC)

n i l mi lii]
Palm winc RIIL.Pron. (which) I buy PERF that SM sweet

Southern Dialect: Mru’ [mi

(shi)

Northern Dialect: Mrii’ [mi

(ce)

mk

yfiu

m& y6u nh 1 , mi l i e
(which) 1 boy PERF that SM sweet

Palm wiiic REL Pron

“The palm wine that I bought is sweet.”

C ) Two Sentences:
Question

-\vi? gwiir c6 ni k M

Aiisbver

-1112 gwir

Question

-njaa yhu?

“Where is the axe?”

Airswer

-njaa i kebti

“The axe is broken”

Relativisation
(77)

“

What have you cut the tree witli?”

cC ni nj?ia.“I have cut the tree with

an axe”.

- lndirect Relative Object

njaa [ce

Mk gwir

c6 Bghonal a

kebti

axe REI. I’ron I PI cut tree with that S M PI break
“The axe with which I have cut the tree is broken”
In sentences (A), the relative clause is introduced by cC (shi) and closed by

16(that). Fransen (1995:258) notes that where the relative pronoun has

subject function, there is concord with the relativised nou~t.The same thiiig
obtaiiis i n the (B) sentences, but for the fact that when the relativised iloun
is the object of its clnttse, the markers c& / shi relative proiioiins are
optional. Rut in C, the instriiineutal phrase is introduced by a preposition ne

(with). This summary makes us say that relativisation in Limbum involves
ntovetiient. Looking at the dialogue

in C above, in the first response, the

Indirect object njaa “axe” comes at the end of the clause. In order to know
which axe is broken, relativisation is bound to take place. Just like in focus,
the Indirect object moves to the left most position of the IP. However, the
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difference here is that, it is inunediately followed by c& “which” relailse
pronoun, which introduced the siibordirratc clni~se,which we find irr the
brackels above. This tnovc~nentof the relativised noun with its relative
proilolrti

leaves behiiid a gap, which cannot be filled by the preposition igho

%irll”

alone. The ni “that” relative pronoun is pied-piped to it to

coiis~itutea PP capable of filling the gap. Let us examine another seiiteiice.
(78)

I ~ W E[

ce wk fa ndoi] nB yC nii] 6 yhr cich.

Man REL you give cup to him that sln our teacher.
“The man to whom you have given a cup is our teacher.”
W e realise that the indirect object relative clauses can be introduced
by prepositions and that a resumptive pronoun is required to fill the gap
created by the movement of the relativised NP. What has happened here is
that the N P position iiow at S-structure occupied by a gap was occirpied by
an 10 at D-structure. The supposed gap ought to be completed with a
relative pronoun, but it has been moved to pre-clause position via
relativisation. Conseq~rentlythe PP conles to fill the gap.

4.3.2.2

COORDINATION

When discussing NDs we came to the concl~rsionthat in an NP, only
one no~nican be head of the NP phrase. But this is not always the case.

Look a t these examples:
(79)

Tamfu 2 bC v&

Nf6

ba

Nfo

and Tainfu they F1 come

“Nfor and Tamfu will come.’’
Here both d )r aiid Tainfil are the noun heads c [he NP Nf6 a Tainfu.
Limbum, coordinate NPs are coordinated by !g or

11

B (and). Coordinatiooii

thus refers to the process by which two or more expressions are joined
together by a coordinating conjunction. Lirnbum has many coordinating
conjiiiictions:
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(80)

bi, i

“and”

KP

“Or”

Ker

“also”

Ka’bawa’

“it

SO”

We ha\ e already illustrated the point that NPs can be coordinated using bti.

I n the saiiie way, VPs can be conjoined using &(and)referring to successive
actions. For example
(SI)

&

du’ i

kitti

“He has gone and come back”

He go and come back
Nfo ii yC bia

B 116 mdib “Nfor has eaten cornfufu and drunk water”

Nfor sin eat food and drink water
Prepositional phrases can also be coordinated. For example:

Nje

itti

ba mba kbb

At market and in

“The market and i n the forest”

forest

Similarly, adjectival phrases too are coordinated using &. In the follo\viiip
exainples, the coordinate adjectives describe simultaniety of taste
(S2)

Mrhl

mc& mi

Wine this

sm

I&e

c6’

sweet and bitter.

“This palm wine is sweet and bitter”.

The various examples given above illustrate the possibilities of Andcoordination. K2-coordination is mostly used to coordinate clauses that
I

have soniething in common (either the subject or object). We refer to such
conjoins as shared strings. For example:

(83)

Ad&’Ndi yC baa

“Ndi can eat food”

Ad&’Ndi nb nirh’ “Ndi can drink wine”
KkNdi b& y& b i a k t C M
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no

nini’

.Z.

Or Ndi will eat food or he will drink wine
“Ndi will either eat food or drink wine.”
1.

K $ WEE f i ’ e kk w8e fa’ ka’ e a yo ns5’
“Whether you have worked or you have not worked is your problem”

3.

k k e dti t ink rill k i t

“

he niay have gone I don t knpw”

or he go I know not

In sentence one B yd nsi (it i s your problem) is the shared string, which has
been coordinated by kt. (or). This shows that Lintbun1 like other natural
languages allows coordination for constituents belonging to the same
seiitence.
NFOKG WE1 (1991 :S9) states that besides using conjunctsons, clauses caii
“before” and
be joined or coordinated using ge “that” ‘‘who” !E
juxtapositioning of clauses so that one expresses a condition for the other.
The exaniples below illustrate.
NjZqwk [ CC C bir mliu

@4)

it& ]

yi3 qgwi wa

Woman who she carry child that be wife my

That women who is carrying a child is my wife
[ E b6 vi31 tk [ m kat du]
He F1 come before I go

He will come before I go
[Njuh 8 kat vh ] [ill dii]
Njuh sin if come I go
If njuh comes I will go.
To conclude, notice that the most common conjunctions are:
(85)

bi,i

=

and, with

CnP

=

that
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ce
njobe’

-

te
Kat

-

4.3.2.3

I

that clause
because
before, so that
if

PASSIVIZATION

. Watters

(2000:209) explains that passivization is a movement

operation, whereby at the syntactic level, the object of a passive sentence
becomes the subject, while the subject of the active sentence is relegated to
a secondary position or just simply deieted completely. It implies that the
order in simple active sentences, that is, subject - verb - object or agent

-

verb - patient becomes subject = patient - verb - oblique by-NP = agent.
Consequently, passivization as a language feature involves movement of
some kind. To better understand the nature of the movement that obtains in
true or basic passive sentences, let us recap here focus and topicalization

movements. A sentence like:
S

v

NfZ, B

b6 c t

0

I

yC baa

Nfor sm PI Prog ea food

“Nforwas eating food”
can be put into focus as follows:
(87)

A

h i bha c t

Nfo

2 bii ye [ti]

It be Foc food Prog Nfor sm P1 eat

“It was food that Nfor was eating”

We realize that b6a “ f o ~ d ” ,has moved from its position of immediately
after the verb to a more prominent place, just before the focus marker
because the speaker wants to focus on what Nfor was eating. That is, Nfor
was eating food and not kolanuts to be precise. The movement leaves

behind a gap, which is not filled as can be seen above. The gap left beliriid
is represented by [ti].

I n 4.3.1.5 above, we also realized that topicalization involves movenient.
I n this case the object NP is moved and attached to the left ino.;t
constituent. When the object N P moves to sentence initial position, the
subject shifts to medial position. Meanwhile the gap left at tbe extracted
site of the object NP i s filled with a resuinptive pronoun or do-support.
Take for example, this stateinent:
&
b6
I yi bba

(88)

1

c&

n& mb6

F I eat food this with bands

‘‘I will eat this food with my hands”
The object can be topicalized or our attention drawn to it by moving it froni
its inedial position (immediately after the verb) to the beginning of the
sentence, thereby making it topical. For example:

Food this 1

F1 eat it with hands
I

I
“This food, 1 will eat it with hands”
Coining back to passivization, Keenan (19S5a) argues that basic
passives tend to be well integrated in the rest of the

English

lanpnage

and

most

Indo-European

grammar of the

languages,

whereas,

topicalization and dislocations tend to be limited to main clauses. Ne
further states that we cannot recognize a passive in terms of its NPs being
marked or positioned in the sentence in ways different from those used in
basic actives. It means that the formation of basic passives takes place at
the level of the Verb-Phrase syntax. That is, i n sentences like:
1. The cat has eaten the mouse.

2. The mouse has been eaten by the cat,
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the relevant semantic relationship lies essentially in the fact that

WLII

senteuces share the same ‘agent’ (the cat) who carries out rhe action of
eating, and the same ‘patient’ (the mouse) who is affected by the action of
eating. What we are saying is that even though the ordering differs, the cat
is the eater and the mouse the eaten in both sentences.
However, the major syntactic difference lies in the Verb-Phrase
syntax. In the first sentence, (traditionally described as active) the verbal
const~tnent“has eaten” consists of the auxiliary verb “has” followed by
the past participle of the main verb “eaten”,

whereas in the second

sentence (passive) the verb constituent is changed by the insertion of
“been” between the auxiliary and the main past participle of the verb to

fornr the passive structure of the VP. We realize that in English and some
world languages, the morphology of the passive verbs show the difference
between active and passive structures. But most African languages do not
have passive verb morphology forms. However, languages that have no
passive verb forms use indefinite constructions. For example,
Babungo Grassfields Bantu language.

(90) vi
3Pl:INDF

jia

IJwa’

ho1d:PFV

3PS

“Theylsomeone caught him” = “He was caught”
Secondly, in Bambili, another Grassfields language, the passive verb does
not illidergo modificatioll but the declarative marker changes from

la to

lags and becomes an obligatory element in the passive sentence.
(91) at:

lag9 mi ( i ) g gua IJwEnEa

“tree P4(ling ago)
“A

tree

was felled

cut

by

3PL:INDF
someone

We realize that true passivization is absent i n these languages. This is the

situation with Limhum. To begin with, let us look at the translations of the
following passive structures taken from LE’ F1 “New Testament”.
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(92 1
Luke 2: 21

rlii muu ene Jids
3PL:INX)F give name child that Jesus
A

fa

“He was named Jesus”

Jisbs

forJ

3PL:INDF baptize Jesus

too

baptir

A

Luke 3: 21

‘‘Jesus was baptized too”
A

Luke 7: 12

by&$ ghti

a

IJW~

ce

fw

agho

3PL:INDF carry corpse person 3PL:lNDFs Prog go out with
“A dead man was being carried out”

Luke 9: 44

be Ibr muu gwk

A

fa mbi mrpbo b8e’

3PL:INDF F1 take child person give into hand pi people

“The son of man is going to be betrayed into the hands of inen”
Luke 27: 66

lor

A

Jisbs

a

vu

Bgho nib0

3PI:INDF take Jesns 3PIANDF come with there.

‘‘Jesus was led before then,”

Froni the above examples we realize that tho sentences begin with
indefinite pronouns. That is, third person indefinite plural pronoun i
“they”. The verbs do not undergo any modifications just like the snbject
NPs do not surface anywhere in the constructions. But what about the

following?
(93)
1.

Active:

Ndi a in kubshi nta’ ca
“Ndi made this chair”

Passive:

A

m

3P1, INDF P3

knbshi

Ndi

nta’

make

Ndi

chair this

“This chair was made by Ndi.”
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ca.

2.

Active:

Beri a

laa mbu’

nitt

“Beri cooked potatoes.”
Passive:

laa

mtt

A

Ben

mbu’

~ P L I N U Fp3

cook Ben potatoes
“potatoes were cooked by Beri.”

3.

Active:

Wowte ii g t e yi
“they have done it”

Passive:

g8e

A

yi

it
“It has been done.”

3PI:INDF

4.

Active:

E

ce

do

mil’ kkg

“He is opening the door.”
Passive:

A

ce

mi?’ k k l

3PLINDF Prog open

door.

“The door is being opened (by him)
5.

Active:

E m fa mE gwh’
‘‘He gave me a book”

Passive:

A

m

3PL:INDF P3

fii

mE

gwi’

give me

book

“I was given a book (by him).

Passive:

A

m

gw8‘ ni

fii

3PL:INDF P3 give

book to

“A book was given to me.”
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5
me.

me.

Active:

6.

1)wk-rye’ni be lib yb
“The teacher will beat him.”

Passive:

A

be

lib

beat
“He will be beaten.”
~ P I . : I N I WF1

yt

him

Looking at the sentences numbered 1-6, we realize that the agents
(subject NPs) of the constnictions named “passive” have been moved to
tnedial positions, specifically immediately after the verb (1 AV) like in
nunibers 1-2 or are deleted completely like in no. 3. Number 5 provides us
with tiso forms. In the first forin, the indirect object takes the place of the
direct object, which shifts to a itlore oblique position (sentence final
position). In such constructions, the animate patient comes before the
il~aiiiniatepatient. This is also the case with sentence two. I n the second
form of no 5 , the prepositional phrase ni m& “to me” takes its traditional
syntactic position, that is, a1 the end of the seiitence, despite the fact that
the N P is animate. These switching of places at the syntactic level by the
subjects and object without any modifications at the level of the verbphrase syntax permits us to make the following concluding remarks.

-

Liinbum uses indefinite and agentless constructions to represent
passive structures.

-

By this means, basic or true passivization which usually takes place
at the level of verb-phrase syntax is impossible.

-

However, the constructions are well integrated into the grariiniar
unlike focus and topicalization.

- Consequently yassivization per se is not
- These constructions,

will

be

CONSTRUCTIONS, henceforth.

28 1

a

feature of Linibum

referred

to

as

INDEFINITE

4.3.2.4.

IND1NEC:’I’ SPEECH

I n most natural languages, two grammatical fornis encode speech

event(;. These are direct and indirect speech. In direct speech, the speaker is
quoted more or less exactly, but in indirect speech, the actual words of the
speaker may not be used, but the meaning is maintained. Most often,

liiiguistics fail to see this as some aspect of syntax. Limbum makes use of
the t\\o forms, consequently, we attempt its treatment here under complex

sentences. Firstly, because of the morphological and syntactic changes that
take place when one moves from direct to indirect speech. Secondly,
because of its vital place in story telling in Limbum as the reporting verb
often focuses on the sequential verb form which carries the pivotal story
line. Ftilally for the fact that it plays a very vital role in ComferCations,
reading and reporting messages and instructions.

To begin with, Limbum reporting words include the following:
(94)

Iia

-

Sbl]

=

say
tell

bibshi

=

ask, question

b&SP

=

reply

by6mi

=

accept, agree, believe

niishi

=

correct.

111 order’to better understand the syntax of indirect speech, let us consider

the following sentences under two groups- direct and indirect.
(95)

1.

2.

REPQ.RTINGCLAUSE

DIRECT
“M;kC y6 nyi’ ka”

Nfor am Iha

“I HAB eat garden eggs not”

Nfor P2 say

“I dorit eat garden eggs.”

Nfor said.

‘‘Mice kb’ Ntala,”

Ndi B liia

“I PROG wait Ntala”

Ndi say

“I am waiting for Ntala.”

Ndi said.
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3.

4.

5.

“ME YE ndab”

Tamfu a SUI) hui

“1 see house”,

“I have seen a house”,

Tamfu h e tell Ndi
Tamfu told Ndi.

“Mi mu Ibr k9kA sa’ a ma”

Ndi B lka

“I P:! take half matchet and throw”

Ndi

“I took the piece of matchet and threw.”

SM say
Ndi said .

“MiM fit dil kil Ramenda.”

Tata k SUI)wowee

“1 F:! go up Banienda.”

Tata S M tell thein

“I will go to Bamenda”

Tata told them

INDIRECT
1.

Nf& am Iila CIIE 6 k6 ye ny&’ kK
Nfor P2 say that he HAB eat garden eggs not
“Nfor said that he does n’t eat garden eggs”

2.

Ndi 2 12a CnE 5 b i CC kB‘ Ntala
Ndi PI say that he PI PROG wait Ntala

“Ndi said that he was waiting for Ntala”
3.

Tainfn B s6g Ndi en& 6 yC ndiib
Tamfit PI tell Ndi that he see house
“Tamfu told Ndi that he had seen a house.”

4.

Ndi i 1aa 6 1 1 ~e init 16r khkh sa a mi’
Ndi PI say that he P2 take niatchet and throw.

“Ndi said that he had taken a piece of matchet and thrown.”
5

Tata a s6g w6wite &ne;&bC fh dh kti Banienda
Tata PI tell thein that he will go up Batnendn
Tata told them that he would go to Bamenda.
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Tlje above examples reveal the following: that in indirect speech, the
reporting clause, Ndi a lha, “Ndi said” Tantfii a sill) “Tamfii told” ...‘
contains the reporting verb 1ha “said” s6q “told.”
That the reported clause forins the second part of the reported or indirect
cottstruction.
111

the sentence, Tamfii i Sniq Ndi Cne 6 ye ndab. Ene 6 yi: ndab “That he has

seen a house,’’ is the reported construction or clause. It is this part of the

indirect speech that contains the actual meaning of what was spoken. It is
3lS0

important to note that the reported clause begins with tnt: “that”. Nfor

Ani l5a tile i5 kt y6 nyj’ k i t . “Nfor said that he doesn’t eat garden eggs.”
And finally, first person pronouns change to second or third person

pronouns, depending upon, the person reporting. Specifically, n16 “I” is
replaced by t “hekhe”.
This third person reported pronoun, differs froin the logophoric or “selfreporting” pronouns used in reported speech in Agheln and other Bantu
languages. Even though in Liinbum it refers to an ambiguous third person,
in Aghem for example, it refers to the subject reported about, that is,

whereas in Agheiii (Hyman 197950) the following sentences are
distinquished by the use of the logophoric pronoun C as in b below:
(96)

a)

wizin m5 WEi i + ’ B

b

in3

bvb nb

“The woman said that she fell”

(b)

w i z + n m 5 d z & i i +‘Btm:,bv&nni,

“The wonlan said that she (herself) fell”
In Limbitm there is no distinction, as these examples show:
(97)
(C)

iijCqwE a la2 t n r

6

nt6 gw6

woman sm say that helshe P2 fall
“The women said that helshe (someone else) fell”
( 4

njCijwb

a

la& Cne

15

mB gwC

woman sm say that hekhe P2 fall
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“the woinan said that she (herself) fell”
}lowever, when hearer is mentioned or the person to who~nthe report

IS

made is mentioned the E third person singular changes to WE (you) sg or
wee (you) pl. for example:
(98)
nj6qwk ii la$ 6n& we mil gwb
woman sm say that you P2 fall
“the woman said that you (hearer) fell”
Again fmm the above examples, we realize that the tense does not seem to
undergo any change. What if sentence 5 above were reported a week or two
after Tata had gone to Ramenda? Wilt it be the same? Certainly not. It
would be:

(99) Tata it m stiqw6wee en& tW raa te

e dii kii Bamenda.

Tata sni P3 tell them that night clean then he go to Bamenda.
“Tata told them that he would go to Bamenda the following day.”
Siriiilarly, if the same sentences were reported by someone in Bamenda
where Tata intends to go, it would be:
100)

Tata

it

s69w6wheenE 6 bOf& vh

i fa

Tala sm PI tell them that he will come to here.
These reported forms show that locative adverbs and time undergo changes
to reflect the distance from the original utterance. The distance here
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terins of time in the former is reflected by td rAa and the tense marker ih,

in the latter, the distance in terms of place is reflected by the change
i n the verb (dii becomes v&) and locative adverb fft “here”. The implication
N hile

is that Limbum indirect speech allows changes ia reference to time and

place. Here are some of the words that change:
(101)

it f i
“here”
sVni
“now”

iitiiii
“today”-

---+

+

+

.-+

ii f6
“there”

nR‘ &ai
“then”

nyb 6ni#
“that day”
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a yaqse

vit
‘‘coine”
k6o
“take”

raa
the following day

-+

t 2

_I_*

dh

tomorrow-

_I_+

__+

___*

“go”

f6
‘’give”

I n reporting interrogative sentences, the same changes mentioned above
take place. For example,
(102)
1.

Tata a bibshi ne y6 ‘&ne “5 dh f61”
Tata sm ask to him that “You go where?”
Tata asked him, “where are you going?”

2.

Tata ii bfbshi ne Ndi tne, “we ma gee kL?”
’rata sin ask to Ndi that “You P2 do what?”
Tata asked Ndi, “what did you do?”

3.

Tata B bfbshi ne yC ‘ins, “Ndi bB f&dii k6 Bamenda a?”.
Tata sm ask to him that “Ndi F2 go to Ranienda Qm?”
Tata asked h i d e r that, “will Ndi go to Bamenda?”

4.

Tata B bfbslii ne y6 Cne B dir fc?
Tata sin ask to him /her that he/she go where
Tata asked him where he was going
Tata 5 bibshi ne Ndi h e , 6 m it gee k6

?

Tata sin ask to Ndi that he P2 go where?”
Tata asked him, what he did.”
6.

Tata B bibshi ne y t ‘ h e ,

Ndl b6 f6 dii k6 Bamenda a.?

Tata sm ask to hindher that Ndi F2 go to Bamenda
Tata asked him if Ndi would go to Bamenda.
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Looking at the reported questions

(No 4-6) we realize that the reportilit;

clause is linked to the reported clause by t (helshe) reported pronoun. The
question word still comes at the end of the sentence.
Summarily, the syntax of reported (indirect) speech is
clause which contains the reporting verb

+

that

- The reporting
+

the reported

clause.(which could be a statement, order, suggestion or question being
reported.

4.4

CONCLUSION
We began this chapter by stating the principles that underpin our

syntactic analyses and by stating the objectives of the chapter. One of the
objectives was to show through our syntactic analyses whether Limbum
was a pro-drop language or not. In order to make a valid statement on this
issue, we started off with the examination of Limbuin NP structure.
Underived and derived NPs were closely examined, which led to the point
that Noun Modified

NP was different from Associative and Genitive

Constructions. Whereas Associative and Genitive Constructions referred to
one and the same type of NP, the N modified NP is a compound and is
structurally descriptive. Meanwhile, an examination of Limbum complex

NP revealed that possessive pronoun, as a modifier remained a problem.
Even though it was clear that possessives in Limbum are always focused

and do originate from post nominal position. This revelation went to
underscore the point that Limbum is a head first language. The NP
possessive structure appeared complex because it involves movement from
post-noun position to pre-noun position.
Concerning IP we realised that the noun it modifies takes
spec-position in the IP. This led to the analyses of the various phrase types
within the IP. Conclusions about the syntax of each of them were reached.

For example, PPs were grouped under transitive and intransitive preposition
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for appropriate considerations. Using tree diagrams in 43 above it was clear
that intransitive prepositions may occur sentence final whereas transitive
P, (NP) was then
prepositions would not. The Ps rule. PP
suggested.
Siiiiilarly ADV phrase structure was considered and it was realized
that the ADV usually takes post verbal position and at the same time could
be optional. In a typical SVO structure it was seen as coming after the

object, modifies the verb it follows and seems to function as an adjunct.
Other Linibum sentence types were considered including question forms
and Negation. On the issue of question forms it was realized that whquestion word and the subject cannot co-occur in a sentence. A ressumptive
pronoun must be brought in to take the place of the subject whilst the whquestion word, takes a post-verbal order and has a focus function. This was
demonstrated by the application of the rule:

s+

D~~+vP+Q+(NP).

$-t

k - 4 ’

Movement operation was examined under focus and topicalization in
simple sentences and under relativization and indefinite construction in
complex sentences. Each case showed that there was movement of some
kind for instance in the case of relativization, it was noted that the Indirect
object moves to the left most position of the IP and is immediately followed
by c6 “which” relative pronoun. In such movement, a gap is left behind
which is filled by a preposition + nll “that” as shown in 77 above.
The chapter rounded up with Reported Speech. It was seen that
Locative adverbs, tense and some verbs undergo changes to reflect distance.
Secondly, that even though Limbum did not make use of logophoric
pronouns like some Bantu languages do the reporting verb lila “said”,

S~IJ

“told” for example, in discourse could be understood when the object was

dropped. Consequently in Ndi il sag “Ndi to1d”is understood. In this wise
therefore, we could conclude that Limbum is a pro-drop language.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PEDAGOGICAL, GRAMMAR OF LIMBUN

S.

INTRODUCTION:
“Itis chapter handles all the grammar rules so far posited and

collapses them as a means of formalising the grammar of Limbum. The
niain objective is to make the grammar of Limbutn more explicitly
accessible to MT teachers, who must not only depend on their intuitive
knowledge of the language when teaching or preparing instructional
materials, but will have a source of reference from which to draw.
Secondly, MT learners need to develop the ability to read and write in
standard Limbum. It is true that young native speakers learning the
language in their different dialectal regions, speak the language, hut h o ~
many of them are well aware of the grammar rules? Consequently, it is
important that they be able to produce grammatically written sentences and
passages, as well as be able to distinguish the one, which is appropriate to
the context from the one, which is not, through rule application. Non-native
speakers of Limbuni and even native speakers, who are proficient in
English and French, need a reference and practice grammar book, which
will help facilitate their learning to read and write in Limbum. ID fact,
above all, this chapter has very far reaching implications on the production

of MT course books, MT dictionaries, and other instructional materials.
Consequently, it is very important to textbook writers, who need to exhibit
their mastery of the standard Limbum in their works.

In order to achieve these goals, we approach the task from a
pedagogical perspective. Since pedagogical grammar has registered
considerable progress in the development of first and second language
acquisition, we make use of it here. But the question is, why pedagogical
grammar? Let us begin by quoting (Odlin T (1994:l) who describes
pedagogical grammar. as “the types of grammatical analysis and
instructions designed for the needs of second language students”. I t
certainly does not only apply to second language learners alone but also to
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first language learners. Afterall, experience has shown that learners WIAO
receive formal language instructions outperform those who do not. Hence it
is important to understand that pedagogical graimnar can be better
understood, if we understand what grammar as prescription, grammar as
description, grammar as an internalized systeni and grammar as an
axiomatic system mean.
Prescriptive grammar, for example is concerned with rules “dos and
don’ts”. Although most linguists consider prescriptive as an exercise in
incompetence e.g. (Leith 1983 and Sledd 1988) it certainly makes possible
the standardisation of languages. Hughes and Trudgill (1987) argue that

standardisation makes communication easier between highly different
dialectal regions. Having a target language codified (even if imperfectly)
simplifies both the teaching and learning of second languages. It helps
learners

to

modify their language toward a single standard such as the one

we are proposing, which is based on dialect approach or at least towards a
narrower range of standards (e.g. American and British English). The
iinplication here is that language teaching in general entails the use of
prescriptive grammar. The thing is, the standard variety which language
learners look up to, must maintain some homogeneity and in order to
achieve this, it must be rule oriented. Consequently, the grammar is bound

usage to adopt or avoid.
Descriptive grammar on its own part, provides a much more detailed
look at languages than prescriptive grammar. It consists of accounts of
phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics. It may provide a detailed
look at both contemporary usage and earlier patterns as well as focus on
to be prescriptive because it specifies which

nonstandard forms, unlike prescriptive grammar would do. MT teachers for
example, may find the boundary between prescriptive and descriptive
grammar quite straight forward, but this is not the case with second
language teachers and learners. For instance, native speakers of English
have no problems using “the” specific determiner. Sinclair et al(l992: 186).

“YOUuse specific determiners when the person you
are talking to will know which person or thing you

are referring to. The man began to run towards the

boy.”
Actually, such descriptive information about specific determiners functions
as a prescription to forestall deviations from the target.
In standard Limbum, we need such descriptions, explicit enough, to
help native and non-native speaken to master the use of ?jga “group oP‘
1

quantifier or even & ”and”. In Limbum, il functions as a conjunction, an ,
article, a subject marker, tense marker and focus marker. These examples
show the different functions of B as enumerated.
1.

a Nfor c6 if

“It is Nfor that has come.”

vi3

Foc Nfor that he come

2.

Nfor a

Ndi B v6.

“Nfor and Ndi have come.”

Nfor conj Ndi PI’come.

..

~

I ,

Fb njab a bha.

3.

“

Give soup with food.”

\ i

Give soup conj food.

.

,

,

..
i ’

Nfor a Ndi

4.

B d3

,

,”

’~
J

I

“To work farm is a good.’’

ns6 yi bog.
Art work farm SM good.
?
i

yll

“Nfor and Ndi have gone.”
“Nfor and Ndi have gone.”

.

B

5.

6.

(‘1

\,

\

Nfor and Ndi P go.

I

fE?

“where are you?”

SM

2 person be where

singular.
These examples show that we need sufficient descriptions to enable

us use 3 in the various contexts. Except when using it as a second person
marker, past tense marker and infinitive particle that it bears a low tone,
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,

/ I

there is no other distinctive feature

. What we are saying is that the M i

teacher like tlie SL teacher ought to and should know tlie rules of the
language, in order to prepare instructional materials that will guide learners
froni possible deviations.
Talking about grammar as an internalized system, it is important to
know that the mind is the source of grammatical patterning. Although i t is
complex, let us understand simply that psychologists are more concerned

with performance inechanislns in speech production and comprehension,
while linguists tend to focus on the more abstract knowledge that makes
production and comprehension possible. This is often referred

to

as

competence. It is the competence that speakers have that is evident in the
grammatical patterning of any language, even though, much of the
patterning is not easily accessible to consciousness. For example, these
sentences show that different rules are needed for noun niorphology in
Limbuni. For instance, that the prefix wl refers to the “people of” and that
some nouns form their plurals by prefming m-plural prefix or b-plural
prefix depending on the noun class. MrW “wine” and by6 “food” show.
e.g.

1

W i n d ’ & nb inril

2

Wimbum B ye by6

3

I)g& nfil B y6b

“NSOpeople are drinking wine”
“Bum people aTe eating food.”
“Nfil group is dancing”.

Speakers know these noun morphology patterns. Once speakers demonstrate
the competence expected of them, it can be viewed as an internalized
system; which is important in first language acquisition. The notion of
conipetence helps linguists to easily account for the systematicity of
grammatical knowledge.
Grammar as an axiomatic system refers to formal analysis of grammar, for
example, generative grammar. Human language lends itself to highly
fornialized analysis of generative grammar. Generative work has
encouraged more systematic approaches to the study of language as well as
greater interest in language acquisition. Approaching grammar as an
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axiomatic system, means paying attention to rules and principles 01
universal grammar and language acquisition. Each of the four perceptions
of grammar discussed above has implications for language teaching, but
none of them alone setisfactorily covers the concerns of practitioners of
pedagogical grammar. Teaching grammar in a second language setting for
example, involves prescription just like in an MT classroom that reeks
some form of standardisation, yet the range of structures important to
consider resembles a descriptive grammar more than a prescriptive
grammar for native speakers. Moreover, teachers who are more concerned
about how their learners succeed in learning any grammar will naturally be
curious about the psychological constraints that underlie interlanguage
competence and performance. Besides, teaching materials draw inspiration
or have its root from axiomatic grammar, (formal analysis of grammar).

In the light of the above analysis, pedagogical grammar is thus a practically
oriented hybrid drawing on work in several fields. Since one of its purposes
is to help language learners to augment or classify classroom activities, it
begs its application in this work. We also understand that it is used by

prospective teachers to intensify their detailed knowledge of the working of
the grammar of the language. As earlier stated, theoretical linguists use it to
confirm the workings of some theory that is being developed. The language
teacher, who uses it daily for language instructions in the classroom, sees it
as translations of linguistic descriptions, which should help him, enhance
instructional efforts in providing explicit descriptions of grammatical
structures and use in a simple straight forward manner.

In this wise, pedagogical grammar which is our approach, to this part
of the work, must provide the language teacher (MT teacher) with
information sufficient enough to construct learning activities targeting a
selected grammatical problem.

To begin with, we will first of all provide pronunciation (alphabet
and orthographic rules), morphological and syntactic descriptions and usage
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of differat grammatical catcgories of the standard language. This refers to
the variety that we have so far succeeded in proposing to WILA. ‘This
variety is based on the phonological, morphological and syntactic analyses
done in the previous chapters. Each description and standard rules for
usage, will be followed by drills (exercises). This approach provides room
for pattern practice, internalization, performance, and competence. Once
learners achieve acceptable competence, then standardisation has been
achieved.

5.1

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE

In this section, we draw inspiration fTom the proposed graphemes o f the
Limbum afphabet treated in chapter two of this work. Instead of presenting
the proposal as it was, we choose here to divide it into vowel and consonant
pronunciation guides. These vowel and consonant charts show the
graphemes on the left and the corresponding words in which the sound is
realized on the right.

VOWEL SOUNDS

5.1.1
grapheme

&

*word

aa

bha, fan, cAa

(food, mistake, toad)

a

tab, t6b, t6r

(but, goitre, stitch)

ee

bte, Me, t6e

(people, heap, ring)

e

ye, bt, ye
lBe, t&, j&

(eat, invite, him)

&E

(bat, stand, different)
(pulloff, quick, insult)

1:

kkr, cEr, cBb
bii sii, fii

1

yi, bi, fii

(know, deliver a baby, cheat)

00

t60, t b , toa,

(support, pole, roast)

0

t6, b6, k6r

(hole, hand, knot)

U:

ydu, tdu, bhu

(thing, send, things)

E

(dance, black, new)
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U

ru, cU t6

(scrabbard, sit, head)

ti:

&a, r h , cdti
y6', vdb, kur

(ten, smell, tie)
(steam, bone, squirrel)

u

I

CONSONANT SOUNDS:

5.1.2

gloss

grapheme
b

(people, bag, lizard)

C

(toad, quick tree)

d

(cutlass, noise, show)

f

(castrated goat, white, poverty)
{grass stalk, do, share)

g

gh
h

(calabash bowl, bless, true)

j

k

(vulture, dizziness, easy)
(squeeze, dove, dish)

1

(cook,shoe, truth)

m

(big, grandmother, hen)

n

(cow, fish, advice)

n
r

(until, exclamation, next week)

(root, week, gun)
(body, snake, bee)
(clean, surround, hanging bridge)
(millet, write, scatter)

(prison, corn beer, refuse)
(five, insect, goitre)
(come, bone, laugh)
(hawk, eight, rabbit)
(illness, queen, song)
(chair, matchet, wind)
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5.2.

THE STANDARD LIMBUM ALPHABET
Based on our analysis of the Limbum sounds, we recap here the

alphabet as proposed on page 75 of this work.

:
j
i=

’e

A a
B b

as in b8a
as in b5a

“food”
“bag”

c c

as in cka

“toad”

D d

as in d5a

”cutlass”

E e

as in ye

“eat”

& E

as in bkb

“he-goat (biIly)”

F f

as in fhr

“castrated billy”

Gg
Gh gh

as in gkb

”share“

as in ghhni

“bless”

Hh

as in hiiar

“until”

I 1

J j
Kk

as in ncfr
as in jikawh
as in kiiab6rJ

“lead”
“vulture”
“dove”

LI

as in 1Ba

”cook”

Mm

as in m8g&

“big”

N n
NY ny

as in nh‘
as in ggkr
as in nycir

%ow’’
“gun”
“body”

0 0

as in k6r

“knot”

R r

as in rha

“clean”

s s

“millet”
“prison ”

Tt

as in s i a
as in sh6g
as in tiia

Un

as in yul

“white yam”

EJtl

as in

”ten”

v v
ww

as in vtib

no

‘

SH sh

“insect

14tt

YY

as in waaw6
as in yBf

I!

as in yb’

”bone”
“hawk”

“ram”
“ram’”
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COMMENTS

5.2.1

Two major differences appear between this work and LIMBUMENGLISH LEXICON (Bradley 1995). The non-inclusion of p as a
grapheme and the inclusion of ny as a grapheme. However, minor
differences can be noticed, such as the non-inclusion of the following
graphemes of the Southern dialect - z and zh.
A s indicated in Bradley (1 995) every vowel can be long or short depending

upon t h e word. The following letters are unfamiliar to English learners of
Linibum

-E,

ti,

gh, 0 ny and sh. Wherever, the consonant clusters or

consonant digraphs appear should be pronounced as one unit and treated
same in the writing system.

In the teaching learning process, the familiar letters should be introduced
first.

TONE GUIDE

5.3

We earlier saw the importance of tones in Limbum in particular and
African languages in general. Tone is a grammatical element, for instance,
in limbum, the tone of the future progressive is HLHH. Thus once the tone
of a word changes, its meaning changes, here we give a brief guide to tone
study in Limbum based on our study of the tones in Limbum. Although
there are seven different tones in Limbum, we agree with Mfonyam
(1989:451) that only low tones should be marked and go further to mark

falling and rising tones.

Ha?

mid

baa “madness”
The tone mark

baa “food“,

Low

baa “bag.”

is put over the vowel on which the tone falls. It should

be noted that tone marks are not written on words said with high or mid
tone. I f a word has a long vowel sound, put the tone on the first grapheme

for example

bke

“pcople”

bbo

“children”
“stripped rat”

ky2.e

“hot”
“say”

IUU

I?ia

Mark glide tones - that is, low-high and high - low.

For low-high tones, we mark them by putting “v” over the vowel on which
it falls. E.g
gggr

-ant”

ggar

rcgunn

nfiir

“mosquito”

nfur

“wound”

mny6r

“hairs

mnyor

“bodies”

L(

These examples show the changes in meaning of each word, due to tone
marking. Mark also high-low

(A

1 tones

e.g

C&

ladder

ce

=tree’’

ti

“five”
“file”
“louse“

taa
shb

“trap”
“long“

rkir) “pot”

‘‘small rat”

rsii

sib

rkir

rsii

,

“green grasshopper”

PRACTICE 1

5.3.1

- Put the proper tone mark on the following words.

gaga

“dove”
”small hand drum”

gee

“

mbaanyo

“black cobra”

ncuki
nyor

“thousand”
“a beard”

do”
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I

I)g**

“bedbug”

Mtt
Se

“ten”
“much”

kuu

ulegrr

taace

‘‘cricket”

mbab

“rat”

nsur

“palm beetle”

SPELLING DRILL USING UNFAMILIAR LETTERS

5.3.2

Remember that;
E

- is different from 5
- is used to write the sound eg like in mbeg

”rain”.

It is completely different from letter n_.
tt

- this letter does not exist in English. It is different from u_

gh

- is different

from letter g and occurs only at word initial

position.

ny

-

is also different from letter a. It also occurs at the beginning
of words.

Below are a few spelling exercises based on the letters above.

Exercise 1. Fill the gaps with letter

s- r

E-

-

/
1-

-
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Exercise 2: In the lines below write five words on each line that have the

letter 9.

Exercise 3:

5.4

Fill the blanks with letter 6

NOUNS - FORMING PLURALS

Singular nouns have either no - prefix, an N - prefix or an r- prefix. Nouns

-

beginning with non-nasals) a take a b-prefix to form the plurals, whereas
those beginning with nasal n

- prefix)

form their plurals by prefixing m-.

Here is a table (formular) for plural formation.
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Now

PREF!XFiS

Oq:
PLURAL

SINGULAR

N

r/l

becomes

~

m-1M.N

This diagram gives the following five groups of nouns:
0 - /b 0-/0n-m = I b n-/m
r/l-/mTheir singular and plural nouns are illustrated below:

Plural N s q s with b- The words in the plural column are read with a /b/
sound at the beginning. In writing the plural forms, you simply add the bto the beginning of the singular word.

Singular
CE’

kfittt

,

PlEraJ
bee’

“clothes”

bkfh

“ropes”

sal

bsal

kw

bkag

“dishes”

biia

bbia

“bags”

Exercise 5:

cutlasses”

Write the plurals of the following:

1. whwa

hucks

2.

sticks

CECE

3. b u d
4. bab

lions
wings

5. bar

lizards

KEY:

bwhwb bburd
B c W bbab, bbbr.
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Plural Nouns With~.mSome nouns beginning with n or m form their plurals by adding an .m to the

beginning of the word see these examples:
Singular

Plural

ncir

mncir

“lids”
“roots”

nta’

mwhr)
mnla‘

nchu

mnctiu

“drums”

ntob

mntob

“corn-beer”.

ndab

mndab

“houses”

mbhq

mrnbaq

“walking sticks’’

mbee

mmbee

“bells”

mbhb

mmbhb

“rats”

mbu

mmbu

“goats”

1J&

“chairs”

Some nouns which begin with r form their plurals by deleting the

and

replacing it at the initial position with m plural prefix. Some of these nouns
are:

Singular

PIXraL

rtaa

mtaa

chairs

rw5a

mwaa

mats

rtilu

mtiiu

hills

rgwag

mgwa?l

giggers

rkab

mkab

bride - prices

rghbo

mghBo

hailstones

Exercise 6: Write the plural of these words:
1. ntar

5.

rw3a

2. kuu

6.

rBurBu

3. nfar

7.

mbee

4.

8.

mbab

Some solid and liquid mass nouns are considered already pluraliseu. I hey
do not change their spelling when they are in the plural form. For example

S&gu_ir
mor

Plural
mor

fire

mrii’

m&’

palm wine

mqg8r

mrJg*r

oil

niqgwar)

mggwag

salt

Collective nouns have a special way of forming their plurals. The singular
form takes a singular gwt (person who) and the plural form takes ggha
(people who) for example:

Plural
qgha cor

Christian

qw~’nfu‘u

qgha nfu‘u

‘‘nfub” people

qwt bii

ggBa bii
qgka WEE

hunters

qgar

soldiers

Singular
qwt cor

_-_I

IJWk WEE

qwk qgar

qgiia gwih

qwk gwkh

Kinship nouns

dancers

pupils

- describe relationships people have.

These nouns take the

plural prefix fbf or I d as the case may be.
The rule is b

+ noun

or m

e.g

Singular

btarktt “grandfathers”

tarkti

“grandfather”

ndiir
malliu

“brother”
“mother-in-law”

bdiir “brothers”
mmalliu “mothers-in-law”

ncigiiu “brother-in-law”

mcighu “brothers-in-law”

In this group, we have a few irregular nouns.
“children”

“person”

bo0
bee

LLwoman’’

biengie

“women“

muu

“child”

JJWE

njcgwt

“people”
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PRACTICE 2:

5.4.1

Give the plurals of the following:
gwE nta
I J W ~samba

berErJ
mggiir
makft
talugCiu
muu

COMPOUNDS:

5.4.2

In chapter three, we saw the various ways compounds are formed in
Limbum. in compound nouns for instance, combinations such as :

-

noun 1

-

noun
noun

-

+ noun 2

-+ adjective
+ normalized verb or verb.

When two nouns combine, the singular and plural forms are marked by the
first noun, but in some situations the second noun also takes a plural

marker. This depends upon the noun class of the first noun.
e.g

qwf

cor

“Christian”

ugia
mbuu

cor
rkoo
ndab

“Christians”

mbnu
gWk

In noun

ncheb
mncheb

“elbow”
“foundation”
”medicine man”
“medicine men”

+ adjective combination, the noun comes before the ad.jective and

may take a singular or plural prefix.

riduunji shsab

“long road”

ckl si

“black cloth”

n u ’ 1whi

“short chairs”

ninduunji sasab
rnntn! lttshi

“long roads”
“short chairs”

bc2’ bsi

“black clothes”

In Now

+

Noininalized verb, the plural form is marked on the noun. In

Limburn most nominaked verbs, when added to nouns to form nouns for

professions e.g.
ipv? rsaq

“writer”

I J W ~nsal

“judge”

qw? rddo

“driver”

p v k raboo

“bricklayer”

In order to put these nouns into the plural, use the plural form of “ggha”
e.g.
ggaa rsaq
“writers”
qgaa rsa’

“judgers”

qgia rdBo

5.4.2.1

“drivers”

PRACTJCE 3:

Add adjectives to the following nouns:

“black man”

rJwe

nda b

_
I
_
_
_
-

“red cloth”

Ck

k~,’~R -

”big house”

~

.. ....I_

“red corn”

Add verbs to the following nouns:
rJwe

medicine inan

ggda

‘‘singers”

g\v?

“worker”

qgh

“

runners”

There are four ways of forming nouns from verbs.
1. m d d i n g the prefix In1 to the verb.
Noun
Verb
us&’ “case”
sit’
”to judge”
tuu

2.

ntuu

“to send”

‘‘message”

By adding the prefix Id,& the verb
Noun

Verb
15

to Pay

rlh

payment

fa

to give

rfa

gift

prefix I
d or Id as the case.m
Noun
Verb
mbor “lazy person”
bor
”to be lazy”
ggbl “grinding machine”
giY
“to grind”

3.

Bys@&&hsIJh.c

4.

Bv adding n o t h i a o t h A v &
YEE

noun

Verb
”to sing”

WEE

5.4.3.1

“to hunt”

YEE

‘‘song”

WEE

“hunting”

PRACTICE 4:

Give the verbs of the following noun.
Verbs

Nouns
fZa
“mistake”
ntar

“entertainment”
fiib
“poverty”
qgbt “grinding machine”
rf&

“offering”
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5.4.4

REDUPLICATION:
This is a common lexical device in Limbum. Usually some words are

reduplicated to form other words of the same category or other gramtilatical
categories. There are six ways of achieving complete reduplication in
Lirnbum.

1.

Noun - Noun reduplication:
Ghs
RedgplkaAed-form
Noun
-“camwood”
‘‘tree”
“hands”

ga

ce

inboo

2.

g w

“handdrum”

CBCit

%ick”

mbaomboo

“empty handed”

Adjective reduplication:
Adjective

3.

Cl&SS

Cl@s

Ck

bitter

nybb

soft

Reduplication form
ce ce
nydbnydb

_Gloss
bitter

soft

Verb Reduplication is another way of forming adjectives from
verbs:

Gloss

Reduplicated form

Gloss

“to be strong”

tatab

strong

bRrj

“to be red”

bilgbhn

red

ceb

“to be sharp”

cebceb

sharp

Verbs
tab

4.

’

Numeral reduplication is used to describe the numeral strength of
an action:

Numeral
motsir

Gloss

ReduPiic_ati!!eform

Gloss

one

mo’sir mo’sir

in ones

baa

two

baabaa

ta

five

tata
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5.

Verb reduplication for emphasis:

___
Gloss
--

Brb

6.

Reduplicated form

c!oss

Ye
d&a

“to eat”
“to slice”

yCy6
d&ad?ia

eat emphatic
slice emphatic

ni,

“to drink”

dbnb

drink emphatic

Reduplication of various categories of words to form adverbs:
Gloss
Reduplicated
form
Gloss
-Word
__nji (noun)

“back”

njinji

bagri (adj)

“partially ripe”

bkqrib?iqri

iifo (adv)

“near”

Bfoafo

5.4.4.1

backwards
suspiciously
frequently

PRACTICE 5:

Form words from the following:

Word-

Reduplicated

Gloss

co’

“to remove”

kt5

“to press”

CET

“quick”

samba

“seven”

bkr

“wide”

d$
ntiig

“cold”

kh

“rope”

“small”

PRONOUNS

5.4.5

In chapter three, we discussed in detail, the morphology of Limbum
pronouns. In this section, we approach it again from a pedagogical
perspective.
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SUBJECT PRONOUNS:

5.4.5.1

We use subject pronouns to refer to the subject of the sentence or clause.
Here, we treat:- Simple singuiar subject pronouns

- Simple plural subject pronouns
- Compound singular subject pronouns
- Compound plural subject pronouns
Simple singular sitbjeet pronouns:

-

When referring to yourself - you use

-

e.g

me kbq Ndi.

“I love Ndi.”

mf gee fAa.

‘‘I make mistake.”

When referring to another person (the person your are talking to) use we
(YOU)

-

wd kdq 1112

“you like me”

w i SAIJ nwA1

“you write letter”

When referring to another person, when talking to someone else, use e
(he/she) .

5.4.5.2

Beri yilu?

“Where is Beri?

6. dil ntiia

“She has gone to the market.”

Nfb yhu?

“Where is Nfor?”

6 yku mb6 nd6b

“He is in the house.”

PLURAL SUBJECT PRONOUNS.

When talking about a group to someone else (non Illember) or
referring to a group of people to which the speaker is a member, you
use “wW5~’’

and when addressing the group, you use “see”because

the speaker is included. e.g
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“we are going to the market
“we will go to the market”

w k cb dii ntaa
she be dil ntaa

When referring to a group of people, speaker non-inclusive, you use

“w3”(you-second person plural)
w&ece dii ntaa

“You are going to the market”

w&ebe dii ni mqkuu

“You will go on foot”

When referring to a group of people (speaker and hearer) not
included you use “wowhe” (they). e.g
“they are going to the market”

wowbe a ce dii ntaa
wow& a ce dii ni mgkuu

“They are going on foot”

5.4.5.3 SINGULAR COMPOUND SUBJECT PRONOUNS:

4

When talking to yourself and another person (the hearer) you use

- (we two). That is, speaker and hearer. First and second person

“SO“

singular.
si,cag

“let us run”

we run.
“let us go to the market”

sb dii ntaa
we go market.
0

When talking to someone else about yourself and another person (he
and I), you use ” E r ” or “ w g ” (we he)
Wkr

bC

dh cor

He & I will go church
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”We will go to church.”

When referring to a group of people or e.g (Beri and Ndi) or IO one
of them about the group, use “wke Y&” (you and h i d e r ) .

“sing with h i d h e r ”

wt5e ye yee
wke y t dh nt6
You and him go market

e

“go to the market with him”

When talking to someone about one and the other person, you use

‘M”
(helshe and hekhe).
Bdri B Nfor ii M dh nta
Beri and Nfor SM will go market
“Beri and Nfor will go to the market”
Or
“They will go to the market”

6 yi: i b6 dll nt&

5.4.5.4.

PLURAL COMPOUND SUBJECT PRONOUNS
When refemng to your group and another group, you use

“&e”

(You & us)
ske bk ta Nigeria

“We will play Nigeria.”

When talking to someone about your group and one other, use
“w&r wowhe” (we and they).
wbr wowke be tart6 je Douala
We and they will meet in Douala
“We will meet in Douala”

When refemng to a group to which you do not belong and another,
use “wke wbwke” (you and they)
e.g when talking to group (A) about what they will do with group (C)
whe wowke be s6si nsli

You they

will weed farm.
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You and them will weed the farm
“YOUwill weed the fa-”

But when talking about what Beri will do with group C,use

“&-wowbefY(helshe and they) e.g
Bari ?I

bkar

vi

B be

sttsi

nsu

Bari and friends Possess pron will weed farm.

B wowhe

be sttsi nsu

They will weed the farm.
John can tell Bari that he loves her by saying “mt khg wh” “I love you”
just like he can say to Bari that, “You love me” by saying “w&kag ink”
“You love me.”
So whenever you want to use a pronoun to refer to an object, use the

corresponding (category) of subject pronoun.
The tables below illustrate the pronouns in Limbum.
1.

Simple subject pronouns:
Singular

-_Plural

t ” person

mbm

w W sW s o

2ndperson

wP/B

w&e

3‘“pemon

tii

wciw8efo

Person

2.

_
I

Simple object Pronouns:

Person
In person

Singular
mE/m

Plural

P’ person

wP.

W*I3

3* person

yiYyi

Wbwhe

-

wbr/s&e/so

PRACTICE 6

5.4.5.5.

- Fill the gaps in the sentences below with appropriate pronoun.
be dh nta.

I.
2. Jtin karj

3. fa gwBI 6&
4.

S&

a yu bi3e nti

5. mE IBa6nB

fio mrii

-Write the following sentences in Limbum

1. He has given it to me.
2. I have worked for him.

3. They are looking at us.
4. She wants to go with them.

5. You will dance with her.

5.4.6.

- In

NON-HUMAN PRONOUNS.

Limbum, things and animals have their own pronouns. That is, the

pronouns stand only for animals and things and are used depending upon
the noun class of the nouns for which they (pronouns) stand for. Read the
sentences below and note the pronouns
1.

2.

3.

sirJ e ye kwaa

“The bird has eaten corn”

e ye kw8.a

“It has eaten corn”

bsiq vi ye kwka

“The birds have eaten corn”

vi ye kwiia

“The have eaten corn”’

rEet li bi

“The yam is ready”

li bi

“It is ready”

n i r W mi bi

“The yams are ready”

CP’

yi gwe

“The cloth hass fallen”
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4.

yi g w k

”It has fallen”

be&’vi raa
vi raa

“The clothes are clean”
“They are clean”

ggub e mh’ rbhu

“The fowl has laid an egg”

e ma&’rbriu

“It has laid an egg”

g p b yi miit mbhu “The fowls have laid eggs”
yi in& mbilu
“They have laid eggs”
The pronouns used in the above examples are summarised in the table
below.
Nou Human Subject Pronouns

Remember that classes 2, 6 and 10 nouns are plural forms and do have
subject and object plural pronouns.

The object pronoun y6 refers to animal objects. E.g
“I have caught a fowl.”

me koo ggtib
mi? koo ye
5.4.6.1.

“I have caught it.”

PRACTICE 7:

Make sentences in Liinbum using

e, ye, li, yi, vi, mi, yi.
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DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

5.4.7.1

SING CJLAR DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS:

When referring to something nearer the speaker, you use cci (this) or

c ~ n (that).
&
Notice that the tone is H, but we do not mark it. e.&.
CI 1

me kbg qw&’ ca.

“I like this book”

CI l a

mE kbg bila ca.

“I like this bag”

CIS

mf kbrJ rtaa ca.

“I like this cap”

c17

me kbq bo ca.

“I like this hand”

But when referring to something far away from the speaker, you use
ca “that”.

c1 I

mE kbrJ gw31’cB.

CI la

mE k6g baa cii.

c15

mE kbg rtaa c31.
mE kdg bo cii.

CI 7

“I like that book”
“I like that bag”
“I like that cap”
“I like that hand“

Also you may refer to something far away from you, but near the

person to whom you are talking, you use, & (that one). e.g
CI 1
mf kbq r~wil’cen8.
“I like that book”
CI l a

m&kbg b&acenii.

“I like that bag”

CI 5

mE kbg rtaa cenh.
mi? kdrJ bo cenii.

“I like that cap”
“I like that hand”

c17

5.4.7.2

PLURAL DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS:

In the plural, use either & or m s to refer to things near you. If
things referred to form their plurals by prefixing /bl plural morpheme,
prefix h/ to ca, but if things referred to form their plurals by prefixing h i /

plural morpheme, prefix /in/ to ca. e.g
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I

I

rbi ca li bbg

“This kolanut is nice.”

mbi mca mi bbg

“These kolanuts are nice.”

SA’ cB ceb

‘“That cutlass is sharp.”

bs$f bch vi ceb

“Those cutlasses are sharp.”

Remember that demonstrative pronouns come after the nouns they describe.

5.4.7.3.

PRACTICE 8:

Write these phrases in Limbum, noting the demonstratives and their
concord elements,
This bird
These birds
This cat
These cats
This dress
These dresses
This chicken
These chickens
This yam
These y a m

5.4.8.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

Possessive pronouns are words that show who the person or thing you are
referring to belongs to or is connected with. They differ according to the
noun class gender they refer to. Read these examples and see how they
operate.

PlUEllJ

Singular
I.

ya kdt“my cocoya~n”

wa bkd’

‘’ my cocoyams”

yo kd’ “your cocoyam”

wo bkb’

“my cocoyanis”

yi kB’ “hidher cocoyams”

vi bkb’ “his/her cocoyams”
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2

3.

yee kbl “your cocoyam”

wee bkW “your cocoyams”

yab kW”heir cocoyam”

wab bkiY “their cocoyams”

10 rfb

“my feather”
“your feather”

li rfittt

“hidher feather”

ler rfhtt

”our feather”

lee dtt
lab rfatt

“your feather”
“their feather”

la rfatt

ma mfatl
mo mfatt
mi mfhu

mer mftia
mee mRtt
mab mfatt

5.

“your feathers”
“hidher feathers”
“our feather”
”your feathers”
“their feathers”

“my brother”

bfttr wa

“your brother”
”hisher brother”

bfttr wo
“your brothers”
bfttr vi
“hislher brothers”

“my brothers”

“your brother”

“our brothers”
“your brothers”

“their brother”

“their brothers”

“our brother”

4.

”my feathers”

“my fowl”

“my fowls”

“your fowl”

“your fowls”

“hidher fowl”
“our fowl”

“his/her fowls”
“our fowls”

“your fowl“

“your fowls”

“their fowl”

“their fowls”

”our cow” (1

+2pl)

“our cows*’ (I +2pl)

“our huts” (1 +2pl)
“our yam” (1 +2pl)
m M e rnrke’ “our yams” (1 2pl)

+
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(noun class 1)
(noun class 10)
(noun class 2)
(noun class 5)
(noun class 6)

I

yisol ngttb

“our fowl”

(noun class 10

(1 +2)

(noun class 1 )

yis6‘ ndab
visd’ bsig

“our house” (1 +2)
“our birds” (1 4-2)
lis6’ rrE
“our yam” (1 i-2 )
inis:, mtee’ “our yams” (1 + 2 )

(noun class 2)
(noun class 5)
(noun class 6)

Notice that the difference between our cow and our cows is only in tone.
Note that the noun class concord elements of the possessives are:
f-.
y‘-, w’-, r-, ma-,
While the n~odifierstems are:
-a, -er,

-0, -ee,

-i and-ab

For possessive pronouns designating human relations, the possessive
determiners come after the nouns. (See example 3 above).
Some nouns do not take a plural prefix and, so the differnce between
their singutar plural forms is tone alone. Whereas the singular forms
take low tone, the plural possessive determiners take high tone. (See
example 4).
Compound possessive concords are ye, vi, li, mi and their possessive

qualifiers are see and sa “dual”, that is, speaker inclusive, while s6e
“plural”, that is, more than two with speaker inclusive.
Possessive pronouns actually fall in two groups. The first group,
(possessive adjectives) have been treated above. Possessive pronouns pel se
(mine, yours, hes, hers, ours, yours, theirs) usually replace my, your, our,

his, her, their, etc), in Limbum like in English, they are never followed by
nouns.
in Limbuni, we use a

+ possessive adjectives to produce short possessive

sentences as shown below.

Possessive

prossessive
1.

2

adiective

a
-1

gdieetive

S&gufar_

a ya

“it is mine”

a wa

“they are mine”

a

‘‘it is yours”

a wo

“they are yours”

YO

is hidhers”

vi

“they are hidhers”

a yi

‘‘it

a yer

“it is ours”

a wer

“they are ours”

a yee

“it is yours”

a wee

“they are yours”

a yab

“it is theirs”

a wab

ii

“they are theirs”

a ma

“they are mine”

a mo
a mi

“they are yours”

a 1er “it is ours”

a mer

“they are aurs”

a lee ‘‘it is yours”

a mee

“they are yours”

a lab “it is theirs”

a mab

“they are theirs”

a

la

“it is mine”

a lo “it is yours”
a li

‘‘it i s hishers”

“they are hidhers”

This table will help you master the usage of possesseve adjectives.

__
Noun

class

l./Ia
2
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5.4.8.1. PRAC‘TICE 9:
Write the following phrases in Limbum.
my pot
their cat
our pots
our kolanuts

I

-

their chief

his house

-

his sister

our house

tier goat

their houses

Write the following sentences in Limbum.
1

The yams are mine.
The yams are ours.
‘Ilic yams are theirs.

2

This bag is mine.
These bags are his.
These bags are theirs.

3

The fowl is his.
‘These fowls are ours.
Those fowls are yours.

5.4.9

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

In limbum, reflexive pronouns are used as the object of a verb xhen the
subject and the object of the sentence refer to one and ihe same person o r
thing. We use body parts

+

possessive adjectives to express reflexivity.

These body parts are nyor “body”, tuu “head”, bo “hand’land kilu “foot”.
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I

-

Plural

Singular

Person

.-

I

‘‘

1 person

2‘‘ person

__

Y“person

I

y&-tuu

“myself+’
“myself”

wer-bnyor
wer-btuu

“ourseives”
“ourselves”

ya-bo

“myself’

wer-mbo

“ourselves”

ya-nyor

ya-khu

“myself‘

wer-mgkdu

“ourselves”

yb-nyor

“yourself’

wee-bn yor

“yourselves”

yo-tuu

“yourself’

wee-btuu

“yourselves”

yo-bo

“yourself‘

wee-mbo

“yourselves”

yo-khu

“yourself‘

wee-mqkh

“yourselves”

yi-nyor

Iiiinself”

wab-bnyor

“themselves”

wab-btuu

“themsel\es”

wab-mbo

“heniselves”

wab-qkhu

“themselves”

yi-tuu

“himself‘

yi-bo
yi-kiiu

“himself’
“himself”

Look at these examples:
I. Ndi be kwir yi nyor.

“Ndi will cut himself.”

2. Bhri a yag yi-tuu.

“Bari has fed herself.”

3. we ytt yo-tuu.

“You have killed yourself.”

4. Mi: j h ! yh-nyor.
5. Wee k dhjshi wee bnyor.

“I have helped myself.”
“You have introduced yourselves.”

6 . Wowse il dagshi wab bnyor.

“They have introduced themselves.”

These sentences can be referred to as true reflexives because the actions are
done by the subjects on themselves. Liinbum also uses reflexive pronouns
lo say

that soineone did soinething without any help from anyone else. Here

are some examples:

1. E Ha baa n&yi-bo.

“He has cooked the food himself

2. Biri ti byel bia n6 yi tuu.

“Bari has carried the bag herself.”

3.

M? sag gwii* ne ya bo.

4. W&r be k6o nyk n& wer ihbo.

ourselves.”

.”

“I wrote the letter myself.”
“We will catch the thief

YRAC‘I’ICIE 10:

5.4.9.1.

Using the above examples as clues, write the following sentences in
limbum.
1. I have enjoyed myself.

2. You will hurt yourself.
3. They will feed themselves.
4. She will wash herself.
S. They will cook it themselves.
6 You will climd the tree yourself.

5.4.10

RECIPROCAL PRONOUNS

Reciprocal pronouns are used to refer to an action carried out by two or
more subjects not on themselves but on each other or other subjects.. In
Limbum they are formed by using;
(1) Transitive verb

+ 3d person possessive plural + nyor.

(2) Transitive verb

+ ni (verbal extension)

e.g
1.

A ghonse wab bnyor

“They have hugged each other”

2.

Acii‘ni wab bnyor

“They have greeted each other”

3.

A kog wab bnyor

“They Love each other”

5.4.10.1

PRACTICE 11:

Write the following sentences in Limbum
1. Embrace each other

2. They danced with one another
3. Bantar and Nyah love each other

4. They hate each other

5. They greeted one another

ARTICLES:

5.5.

Lirnbuin does not have separate definite and indefinite articles but
uses demonstrative pronouns which function as articles.
1.

’rhe definite referential article refers to something specific or definite
The denlonsrative pronoun “an&” is a panicle which has a definite
refrence like the English “the” . For example:

me in&’

1.

FA

2.

Give me wine
MrG’ an& mi b6gse

“The wine is very nice”

3.

Wine the it good very
SA1 ana ceb

“The cutlass is sharp”

4.

“Give me some wine”

“The book is good”

Qw&lan&yi b6rj

2. Indefinite referential article refers to something unspecific or something

indefinite. In Limburn it is neither phonologically nor morphologically
marked. Normally, a noun on its own js’cr.i:iidered definite unlike in
English where it is marked by a/an

-

a person

=

abook

SirJ

=

a bird

rbiiuqgttb

=

an egg

15

,rJwi’

3. Howeve

a hat

mbt “some, another, a certain” can be used to express an

indefinite reference e.g

sig

nib‘

‘Lanotherbird”

bsig

mb’

“some birds”

qwS

md‘

“a certain person”

bce

ma1

“some trees”

Note that inb‘ could hare these meanings depending upon the context or
usage. nib’ can also follow a verb e.g
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ye mo

I

lbr bmb’
nbgsi rmb’

“cat another”
“take some”
‘6putanotherlone”

PRACITCE 12:

5.5.1.

Write the following phrases and sentences in Limbum

-

-

Thechair
This pan
A box

A banana

-

The tea is sweet.

-

A certain bag is here.

The food is nice.
Another man has come.

5.6.0
1.

2

TOTAL QUANTITY AND INDi FINITE QUANTITY
In Limbum, total quantity morphemes a *
WEEWE
all
sib

all

mb’ ...kk’

none

Indefinite quantity morphemes are
ntd’

some

nd&WEE

whoever

ke wee
fE WEE

anything

yuu kat

nothing

yuu WfEWE

everything

anywhere
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3

Indefinite quantity morphemes can be used to form the following
compounds.

Referring to

qwE m6’

nda wee

qwt kat

gwE weewe

qwE “person”

somebody

anybody

nobody

everybody

Referring to

yuu md’

ke WEE

yuu kat

yuu weewi

yuu “thing”

something

anything

nothing

everything

f&WEE

iyuu ka’

fEWEEWk

anywhere

nowhere

everywhere

Referring to di’ di’mb’
somewhere

“place ”

Remember that nda means “who?”, ke “what?” fe “where?” and kat “no”.

PRACTICE 13:

5.6.1

Write the following phrases/sentences in Limbum.
I . I haven’t seen anybody

2. 1 don’t know anything

3. I like everything
4. Mother will not eat
5 . Somebody is looking for you

5.7

INTERROGATIVES

In Limbum, interrogative pronouns come at the end of the sentence.
When asking questions about a person use & (who?) e.g
rJwf ca B nda?
“Who is this ?

E dd bgau a nda? “Who is she married to?”
WE

YE

ba nda?

“Who have you seen?”
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rn

When asking question$ about which person something belongs

IJ,

use any of the following, but making sure there is concord
yi nda (whose? For noun classes la/la, 7/7a, 10.
vi nda (whose? For noun class2

mi nda (whose? For noun class6

li nda (whose? For noun class5

e.g.

~nril’IIKR A mi nda?
c f ’ ca

A

yi nda?

~iii~\v&
caI

iivl nda?

“Whose wine is this?”

“Whose cloth is this?”
“Whose books are these?”

When asking someone to identify a specific person (gwi? yi fe = which
person) a specific thing out of a number of things, use

vi,@LE,
yi-kg

“which.”

I? IBa bagwi? yi fe?

“Which person are you talking about?”
a b8a y’ fK?
“Which bag is this?”

B mril mi ke?
“Which wine is this?”
6 katt vi ke?
“Which ropes are these?”

When asking questions about a thing, use baAe? (what?) eg
WE gBe ba ke?
“What are you doing?”
Nfb ye ba ke?

“What is Nfor eating?”
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When you are asking questions about time, when an activity
place, use 2i s_Lkt.?(when?) eg.
Ndi bb v&8 se’ke
d e bC fa’ B

LUUh

“When will Ndi come?”
“When will we work?”

se‘ke?

When asking questions about the place, position or direction, use fe

(where) eg
“Where is Nfor going”

Nfor ce dSI b8 f ~ 7
ya b8a yi yuu ba €E?

“Where is my bag?”

* When asking questions about the reason for something, use njo-ke
(why).
a yuu nta njo-ke?

“Why are you buying a chair?”

?I ye ni mbo njo-kt: ?

“Why are you eating with your hands.?”

When asking queslionrabout the method used for doing something,
use 5 njkke (how)
sb mh’ a nj&kc:?

wowt?e B be dt3 5 njbke?

PRACTICE 14:

5.73.

do we open it ?”
bw will they go?”

tw

Write the following sentences in Limbum:
1.

What did you do?

2.

Whose book is this?

3.
4.

Who took my gun?
Which of the hands did you use?

5.

Which of them do you know?

6.

Why were you late?

7.

How did you come?
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5.8.

LOCATIVE UETERMINERS

They refer to what the English call prepesitians of place. Limbum has a few
simple locative determiners
“down there”
mba
kli

“at”

ni

“withn

ser

“at”

Sii’ yu ni Nfor.

“The cutlass is with Nfor.”

Mbit yu kii rtuu.
Mama yu ser nd8b.

“Tthe goat is at the hill.”
“Mother is in the house.”

Mbab yu mba too.

“A rat is down the hole.”

These locatives substitute nouns in discourse SO “there” or
“sideways”.
environment.
mb?i

They

express situations about

the

speaker’s

”down there”

mbo

“in there (a M e

ko

“up there”

njo

“inside”

iiere)”

Eg

These

E yu mbh kob
Mbttyu ko

“He is down in the forest”

NyH yu mbo
Njab yu njo se

“There is meat in there”

“The goat is up there”
“There is a lot of soup inside”

locatives describe

situations withing

environment.
&fa

here

taa
mbena

in here
here or a bit upwards
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the

speaker’s

Mfo yu &fa

‘“for is here”

Nfo yu taa

“Nfor is in here”
“Nfor i s on that spot up there.”

Nfo yu mhena

.

These locatives are used to express a horizontal axis position:
Bbgwigwag

sideways

&gee

beside

mbenji

behind

mbetar

between
by the left
by the right

B bb qkbb
B bE, mitt

tab yi tc: mbe tar mndab.
A hut is standing between houses
sht nog Bbgwhgwag

The cutlass i s lying sideways.
ggwe nor^ mbenji nta’
A dog is sleeping behind a chair

8

These locatives are used to express a geographical position from the
speakers environment: (cardinal points)
khntii
east
mhmbhntii
west
mbhmbilu
south
north

kilt6
e.g.

.

mbtq h si kuntii
ghhghu mbQ yi

ftt

ma mbuntii

”Rain has clouded in the east.”
“There is a rainbow in the west”

“COWShave gone to the south.”
“In the north it is dry.”

nh ‘yi sil mbilmbhu
ngbq yi yushi kdtu
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I

5.8.1

PKAC1'IClC IS:

Fill the gaps with suitable locatives.
si"yu

Nfor

mbtt yu

rtuu

nsb yu

njab yu

Si!

rjgttb nor)

nt8'

ghhghu mbeq yl

ftt

ya ntab nte

5.9.

NUMBERS
Cardinal numbers 1-9 are basic in the Limbum numerals.
1
ntuun- -= 6
e.g. mo'sir
ba8

2

samt

= 7

taar

3

waar

= 8

kYe

4

bti'ii

= 9

ts

5

diu

= 10

When you use a number and a noun, the noun comes before the
number. e.g.

BsB' ntuunfu

=

6 cutlasses.

When counting numbers between 1 1 and 19, we use ncob B rba
"meaning, units and 10."
e.g.

B

rlkt = 11
*=I2

ncob
ncob

mb'sir
baa

a

ncob

taar

il r g t t = 1 3

ncob

ky&

ncob

t%

ncob

I

ntuunfu

ri

rdtt = 14

B

&=15
r h = 16

B
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= 17

ncob

shmba

B

ICWI

ncob

wAami

?I

riltt- 18

ncub

hu’d

a

r&=

Wb

I9

counting in tens, the numeral plural prefix m conies in before
=

20

= 30
= 40
= 50
= 60
=

70

= 80
= 90

= 100
When counting goes beyond 20, we w e ncob

basic unit +tens

( phural ) e.g.

ncob &&’sir 31 ihb31a

= 21

ncob tB B intiiar
, ncob whaml B Ihbtt’8

= 35
= 98

* When counting sees up to 900, we count in hundreds-rjbr 100
mjPr mbha 200
mjer ntuunfu
600
mj&r mtaar 300
mjer ky&
400
mj&r tfi
500

mjbr samba

700

mjer W8

900

When reading a specific three digit number we use ba ‘‘plus’’ e.g.
343 = mj&rmtaar ba ncob taar B mkyi:

675 = mjPr ntuunfu ba ncob tfi B ms31mba.
One thousand is ncttki ‘‘1000”
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Ordinal Nurnber_s;

When you want to refer to something in a sequence, use e ntonibi
“first” 6 mbenji “second” from the third position you premodify the

numbers using nbmbh until you get to (lusimbh (last).e.g. nomba
tli.

9

When you want to refer to a part of something (a whole) use bebe’
(a piece or sector of) or kaka (part or section of) a chapter of a book.
Bebe’ qgombe

a piece of plantain.

Kaka r~w&qwAq

a piece of sugar cane

When you want to say bow old some one ,thing or place is, you use
(bfe’) e.g. years.

5.9.1

bfe’ samba

“seven years”

nfe’ &

“ten years”

PRACTICE 1 6

Write the following numbers in Limbum.
13
134
’

245
1455
M cup of salt.

6 a piece of sugar cane.

5.1’

ADJECTIVES.
An adjective generally refers to a word which is used to describe

soineone or something. It gives more information about the name it

describes. In limbum adjectives follow the nouns they describe and do take
%ncordmarkers. Limbum adjectives can be divided into two groups -

,&iributiveand Predicative uses.
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Attributive-:

Here the adjective comes after the noun in a sort 01

isolation. E.g.
ct? fi

“new cloth”

ntaW gar

“big chair”

kag si2

“black pan”

Ptedieative use:

Here the noun class concord and the copuiar (yu) are

inserted between the noun and the adjective e.g.
“The wine is much”
mrh’ mi yu gbr
rb6’ li yu rber

“The pumkin is raw”

nB’ yi yu btt

‘‘the cows are white’’

The predicative form can be used to describe some situations eg.
“It is terrible”
yi yu ber

y i yu tatab

”It is difficult”

yi yu rara

“It is clean”

the superlative morpheme e.g.

Comparative

Superlative

cbg -wet”

cbg gbr “wetter

cbg gar si? “wettest”

fi ”new”

fi gbr”newer
s8b gbr “longer

fi gbr s8 “newest”
s8b gbr se “longest”

Adieetive

shb “long“

_
I
_

We can say:

Ndab ca shb.

“This house is long”

Ndab ca s$b gbr.

“This house is longer“

Ndab ca shb gbr s&.

”This house is the longest”
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Notice longer here means “very long” while longest means “extremely
long”.
Non-derived adjectives can be used to express plural ideas of the nouns
they describe. For example:
sig
gdr
Singular:

=

“big bird”

Plural:

bsig

bgdr

=

“big birds”

Singular:

rbi

k&’

=

“small kolanut”

Plural:

inbi

mke’ =

“small kolanuts”

There is another group of adjectives called Derived- Adjectives.
These are formed from verbs. This group can be subdivided into:
Non-Reduplicated -Those with syllables:
e.g

Ye_rbs

Adiectives

E g ri “to be light”

firJrii“light”

fugri “to be deaf”

fugrii “deaf”

We can say attributively: tti’ fugrii

“deaf ear”

Predicatively: td yi fugrii
Meanwhile,

Reduplicated

Derived

“The ear i s deaf‘
Adjecf

are

formed

from

inonosyllabic verbs. e.g
Verb

be1

Ad ieetive

~

“

to break”

be1be‘

WrJbfrrJ

bdg “to be good”

rlr

“to be heavy”

drir

“half’
“good”
“heavy”

Adjcs-t ives of this group often precedetcome before) the nouns they

clescri be.
e.g.

betbe’ baa

“half food”

tete

“piece of meat”

nyA
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Some Adjectives are formed from nouns. That is some nouns describe other
nouns and are called adjectival nouns, on the one hand, while Q x ~ 2+ an
adjectival noun is used to express some concepts. e.g.
Ck1 inbaa
=
“expensive cloth”
AN

Ma m u
Qw2 mbAa
1)wE bfe

510.2

1.

-

“nursing mother”

=

“a rich person”

-

‘&awise person”

PRACTICE 17:

:“:”\

Match the nouns with the adjectives
sii

mke’
mbi
karJ

2.

r&
beer

Write the following sentences in Limbum.
The food is too much.
I

The goat is expensive.
The kolanut is bitter.
It is easy.
It is clean

3.

Forni adjectives front the following verbs:

beb

“to be bad”

raa

“to

jet

“to fool about”

eel

“to be bitter”

she

“to be burnt”

be clean”

~

4.

Write the following sentences in Limbum.
A powerful person.

A brave person.

A whiteman.
A bad tempered person.

5.

Form the Comparative and the Superlative forms of these adjectives:
Comparative
Superlative
&djgc@!7e

sab
ICi’shi
si

beer
be
CblJ

ADVERBS.

5.11.

-11

adverb gives inforinatio about how, when, where or the manner

in which something happens. In Limbum adverbs usually come after the
verb they modify.The adverbs are divided into three groups: time, locative
and manner adverbs.
t.

Time Adverbs state when an event happens. e.g.
ntini

“today”

nigkilr

“yesterday”

nfe‘sib

“always”

nfem8’

“sometimes’’

They 111 intain their forni in all structures and do not undergo comparison.
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Locative Adverbs state where something happens or goes. e.g.

2.

seryee

“first or front”
“straight across”

mbtiyee

“straight down”

ntombi

Manner adverbs are used to describe the way in which an event

3.

happens or is done. They begin with the adverbial prefix
B ter
“easily”
B mnG

“boldly”

i waa

“carelessly”

B war)

uOpenly”

a- “ly”

Some manner adverbs do not take the adverbial prefix, but also describe the
manner in which something is done. e.g.
Comparative

seryee

Seaerlative

seryee gdr

“straight across”

“very

straight across”

seryce gbr si?
“extremely straight across’’

cecer gbr

cecer

“quickly”

CECEr gbr Si?

“very quickly”

“extremely quickly

Adverbs can be formed from verbs and nouns using
mu + verb e.g.
mttcer
“a bit quick”
mu

+ adject e.g.

5.11.1
1.

mttcbq

“a bit wet”

PRACTICE 18:

Complete the following sentences with suitabie adverbs:

.................... (ntlni, nh$air)
-------(nfesC, nfe‘sib)
Bari e ke vtt & fa ____----_-

Ndi belb du nta
\

No@ rereg an8 --------------------(n€Pmo, mbayee)
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2. Can you form adverbs from the following verb using mu adverbial

prefix? e.y.

Verb
ce‘ “to be bitter”
cbg “to be saltless”

Adverb
mgcece’ “a bit bitter”
mkbrcbr “a bit saltless”

3. Form adverbs from the following nouns:

“hot”
cbr~“wet”
l u “warm”

CUQ

I

USING THE LlMRUM VERB

5.12.

A verb is a word, which is usually used with a subject to say what

someone or something does, what they are, or what happens to them. In this
section, we treat the different verb forms - affixation, suffixation, tense and
aspect.

5.12.1
=

USING VERB PREFIXATIONS
When you want to use the verb in the infinitive form, you prefix /Arto the stem. (Verb iinfinitive prefix). E.g

Ye

“eat”

Br ye

“to eat”

sag

“write”

ilr sag

“to write”

gwAr

“cut”

Bgwir

“to cut”

A verb can be used as a noun. In this case it takes the /r-/prefix e.g
Vgb

_verbal

No!&!

fa‘ “work”

rfa’

“work”

kwe “die”
yttr “to have luck”
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A verb can be used to expess the sense of reciprocity. We use either

/nd or /W plural morphemes and suffix -ni reciprocity morpheme to
the verb stem. E.g
Verb

I
_

kbg

=

“like”

baa

=

“hate”

rkbpf

“the act of liking each other”

rbgani

“the act of hating each other”

Although, rkbqnl and rbkanl are nouns, they can be used verbally. e.g.
Wowte h kbqni “They like each other”

Bari ba Jan btiani “Bari and John hate each other”
plural reciprocity

I d or /b/

=

“the act of liking one another in a group”

mkagni
bbkani

5.12.2.

+ verb + ni

“the act of hating one another in a group”

PRACTICE 19:

1. Form infinitives from the following verbs:

Ye

I

kE

Wl

laa

dU

Via

VtI

wl

2. Form verbal nouns from the following verb^

Ye

koo

catl

kur

dU

luu

3 Form plural reciprocity from the following verbs

fa

ca’ani
ba

.
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5.12.3.

USING VERB SUFFIXATION
To express plural actions which are carried out simultaneously or
experienced separately by many people either at the same instance
or different instances, we use
sufflx: e.g
“die”
kwe = kweqg&r
“die separately one by one”

--

“flash”

bilb =bhbqg&r

“flash separately any time”

“drink”

no’

”drink separately many times”

= nbgg2r

To express the concept of an event involving several actions, one
action is camed out repetitively, use &I

“keep on doing” e.g

ye&
“eat”

ye

yeshi

“plurality of action”

“share ”

gib

ghbshi

“plurality of action
/persons participating.”

To express the idea that two people are carrying out a single action
splittingly or reciprocally, use I-ni/, suffix e.g.
V!b
Sevarative A M

.

“break”

be’

=

be’ni

“to break into two”

“share”

gib

=

giibni

“share into two parts”

“love”

kbq

=

kbqni

“love reciprocally”

To express the idea that something has happened by itself
(reflexivity), use /-ti/ suffix: e.g

y&
t
‘‘open’’

mti

=

mdti

“open by itself”

“shatter”

waa

=

waati

“shatter by itself”

“break”

keb

=

kebti

“break by self’

only intransitive actions or notions are expressed.

To express the notion that an object is changing a bit from

illr

original state or that it is attaining a different state from its original
state, we use ki/suffix. E.g
Alternative

Notion

_
_
I

~~

“white”
“red“

fbb
b&lI

fttbri
b&yi

“become whitish”
%ecome reddish”

“dishonestn kab

Mbri

“become dishonest”

To express the notion that many people or groups are c a w i n g out a
single action in a distributive manner, use -& suffix: e.g
&V
-se suffix

9

“come”

VU

vbse “come from different directions”

ugon

dii

diise “go in different directions”

.

To express the notion of action that makes or causes, suffix I-&

to

intransitive verbs and they become transitivised e.g

-sisuffix

Verb
__
-Ulost”

bii

&si

‘‘cause to get lost”

“die”

kwe

kwesi

“cause to die”

“bad”

beb

bebsi

“make it bad”

5.12.4

PRACTICE 20:

Write the following sentences in Limbum using the appropriate verb forms:
1.

To eat food is good

2. Nfor is doing some work in the farm

3. Take the corn and share it out
4. Scabbies have attacked the children

Nfor and Bari love each other
6. The door has opened by itself
5.
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7. The dancers have gone to their homes
8. Put the chairs in the house

TENSES

5.13.

Tenses are the different verb forms and verb groups that indicate
roughly what time you are referring to. Tenses in Limbum have been
treated in detail in chapter three. In this section we are concerned with
usage. We consider the standard tenses that should be taught. To facilitate
learning, the tenses can be summarised as follows:

TENSE

Past

Future

From this diagram we can reaiise that tenses are based on the three - way
opposition between the present, past and future. In each case, habitual and
progressive situations can be expressed. The examples below show.

5.13.1

PRESENT TENSES:

There are two types:
1. Simple Present is used to refer to habitual actions. E.g.

mE
I
JBn

0

cu

SPT

live

0

i fa
here

“I live here”

fa’ nje Yaounde.

John SPT work in Yaounde.
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“John works in Yaounde.”

2. Present tense is also used to talk about temporary situations that s ~ e i c i i

on for sometime in the present.
e.g.

Ndi

dh nta

e

0

“Ndi is going to the market”

Ndi PPT Pn go market.

Nyako

0

e sag gwh’

“Nyako is writing”

Nyako PPT Pn write book.
Notice that these two tenses are not marked. The understanding is that Ndi

is going to the market or is on his way to the market.

5.13.2.

Past Tenses:

There are three Standard foniis:

-

Today Past or Immediate Past. It is marked by the tense
P
L
E
x
x
I
h
a - To say that an event took place in the past within the same day.
marker b
The tense marker comes before the verb. e.g.

,

Ndi

h

bfi

sag

Ndi

sin

P1

write book

“Ndi wrote
Bari

A

l3;iri sni

a

letter

gwA’
(today).”

ba

dd

nta

PI

go

iiiarket

“Bari went to the market (today).”
P2. Yesterday Past

- is used to refer to or talk about events that

occurred

one or a few days ago. We use llltf tense iiiarker before the vei b to locate
the event.
e.g.

Ndi

B

mu

sag

Ndi

sin

P2

write book

gwit’

“Ndi wrote a letter (yesterday)” (a few days ago)
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Bari

a

mtt

dil

nta

Bari

sm

P2

go

market

“Bari went to the market (yesterday)” (a few days ago)

P3. A Long time aoo
. Past or Remote Past- is used to refer to events that
may have taken place as early as a year ago or as late as some months back.
Even in narrative past, it is the same tense that is used. It is marked by m2
e.g.
Ndi 5
m
fa’ nsu.
Ndi sm

P3

work farm

“Ndi worked a farm (a long time ago).”
Bari

?I

m
P3

nj6

dir

Amerika.

in
America.
“Bari went to America (a long time ago).”

Bari sm

5.13.2.1
1.

go

PRACTICE 21:

Write the following sentences in Limbum:
He saws timber
They eat snails

Nfor is going to church
,She

is eating groundnuts

He gave us some corn (today)

He tapped some wine (today)
She went to school (yesterday)
She had cough (a few days ago)
He once bought a horse

He fought with a lion (a long time ago).

5.13.3

FUTURE TENSES

These are used to refer to situations that will occur at a future time.

In Limbum, there are four distinct future tense markers: Earlier
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to

immediate future (Fl), later today future (F2), tomorrow or several days
after the time of utterance (tomorrow) (F3) and a long time from today or
remote future (F4).
= The immediate future (Fl)

- is

used to locate an event in the

immediate future not long from the time of the utterance. It is
which is functionally equivalent to the English

marked by

expression of “be about to” or “will soon” eg.
BBri
Bari

be

F1

“Bari will

.

da
go

nta.
market.

go

to the market (today)”

Later today future (F2) is used to locate an event at a subsequent
point in time within the same day of the utterance. It is marked by

_
bblb,
_which very much is functionally closer to the English will eg.
BBri

belb dh

nta.

F2
go
market.
“Bari will go to the market (later today)”
Ban

.

Tomorrow future (F3) is used to locate an event that is due to occur
tomorrow or within a few days from the time of the utterance. It is
marked by befit. e.g.
Ban

befu

Bari

P3

db
go

nta.
market.

“Bari will go to the market (tomorrow)”
Remote future (F4) - It is used to refer to events that are due to take
place in weeks, months, years, or the indefinite future. In short, it
situates events that are far removed from the present time. It is
markedt by

m,which can be glossed as “some day.”
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BBri

bek&

dil

bgilu

Bari

F4

go

marry

“Bari shall (one day) get married”

5.13.3.1.

PRACTICE 22:

Write the following sentences in Limbum, using appropriate tenses.
He will (soon) eat food.
They will (soon) go to class.

I will give him a bag (today)
Her father will come (today).
They will go to Yaounde (next week).
He shall be a teacher.

5.14.

-

ASPECT

In the previous section, we treated tense as a grammatical category
by which we locate events as having taken place either in the past, present

or future. “Aspectual expressions have no -clear-cut reference points and
there is a possibility for overlap between the past, the present and the future
time.” Ayunijam (1998:281). Verbs in English for example have two
aspects - the perfective and the progressive aspect (which is expressed by
the auxiliary verb be + ing form -implies that the activity is incomplete at
the moment referred to - the activity could be in the present, the past or the
future. The perfective aspect (which is expressed by the auxiliary verb have
ipast participle) relates a happening at one moment of time with a later
moment of time in either - the present, the past or the future. Similarly,
two types of aspects are identified in Limbum.The table below shows the
aspectual forms and their functions:
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I

______
Function

Aspectual Forms

Perfective

ku

Imperfective

Kts - Habitual

-

C 6 Progressive

COMPLETIVE OR PERFECTIVE ASPECT

5.14.1

To express the idea that an action recently took place today (not SO
long) and the effect is felt at the time of speaking use the verb
without a tense marker. Or use Today Past- ba

+

ku (perfective

marker)

Biiri

8

?
ye
i

ber&g.

Bari SMeat groundnuts

“Bari has just eaten groundnuts.“

BBri 2 ba ku ye ber6.r~.

“Bari has just eaten groundnuts”

To express the idea that the action occurred one or a few days ago,
before another action of a temporal nature also occurred. We use b
(had) before the verb. eg.

Ngala

B

me

Ngala sm P2

ku

ye

berQ

CASP eat

“Ngala had Just eaten

groundnut

groundnuts.”

To express the idea that the completive action took place at some
remote time in the past, ( a long time ago - one year etc, ) use b
“had” eg.
Ngala B m ku ye ber&g
“Ngala had just eaten groundnuts.”

5.14.2

IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT

It has two forms- habitual and progressive.

To express the idea that a situation is essentially habitual of some

extended period of time, repetitive on a regular basis or routine
nature -we use ke, before the verb. eg.

mmir mi ke yag Nfor
Eyes SM H ASP ill Nfor
“Nfor usually has eye problems”

.

Progressive Aspect - is used to express an idea that i s taking place at

the time of speaking, or took place and continued for sometime in the
past, or shall take place and continue for sometime in the future, use
=(be

+ ing) or (will + ing) helps to distinguish past, present and

future progressive from other tenses. Eg.
1.
Ngala
ce
ye
ber&q

2.

Ngala

Prog.ASP

eat

“Ngala

is

eating

Ngala

A

Ngala

SM P1 prog.ASP

“Ngala
3.

4.

5.

ba

groundnuts

ce

was eating

groundnuts.”
ye bereg
eat groundnuts

groundnuts (today)”

Ngala

A
SM

“Ngala

was eating groundnuts (yesterday)”

Ngsla

ii

m

Ngala

SM

P3 Prog.ASPeat

‘“gala

used to

NgAla

be

Ngala

F1

Ngala

me

ce

ye

P2 Prog.ASP eat

ce

ye

eat

groundnuts

beritq
groundnuts

groundnuts (a long time ago)”
Ye

ce

be&g

bereg

Prog.ASP eat

groundnuts

“Ngala will be eating groundnuts (soon today).”
6.

NgAla

beld

ce

ye
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berQ

7.

Ngala

F2

Prog.ASP

“Ngala

will be eating groundnuts (later todayY

Ngala

befb

Ngala

F3 Prog.ASP eat

ce

ye

eat

groundnuts

bereg
groundnuts

“Ngala will be eating groundnuts (tomorrow).”

8.

Nghla

bekb

Ngala

F4

ce
Prog. ASP

ye

berQ

eat

groundnuts

“Ngala shall be eating groundnuts (sometime in future)”
Notice that for nos 2-4, the B-sm, which is an obligatory part of past
constructions is used, but this is not the case with present and future
progressive constructions.

5.14.2.1 PRACTICE 23:
Write the following sentences in Limbum using the appropriate tenses.
I.

He is staying with us at tlie moment.

2.

We have bought some wine.

3.

Bari was watching TV last night.

4.

Ndi has just come back from the farm.

5.

Nyako has worked hard today

6.

Ngwang used to live in Nkambe

7.

I had known him before he went to Bamenda.

8.

I will go home, early today

9.

I will be working in the office tomorrow.

IO.

They shall be living in Yaounde.

-

INTERROGATIVE AND NEGATIVE SENTENCES.

f

5.15.

Interrogative Sentences - In Limbum, question formation is very
simple. There are two main ways of asking questions. There are-

I

yes-no questions and wh-question forms.
Yes-No questions simply ask for a positive or negative response. The
comes at the end of the construction.
question marker

I

Statement-positive orientation.

I

“He felt”

e ba gui3

Question

e ba gwi B ?

~

1

“Did he fall?”

1

Ndi ii. ba dii nta 8?

Ndi A ba dil nta

i

“Ndi went to the market today”

“Did Ndi go to the market today?”

Statement-Negative orientation
1.

ink

ye

baa

ktl’

“I haven’t eaten food”
2. e dil nta kh’

“He hasn,t gone to the market”

Question
w h f me ye baa A?
“1 have n’t eaten food, have I?”

wii’ e dii nta A?
“He hasn’t gone to the market,
has he?”

Notice that negative orientation (yes-no questions operate like questions
tags in English. The negative tag marker is

while the negation marker

is kat as shown in the above examples.
In wh- questions- the word order is different from that of the affirmative

sentences, because the question word comes before the object
causing a systematic shift in the word order to the left, so that the

e4
Ndi B ba fa m d l
Affirmative:
A ba fa nda tnrh’
Question:
Limbuin wh- question words are-

9

“Ndi gave wine”
“who gave wine?”

nda ?’

who?

kM

what?

fE?

where?

njo-k&?

why?

B s61 ke

when?

A n j 6 k&

bow?

When these words are used, they generally require as answers some
specific missing information. The question word comes after the
verb.When the construction begins with a subject marker, the
question word is followed by an object. If it begins with a subject it

1.

2.

3.

4.

ends with a question word.
A ba
fa nda mrii’?

Pm

pl

Ndi

B

Ndi

P2

BBri

beld

Rari

FI

Nyako

B

Nyako

sm

“Who give wine today?”

give wh-q wine?

ma

“What did Ndi give?”

fa kE?

give wh-q

dfi

“Where will Bari go?”

fE?

go wh-q
mii norJsih njbke?
P2 put

wh-q

“HOW
5.

Nyako C
3

mtt

Nyako SM P2

did Nyako put it?”

nogsi & s e t kk?

put

wh-q
“When did Nyako put it?”
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PRACTICE 24:

5.15.1

Write the following questions in Lirnbum.

a)

1. Who are you talking to?
2. What did you buy7

3. When will you go to Yaounde?
4. How deep is the river?

5. Where is your office?

6. Why did he sell the house?
Put these statements into questions.

b)

1. e ke cu nje Taka

2 . me rirJ Brbu’ rdib
3. Nyako kog gwkq‘

4. B h i e ke web buu kB’

S. 15.2

NEGATIVE SENTENCES

In Limbum, an affirmative sentence can be changed into a negative
sentence by simply adding the negative particle kat (not) at the end of the
sentence. E.g.
S&te!W@

Negative

rne tttr SA* kat

m& tttr shq

“I

“I don‘t have a cutlass”

have a cutlass”

Bari e ke

“Bari

1%orks

Bari e ke fAq nsil kat

nsh
a farm”

“Bari does not work a farm”

Nfor B ba ye baa

Nfor ?I ba ye baa

NforsmP1 eat food

Nforsm pl eat food Neg.

“Nfor ate food today”

“Nfor did not eat food today.”
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ka’

Negative questions - the question word comes afler the negative marker.
Eg.
gwE
e mu v&
cor
kat 2 nda?
Person sm P2 come church not wh-q
“Who did not come to church?“

e

yu kw$ kat njokM

Sm buy corn not

why?

“Why bas he not bought corn?”

5.15.2.1

PRACTICE 25:

A)Forni negatives from the following:
I.Ndi fi ma fit mu.
2.Nyako belo dh nta.
3.Y6 baa se‘ni.
4.Nyag muu ni baa.
5.We g&eB su’si bce’

B)

Write the following questions in Limbum:
1.Why hasn‘t he gone to Ndu?
.’L.Who didn’t dance yesterday?
3.Didn’t you like my new bag?
4.Couldn’t you wait for him?
5.Naven’t you finished the work?

5.16.

PREPOSITIOl’$3

Having treated prepositional phrases in chapter four, we now focus on the
usage. Usage differs in respect to location, direction, company and
instrument. We begin with location.

5.1 6.1.

LOCATION

You may want to specify the position of something, you use prepositions

indicating position, before the object whose position it describes. eg.
“in front”
ka ntoinbi
mbt nji

“behind”

inbe tar

“between”
“next to, near.”

e.g.

yuu
Bgeq nta’
Cutlass it
near chair
Sh’

5.16.2.

“The cutlass is near the chair”

DIRECTIONAL

You may want to indicate the direction of the place that someone or
something is going to, use prepositions that describe the direction before
the place or desired destination. e.g.

kO

=

up to

ser = across atfto
mb8 = down to
Ndi be da k& Bamenda.
Ndi F1 go uptoBamenda
“Ndi will go to Bamenda”

To niake directional prepositions locational, they must be followed by
nouns. For example:
mba kdb “down in the forest”

kh rth

5.16.3

“up the hill”

ACCOMPANIMENT

You may want to say with whom, or what someone or something did

an action, you use prepositions of accompaniment. e.g.
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nl = with

Btiri

S du nj muu
Bari SM go with child
Bari has gone with the child

INSTRUMENTAL

5.16.4

You may want to express the fact that someone used a particular instivment
to effect an action. Use prepositions that signal instruments before the
instrument used e.g.
Ndi

it gwhr ntaljghu 33 SA'

Ndi has cut the wood with a matchet.

5.14.4.1

PRACTICE 2 6

Write the following

sentences in Liinbum using the appropriate

prepositions:
1. There's a cat under the chair.
2. Put the books on top of the table.
3. The village is between two hills.
4. They live in Bamenda.

5. Bitn's husband works in London.
6 . Pick with your hands.

7. Nfor kept it in the box.
8. You can eat it with groundnuts.

9. Cook it with salt.

IO. Open it with your teeth.

5.17.

FOCIJS CONSTRUCTION
Focus construction involves changing the position of the subject or

object in the sentence by moving them to some place o f prominence. In the
case of the subject, it oRen moves to, or comes after the verb. When this
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happens, the speaker is putting prominence on the subject. But

\LlIc~r

prominence is on the object, it comes before the subject. The focus marker
for subject prominence is simply: subject marker
Object prominence: subject marker

+ Tense + bfi.

SpS-cificat&nof subiect Eminence.
1 ) Statement: Nfor B ce ye baa

B

Become:

bB

ce

+ Tense.

“Nfor was eating food.”

ye

SM P1 Prog.ASP eat

e.g

Nfor baa
Nfor Food

“It was Nfor who was eating food.”

2 ) Statement: Nyakd it mtf
&

Become:

mtl

ttf

“Nyako shot an animal yerterday”

nyha.

Nyak6 nyaa.

ttt

SM P2 shoot Nyako animal.

‘‘It was Nyako who shot an animal.”

Specification..of. _object prominencei
I ) Statement:
Nfor 31 ce nb ba

mrV

Nfor was drinking but wine.

A

Become:

b?i bti

ce

mra’

Nfor

ba

nb.

SM PI FM wineProg. ASP Nfor SM P1 drink.
“It was wine thar Nfor was drinking.”

2) Statement:

Nyakd beftt ktt mb2
“Nyako will pluck kolanuts tomorrow”

Becomes: beftt b& ba mbi ce
F2

Nyakb beftl kh

object

subject

F2

verb

“It shall be but kolanuts that Nyako shall pluck”
In object prominence, it is understood that there were other objects but the
participant chose to act on one.
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PRACTICE 27

5.17.1

Change the followjng sentences into focus constructions.
I . Bari a ce fa’ nsu

2. Ndi aba du nta

3. Tamfu B me gwiir nht

4. Ndi 3. ce su‘si ba bcE’
5. Bari A

ma ce l6a ba bkd’
TOPICALIZATION CONSTRUCTIONS:

5.18.

Topicalization means changing the normal word order in a sentence
by moving a phrase to a more prominent position at the front of the

sentence. Usually, phrases that move are Noun phrases, verb phrases or
prepositional phrases. If a noun phrase moves to the front of the sentence,
its fornier position is filled with a pronoun, meanwhile when a verb phrase
moves, its place is filled with an auxiliary, but when a prepositional phrase

moves, the gap is filled with a comma or nothing. e.g.
1. Topicalizing Noun Phrases

Nfor be ye baa ca ni &bo.

Statement:

“Nfor will eat this food with his hand”
Becomes:

‘ Baa ca, Nfor be ye

yj

ni thbo

“This food, Nfor will eat it with his hands”
2 . TopicaIizing.,Ve~~P&-~s~g
Statement: Tamfu be fa Nfd sit’
Becomes: f6
“

Nfor

sa’,

“Tamfu will give Nfor a matchet.”

Tamfu be gee.

Give Nfor a matchet, Tanfu will

do.”

3. Topicalizing Prepositiongl.Phrasss;

Statement: mE sag gwil’ ca ni bo

“I have written this letter manually.”

Becomes: ni bo, mE sag IJWA’ ca.
“Manually, I have written this letter.
Or this letter is handwritten”.

PRACTICE 28:

5.18.1

Here are four sentences. Transform them using the three ways shown
above.
1. Bari be laa baa ea ni gguu.

2. Tamfu beftt dil skull ni m g k h
3. Bari B nyag inuu ni bsar

4. Nyako

koo nyba ?
ndeq.
i

RELATIVE CLAUSES

5.19.’

A relative clause is a subordinate clause which gives niore

information about someone or something mentioned in the main clause
Sinclair et al (1992:579). In Limbum it comes after the noun it modifies,
thereby restricting (the person or thing it refers to). Limbum Relative
Pronouns include:

ce

“

ni

“that.”

that” “which”

nB marks the end of the relative clause.

In Limbum there are two types of relative clauses. One kind sin1ply
gives a littie more infomation about someone or sornething.Tliis extra
information is not important and could be omitted without distorting the
meaning.This type of Relative clause is called-non-restrictive relative
clause).
1.

let

[ce mf. yuu n&] yi bog

Relative Clause
This calabash which I have bought is good.
2.

gguu [ce Nfor

SEI

na] yi yushi

Relative Clause
This firewood which Nfor has fetched is dry.
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Restrictive relative clause defines and limits what is being referred

LO.

The clause is very important to the whole sentence and cannot therefore be
omitted withour distorting the meaning of the sentence. e.g.
1.

r~gweIce e mu luu mg nti] & kwi
“The dog which bit me has died.”

2.

rkog [ce Nfor a ba tw qgwe Bgbo nfi] li yuu ni Ndi
“The spear which Nfor shot the dog with is with Mdi.”

5.1 9.1.

PRACTICE 29:

Join the following sentences using Relative pronouns.
1. Nfij B nitt sE qguu ni

SA‘. Sit’ it kebti.

2. ndab wer cu mb6. Ndab e CB.
3. muu ce war. BBri tttr muu.
4. njka B gw2 m&inbe k h . Njha ceb.

5. Nfi, it vu ni md*mi lee.

5.20.

INDEFINITE CONSTRUCTIONS
Indefinite Constructions are formed when the speaker is interested in

the person or thing that was affected by the action. It is formed by using the
third person Indefinte Plural Pronoun it (someone or they) at the beginning
of the sentence followed by the verb and then the person or thing that is
affected. The examples below show:
1.

Statement:

Ndi sm

P3 clear

farm
“Ndi cleared the farm”
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2.

0

V

S

A

mii

CEmU

3PL:JNDF

P3

clear

nsu.
fa nn

Sta tenten t:

0

V

S

mnsag.

be fti ye

QwaE rye’ni

F2

Teacher

rice

eat

“The teacher will

eat

ric

Indefinte Construction:
0

V

S

A

be

3PL:INDF

fH

ye

mnsag

F2

eat

rice.

For somethings or category of nouns, e “it” third person singular for
comiiion nouns is used. In some cases as the concord elements such as l i for
nouns beginning with r- prefix or mi for piural nouns as well as yf (they) is

used. e.g.
Statement:

S

V

0

RWEE li

ko

ny8.

Cat

catch

animal.

“The cat has

caught

Indefinite Construction:
0

Li

ko

ny9.
animal

an animal”.

has

“It

S

caught an animal”

V

0

Neg P

NB’

yi

ye

kwga

ka’

Cows

sm

eat

corn

not

.

Yi

Yk

kw$a

Kat

They

eat

corn

not

Tata Bs

2.

SUI)

wow8e, “Jbn be fu dil ka Bamenda”.

Tata told them,

“John will go to Bamenda”.

In indirect speech we report the meaning of a speech, without necessarily

using the speaker’s words:

Direct;

Tamfu a sug Ndi,

“Me ye ndab.”

Tainfu told Ndi.

“I have seen a home.”

Tamfu i sug Ndi ene e ye ndab

Indirect:

Tamfu has told Ndi that he saw a house.
”Nyakd 5 Idr kbk& siit ii mii”’ Ndi & Iiia.

Direct:

Nyako has taken the broken matchet and tlirown

it,

Ndi said.
Ndi ii la3 e m Tamfu a mu lorkilku sill I? milt.

indirect:

Ndi said that Tamfu took the piece of matchet and
threw it.
Limbutn uses the following reporting words

521.1.

l&a

“say”

SUI)

“tell”

bibshi

“ask”,

bi?&
byeini

“reply”
“accept” “agree’’ “believe”

ntZshi

“correct”

eni

“that”

“question”

PRACTICE 31:

Put the following sentences into reported speech.

1. S h b a i lBa,
2. BAri

IIIH

lia,

“mE kog Aryuu mot6 nfi.”
‘‘ink

ce ye‘ni li bArB’”.
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“ink be lo d~ nta.”

3. e ba Iha
4. Ndi h mu bibshl

5. Nfor A IBa

5.22.

,

“rtuu nko li yu?”
“in2 ke

fat ttia”.

COORDINATION
Generally coordinating conjunctions link clauses or, groups of words

of the same grainmatical type. In Lilnbum we can join clauses, in f i r e
different ways, using coininon conjunctions such as- and
ba
3

=

nith I to

u

-

v + v (verb +verb)

ki:

-

or

1

1. Noun plh-ase, +,NEun..Phrase coordinathn-In this situation, two noun

groups, words or phrases are linked together. e.g.
1.a) lor

sB’

ba mfikog

“Take a cutlass and spears.”

Take cutlass and spears
2.b)ye baa

6

njgb

“Eat food with soup.”

Eat food with soup
2.

Verb .Phrase_f-Verb.PhraserCI~~dinat~On.
e.g.

1.a) cag dh vti
run go corne
2.b) vil ko baa ye B

“Go and come back quickly.”

njiib

Come take food eat with soup
In this case the verbs are used imperatively. Verbs often co-occur like this
in Linibum, without any conjunctions.
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P

3. P~~pgsitLona!Pllrases can,.a l s a e s o d i _ n a _ f e d .

& mb8 k6b.
bee B ybb nje nta
People SM sing In market and in forest

e.g. a.)

People are singing in the market and in. the forest.
b. I

we

k6shi

B

malnjebgk&a ba kilu cdu.

When harvest SM throw in basket and in mouth.
When harvest throw some in the month and in the basket

4. .Adjvtival.pivases arc.^ oftencoodhared._using.&:
e.g. a)
nidi mca mi lee
cel
and bitter.

This wine is sweet

Me

b)

yu

mol

yi

b2q

&

sii

1 have bought a dress which is red and black
5. OK Coordinati_qn_

kat wk gee b6QborJe kee WE gee bebeb e, a yo nsa'

a)

Whether you have done well or not is your problem.

b)

kf WE ye e, kE we ye kal e me riu kat
Whether you have eaten or not, I don't know

5.22.1 PRACTICE 32:
Write the f~illowingsentences in Linibuni using appropriate conjunctions
1.

He is small but strong

2.

Ndi and Ngala are good friends

3.

He can neither read nor write.

4.

Eat and drink water.

5.

You can go and come back tomorrow.

6.

You or Mary can come.
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5.23

KEY TO PRACTICE EXERCISES
PRACTICE 1
b@

r&

'

gee
mb8any6

SZS

ncbki

inbkb

nyiir

nsir

sebsi

tee

s&r

I&&

beb

en€

SEE

c er

gkb'

kW8q

gk6a

kweg

rJkw8
rJkwe

teg
ntaq

rjkar

ntbrj

gkfinji

gkugku

btirbhr

njtir

cbcw

rtiesi

Iur

bur&-'

fbstshi

khr

ghaa

ghar

ghbni

ghaani

ghee

ghbb

gliag

gheE

ghub

khu

; Exercise1

Exercise2

Exercise3

Exercise4
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ExerciseS
bwhwa
bcece
bbw&'

bbab
bbar

Exercise6
m n ts r

inwia

iiqktiu

mriluruu

iiinfar

mbee

111hgilrJ

mbab

PRACTlCE 2
gg8a samba

rnogffr
maktt

berku

boo

gg8a nta

b2e

PRACTICE 3
r~wknsi
ndab ggor
cel ber

kwiia mber

.

PRACTICE4
fia

fBb

tar

gd'

fa

PRACTICE 5
co'co

beber

kaka

db'db'
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-

cercer

ntugntug

siinba samba

kakh

PRACTICE6
Exercise 1
1.fiiIe

2.

4. wowi?e

5. mE 1 e I wk

WE

I me

Exercise 2
1. e fa y i n& me.
2. me

B fa' n5 ye.
3. wowse B ce fye' sal.
4. e kbg Ardzl B wow5e.
5. a be bii bii w&eye.

PRACTICE 8
sig ca

bcP bca

bsig bca

ggttb ca

Ca

ggttb ca

W E E

mwee nica

r 9 ca

cE1 ca

mrE' nica

PRACTICE 9
Exercise 1
la rkig

lab rw%

mer mgkig

misee mbi

yab gkftt

y i ndab

njar yi

yisee ndab

yi inbe

wab nindab

3. ye I inc

Exercise 2
iiirk' a n i B ma

rJgttb ca a yi

mrE' aria & misee

ggub ca a yer

tiirk'

niab

aria

iigttb ca a yee

b i a ca a ya

bbaa bca a vi
bbaa bca a wab

PRACTICE 10
A be dh ni yo- k h
e be du ni yi- kiiu
\yowee a bc dh ni mab niqkGu

e be nyag ni yi- bo
wo\z.ee a be laa ni mab- mbo

a be laa ni yo- bo.

PRACTlCE 11
ghorpe wab bnyor
ivotvee a

ma bii bii wab bnyor

13nnlii1' a Nyab

H

khrJni

Wo&e B ch'ni wab bnyor

. PRACTICE12
(B) t i ce lee

( A ) ntn'
karJ ca

baa yi boh

qkub

r~\v&ma' a

ba na na

baa mot yi yuu iiibena.
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PRACTICE 14
1. \vi: init g&e ba-ke?

2. qwh' ca a yZ nda?

3. rpvE e intt lor ya ggar a nda?
4 . we a g&eba ni bo yi fe?

5. g w k w e yi a nda?
6 . w 2 a vh nR' a c h i njo-ke?

7. tvk

\!it a nji: kc?

PRACTICE 15
4. gar

1 . ni
2.

ku

5. mbe

3.

lllbh

6 . kuunt ii

7. mbe tar

PRACTICE 16
I . ncdh taar a rdtt
2. rjix ha ncdb ky&a mtt intaar
3 . mjPr mbaa ba ncbb t2 a

mtf

mkyh

4. ncuki ni rnjer kyk ba ncob ta a mtt nt8.
5. t

~ ndoq
t ~InrJgwarJ
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'

.

-

. PRACTICE 17
slleslle t&il

mbii rnsii
cicS ow?
r ~ w kbfe

gwi. nte

.

PRACTICE 18
Br ki.

1. Ar ye

ar cag

Br laa

Ar dii

ilr 1Ba

i r r&

ar tug

rkbo

2. rye
rcag

rkur

KdU

rluu

3. fa ni
cBtni
bani

I.

ar ye baa yi bbo

2.

Nfi, ce gee rfA1 mot ma mtt nsu.

3.

lor kxvh gabshi

4.

nicar mi koo boo

5.

Nfd B BBri a kdgni

6.

k e j y i matti ni yi bo.
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7.

qg&a bii a dhse a wab inla'

8.

nogsi mnta'

illbe

ndab

PRACTICE 20
1.

e ke fa' nintagguu

2.
*3 .

\\owPe a ke ye bt5'

4.

e ce ye berEij

5.

e ba fa wkr k d a

0.

e ba r q inrit'

-I .

Nfd ce dtj cor

e mu dd qwa'

8.

kosi yi inti ko ye

9.

e mbe yuu nya b&r&'

IO.

e mbe rk bk6r 2 bur&'

1 . e be ye baa
7 . \vosvi.e a be d h tnbe ndab gw6'

3. rnbeld fa ye baa

4. yi 18 bel6 vli'
5. wowee a be& dtj nje YBwundit
6. e beke ba r p 2 ryc'nf

. PRACTICE 22
1. e ce cu wer wow&es&'ni.

2 . w&ra ba yuu inrd'.
3. Bari a mce YE TV ni qkar
1. NdX B ku kuti e fa nirJk&.
5. Nyakb a fa' intab ntini.
6. NgwarJ B ince cu inbe NkambP
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7 . 1a6m rig ye ta e k;r' ke dh ka Bainendi

8. inbe16 yBgse du ii la'.
9 . InbeSd fat inbe wasis B y&rJse
IO . wou6e a beki: ce cu nje YBwundh.

56.6. PRACTICE 23
A)

E')

1.

wE laB ba ni nda?

2.

\vi ba yuu bn ke?

3.

e bi du nji: Yawund6 & s@'ke?

4.

rdib ana li eoomi & nje-ke?

5.

yo wafis yuu

7.

e

1.

e k e cu fs?

2.

wBt a rig Brbu' rdib i?

3.

Nyakb 3 kBg kt.?

4.

wB' RAri e ke web buu a?

111

ba fe?

f ' u h i ndab njo-kE?

5.6.7. PRACTICE 24
1. e ba dh ku yBa ka' njo-kF?

2. t ~ w kce e inti bii bii ni qkhr ka'

3. ci nith wi.111u khg ya baa fi a?
4. Kade' v.72 ba tee ye kat a?

5. k nib6 w2 inisi rfhl an8 ka'a?

56.8. PRACTICE 25
I . nvEc li yuu njeb nihil nta'

2. norjsi impvhl mbe ridu TV ana
3. rlo' li yuu nibetar nintuu
4. Wowee ii ke cu kir RaniendB

nds?

PRACTICE 26
A ba ce fat BBri nsu'
B ba dilNdi nta

B

iiie

gwBr Tamfu n i '

R ba ba bcP ce Ndi 5 ba shlsi

4 niu ba ba bkd' ce B&ri& inti 1Ba

PRACTICE 27
1. d gguu baa ea, 13Bri be Ina.

2. skull ni ingkuil, Tarnfu befu du.

3. muu ni b h r , BAri k nyag.
4. njii a ndeg, Nyakd 31 koo

'

PRACTICE 28
I . skt ce Nfd h mu

SEI

qguu iigho na ii kebti.

2. ndab wer cu inbo iiA ce ctt.
3. inuu ce Bari tttr n&ce war.
4. njaa ce e gwe In$ mbe kfiu

nB ceb.
5. mrh' ce Nfo B v9 Agho na mi lee.

PRACTICE 29
1. A btt' kag.

2. E ba luu Ndi.
-3. A be ftt

SEI

IJ~UU.
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4

I

I

kz, 1uu.

5. ,$ nbrjsi inqwii' tiibe nta'.

PRACTICE 30
1. Skmba ii laa en€ e khg aiyuu niotd n f .
2. Ukri

a ma Ian enc: e ce yt-lni li bhrA1.

3. c ba laa en&e bel6 dQ nta.
4. Ndi k m a bibshi fadif ce rtuu qkd' li yuu.

5. Nfo a nitt laa en&e k e fat mbo.

'

PRACTICE 31
1 . e owe si a tab.
2 . N d i B NgBla 2 Kbgni
3. ka' arb&'e ke ArsaIJ e rig ka'.

1. iribagriru 6 baa by6gge njo b&'wowke a gee inntagshi gbr.

5. inbe fa ni nyako ba Ndi.

5. F&CONCLUSION
W e began this chapter by making a comment on pedagogical

gmniinar and its central place in this work. Granirnatical items were then
selected a n 3 presented on the analyses done in the previous chapters. The

approaclr adopted was that of simple to complex to facilitate acquisition.
took into consideration the various proposals made for the

Since

standardization of the language, the items provide the most up to date and

standard reference inaterial for both learners and teachers.

Each grammar point was explained in simple straightforward
language in an attempt to make it accessible to non-linguisti

. In order to

check understanding, each item was followed by practice exercises. To
make the section inore composite a.nd tidy, a key section containing
answcrs 10 all

the practice exercises was attached at the end of the clmpter.

This, i t is believed would help facilitate independent learning as it is use?
friendly.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.

SUMMARY:
The principal objective of this work has been to fornialise

the

phonological, morphological, and syntactic processes of Limbum with a
view io establishing grammar rules that are explicit enough to foster the
standardization of Liinbum.
I n chapter one, the main objective and the scope

of the work were

presented. It was clear that reading and writing inconsistencies existed even
in documents produced by WlLA (Wimbum Literacy Association). The
need for a standard variety was therefore overdue. The choice for an
eclcctic approach was stated with comments as to the rate of utilization of
the various linguistic theories in vogue. Also stated was the nicthodulogy which had to be followed systematically in order to get the desired results.
Then, thc genetic, geographical and historical location of Limbuni and its
speakers were reviewed. Then the review of the linguistic classification of
Limbuni was done, in order to give this work a solid foundation for the
phonological, morphological and syntactic analyses that would follow.
This was preceded by a detailed review of linguistic works on the language
that were of relative importance to the study. From the reviews i~ was
underscored that varied inconsistencies existed. Consequently, the
standardisation process to be carried out in this study was certainly

necessary.

In chapter two, the main form of the study was the phonological
processes in order to forge an acceptable or standard sound and writing
system of the language. in order to achieve this goal, the consonant and
vowel charts of the different dialectal regions were established, cumpared
and contrasted. This also required a thorough examination of the syllable
structures and tone marking systems with particular reference to the works
of Fioir (1987) and Fransen (1995). Using the standard Generative
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cli;\rl
FRONT
Uitrounded

CENTRE
tinrounded

High

Mid
low
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BACK

rourlded

in it>, considcration, the fricative column was deleted. Consequently
[ts]

and

[e] were treated as palatal-alveolar

stops and [?] though highly

restricted \vas maintained. The issue of vowel chart was resolved as having
a seven-vowel system with the following configuration.
CENTRE BACK

FRONT

unrounded rounded

Cinrounded
High

Mid high
Mid Low

E E:

low
Figure 6.4

This conclusion applied for the Northern dialect too, as they were
highly similar (see figure 2.14). It was realized that whereas the sound
inventories for the Northern and Central dialects had limited dispartties;
that of tlre South exhibited high disparity. In this wise therefore Limburn
was considered as having two dialects as far as the sound systetil was
concerned. Their diffences were established as follows:
1. Consonants not attested in the Southern dialect;
*

Palatalized consonants [ky,by, d”, g”, tf

y,

ry, sy, fl

yy, my,

ny, pY, g Y , ry] in fact, all consonants palatalized before 111
/ml which is a result of the juxtaposition of two bilabial nasals in
the Norhern dialect.
a

The voiced velar fricative /

yI

2. Consonants not attested in the Northern dialect:

The affricates Its1 and ldzl
The voiced alveolar fricatives /z/
The prenalized consonants Imfl, Ins/, Jnfl, I9 31, /nU, /nr/,

Imbl, Inti, In&, Ink/, lggl.
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For vowel differences, I t was clear that [ + ] I+:]
were preseuL

,(.

Southern dialect while [e], [e:], [ o ] ,[o:] were only present in the Northcrn
dialect a1 the phonemic lcvel. At this point, the need for the standardisatioll
of the sound system was evident with all these considerations, we then
posited the Limbum Standard vowel chart as follows:

STANDARD VOWEL CHART OF LIMBUM
CENTRAL BACK
uiirounded unrounded
rounded
FRONT

Figure 6.6
kfowever, before proposing a standard orthography, the sytlable
structuie of the dialect was revisited. For the Southern dialect, a new
syllable structure V, CV, CVC, CCV, and CCVC was established contrary
to Fransen's (1995.41) CV, CVV, CVC, ccv, CCVV, CCVC, N, N. syllable
structure.

Iii

the new syllable structure, v-syllable type was identified as

being a vowel, a syllabic nasal or syllabic [r). Similar arguments were
presented for the Northern dialect meaning therefore that Limbuiri 5yllable
structures were uniform and needed no standardisation. The syllable types
are:
a>

v<v

b)

CV

c)

cvc

d)

CCV

e)

CCVC
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This was followed by the study of the Limbum word structure.
Applying Homorganic Nasal Assimilation (HNA). Fricativization (Fr)
Consonant Devoicing, consonant glottalization, vowel nasalization, vowel
backing phonological processes for the Southern dialect and consonant
Dalatalization, labialization, nasal lengthening processes for the Central
L

North dialects, it was concluded that:

[r] is not heard at word initial position in the Central and (Northern)
regions but is heard in the Southern region.
ti] is heard in the Central and Northern regions and gradually moves

For example;
Southern Central
Further South

to alveolar position as one moves further South.

Northeridcentral

-C

Again [dz]which occurs before lii and other vowels in the Southern dialect
is realized as /d/ plus the semi vowel /jk
Central
Southern
__
Gloss

[ndjar]

sister

After having considered the various phonological processes as indicated
above and further taking into consideration sociolinguistic factors for the
establishment of an acceptable multidialectal orthography void of
inconsistencies, the following alphabet chart was proposed
Aa as in k4g
Bb as in-bbaa
Cc as in cBg
Dd as in dhg

”bag”
‘Nnn
“honey”
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Ee as in ye

“eat”

as in yE

“see”

&E

Ff as in fir
Gg as in ghg
Gh asingh6e

“castrated goat”
“surround”
“calabash bowl”

Hh as in hkar
Ii as in ncir

Jj as in j6’

Kk as in k6a
Ll as in 18’
M m as in rnkl

“throw”

Nn as in n h h i

“correct”

fly as in ny6

“snake”

r]g as in qiib

“crawl“

00as in kbb

“forest”

Rr as in rkg

“tap wine”

Ss as in sag

“to write”

Sh as in sh6g

Uprisonn

Tt as in tCe

“ring”

Uu as in @*

“yam”

Hftt as in vttb

%me“

Ww as in web

“fear”

Yy as in yiiq

“illness“

I

as in nta’

LL

chair”

In effect, our work summarily proposed the deletion of 121, ldzl and

/pi, the maintenance of Ihl and I * / , and finally the inclusion of I JlI on the

alphabet chart of Limbum. This gave us a total of 29 letters (7 vowels and
22 consonants). For tone orthography, system 2 of Mfonyam‘s (1989:459)
proposed was confirmed
”
and considered most appropriate for the writing
system.
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Chapter three dwelt purposely on the morphology and morpho1ogictil
processes of Limbum in an attempt to come up with standard morpl~ological
rules for the language. Inspiration was drawn from the works of Van
Reenen and Voorhoeve (1980), Fiore (1987) and Fransen (1995). This
enabled the treatment of the morphotogy from a semantic perspective considered to be a better asset in the learning and teaching transaction of
the language. It was viewed that the uoun class system corroborated by the
semantic approach heightened the productivity of each category, thereby
facilitating the learning of the grammar and vocabulary expansion skills.
Various aspects of noun, pronoun, numeral, adjective, adverb and verb
niorphology were treated in detail in order to provide a rich reference for
grammar and vocabulary lessons. Tense and aspect as well as mood were
treated accordingly.
Chapter four brought into focus syntactic processes of Limbum by
niaking an inventory of some of the phrases of the different dialects of the
language. Transformational Grammar and the Minimalist Program as
outlined in Chonlsky (l995), gave a lot of inspiration. These theories were
used to generate phrase structure rules in a simplified manner, thereby
minimizing our understanding of the acquisition burden of young learners,

in effect maximizing their chances for the acquisition of Lirnbum. Our
investigation of phrase typology in Limbum showed that it was basically
I

the same no matter the dialectal differences that existed at the phonological
and morphological foniis.
For instance, in the phrase “my house”, all dialects would read it as “y&

ndab” just like, “to dress” would be read as “Br yiir shP” in the Southern
dialect and in the Centre and North, it will be “Br y8r cP.” The difference

is in the

sh letter of the Southern dialect being replaced by the c-letter. This

difference as it was seen did not affect with the phrase typology of the
language.
Many grammar rules were established. Amongst them were-The Limbum
underived NP which was generated as:
(1)NP

-+ N
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( 2 ) N P 4 Pron.
For derived NP it was observed that

Limbum is basically a head-first

language and the phrase structure rule for derived NP is N
For noun modified NP, NP-

N" was generated. Or N

P

4 N Det.
P A N Adj

In the case of Genitive Construction, Ndamah's argument (1997:81)
was reviewed with Raddford's (199931), Spec position in mind.

I

NP

chiid
In this tree diagram it presupposes that [m~iu]child is the modifier of

Nfor. If this were to be taken, Limbum would no longer be a head first
language or right branching language. The actual thing in this phrase is that
Nfor is the modifier of muu, consequently ought and should occupy the
spec position. This drove us to the conclusion of head first principle and
thereby permitting us to make the linguistically significant generalization
that Nfor is modifying child as shown in the tree diagram below:

Nfor's child
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Even though this representation of the Genitive Construc;tiuu v1~b
considered elegant, it still posed another problem. In a situation where a
genitive construction had a determiner as a modifier (possessive noun or
numeral) for instance, muu Nfor yer “Our Nfor’s child”. There would be a
problem as to where the determiner would enter in the tree above.

If it were put in the right most spec, that is, spec of N2, we would leave
behind the impression that the determiner was modifying N2, whereas it
was supposed to be modifying N2 and with

N2 they would modify N l . To

solve this problem it was considered that it would be more preferable that
the N2 should occupy the spec of Gen P while the Determiner should
occupy the spec of N” as shown below:

/

/”

Gent

spec”

muu

“Our Nfor’s child”

In this case Nfor could then adequately receive Genitive case from
the Genitive marker. The PS marker was thus posited as:
Gen. P

---+

N Gen.P

Where Gen P is the modifier of N1 and comes after it.
Next was complex NP whose rule as posited as NP

___+

N CP NP after

due consideration.

-

For Inflectional Phrase and its constituents, the rule was posited as
IP

-+

specr.
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This was followed by the treatment of other category labels such as v r,
AdjiP and AdvP.

rt',

After treating the category labels, the standard Limburn sentence was then
considered. It was viewed as an SVO language, the rewrite rules for a
simple Limbum sentence would be
S
NPAuxVP

NP.-*
V

NDet
4 VNP

P

- Whereas that for Yes - No question form was posited as
Aux VP (Q),
S--------+NP
that for the rest of the question forms was posited as
S

-

D

e

t

+ VP + Det + (NP)

- Negation was simply summarized using a derivation like this shown

here:

CP-NegP

Nfor B blt y2 baa

b'

k

"Nfor did not eat food".

Focus and topicalization were also treated in detail as they had to do
with various forms of movements.
Concerning relative clauses it was realized that in Limburn, the
indirect subject and object relative clauses were introduced by preposition
and that a resumptive pronoun was required to fill the gap created by the
movement of the relativised NP. The NP position was then occupied by a
gap at the D-structure and at the S-structure it was filled by a relative

pronoun, which had been moved to pre-clause position, as can be seeii

111

the sentence below:

S

S
Ngwine Rel.proo that

I

F

NP

concord

“The wine which I bought is sweet.”

VP

I

Another construction that had to do with movement was identified as
Indefinite Construction. Unlike passivization in other languages that was
marked by modifications at the VP level, Limbum indefinite construction
was marked by third person indefinite plural pronoun at sentence initial
position. Indirect speech and Coordination were also treated and basic
explanations given as to what obtains in each.
The main objective of the last chapter was to make the grammar rules so far
posited more explicitly accessible to MT teachers and textbook writers, who
needed to exhibit their mastery of the standard Limburn in their works. In
order to achieve this objective, the chapter was tackled from a pedagogical
perspective, because pedagogical grammar has registered considerable
progress in the development of first and second language acquisition. In
this light, pronunciation (alphabet and orthographic rules), morphological
and syntactic descriptions and usage of different grammatical categories
and standard rules for usage followed by 32 practice exercises were treated.
The language items treated in that section were presented in a nonlinguistic

approach

with

precise

expfanations to

facilitate

their

understanding by MT teachers, textbook writers and learners. As already
indicated, the explanations were followed by various examples. For
instance 5.15.0 and 5.1 5.1. above on Negation in Limbum. It is believed
that if MT-teachers and others in the language development market, make
use of this reference granmar section effective standardization target of the
language could be reached, especially in the writing system .. In order to
encourage their usage, a complete answer key to all the practice exercises

was included at the end of the chapter. As we have already mentioned.

LIIIS

would greatly permit self-study or individualised learning. It was seen that
with the lielp of such a language study guide, learners could choose what
they wanted

to

study easily.

It was also considered that MT-teachers could use the reference
grammar section to prepare language syllabuses, schemes and lesson plans.
On the other hand, MT-teachers could use the exercises for classroom
practice or set them aside as consolidation material for self-study. I t was
concluded that

this approach provided room for pattern practice,

internalization, perforniance and competence. Consequently leading to an
effortless achievement of the standardization process.

6.1

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

In the course of this work, a few linguistic problems were identified
but ready solutions could not be found. For instance, in the treatment of
tone, it was not d e a r as to where tone should fall on words such
W$E

a s bAa,

or k60. The question was, should it fall on the second or first letter?.

However, we concluded that it should directly fall on the first letter without
any proper phonological justifications. it would be proper that further
research should be carried out to enable us mark it exactly where it should
be.
Anotlier issue we discovered in the course ofthe work was tlral basic
passivization was not a feature of Limbum. However, it was realized that
Liinbum uses Indefinite Constructions in place of Passivization. Unlike
focus and topicalization that involved movements and the creation of gaps
at the extraction sites, Indefinite constructions appeared to be well
integrated in tlte grammar of the language just like passivization does in
other languages.. It would be proper that further research be carried out to
ascertain our conclusion.
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6.2

SlGNIFlCANCE OF THE PROJECT
The project was geared at systematizing in linguistic terms the

implicit knowledge of the native speaker in the area of phorlology,
morphology and syntax (grammar of Limburn). By this means rule.; were
formalized, which were used to write the pedagogical rules of the graininar
of the language. The pedagogical rules provide a broad spectrum for the
production of instructional materials for schools. These goals were attained.
To begin

with,

the descriptive chapters, phonological

processes,

niorphological processes and syntactic processes, present the linguist and
research students with a profound stock of granunatical descriptiorls of the
language. They will find it a useful source for studies on the standardisation
of other African languages. Resides, the work has made clear certain i s u e s
about Liinbuni. For instance that Limbum is a right branching language and
also that it is a pro-drop language. These conclusive statements are quite
beneficial to research students.
Secondly, this work has provided an orthography that is generally
acceptable as it is multidiatectal. Consequently speakers of all dialectal
regions will identify with it. This will go a long way to reduce the writing
inconsistencies that have existed in the writing system of Linibuiii over the
years. This will greatly improve on the reading and writing of Litnbuni by
native speakers.
Thirdly, the needs of MT leachers will be reached once they start exploiting
the work: especially the pedagogical section for the production of
instructional materials for literacy programmes and literature in the
language. Furthermore, the work abounds with data and illustrations of
various structures, words and phrases that could be easily adapted for
classroom exploitation. The practice sections make available a reachable
source of quick evaluation which MT teachers and textbook writers should
avail theniselves of.
The implication of the MT teachers’ use of standard materials in the
classroom is far reaching. The fact that it facilitates the production of
acceptable structures in the MT classroom, is just a tip of the iceberg, as it
goes a long way to provide fertile spots in the learners for the acquisition of
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other languages. ?I’ilisis cert;iii.tly very vital to a inultilingual nntlori

Caliieroon. Wtiat tve iiiean Iicre is that when once leamcrs are confitlciirly

reading ; m i \vriting liinbum, this will facilitate the easy acquisitioii of

work provides an opportunit), for
better and profound acquisition 0 1 English as IeriIrrors iiiove froiii b1”Y KI ihc.

other larigwiges. To be t~riorespecific, the

leariiing of Englisli. ’This is definitely possible because

froni i h e

phonological and syntactic pcrsprctives, reading and writing probleln areas
\vi11 be easily identified and teaching materials (Secon Language)
producedin order to tackle the probleins systematically.

Take for instance pronunciation probleins that arise as a resull of the
;itrsciice o f some English phoneric sounds amongst which are the interdental

fricatives i u / and /

y/ in

Lili~bumsound system, Limbuiil learners of

English \vi11 find it difficult to pronounce words like three, think, with;
mouth. ’I‘lie inability to proilounce words clearly will certainly result in the

impairinent of coinmunicarion. Therefore the English language teacher
inmt organise instructional materials in a way that will help the learners

resolve their pronunciation problems.
Similarly, syntactically speaking Limburn speakers apply the Wh-

question jvord at the end of a statement to convert into a question, \\liereas
in Englisl~ it comes at sentence initial position. So second 1;iriguage
graninitii- lessons must systeiuatically focus on such structional contrasts.

This \ \ i l l solve probleins of interference in cases likeNdi ce dti ba f6, will not be interpreted as “Ndi is going wlierz?” as

many people want to s a y i n language classroorns but as “Wliei-e

is Ndi

going. 7”
Finally, non-native speakers would easily learn to read and write Limburn

once standard instructional materials are available. In brief, the \voIk would
mo\e Limbum from the status of a language with wfhicli standni-disation
actiirifyis in progress to

it

language for wliiclr standardizatin is achieved or

possible. Dunnigam (1 989)

6.3

PROPOSAL FOR WIVI'HER RESEARCH
W e have pointed out hlready that the work tleaiands further rcxarch

on Indefinite Construction\. "his

movement transformation coutrl be

thoroughly researched so thiit it could be clearly distinguished fro111 focus
and topicalization.
Speakers of Limbum and Mbum, spoken in Adamaoua claim to have one
corninoii ancestral history. Even though their languages are linguistically

not cognates, they also claim that there is mutual intelligibility. It is
important that further studies be carried out to see how far this project of
standardisation can be extended to Mbum of Adamoua.
It is bclieved that this worL has registered relative successes in proposing a

standard grammar of Limbum with a pedagogical perspective.
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APPENDICES
1.

DEMONSTRATION TEXTS

,
INTRODUCTION
This story was perfornied by Mrs. ALICE NDIKONTAR at the
National txecutise meeting of WACUDA(Warr C.ultural and 13evelc~~~11ienl

Associntion) held at Mbol palace in niarch 1994. The audience \vas held
spell-bound by the inter-locking themes and the blend of characters. Mer
i>niale \,oice conveyed tlre emotional effects steadily in the audience and

soon reached climax when the audience joined in. Everyone w a s caught
dancing and of course the story-time went by unnoticed.

N D t h C O BY NDIKONTAR ALICE

1.1
i I ) I)\\?

nm' amba a kF! en6 Ndinc6 (2) A yi inaf Ani ce cu k ge kdb bbu'.

( 3 ) Bbu'

\'I

iiiba i kob an8 s& (4) V i mfa' nya' s&. Ma yi NdAnlch

hiti

)1;

dci

ce y e nyal ce ye.

( 5 ' )A ka' ba nyu 1110

I,

bbu' vi ko ma yi Ndinco ana a yu. ( 6 ) Ndanco

B ka' kuti i ntha a ttir mggttr. E ke' yi ma ene e v&shsi ye mggtlr. ( 7 ) E ke'
Ail B lo A niolhr a glister B shsi mggtir a n i a nig mbe ndab, a ye yi lira ka'.
(81 E kuslii en? bbu' vi
en&ba en&se
ins'

n1oI

bbu'

ni
\

IAa en&mama am ce yE yab nya'. ( 9 ) E kwa'shi

i ko yi ma!. ( I O ) E kat dii Q

YE

en&bbu'

1.i 111

ko yi

y ~ .
i 1 I ) Ndhnco i c u 5 fa ntag. E kwa'shi eo2 e be gee rk\vi yi iita'. (12)

E k ~ bbu'
!
111

WFWE

en? wgo\ci.e B vti qka' rkwi yi mal. ( 1 3) Rbu' v n v c vim I &

bou q u 6 mbe nji. (14) NdBnc6 a fa wowee ku baa, wowee a ye. ( 1 5 ) E

ker bit ni ku' shai ba inrh', wow6e B nd aa a lo a kE I bii. (1 6) Nd5nc6 a fa
o\\ Ce niciju. Wow&ea yob e bii en&:
( 1 71 NdincZ, ee yo m i e gderJkE.
{ 1S)

NdBnci, ee y 6 in&e gdegk?.

(191 Rbu! tri ye ma IJWE nio' o gdegkk.
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N D A N C f 1; 0 - TR A NS I A T I ON
( , I 1 Oiice upon a time tlicrc was a

inxi

called NtLanclio. (2) He uscil

i o st:ly

with liis inother near a thick forest. (3) In this forest lived large groups of

cliiinpanzee. (4') The chin~pnnzeesused to cultivate large hectares of' garden
eggs. ( 5 ) His mother used to go and steal the garden eggs to eat.
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t.61 One

day wheri Ndancho was away to a market far litsay, his

illorher-went there again. (,7)She was caught by the chimpanzees and killed.

(S) When ndancho came back, he called for his mother to come lielp put
down \he large container of p a h i oil he had brought. (9) He called and
called. (10;) Nobody answered. (1 1 ) He finally inanaged to put it down. (12)

I t occurred to him as lie got into the house that the chiinpaiizees had

reported his mother to him. (13) They had promised to deal with her, if she
dared touch their garden eggs again. (14) So he rushed to the farm of the
aniiiials, and discovered lhat they had caught his ~nollierand killed her.
( 1 S ) He sat mournfully not until an idea came to him that he should

celebrate the funeral of his mother. So he invited the chirnpanzees to come
for this funeral ceremony. (16) They came i n their numbers. ( I ? ) Ndancho
g a w them a lot of food to cat. (18) He also gave tlieiu a lot of corn beer and
palni \\:ine. ( 1 9) ‘They driink and were greatly excited. (20) They itecided t o

dance. (21) So Ndancho gave them drums. (22) They started with a nice but
insultive song.
(23 1 Ndancho o o your Inother o o dead

(24) Nda~ichoo o your mother o o dead
(25) Chimpanzees have eaten somebody’s mother- dead
( 3 6 ) And \vere dancing the dirge of Ndancho’s mother
( 2 7 ) In the Inidst of this drunken excitement, Ndancho saw that it was the

right time to carry out vengeance. (28) So lie trickishly climbed

tip

the roof

of the house and set fire to it. (29) The fire destroyed the roof, ei’en before
the cliipanzees could realize. (30) Although a young one cornered near the

tired mother had coughed incessantly and nervously complained that he had
smelt fire, nobody listencd to him, even its mother.
( 3 1 So before they could realize that there was danger in delay flames and

tongues of fire had darkened and ovenvhelmed the whole house.
( 3 2 ) There was turbulence in the hall. ( 3 3 ) Frightened they were all
cryirig and shouting and calling on Ndancho to serve them by giving

directives on how to get out. (34) Ndancho responded from outside in a
frenzy mood that they should just go anywhere within. (35) But of course,
they were all burnt lo ashes.
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( 3 1 ) )Hilvlng succeeticti in his jungle law, Ndancho hummed a

W I I ~u 1

prick;
( 3 7 ) A sinall bone of chini, I throw in the mouth

bone
of
inuin
I
throw
in
the
bush.
(39) )-{eW ; ~ S going nrountl and picking pieces of roasted chiiris and eating.
(38)

A

small

(40)Uilfortunately, he could not distinguish that of his mother in a chim‘s
stomncli and the ctiini itself. (41) He ate his mum’s and went 111ad.(42)
Drums ;inn bells rang in h i s head. (43) Though the sounds of the dru~nii~ing

of the greal “tarra” dance in his head kept crowds happy, it gave him

pains.
(44) Young girls loved the music that flew from his head and could not

help following hiin.

(45) The chief of the village became jealous and asked Ndnncho to
offer hini the instrument. (:46) Ndancho told the chief to go in the opposite

direction. (47) They would then organize a race, which would lead the t\vo
of theiii into a head on collision. (48) This happened. (49) Of course, the
chief suddenly became weak. (50) Ndancho had freed hiinself as the
invisible orchestra crossed into the head of the chief.(51) It bWli1ed out
pninfully from the C h i e f s head. (52) Ndanclio ran and disguised liiniself.
shabby clothes and having applied wood ash on his body, he sat oil a dirty
stool out pretending to be a blind man.

( 5 3 ) Tlie messengers of the chief who were in search of h i i n could
not see hiin. (54) They ended up negotiating with a dog for another cross.

( 5 5 ) Thc chief knocked hi.: head against that of the dog. (56) The invisible
inusic passed onto the dog. (57) It wandered and finally died.
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1.2

LUQGA -BY CHUFFE

"
,

,

I

.

(

INTRODUCTION:
LhggB was performed by a certain

Mrs

Ndi.9 45 of Baptist

ami Winto' Fake of BoYugg%*

Church Taku at the funeral celebration
The late woman was a maid to
interviewer.

*

.

After having a sumptuous dinner of corn fmfoo, njamhnjamh and
traditional mutton steak, the interviewer 'stretched himself out and asked,
"Why do people die?" In trying to answer the question, almost everyone in

the house blamed death for its wickedness on humanity.

Mrs Cufe soon seized the
view on the invaluable irnpbrtan
performance. To her death was

le with her point of

the work of death. This perfonnan

May 1996. It was

,I

recorded by Sammuel Nforgwei.
A ihba

a nfV

mol

God acknowledges

,,

Wi

ebv rkwe li ihce

kob&es6f- Yab btt'rh' ce Bm
Nyh en2 e tee rkwe. E nBti B ko B M mo

mbe b u ~ *

ba mbo

a ku

chc$ hr dil ser nto'. Bcl'ndab nyh B tee ye mbe kibu'. A bibshi ni ye en2 e dil

ba fete? E lrZa ni wowc?e Bm mntee en&e til' ye Nyh en5 e tee rkwe njobb
&e ce kwegggr gar.
. .
Bdndab Nya am sug ye en&N

afninftlr yi ce rkwe li
mh ko ye. E ka' yuu wa' nqkoo mi sEe'yes&f.
Ntee yi kwe ye. E malar ?i
Br kwttti.
Bclndab Nyh B s&siBye eni? B be kyee ye kh nje but. TEEe sh ba njeb
nshe ciif ktt tee wow&eB bo tee. E kat sa bS a dun& fW yi cli' kh. Bcindab
~

Nytl vi kwgshi en&e s8 B nig war. W
jec: nibe rye& anbgsi
rfindigmb

B tee k& ca. luggh B dtt' nje ki ar
g ba f i u sa' mbo.

Nje Bm yag ye ma g8r set njo em cu ninja. E cag B dil mB

nuliiijl

kat tarte B njegwi? ma1 ce em ce &ti e fa mgkhtt ni bee. Luggil il ko ye a
SEE YE. Nsug B dha' B ggbg. Bbe a ftt ni mrJkdIjba bsa' tl rju IuqgB. E carJ B

LUNGA

- TRANSLATION
reatly. People were

Once upon a time, the Mbum people
dying so much that their giant warrior, LU
and tell God to stop death. When the day c
served as a ladder. As soon as he arrived

palace of the supreme being. On his way to the inner courts of the heavenly
palace, some angels stopped him. Ne ang

Id them his problem.

To his greatest dismay, he was to1
heavenly realm to condole with a relati
shocked. Dumbfounded, he felt terribly

However, he decided

to return home immediately as it was a long way away.
The heavenly hosts resolved to help him go home quickly. So they tied a

string round his waist on the understanding that h would jump down
through the still atmosphere. And that as-soon as he touched ground, he

,

would shake the rope to announce his sa
for him, as he was swapping through th

n earth. Unfortunately

, the wind tossed the

rope left and right, as he was swinging down. The angels thought he h a d
reached and cut the rope. Lunga swapped down and landed on a rock at luh.
His buttocks, spears, feet and sheath left deep marks on a rock, which are

still visible today.

. .

As hungry and tired as he wa

at anything. He saw a

pregnant woman coming back from her farm. LurJga could not help it, so he
caught her and ate. News went round the Wimbum country and people came
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out wit11 tlierr spears to kill lugga.
~

He ran into the river mbim, wliei-c he 1s

believed to be residing today.

1.3 rJWk A V I BYErJ
INTRDUCTION:
~.

I

,

This was performed by Mami Bolami Esther, 68 one summer
t on research. That
evening in July 1998 when the intervie
evening the conversation was cent&

les of women in

a

made her point by

society. Mami Bolami in a very sig
performing this very touching perfo&an

ow&eene,

IJw&mb' B mba a tar byegge 8 btia.

Njegwe ce e m bi muunje nB

ce e

yi d ntombi a lo bi muunje. Yi

kat bi muu njegw&ba en5 e bejh ye.'? Qg
mbe nji B bi muu mbagril.

"QWE

- . ..

ka1 da am gkh B kat ce fa1 nsu a ce

war. Mttsig a kat yu ambo e ce war, e vtf a bibshi ni ye en2 e war ba kele. E
IBa ni me sig ene e war njobF ndu yi 1Ba en$ e be jtt ye.

Me.si.g ana B IBa ni ye en6 e kat fa y
ce e dd g6e Bdi, ndu yi bo jtt ye ka: E
ye B la&ni ye en&e baki tab bbgWg'sb

a ba en&e be
tf

SUQ ye

yuu

sig ana te kw5a. Mwig ii kat
ce y i tttr toto kal E ba'ri e k o

mbab to'shi fur innte n6qsi mbe ngilg.

vi ka ye tee vi vu nyer ye da
Bgho mbe tab. Vi kat bat ni ye mbe tab e ku bo'shi B mbo e kwe wa. Vi
glitter ene vi be nbgsi ye nje titi, e gheter gee te vi nbgsi ye kG mbu keg.

E kat dil B g&e wa, bsig vi kari
&E en&e kwe, e ku satti
cete keg koo bsig ana du laa il web. Rkig li.t&mbe mor, e ftt nje mbe ce g13l
baa, ce yob en&;
"ghibghib,

r i

gbt baa ye B k&?

oaa ye LI

nyP

e yob wala e nig mbe

E kat dfi A gbe witla, ndu yi
ndab a fye' njer rk

01

ye, e la& en$ e be

tt

btaar a ye. Vi bog
gwe ce em bi muu

mbaqrtt nil.

awe ce em bi inuu m

e ndu yi A lila e ke' a

i ye 8 mbo e m 1Ba
p \
Njegwk B na a m

a rh laa kat. E ka'

gh6ter a ku koo bsig vi bthar c8.

E k a " d b laa. Ndu yi h kat v&yut ambo e

Baa ce YE
Ghfghib

gd' baa ye A kb?

* \

Gat baa ye a nya

Nyil te&7
Nyi te mbe mor
\

Ce yor fVfb'
E nig a YE bsig btaar cat. E lar a ye, a kef ytt ngwa yi an8 fog,

1.3

A MAN AND HIS WIVES
There was a man who had two wives. He was interested in having

only male children. So he made it clear to his wives that he would kill any
one of them who would bring forth a female baby. They were all pregnant.
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I t iiappened that the L'irst wife gave birth to a baby girl and the second

ct

tfe

lo a b.iby boy.
The first wife \\:as internally worried and spent all the tiiue in her
farill

crying. A weaver bird heard her cry and asked her what \viis the

niarter; she recounted her problenl to the bird. The bird gave her. counsel.
She

\\'its told

to build a hut then catch a rat and open it and leave the heart

and the lungs on her chest. She would then pretend to be dead. Bir-(IsLvould
c0111zto drag iter into the Iiut. If they did she should just try to sleep by the
door. This she did.

Many birds entered the hut and suddenly she closed the door and
cauglit all of them. She rushed home and prepared them and put on the fire.

While grinding corn into flour, she was singing:
Grinding corn to eat with what?
Grinding corn to eat with meat.
Where's the meat'?

If s on the fire boiling - fhffdf

Wlizii

her husband came and listened to the song, he itninediately rushed

into ihe hut, found the delicious pot on the fire. He deeped his liarid into it
and ate, several birds a t once. They were so nice that he went out and told
his first wife that he nould nor kill her again. His decision \!as

reversed.

H e i\ould kill the second wife instead.

When the second wife got the news she was terribly wrorried. She
tried to consult the bird too, and was given similar instructions.
Unfortunely for her, she was a lazy person and could not succeed in
con5tructing a good h u t . When birds got in, she inanaged to c a t c h only
three. She tried to cook and grind corn while humming the song:

<;riding corn t o eat with wliat?
Grinding corn to eat with meat.
Where's the meat?
It's on the fire boiling - f6'Fb'

Her husband soon arrived and was excited. Me rushed into the kitchen,
opened the pot and could only find three miserable birds. He ate them all at
once. Hut could not change his mind. He drew his sword went srraight to
her and pierced her. She fell down and died.

1.4

PRAYER-FOR K h A NGUNGU'S FAMILY BY
TATAMFU.

INTRODUCTION:

This prayer was performed at the ritual ceremony of the introduction
of Khbi Ngungu's family head-Ta-Tmfu. After all the reception rituals of
h i s three children, he had with his non-native wife, it was tiiiie to go back
to Buiiienda. As one of the guests, I recorded the prayer as 1 \\'as playing
the role of a camera man. That was in December 2001 at MbabifLL'atj. The
old i i n n in his 80s almost half-naked except(sAnj8') a piece of cloth that he
hung bet\veen his legs and tied with a leather belt around his waist, invoked
the gods of their family i n a very solemn manner to shower blessings on
K i b h Ngungu and his family.

A w&eKABA NGUNGU

A

W ~ Tamfu
E

A

W ~ E
lainbi

Kat W
Kkr ba

W$E

Cbella

~ Tantoh
E

Gur

Tantoh Laban Nginytt

Roo wcc a tee mbe nB B qwk mb'sir

gw2 sob ggu, gwk saa mfar, tee

WOW&

bunii tiiinirlo mb6ginbbij.

A le

iiiem

mru' n&

Ngtiij chq.

1' liA Y ER TRANS IA'I'ION .
Oh you K5b5 Ngungu

Oh you Tanifu Chella
\

011

you Imiibi

1

Even you Tainfu Laban Nginyu
'These are your children

Standing before you.
Drinking and eating fi-oni one bowl.
See Ihese ones are civilized people

They only come and go -

Because they work and live -
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h

Far far away in governnient country.
Shall you reject them because of that? No!

'This is your drink

Budih drink and give Shei

Tanifu drink and give Taiiloh

KAbA Ngungu drink and give Tanifu Chella, Imitbi,
and Nginyu.
Peace.

That your heart may be cool.

All o f you open the way
Let God drink this wine
And shine on, protect and provide for theni,
I f you let tliem be destroyed, how shall you h a \ e inore?

Give them power and progress and honour and multiply
their number.

Let their liearts be cool as you are happy.
Peace

1.5

VICTORY OVER THE WORLD- JOHN. 16: 25 - 33

I N1'ROD UCTJON:

The English version of this text was taken froni the Devotional Study
Bible.

.' 1 h \ . e told you these things, using stories that hide the t l v x n i n g . R u t the
time \vi11 come when I will not use stories like that to tell you things; I wili
spenk to you in plain words about the father. In that day you \ \ , i l l a s k the

Father for things in m y name. I mean, I will not need to ask tlke rather for

you. The father hinrseif loves you. He loves you because you loved m e and

rhnr I came from God. I came from. the Father into the world. Now 1 ani

leaving the world and going back to the Father..
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..~

T l ~ e nthe followers of Jesus said. “You are speaking cleurlp

10

us

noiv and are not using stories that are hard to understand. We can sie now
that you know all things. You can answer a person’s question even bzfore it

is asked. This makes us believe you came froni God.”
Jesus ans\vered, “So now you believe? Listen to me; a t h e is
coining when you w i l l be scattered, each to his own home. That

tiiile

is

no\\ here. You will leave me alone, but I ani never really alone, because the
Father is with me.

I told you these things so that you can have peace in me. In this
uoi-ld you \\,ill have trouble, but be brave! I have defeated the \vorld.”

TRANSLATION - JISOS

A SO nGOQ - JON 16: 25-33

M E sug wee buu ha ba a inggiia. NR’ ce ghee ce

111 be

ksr suo w&

b u u ba a mr~gliaka’. M be sug wee rara RmbB Tar. Be bali nf&#an& te wee
loo buu fa in6 rlii. M ce sug w6e

111

be k8r loo n& Tar a wee btil ka‘’. Tar

yeye kbrj \Tee njobe’ wee kog m P , a byemi ene in&in lo ese NyQ. Mi.111 I n

ese Thr, a

\’tf

njeb rjgBg ria. M ce la sS1 ni enjeb ggbg na a ce kuti & rye TRr.

IJEg;i yErni yi buu a laa en$, W ! A ce la4 s6’ni rara, 3 ker ce ma’ ba gg5a
ka’ w e r R rig se’ni na en2 a rig buu WEEWEE. Mbhu mal ker ha Rglio ne gw2
R rhibshi yuu mol n& w k kat. Aka’ ba njbbe’ cena, w6r a byenii e n s w& 10

est: NyGI Jesbs a beesi ni wowee en&, “We6
gIle;i, e

g h E E WEE,

A

byenii se’ni a ? Y t nfe’ ce

ce wee be da’se, tt: IJW& WEEWE kuti fa y&’I&’, iitlirshi i n $

niarnngi’. M be ba inaiiingi’ kat, njob8’ Tir k u ba w6r ye. Mi.IBa cena ni

\Pe

yi

te. wee bo koni curnunyaq njeb me. Wee be
yti

wa’ kur nl ntee. M&so ggbg ca.”
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